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PREFACE _______ 
 

 

Study Group 5B of the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG) was call- 

ed into existence in 1980 when it became obvious that the work of the huge 

Commission 5 of FIG could not reasonably be continued without splitting up 

its activities into several study groups. One of them has become Study 

Group 5B on "Survey Control Networks". During the Symposium of Commission 5 

on "Automated Processing of Surveying Data" in Varna, Bulgaria, 1980, the 

idea was born to hold a meeting of SG 5B in Aalborg, Denmark. 

 

The plan could be realized at the University Centre of Aalborg from 7th - 

9th July, 1982. The general subject of the meeting has been dedicated to 

the quality of networks according to the recommendation of the FIG-Congress 

in Montreux, 1981, to emphasize the evaluation of control networks under 

the aspects of stochasticity. The five main topics: Data Processing and 

Adjustment, Interaction of Stochastic and Functional Models, Quality of 

Networks, Network Densification, and Optimization of Control Networks, can 

be seen from this point of view. 

 

The meeting intended to stimulate information exchange among researchers and 

practitioners. Fifty participants coming from fifteen countries, discussed 

theoretical and practical problems. The attempt was made to have a good 

theory applied to a better practice. Moreover, with respect to the XVII. FIG- 

Congress in Sofia, Bulgaria, 1983, another purpose of the meeting was to 

clarify the state of art and to work out those points which should be 

treated with particular emphasis in the next future. As a result, in the 

closing session the participants agreed to the recommendations listed below. 

Thus, the meeting functioned as a sign-post: marking the stand-point and 

showing the direction. 

 

The proceedings have been edited in the most simple way by printing the 

manuscripts delivered by the authors ready for photo reproductions. This 

procedure provides a publication as fast as possible. 

 

The meeting itself and the publication of the proceedings was sponsored 

by DEN DANSKE LANDINSPEKTØRFORENING, the AALBORG UNIVERSITY CENTRE and the 

HOCHSCHULE DER BUNDESWEHR MÜNCHEN. The organizers are grateful to the 
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sponsors. However the thank of the editors goes particularly to the authors 

and to all those unnamed persons who directly or indirectly contributed to 

the meeting which was held in a very competent, friendly and relaxed atmo- 

shere. 

 

 

 Kai Borre 

 Walter M. Welsch 
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TOWARDS TOTAL OPTIMIZATION 

OF SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEMS 

 

Edward G. ANDERSON 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

 
The concept of a "black box" surveying and mapping system 
is defined. The term total optimization is introduced to 
describe the process of applying optimization theory to the 
control of both "quality" and "efficiency" of the surveying 
and mapping system. Approaches to this problem are explored, 
and plans for one practical methodology currently being im- 
plemented are presented. Some successful applications of 
operations research technology to surveying and mapping 
system problems are discussed. The problem of developing a 
fully-integrated, simultaneous model for total optimization 
is defined and considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The term total optimization is introduced in this paper to describe the 

process of applying "optimization theory" to the control of all aspects 

of the surveying and mapping system. Actually, the qualifying adjective 

"total" is apparently necessary only when the term "optimization" is used 

specifically in a surveying context. Unfortunately "optimization" in 

surveying has, by common usage, come to be understood as a relatively 

limited process, whereby the design of a survey is optimized with respect 

to its ultimate accuracy, precision, sensitivity, or reliability. Such 

"optimization" problems as zero-, first-, second-, or third-order design 

(terminology after GRAFAREND [1974]) are deliberately limited in scope to 

consideration of the "quality" of the survey - as embodied in the various 

covariance matrices - and all concern for the "efficiency" of the survey - 

in terms of manpower, equipment, time, and costs - is suspended. Recent 

studies [STOLIKER and ANDERSON, 1981; ANDERSON et al., 1982] have shown 

that there is considerable scope for the application of optimization theory 

to the problems of designing, planning, and executing "least cost" sur- 

veys; hence the need for the term "total optimization" when both least 

accuracy and least cost are sought. 

 

2. SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEMS 

At the outset it will be necessary to consider the concept of "a surveying 

and mapping system", since it is this which determines one of the most 

difficult aspects of the total optimization problem: formulation of the 

mathematical model. The term system is deliberately employed here in the 

usual engineering sense, to imply an integral body of knowledge, equipment, 

and methods (a "technology") designed to produce "information" of a speci- 

fied kind and/or perform "work" in a specified manner. To achieve this 

goal the system comprises an indefinitely large number of intricately 

interrelated components, each with a varying degree of "control" available 

to the user of the system and each manifesting a variable effect on the 

system output. Despite this complexity, it is possible to depict the 

surveying and mapping system as a "black box", in the common engineering 

way, with inputs and outputs, but unspecified contents. Thus, in figure 1, 

the surveying and mapping system is shown, with the usual input of resources 

and output of results. 
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FIGURE 1  :  A "BLACK BOX" SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEM 

 

2.1. Scope of the System 

For the purposes of the study reported here, it has been assumed that the 

scope of the surveying and mapping system (i.e. the contents of the black 

box) should be as broad as possible. The boundaries of a system are almost 

always blurred because there is usually a certain amount of overlap and 

interaction with other systems: for example, the surveying system overlaps 

with the electronic engineering system, the computing system, the economic 

analysis system, and the business management system, to mention just a 

few of many. In this study we define the contents of the system in terms 

of the usual sequence of tasks which have a reasonably direct impact on 

its inputs and outputs. With this approach, the "processes" set out in 

table 1 are recognizably within the system. 

 

3. OPTIMIZATION: THE STATE OF THE ART 

Defining the state of the art of optimization theory and practice is a 

necessary prerequisite to an investigation of its applicability to survey- 

ing and mapping systems. At the outset it is necessary to try and clarify 

some terminology and basic definitions (section 3.1). In the following 

section (3.2) an attempt is made to review, albeit briefly, the existing 

body of knowledge usually grouped under the heading of "optimization". 

 

3.1 Terminology and Basic Definitions 

Optimization: Briefly, the theory of optimization may be defined by 

stating that: "It studies how to describe and attain what is Best, once 

one knows how to measure and alter what is Good or Bad." [BEIGHTLER et 
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SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEM 

"MAINLINE" PROCESSES ANCILLARY PROCESSES 

Job or Project Requisition Executive Management 

Design of Specifications (Policy and Planning) 

Survey Design & Preanalysis Research and Development 

Operations Planning Marketing 

Reconnaissance Operations Management 

Observing, Data Testing &  

Remeasurement  

Data Adjustment & Analysis  

Publication & Data Banking  

Table 1  :  PROCESSES WITHIN THE SURVEYING 

AND MAPPING SYSTEM 

 

al., 1979]. The layman's word "best" may mean either "maximum" or "minimum" 

depending on the circumstances, but both are mathematically definable. The 

study of optimization, taken in isolation, may be regarded as a branch of 

applied mathematics, and thus is seen to have its foundations in various 

areas of pure mathematics. But, for the purposes of this investigation, 

it is necessary to see optimization in a broader context as just one 

building block in a larger structure (see figure 2). 

Operations Research and Management Science: As WAGNER [1975, §1.1] has 

pointed out, "operations research" (the British prefer "operational 

research") is an unfortunate, undescriptive and ambiguous term which is 

nevertheless thoroughly entrenched. It means, approximately, the appli- 

cation of scientific principles (based largely on the applied mathematics 

branches: optimization theory, decision analysis, and game theory - see 

figure 2) to systems design and analysis, and decision-making problems. 

The more American term "management science" is almost, but not always, 

synonymous. 

The basic process of operations research encompasses three steps: 

(1) Define accurately and quantitatively the interactions of the system 

    variables. 

(2) Define a single measure of system effectiveness in terms of the system 

    variables. 
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(3) Determine values of the system variables which yield optimum 

    effectiveness. 

To be more explicit, these stages can be expanded into a number of steps 

which can best be visualized in flowchart form, as in figure 3. 

Problem formulation: Every parameter to be used as a variable in the 

mathematical model must be identified and a means of measuring it deter- 

mined. Whether the values of a parameter can be controlled by the manager 

or not will determine which are decision variables - values of which will 

form the model information output - and which will make up the data input. 

The nature of the problem and its environment will impose constraints on 

the values of variables: these will form the basis of the constraint 

equations in the model. A single effectiveness criterion must be chosen 

so as to provide a means of defining a good or improved solution. This 

criterion forms the basis of the objective function in the model. Intro- 

duction of more than one criterion will usually lead to a conflict situa- 

tion and thereby greatly complicate the problem. Time and space horizons 

must be identified so as to define the limits of the analysis. The conse- 

quent model will usually vary for different time horizons. 

Model Building: Data input and information outputs are merely values of 

the model variables. However, measuring values of the input data may be 

a major part of the process. Determining the interactions of the variables 

and describing them mathematically is often the most difficult aspect of 

the process and is not always possible of feasible. The objective function 

describes mathematically the relationship between the effectiveness cri- 

terion and the decision variables. Constraint equations mathematically 

express the limits on the variables and their interaction. 

Solution: (For a discussion of methods of solution see section 3.2). 

Post-Analysis: Sensitivity testing is the study of how the optimal solu- 

tion is affected by changes in the values of the model variables or by 

changes in the model itself. This analysis can provide information just 

as valuable as (or more valuable than) the actual solution. It can, for 

instance, show how the accuracy (or inaccuracy) of the input data is 

affecting the optimal solution, and thereby determine which are critical 

variables in the decision. 

Implementation and Model Updating: Implementation the optimal solution can 
prove to be a major component of the operations research process. Here, 

human and other factors may intrude and perhaps force a revision of the 

whole analysis. The necessity for model updating may also arise from 

within the problem environment itself, since few problems are truly static. 
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Figure 3  :  THE OPERATIONS RESEARCH PROCESS 
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3.2 Review of Optimization Theory 

A substantial literature in the form of both serial publications (technical 

journals) and textbooks exists in the areas of optimization theory and 

operations research or management science. For example, LUENBERGER [1969], 

in a rather specialized text on optimization theory, cites 159 references. 

And in operations research WAGNER [1975] lists 562 selected references. 

Clearly any form of generalized literature search would not be a feasible 

quite apparent to us that the body of literature is sufficiently extensive 

and diverse to support most specialized studies which might arise from, or 

be required by, surveying and mapping systems problems. 

To the uninitiated, optimization can appear to be a very disjointed, dis- 

organized collection of seemingly unrelated approaches, techniques, and 

"tricks". This image is partially illusory, and is largely due to the 

multiplicity and variety of the applications of the theory. For instance 

numerous quite different problems, drawn from different disciplines, will 

commonly exhibit similar, or identical, characteristics at the level of 

the mathematical model and can therefore be solved by a single method. 

Simplification, therefore, resides in the ability to recognize common 

underlying characteristics in the problem formulation. This process may 

be aided by some form of classification of optimization problems. One such 

scheme is presented below. But there remains the sometimes bewildering 

array of methods, all lumped under the heading of "optimization". These 

too can be classified, but this task is not so simple. There is a per- 

plexing degree of interaction and overlap between the identifiable optimi- 

zation methods and sometimes what appears to be a method (e.g. the branch- 

and-bound technique) is in reality little more than a basic concept or 

approach which may underly (often imperceptably) a number of evidently 

different methods. It may be of some comfort to realize that there is 

indeed a unifying principle behind almost all optimization methods, though 

it exists only at the level of mathematical representation. LUENBERGER 

[1969] states as the primary objective of his text, the unification of a 

large part of optimization methodology through recognition of a few 

"geometric principles of linear vector space theory". That this should 

be possible need not be surprising; a few of the fundamental principles 

are easily appreciated, for instance: 

 (i) The projection theorem, which visualizes the minimum case of 

optimization as the shortest distance between a point and a plane 
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 (ii) The duality theorem, which recognizes the existence of a "dual" 

of the situation in (i), wherein the shortest distance is 

representable as a maximum under appropriate geometric circum- 

stances. Thus the projection theorem is of equal utility when 

the optimum sought is a maximum. 

 (iii) The concept of differentials: A familiar technique for finding the 

maximum or minimum of a function (i.e. the optimum) uses the differ- 

ential calculus. Thus the result of setting the derivative of the 

objective function to zero is the optimum. This concept pervades 

and unifies a great deal of optimization theory. 

Classification of problems and methods: A basic categorization of optimi- 

zation problem types has been presented by LUENBERGER [1969]. The cate- 

gories are as follows: 

 (i) Allocation: Such problems are typically concerned with optimal 

distribution of resources. The resources may include money, 

'manpower, equipment, or materials. An example would be the 

problem of allocating personnel with various experience and 

abilities to a number of concurrent projects, with the objective 

of achieving maximum profit or perhaps maximum efficiency or mini- 

mum time. 

 (ii) Planning: This category includes all those problems concerned with 

determining an optimal procedure to attain stated objectives. 

Examples could include: scheduling of activities within a project 

to achieve minimum project duration, sequencing observations in a 

doppler strategy or spaces inventory over some time horizon to 

maximize profit. 

 (iii) Control or Guidance: Usually refers to problems of determining the 

inputs to a dynamic system (i.e. one changing in time) to optimize 

its behaviour. "Filtering" techniques, such as those used in an 

inertial survey system, exemplify this category. However, the 

"system" may be the human resources involved in a project where 

personal factors cause continuous time changes. 

 (iv) Approximation: These problems involve the approximation of a known 

mathematical entity such as a function by some usually simpler 

form. For example, fourier representation of a specified regular 

waveform, or polynomial approximation of a given function would 

fit in this category. The objective normally is to minimize the 

error in the representation. 
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 (v) Estimation: These are the problems, familiar to a surveyor, of 

estimating some quantity by means of imperfect observations. The 

objective, as in approximation, is to minimize the error in the 

adopted estimate. Least squares estimation (or "adjustment") is 

only one case within this category. 

 (vi) Games: This is the term often applied to problems involving a 

competitive element. The competitive element is normally represen- 

ted in the objective function so that its value is jointly depen- 

dent on two variables with an antagonistic relationship. Thus the 

objective may be to simultaneously minimize cost and maximize 

accuracy of some observations; both cannot be fully realized con- 

currently, but an optimum comprise can be determined according to 

some criterion. Examples of problems amenable to games theory 

techniques often arise when two problems from the categories above 

are intermixed in a conflicting manner. For instance, an alloca- 

tion-of-personnel problem may conflict with a scheduling-of- 

project-activities problem from the planning category. Sometimes 

the two problems may come from the same category but conflict can 

still arise; for example, simultaneous allocation of funds and 

personnel. 

 

It is not easy to classify the available optimization methods. No matter 

what scheme is chosen, considerable overlap and ambiguity seems to arise. 

However, it is possible to simply list the more important methods, though 

it should be understood that within the term used for a "method" may reside 

a whole class of techniques with some unifying property (which may not be 

particularly relevant to the types of problems for which the method is 

suitable). A non-exhaustive list of methods and some associated algorithms 

follows (e.g. see WAGNER, [1975]): 

 (i) Linear programming 

 . simplex algorithm 

 . graphical algorithm 

 . ellipsoidal algorithm 

 (ii) Quadratic programming 

 . quadratic simplex algorithm 

 (iii) Network modelling 

 . critical path methods (CPM/PERT) 

 . decision tree algorithms 

 . graph theory 
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 . travelling salesman algorithm 

 . branch-and-bound technique 

 (iv) Dynamic programming 

 . recursive algorithm 

 . backwards induction algorithm 

 (v) Integer programming 

 . branch-and-bound algorithm 

 . combinatorial modelling 

 . travelling salesman algorithm 

 . zero-one technique 

 (vi) Non-linear programming 

 . trial-and-error techniques 

        - adaptive search 

        - Fibonacci search 

 . minimax methods 

 (vii) Stochastic modelling 

 . Bayesian inference 

 . probabilistic dynamic programming 

 . queuing theory 

 . simulation techniques 

 

The question inevitably arises as to how to choose the best method to 

solve a particular problem. There is no straightforward answer. Occasion- 

ally considerable experimentation may be necessary to discover which of a 

number of available methods will most efficiently produce a solution. And 

relatively minor changes in the problem may alter such a decision. Much 

of this complexity arises because there is no one-to-one mapping of the 

set of problems onto the set of methods or vice-versa. This situation is 

illustrated by figure 4, where just a few of the matchings of methods to 

problems and problems to methods are shown. Note that any one method may 

be suitable for solving different categories of problems and a particular 

problem may be solvable by more than one method. 

 

3.3 Some Applications in Surveying and Mapping 

It seems that most of optimization theory, and particularly operations 

research techniques, have hardly touched surveying engineering. This is 

in strong contrast with the other branches of engineering. Of course, 

surveyors have extensively employed least squares estimation methods to 
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Figure 4  :  MATCHING OPTIMIZATION METHODS TO PROBLEMS 
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optimize accuracy - indeed to such an extent that the process of least 

squares preanalysis has become totally synonymous with "optimization" in 

surveyors vocabulary - but we are more concerned here with the optimization 

of surveying and mapping costs and logistics. If we preclude this conven- 

tional application to the first and second order network design problems, 

the remaining applications of optimization theory to other aspects of sur- 

veying and mapping systems are so few that it is feasible to enumerate 

them in a few lines. Some examples are as follows: 

 (i) Applications of the critical path method to planning of map produc- 

tion and field work operations [LYONS, 1975]. 

 (ii) Determination by linear programming, of a least-cost shipment plan 

for resources in planning geodetic field work [BAZHANOV, 1963]. 

 (iii) Determination and correction of incorrect observations in field work 

by Bayesian Inference [BOSSLER, 1972]. 

 (iv) An attempt to determine the optimum design of a levelling network 

using linear programming [CROSS and THAPA, 1979]. 

 (v) Optimization of the number of observations required in a horizontal 

control network using non-linear programming [MILBERT, 1979]. 

 (vi) An example of the application of Graph Theory to the observation of 

geodetic networks [TSOUROS, 1980]. 

Of these (iv) and (v) are, strictly, concerned with aspects of the second 

order design problem and accuracy rather than cost is the key objective 

parameter. It may be fairly concluded that applications in surveying 

engineering are, relative to other areas, at a very early stage of develop- 

ment. 

 

4. TOTAL OPTIMIZATION: A PRACTICAL APPROACH 

In this section we treat the dual task of optimization the accuracy and the 

logistics. To illustrate the procedure involved we have taken the specific 

problem of establishing a horizontal network in which (a) the accuracy of 

the coordinates are examined and (b) the logistics in collecting the obser- 

vations in the field is determined. 

In section 4.1 we give the basic concepts behind the engineering approach 

adopted, called the sequential method, and compare it to the simultaneous 

method - the method of the mathematical purist. A practical example is 

presented in section 4.2. 
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4.1 The Sequential Method 

Basically, there are two approaches to optimizing accuracy and logistics - 

the simultaneous method and the sequential method. In the simultaneous 

method, the objective function is written explicitly and simultaneously 

in terms of accuracy and logistics. The solution yields an optimum answer 

for both sets of quantities but because of the complex interrelationship 

between these two rather non-heterogeneous sets of quantities, it may not 

be possible to relate the solution to the real world. 

Because of these difficulties a more pragmatic engineering approach has 

been adopted called the sequential method. As the name implies, the oper- 

ation is performed sequentially. First the accuracy is optimized (maxi- 

mized) and then after certain information is passed onto the logistics 

stage, the logistics, i.e. travel time to collect the observations, is 

minimized. If a problem is encountered at the logistics stage, then it 

may be necessary to return to the accuracy stage and modify the design as 

illustrated in figure 5. 

 

 

4.2 Practical Example 

In this example a simple trilateration network is checked for accuracy and 

logistics. The network is shown in figure 6 and consists of four new 

stations to be established off two existing fixed stations. The 95% con- 

fidence region of the new stations is not to exceed 0.15 metres and it is 

planned to use trilateration as the measuring technique. The accuracy an- 

alysis of the network showed that using an E.D.M. with an accuracy rating 

of 5 mm + 5 ppm the largest semi-major axis at 95% was 0.130 metres, well 

within specifications. 

The logistics of observing the distances in the network has been classified 

as a type-2 problem [STOLIKER and ANDERSON, 1981], in that two stations 

must be occupied simultaneously to measure the distances. An algorithm 

to find the least-cost ordering of observations in such a situation has 

been developed and implemented at The University of Calgary in a programme 

called "SURF" [ANDERSON et al., 1982]. The least-cost ordering problem is 

solved by SURF using a zero-one programming method based on the branch- 

and-bound technique, but with only feasible solutions evaluated to improve 

efficiency. The model and solution is set up as follows: 
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 Figure 5  : SEQUENTIAL METHOD - INTERPLAY OF ACCURACY 

  AND LOGISTICS STAGES 
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Consider a network of 'n' stations requiring simultaneous occupation of 

'nobs', 1 ≤ nobs ≤ (2
n), pairs of stations; for example observations of 

distances, simultaneous azimuths, or doppler translocations. 

Define U = (-nobs, -(nobs-1), ...., -1,0,1,2,3, ...., nobs) 

 W = (-nobs, -(nobs-1), ...., -1,1,2,3, ...., nobs) 

 Z = (1,2,3, ...., nobs) 

Given - a set of states (ti : i ∈ U), 

 - a symmetric matrix (C)ij describing the cost of transition 

   from ti to tj (i,j : i ∈ W and j ∈ W), 

 - a vector (S)i describing the cost of transition from 

   t0 to tj (j : j ∈ W) 

Define the least cost ordering of states as (h0,h, ...., hnobs, h0). 

Choose hk such that: 

(1) h0 = t0 

(2) ∀ k ∈ Z ∋j ∈ W such that hk = ti 

(3) hk = ti ⇒ ∼ [∋j (different from k) ∈ Z such that hj = ti or 

    hj = t-i] 

Analysis of the logistics of the network in figure 6 using SURF showed that 

a minimum of 92 km of travel would be required to make the observations 

(neglecting travel to the initial setup and back from the final setup). 

When the distance between stations 1 and 3 was removed the largest semi- 

major axis at 95% was 0.131 metres, an insignificant change of 1 mm. The 

logistics analysis of this network showed the minimum internal travel to 

be 80 km, a significant decrease of 13% in travel time alone. Further 

savings would also result from the decrease in the number of distances to 

be measured and the elimination of the possible necessity of renting a 

long range E.D.M. to measure the 26 km distance between stations 1 and 3. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A few critical problem areas have become more clearly discernable through 

the results of this study. These problems should be treated as a basis 

for further work. They include: 

  (1) As prerequisite to improved modelling, the "contents" of the 

      surveying and mapping system must be defined in greater detail 

      (see table 1). As it is not clear at this stage which of the 

      processes within the system are more important with respect to 

      potential for savings due to improvements in efficiency, it may 

      be necessary to assess priorities before proceeding further. In 
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      any case, the key requirement is a preliminary "problem formulation" 

      stage aimed specifically at the system processes listed in table 1; 

      the questions being:  (a) What are the variables?  (b) Which are 

      "controllable"?  (c) How can they be quantified?  (d) What are the 

      constraints?  (e) How do the variables interact? - particularly with 

      regard to "quality" and "efficiency"?  Most of the information re- 

      quired to answer these questions must come from the "real world" 

      surveying and mapping system itself, where it is currently locked up 

      in the qualitative analysis side of the system (see figure 3). 

  (2) Once the components of the system are defined in terms of specific 

      optimization problems of significance, the basic problem of "model 

      building" can be tackled. The key commodity required here is a com- 

      bination of experience and knowledge, relating to both the surveying 

      and mapping system and operations research. The full range of oper- 

      ations research techniques should be explored. 

  (3) Concomitant with (2) is the unresolved difficulty - so far encountered 

      on a few occasions in survey network design examples - of obtaining 

      physically infeasible solutions to combined quality and efficiency 

      problems, which are, nevertheless, mathematically valid. Such in- 

      stances suggest an inadequacy in the modelling of the constraints 

      rather than an inappropriate objective function. 

  (4) The stock of tools (i.e. computer routines) must be built and expand- 

      ed, and, where necessary, modified to suit the specifications called 

      for by surveying and mapping system problems. The software reper- 

      toire - in terms of installed routines capable of handling the types 

      of requisite models in surveying and mapping - is meagre indeed. 

  (5) The problem of CPU efficiency of some computer routines may become 

      limiting. Prediction of software performance in particular cases 

      will always be complicated and prone to error, but there is consid- 

      erable scope for investigations into the means of improving software 

      efficiency for longer and more realistic examples. This is already 

      a major concern in the area of software development for "type-2" 

      problems. 

It is recommended that the challenge of total optimization be met by 

efforts on two fronts: 

  (a) The problems of total optimization based on simultaneous models of 

      precision and cost should be further investigated. An approach based 

      on the principles of game theory may be beneficial. The means of 
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      introduction adequate constraints to mitigate the effects of meaning- 

      less solutions requires further study. 

  (b) As a practical alternative, the sequential method is known to be 

      reliable, even though it may not produce a perfectly optimum solution. 

      However, this methodology has not yet been fully implemented; only 

      the accuracy stage has been realized at The University of Calgary in 

      a convenient package as programme CANDESN [MEPHAM and KRAKIWSKY, 

      1981]. Development and implementation of the "logistics", of effi- 

      ciency, stage of this package should be given high priority. An 

      outline of the package architecture, as currently envisaged, is 

      shown in figure 7. In the first phase a travelling salesman algo- 

      rithm, the type-2 problem routine SURF, some other basic network 

      modelling routines such as a shortest-route algorithm, and a linear 

      programming simplex algorithm are being included in the efficiency 

      package. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 7  :  OUTLINE OF EXTENDED CANDESN ARCHITECTURE 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The ongoing revision of the Danish densification 
network using EDM and EDP is the topic of this 
paper. Described are: 
-  the entry and management facilities for geo- 
   detic data, 
-  the adjustment of blocks of 2000 - 3000 stat- 
   ions using in-house developed software, 
-  the computer-assisted network analysis pro- 
   ducing lists of measurements wanted from the 
   field parties. 
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I. Introduction. 
________________ 
 
The background for this paper is the ongoing revision of the 
densification network of the Danish Geodetic Institute (the 
network will be used as control for further densification by 
local surveyors). The revision include additional measurements, 
readjustment and editing of recovery and control diagrams (see 
appendix A). For administrative reasons this revision is done in 
blocks of 2500-3500 square kilometers. The results are published 
yearly. At present half of the work is done and the revision is 
scheduled to be completed in 1989 (see fig. 1). The techniques 
described here have been in use without major changes since 
1976. As they are developed in-house it has been possible to 
modify and include new facilities in the software when needed. 
The purpose of the revision is a complete readjustment of the 
network using both existing and new observations and utilising 
EDM and EDP. The principles of the revision are: 

- only 1. order fixed (spacing 40 - 50 km) 
- station spacing 2 km 
- homogeneous quality 
- all taped traverses (outside town areas) are remeasu- 

red using EDM 
The spacing and the block size aimed at results in adjustments 

of 2000 - 3000 stations, and as 4 - 6 of these blocks are being 
processed in parallel it has been necessary to develop software 
to handle the data. This software interfaces with the adjustment 
system. Data entry, adjustment and maintenance of files are 
mainly done by field and office personal under supervision of 
the data-manager. It is as important to have a good and reliable 
data-management system as to be able to solve the normal equations 
of the adjustment. In the following we will treat: 

- the database facilities, auxiliary programs and data 
entry procedures 

- the adjustment 
- the present primitive network analysis tools. 
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Figure 1: Status of the Revision 
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II. Data-management. 
____________________ 
 
II.1 The Registers. 
 
The database consists of separate binary indexed sequential files 
with the station number as common key. The manufacturers 
isq-software (ref. (3)) is used. The files are divided in two 
categories, station registers and observation registers (de- 
scribed in section II.2 and II.3 respectively). Both types have in 
principle only one key, but using scanning other keys may be 
simulated. This is feasible as a scan of the observation 
registers at the present size takes app. one minute. The 
observation registers contains 73500 sets/distances and the 
station register contains 38000 stations with 85000 pair of 
coordinates in 12 different coordinate systems. The adjustment 
software will access these registers directly, which makes input 
to an adjustment reliable and fast. 

Of less importance here is the third category of registers, 
the description of how to recover the stations. 

The above mentioned registers are not a truely unified 
database, but are accessed through a multitude of user programs. 
The possible superstructure with cross-references, unified 
access etc. does not seem to be needed at present. 

 
 

II.2 Station registers. 
 
A station register (also called a coordinate register) is 
basically a sequence of records with the station number as key. 
Each record may contain a number of coordinate pairs in different 
coordinate systems (national system, UTM, geographic etc.), 
cross-references for the dual point-number system (see appendix 
B), survey district and a number of description codes of which 
the following are used at present: 

p = monumented with pillar 
t = lost 
u = not maintained 
s = to be plotted on special large scale network diagram 
n = unaccessible intersection point (chimney etc.) 
f = fundamental station (first order) 
r = restricted point. 

The concept has been used for 8 years and a number of entry, 
editing and retrieval functions have been developed. Coordinate 
entry can be done in two modes: unconditional and conditional. 
Unconditional mode will enter both new coordinates and change 
existing values. Conditional mode will only enter new values. In 
both cases differences between existing and (attempted) values 
will be reported. Editing of auxiliary information is done by 
retrieval/clear, edit, re-enter. In retrieval specifications 
station-names, areas (by coordinates of boundary polygon or 
coordinate-free by survey district) and description codes may 
be used. Some of the output formats are suitable for publication. 

Due to the important fact that a versatile coordinate 
transformation system is available the retrieved coordinates 
may be delivered in virtually any reasonable system. 
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II.3 Observation-registers. 
 
The observation-registers are (except for various datamatic 
information) sequences of generalised sets. Each register only 
contains one type of observations: 

- geometric geodetic 
- unblock 
- monocomparator 
- stereocomparator. 

As only geometric geodetic observations (i.e. directions and 
distances) are used in the present densification network only 
that type will be treated here. 

With our indexed sequential system a few extremely long 
records will ruin the effective backing storage usage. This is 
avoided by having these long records (less than 0.5 per thousand) 
stored in a special register. This is, however kept transparent 
to the user by a link between the two registers. 

Retrieval from the registers can be done by key or by area (the 
location is known using a coordinate register). In the former mode 
(which is used by the adjustment system) the sub-key may be used: 
station name (of station occupied), kind of observation (direc- 
tion or distance) and set reference number (which gives a 
connection to the original field notes). Editing in the registers 
is done by retrieve/clear, edit, re-enter. Some review-functions 
are available, e.g. the connections within the network of one or 
several points or the observations within a specified time- 
interval. 

 
 

II.4 Auxiliary programs. 
 
A central concept in the adjustment system of the Geodetic 
Institute is the jobdefinition, which specifies the stations to 
be fixed and those to be adjusted (see ref. (4)). An auxiliary 
program compiles a job definition from various input lists (e.g. 
jobdefinition-, coordinate-, observation-lists etc.). The pro- 
gram allows a flexible user specification of stations to be fixed, 
new or deleted. The resulting jobdefinition is sorted, which 
makes later manual search much easier. 

Other programs will compile cross-references for the dual 
number system, make surveys of the register content, perform 
sum-check of the records in the register etc. The consistency of 
observations (either new being ready for entry to the registers 
or a register itself) and a coordinate register is checked by 
another program, which locates many of the defects before the 
more sensitive blunder detection of the adjustment system. 

 
 

II.5 Data entry. 
 
The data entry is done post season by the field parties using an 
interactive program running on the RC8000 of the Geodetic 
Institute (see ref. (5)). Both preliminary coordinates, cross- 
references and observations are entered. The consistency of 
these data provides the first rough check. The entry procedure 
consist of the following steps (see fig. 2): 
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1. Making the manuscript ready. As the field-notes are 
designed for easy data entry it is only checked that all 
elements are available. 

2. All values of each set are added on a calculator with 
hard-copy log, which is used in the error location in next step. 

3. Online key-punch, including check sum. This technique 
eliminates virtually all entry errors. 

4. The coordinates and cross-references are entered to the 
register. 

5. The consistency of observations and coordinates are 
checked using the program mentioned in II.4. To remove all 
detected errors, corrections in both coordinates, cross- 
references and observations may be necessary. 

6. Observations are entered to the register. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Data entry. 
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III. The adjustment. 
____________________ 
 
Along with the algebra of least squares an adjustment contains 
a number of steps which we will try to list (see fig. 3). Basically 
the same sequence of steps are used in 

- The preliminary adjustment prior to the field work, 
  using existing observations. 
- The verification adjustment after field work. 
- The final adjustment. 

The adjustment is central in the revision. The other steps 
are listed in appendix A. In appendix C some typical times for 
compilation of jobdefinition and for the adjustment are shown. 
The least squares program is described in ref (1). 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3: The adjustment. 
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1. The registers are brought up to date. All observations 
relevant to the readjustment are entered. This is in principle 
already done due to a nation-wide entry. 

2. Completeness of coordinate registers are checked. Using 
survey districts all stations in the block are retrieved and those 
without coordinates are inspected and proper action taken, e.g. 
 - missing coordinates are entered, 
 - the point is u-coded, i.e. it will not be used, 
 - the point is added to the (machine readable) list of 
  stations to be surveyed. 

3.  Compilation of jobdefinition. A number of station lists 
are created: (a) Using polygon-boundaries two areas are defined, 
one covering exactly the area under revision and another 10 
kilometer wider in all directions. In both cases u-coded points 
are skipped. (b) To be used in the adjustments after field work 
a list of both readjusted and first order stations in the vicinity 
of the revision area is compiled. 

These lists are used to produced the actual jobdefinitions. 
In the preliminary adjustment all external and first order 
stations are fixed. In the final adjustment first order and all 
previously readjusted are fixed and stations in the area itself 
and in the rest of the vicinity are adjustable. These compilations 
are done using the program mentioned in II.4. 

4. Execution of the least squares program. The program reads 
the jobdefinition and access coordinate and observations reg- 
isters and retrieve relevant information. Various defects may 
show up: 

- missing coordinates. The program can not generate 
preliminary coordinates, but will transform preliminary 
coordinates to the correct coordinate system. Transfor- 
mation of fixed values are not allowed. 

- sets of un-oriented directions only gives information 
to the adjustment if at least two of the targets are used 
in the adjustment. When accessing the observation reg- 
ister the adjustment program is able to list those sets 
with only one target in use. It is checked manually 
whether any of the other targets in the set ought to be 
included in the jobdefinition. 

- the re-ordering will pin-point stations without obser- 
vations. 

- after first solution singular stations will be listed. 
Although the adjustment program is able to continue the 
iterations the process is generally stopped. 

The defects are resolved by e.g. 
- u-coding of stations, 
- adding stations to the list of stations to be surveyed, 
- enter any additional observations that may exist, 
- modify the jobdefinition. 

If any correction occurred the adjustment continues at step 
3 or 4, otherwise at step 5. 

5. The iterations are continued until convergence, which is 
defined as a computational noise 1000 times smaller than the 
observation noise. In each pass both observation- and normal- 
equations are recomputed and the normals are solved by Cholesky. 

6. The output from the adjustment program consist of (a) lists 
of fixed and adjusted coordinates, (b) used observations, 
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computed residuals and detected blunders (see step 7 below), (c) 
the so-called connection file to be used in the net analysis (see 
section IV). 

7. The outliers located by the least-squares program are 
checked using: 

- earlier computations 
- connections 
- the adjusted coordinates 
- original field notes 
- local adjustments 
- various maps 
- to a large extent common sense ! 

The detection of blunders uses an idea by T. Karup. In each 
pass the weight of observations, the residuals of which exceeds 
a user defined limit (say 3 times the standard error) are 
dynamically decreased as a function of the magnitude of the 
residual. This simple technique has proven to work and in most  
cases the masking effect is handled. It is highly important in 
adjustments of this size that some sort of blunder detection 
exist. 

The first adjustment usually contains 1-2% outliers. Except 
approximately one per thousand very small "outliers" which are 
kept, the outliers are resolved or removed. 

 
 

IV. Network-analysis. 
_____________________ 
 
The analysis of the network (see fig. 4) is done twice. Once prior 
to the field work and once after (as the result of a campaign is 
never what was expected, a simulation study is not enough). The 
analysis is at present manual, but based on four computer produced 
elements: 

1. Displacement vectors, see fig. 5. The adjusted coor- 
dinates are compared with old values. Also without new 
measurements things may show up as most of the old 
coordinates are hand-computed in many small local den- 
sifications. 

2. Reference and witness diagrams, see fig. 6. In order 
to assure that the network diagram isn't too crowed and 
that details can be perceived, locally connected groups 
of stations (say less than 400 m apart) are plotted on 
individual diagrams at large scale. This is in most cases 
a real station and a number of reference, recovery or 
witness points. The station with most non-local connec- 
tions is called the main station and the non-local 
connection of this station is not plotted on the 
reference diagram, but on the network diagram. 

3. Network diagram, see fig. 7. The entire network except 
intersection points and reference points are plotted 
with all connections shown. (A reference point is in 
this context defined as a point shown on a reference 
diagram, but not being a main-station). 

4. Table of intersection points, see fig. 8. The table 
lists all directions to each station. Those with less 
than a user defined limit (say 5) are listed separately 
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and it is checked that the geometry is strong. 
The four elements are checked manually. On a list of all 

stations in the block the decisions concerning each individual 
station are compiled. In most cases it is acceptance. Stations 
not checked in this way are then considered. Based on the analysis 
and the file of points to be surveyed (see III.2) the list of 
required measurements is made in co-operation with the field 
parties. 

If the analysis does not indicate a need for additional 
measurements, the coordinates are ready for publication. Other- 
wise the process continues at step III.1 when the necessary 
observations are available. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Network analysis. 
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Figure 5: Section of displacement vector diagram. 
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Figure 6: Reference diagrams. 
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Figure 8: Table of directions to intersection points. 
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V. Conclusion. 
______________ 
 
The software described here is not only used for the revision of 
the Danish densification network, but also for surveys in 
Greenland and the Faroe Islands, and it is used for height-  and 
three-dimensional adjustment (including photogrammetry combined 
with classical geodetic observations). This, and the active 
co-operation between the user and the developer (which is often 
the same person), has been of great importance for the develop- 
ment of the described software and techniques. Most of the 
development is done by or under the supervision of stategeode- 
sist Knud Poder. 

Current developments are within the areas of 
- hardware development (parallel processor for com- 

putation of 70-bits product-sums), 
- automatic Helmert blocking, 
- network quality (both in terms of coordinate precision 

and local redundancy of observations, 
- determination of systematic parameters. 
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Appendix A. 
___________ 
 
The entire revision. 
 

1. Station and observation registers are brought up to date. 
2. Compilation of station lists for field use. For each 

station the list contains the internal GI-sequence number, the 
official reference number, station name, status and map refer- 
ence. 

3. Copying of recovery diagrams. 
4. First preliminary adjustment, used to check observations 

and registers and to produce the basis for the network analysis. 
5. Network analysis producing lists of wanted observations. 
6. Field work including revision of recovery diagrams, 

reconnaissance and observations. Replacements for lost points 
are established, taped traverses are remeasured and the obser- 
vations indicated by the network-analysis are performed. 

7. Entry of observations, preliminary coordinates and 
cross-references. 

8. Combined adjustment of old and new observations. 
9. Check of the adjustment. May indicate a few defects 

requiring additional observations. In that case the process is 
continued at step 6. Otherwise is continued at step 9. 

10. The final network analysis with network diagram, refer- 
ence diagrams and intersection station list. 

11. The coordinates are ready for publication. Lists are 
delivered to the sales department, values are added to the 
hard-copy file and announcements are made in the relevant 
technical journals. 

 
The complete revision of a block lasts about 2 year, due to 

the field work. The computations, including the network analysis, 
takes about 2-3 month involving 2-3 men. 

The annual publication is approximately 2500 stations in both 
UTM and national system, i.e. 5000 sets of coordinates. The total 
amount of adjusted stations per year is approximately 10000 as 
many more stations are involved in preliminary adjustments and 
verifications. 
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Appendix B. 
___________ 
 
The dual number system. 
 
Within the Geodetic Institute two parallel number systems are 
used. All coordinated and permanently marked points have official 
numbers, but only those established by the Institute gets 
internal numbers. (The National Cadastral Service has estab- 
lished some of the stations used by the Institute). Due to the 
cross-references in the station registers the two number systems 
can be mixed. 

The official number has three sub numbers corresponding to 
the former administrative division of the country (see fig. 9). The 
sub-numbers are the county number, the parish number within the 
county and a sequence number within the parish. Town areas are 
numbered separately, indicated with the letter K instead of 
county number. The official system is used for publication 
purposes by the Institute and is used by the National Cadastral 
Service and local surveyors. 

The internal number is a simple 5-digit sequence number. It 
is used during field work and computations and for archival 
purposes. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9: The number systems. 
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Appendix C. 
___________ 
 
Time studies. 
 
 
 

Size of area km2  2500  1200  600 200 
            

Coordinate 
retrieval of 

polygon   400   250  300 150 

survey 
district   150   120   50  30 

            

Compilation of jobdefinition    50    40   35  10 
            

Input to ad- 
justment- 
program of 

jobdefinition   400   200  120  40 

coordinates    70    30   25  15 

observations   350   200  180  30 
            

Size of ad- 
justment 

new stations  2100  1000  500 100 

fix stations  1350  1500 1000 200 

observations 19000 10400 5800 800 

redundancies 10800  5800 3300 380 

sets  5200  2500 1400 230 
            

Execution times for one 
solution (unit = cpu sec.) 

 3500  2100  900 200 

 
 
All times are in seconds. The programs are executed as batch 
jobs under usual machine load. 
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ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY MEASURES CONCERNING DESIGN AND 

QUALIFICATION OF DENSIFICATION NETWORKS 

WOLFGANG AUGATH 
HANNOVER, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

ABSTRACT 

Preliminary a definition of the word "densification network" is 
given. Then some numerical analyses about measures of point ac- 
curacy and user's accuracy in typical densification control net- 
works are made. In the same way the reliability is analysed. 
Proposals about the design of networks are derived. 

1. Introduction 

A report about criteria of quality for geodetic networks was given 

in another section of this symposium. At this place the application 

of general criteria of quality shall be discussed. 

 

1.1 Definition of densification networks 

A densification network differs from other networks by the posi- 

tion in the hierarchy of networks and by special aspects in the 

adjustment. In the establishment of networks in several steps it 

was usual, to takeout the primary network (1. order network) as 

bearer of the parameters of the reference system and to call the 

following networks (2. - 4. order networks, traverse network) 

densification network. Nowadays this is no absolute rule. First 

because it would be possible to calculate all points in one step. 

On the other part, a first order network could be calculated as 

densification network of some superior Doppler-points. On this 

point of view it is not possible, to make an assignment without 

doubt. 
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It remains the possibility to look for the differences in the adjust- 

ment. A densification network differs from other networks (p.e. free 

networks) in such a way, that the necessary parameters of the reference 

system as "orientation" or "scale" are leaded off from given points 

(fixed points). 

A further restriction is not possible because of the various technical 

possibilities in our days. If we discuss criteria of quality for 

densification networks, all methods of measurement and ranges between 

the points must be included. 

 

1.2 Restrictions by refections about the costs 

Since electronic distance meters are available, densification networks 

can be established in various ways. The most important methods of mea- 

surement are put together in table 1, partitioned by the typical ranges 

between the points. She contains the traditional methods of angle mea- 

surement, the methods of measurement with microwave instruments, with 

electrooptical distance instruments and combined methods. From the com- 

bined methods, only the traverse networks are interesting, because they 

are especially cheap. The costs in DM only contain the expences for re- 

connaissance, signalization and measurement and they are coming from an 

internal calculation of the year 1975. 

We notice the following principles: 

1. The methods of horizontal angle measurement are too expensive, es- 

   pecially by greater ranges (expensive signalization, long times with- 

   out possibilities to measure). 

2. Distance networks can be recommended in all three ranges. In the two 

   upper ranges the distance measurement with microwave instruments are 

   extremely cheap (cheap signalization, no times without possibilities 

   to measure). 

3. In the lowest range between the points traverse networks should be 

   preferred. In this method of measurement normally no signalization 

   is necessary and a lot of additional points will be produced. 

All together the following kinds of networks remain: 

   - traverse networks 

   - distance networks, measured with microwaves instruments 

   - distance networks, measured with electrooptical instruments 
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                                    horizontal 

measurement 
methods 

 

distances 
between the 
points 

angle 
measurement 

distance measure- 
ment with micro- 

waves 

electro-optical 
distance measure- 

ment 

combina- 
tions 

  S > 30 km δR = 0,1 mgon 
δS
S
 = 1-2 ∙ 10-6 

δS
S

 = 0,5-1 ∙ 10-6 - 

  S = 5 - 20 km    = 0,2 mgon    =  2-3 ∙ 10-6 = 1 ∙ 10-6     - 

  S = 2 -  5 km    = 0,3 - 
        0,5 mgon - δS = 10 mm 

 δR=0,5 mgon 

 δS=5 mm 

  remarks    nets of 
traverses 

 
Table 1a: Accuracy of measurement methods 

 
measurement 

methods 
 

distances 
between the 
points 

angle 
measurement 

distance measure- 
ment with micro- 

waves 

electro-optical 
distance measure- 

ment 

combina- 
tions 

      > 30 km 63.000 DM 7.000 DM    33.600 DM **) 
   21.600 DM***) - 

    5 - 15 km 10.300 DM 2.600 DM     5.000 DM - 

    2 -  5 km  2.000 DM -     2.000 DM   1.000 DM 
- 2.000 DM 

remarks single- 
points   nets of 

traverses 

 
Table 1b: Costs per point of the measurement methods 

 
measurement 

methods 
 

distances 
between the 
points 

km per point 
angle 

measure- 
ments 

distance measure- 
ment with micro- 

waves 

electro-
optical 
distance 
measure- 

ment 

combina- 
tions 

      > 30 km 2500 km  25 DM  2,8 DM 8,4 DM***) 
 (13,5)**) 

- 

    5 - 15 km   75 km 137 DM 35   DM  66 DM - 

    2 -  5 km    5 km 400 DM - 400 DM 200-400 DM 

remarks  
single 
points  

 nets of 
traverses 

 

Table 1c: Relative costs of the measurement methods (costs per km2) 
 
_______________________________ 
 

  *) Definition of the measurement methods see AUGATH (1976) 
 

 **) Signalization with wooden towers 
 
***) Signalization with iron towers 
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Picture 1: Typical densification networks 
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         Picture 1c: Distance network - micro waves - 
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2. Accuracy measures of densification networks 

Generally in densification networks the same accuracy measures may be 

used as in all other networks. But not all accuracy measures are effi- 

cient in the same way. All reflections start with the cofactor-matrix 

of the coordinate unknowns Qxx. We can notice the possibilities of pic- 

ture 2, which may be classified in measures of point accuracy and in 

measures of accuracy of functions (functions of the coordinate unknowns). 

We have to notice that the values of point accuracy depend on the ref- 

erence parameters and we have to notice the dependence of the measures 

of accuracy of functions from the range between the points. 

 
 

 
 

Picture 2: Measures of accuracy in densification networks. 
 
 

2.1 Measures of point accuracy 

The producers of horizontal control networks normally deliver values 

for the accuracy as point accuracy. We know 

  - standard deviations of the coordinate unknowns 

  - point error of HELMERT 

  - point error of WERKMEISTER 

  - error ellipses. 

The theoretical advantages and disadvantages of the different measures 

disappear in the regularly networks of survey offices (AUGATH, 1976). 

Therefore it would be admissible to use the measure, which may be cal- 

culated in the simplest way (p.e. AdV, 1967: standard deviation of the 

coordinate unknowns) or to use means of measures for a whole network 

(MI, 1982). But we should always notice, that these measures of accuracy 

only describe the relative accuracy in respect of the fixed points. Nor- 

mally these values are not important. We also have to notice a strong 

dependence of the values of the measures and the special references system 
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of the adjustment. By a later comparence of values, very often this 

fact is not considered enough. 

To increase the possibilities of a comparison some authors propose 

to use measures of point accuracy with a local reference (SCHMIDT, 

1968) (PELZER, 1980): 

 
PA(local) = So · f (Qxx)                         (1) 

                                       PA = measure of point accuracy 

                                       So = standard deviation of unit 
                                            weight 
 

In formula (1) the value of So must be taken from the total adjust- 

ment. The values of -Qxx have to be calculated in a special single point 

adjustment for the examined point with all his Observations. 

 

2.2 Measures of the accuracy of functions (user's accuracy) 

Normally the user of horizontal control networks is not interested in 

the accuracy of points. He always combines two points or more with his 

observations and therefore the accuracy of functions of the coordinates 

are most important. Such functions may be: 

  - differences of coordinates 

  - distances 

  - directions 

  - misclosures of traverses 

  - differences of double observations 
    of polar points 

                    . 

                    . 

                    . 

                  a.s.o. 

The choice of these functions depends on the special method of measure- 

ment of the user. In most cases the accuracy of the network will be im- 

portant if the user has to discuss misclosures, which depend on the 

accuracy of the observations and on the accuracy of functions of the 

coordinates of the junction points. 
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Picture 3: angular closure fβ of traverses 

 

 

The misclosure of the directions fβ of the traverse of picture 3 can 

be calculated with the formula 

 
fβ  =  rA - rE +∑(α± 200g)                              (2) 

                                  rA, rE = directions, calculated 
                                           with coordinates 

                                                                                             α = measured angles 

We get the variance Sfβ
2  in respect to the law of the propagation of 

errors to 
 

Sfβ
2   =  SrA

2  + SrE
2  + ∑Sα2                                 (3) 

The variances   SrA
2 ,  SrE

2  are functions of the coordinate unknowns and 

describe that part of Sfβ
2 , which depends only on the network. It is 

very important for the user to know the largeness of this part. 

The designer of a network cannot know in advance, which method of mea- 

surement will be applied. In this case it is useful to estimate the 

accuracy of functions in a general way, as done by PELZER (1979). The 

accuracy of a function f = f(x) is 

 
Sf
2  =  So2 f Qxx f

T                                   (4) 

                                    So2 = variance of the unit weight 
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With the inequality for the RALEIGH quotient 

 

λmin  ≤  
f Q

xx
 fT

ffT
 ≤ λmax                          (5) 

                                   λmin, λmax = minimum respec. 

                                                maximum eigen - value 

                                                                of Qxx 

 

 

we get: 

Sf
2 ≤ So

2 ffT λmax                             (6) 
 
 

A comparison shows, that geodetic functions always have lower values 

than the boundary, given by λmax (AUGATH, 1976). We can notice the 

following facts: 

  1. With the condition λmax → min ! we minimize among other things 
     the accuracy of functions. 

  2. An analysis of the vector product ffT in formula (6) shows us, 

     that the methods of measurement which are "neighbourship friendly" 

     (p.e. orthogonal survey) have extremely lower variances of the mis- 

     closures which depend on the network than others (p.e. polar sur- 

     vey), which are not "neighbourship friendly" (proportion 2 : 6). 

  3. The variance of the functions "distance between adjacent points" 

     may be estimated by the eigenvalue λmax of a local matrix Qxx as 

     defined in formula (1). 

For the future the German survey offices will give a local measure of 

the accuracy of functions in addition to the point accuracy (AdV, 1981). 

This function shall be the "distance between adjacent points". 

 

3. Measures of reliability of densification networks 

With the word "reliability" the old problem "how should be controlled 

our geodetic work in the best way?" has been discussed very often in 

the last years. If we analyse the work in geodetic networks, we have 

to recognize three parts: 

  1. First we need reliable observation staffs with a great practical 

     knowledge and concentration. In this case we can be sure, that 

     certain mistakes will not be possible or very seldom. 
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  2. Second we need reliable methods of measurement. The conception of 

     these methods of measurement must be constructed in such a way, that 

     another part of errors will be automatically eliminated or be shown 

     to the observer in the field. 

     (p.e.: forward and backward measurements in levelling) 

  3. Last not least we need a reliable design of networks, which is built 

     in such a way, that the observations which participate in the adjust- 

     ment control themselves. 

In the following pages only the mathematic part of reliability shall be 

discussed. There we have to point out model errors (errors between the 

reality and the stochastic and functional model of the adjustment) and 

to describe the consequences of possible model errors on the results 

of the adjustment. FÖRSTNER (1979) calls these two parts also "internal" 

and "external" reliability. For both parts exist global and local mea- 

sures of reliability. 

 

 

 
 

Picture 4: Measures of reliability 

 

 

3.1 Internal reliability 

If we divide the vector l of the observations in two parts in a way, 

that the part l
_
 corresponds with the model of the adjustment while a 

second vector δ includes the errors to the model 

 

l = l
_
 + δ                                         (7) 

 

so we get with PELZER (1980) the global measure of internal reliability 

⋏. ⋏ describes the variation of the variance of the unit weight 
caused by model errors: 
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⋏ = 1
f
 δT P Q

vv
 P δ                           (8) 

                                        f = number of redundant 
                                            observations 

                                        P = matrix of the weights 
                                            of the observations 

                                      Qvv = matrix of the cofactors 
                                            of the residuals 

 

We can't use the formula (7), because the structure of the vector _ 

is unknown. But we can except, that the global measure of reliabil- 

ity ⋏ will be as greater as the elements of the diagonal of the 
matrix Qvv increases. For the design of the network we can notice 

the global condition 

∑diag. Qvv →max!             (9) 
 

If we look after the local measures of internal reliability defined 

by different authors, we get the same statement for single observa- 

tions, p.e.: 

 

PELZER,   1977  :  z = �1- δi�
2

δi
2  (10) 

FÖRSTNER, 1979  :  r = z2  (11) 

PELZER;   1980  :  n   =   δi
2

δi�
2  (12) 

 

These measures say, that single a observation is as better controlled 

as greater will be the values of z, r, n. The German survey offices 

uses the measure r; boundary values of r are yet not fixed (AdV, 1981). 

Table 2 shows us mean values of measures of reliability in typical 

networks. 

 
method of 

measurement 
distance networks 
- micro waves - 

distance networks 
- electro-optical - traverse networks 

repetition number 
of the observation 2 - 4 1 1 

r 0,8 0,5 0,01-0,04 
mean: 0,1 

z 0,9 0,7 0,3 

n 5,2 2,0 1,1 

 

Table 2: Values of measures of reliability in typical networks 
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3.2 External reliability 

The dimension of the measures of internal reliability fix, which 

model errors will probably be detected. Finally we are interested 

to describe the effects of model errors, which could probably not 

be detected. We get the global effects δx, δf for the coordinate un- 

knowns x or functions F: 

 
δ
x

  =  Q
xx
 AT P δ (13) 

δ
f

  = F Q
xx
 AT P δ (14) 

                             A = design matrix 

 

The global reliability of a network depends on the length of the 

vectors δ
x
 or δ

f
. PELZER (1976) has proved, that these lengths 

depends on the maximum eigenvalue of Qxx. This leads once more to 

the global condition λmax → min ! 

(see also chapter 2.2). 

If we replace in formula (13) or (14) the vector δ by a vector Δ 
(ΔT = 0, 0, ..., Δi, ..., 0), we are able to calculate the local 
effects of a single gross error Δi of an observation li on the coordi- 
nates (→  Δx) or on functions of coordinates (→  ΔF). 
 

Δx  =  Q
xx
 AT P Δ (15) 

ΔF  = Q
xx
 AT P Δ (16) 

In (15) or (16) Δi may be replaces by values of ∇li. 

(BAARDA, 1967) (FÖRSTNER, 1969). 

 

It is possible to calculate the vectors Δx or ΔF for each observation. 
In this way we get a lot of numbers, which must be reduced. The study 

group "TRIG-PROGRAM" of the German survey offices examines this problem. 

They have yet no solution, but probably it will be sufficient to cal- 

culate only the effects on coordinates of neighbour points and on the 

distances between neighbour points. 
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A SPECIAL METHOD TO DERIVE A CRITERION MATRIX 

 

B. BANOV 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
Ways of deriving criterion variance-covariance matrix functions 
are examined in the paper. First of all the initial project is 
designed, in which the initial variance-covariance matrix of 
measurements is given. After this the accuracy of the functions 
of the unknowns is determined, which will ensure the purpose of 
the network. The mean square errors of the unknowns, the bear- 
ings, the angles, the relative error of the distances, the two 
elements of error ellipses of two orthogonal functions and so on 
were determined. The criterion variance-covariance matrix is 
formed in the iterative process. 

 

 

Introduction 

Ensuring the necessary accuracy with minimal expenses and mini- 

mal period for realisation of the project is the basic purpose 

of optimal projection. The solution of this problem is connect- 

ed with taking into consideration various conditions, such as 

relief, vegetation, hydrography, climate, type of instrument, 

qualification of the engineers, the basic purpose of the net- 

work, possibilities for its continuous use and others. With 

these conditions, step by step or at the same time, during pro- 

jection answers must be obtained to the following questions: 

1. What will be the density of the points in the network, 

   where points should and could be placed. 

2. In what area and in what form should be the functions that 

   will be used after the construction of the network. What will 

   be the variance-covariance matrix of these functions. 

3. What types of measurements are necessary and what possible. 

   In what areas, in what form and of what accuracy should the 

   measurements be completed, so as to ensure the purpose of the 

   network. 
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Conditions for designing determine the limits and possibilities 

during the preparation of the project, and the answers to the 

above basic questions form the concrete solution to the designer. 

If the optimal project will have to be designed through mathematical 

model, the conditions, as well as the basic questions should have 

to receive analytical representation. A passing glance at the 

conditions, however, shows that only their representation is a 

big series of problems. The analytical representation of all 

conditions and questions, and the finding of optimal solution 

is a complicated, and at this stage of development of science and 

computer technique - a labour consuming and economically inefficient 

problem [ALBERDA, 1974]. The present day methods and computer 

technique allow the problem of optimal designing to be solved 

during the reduced mathematical models of the conditions, by 

iterative or still better by interactive computer processes. 

The reductions of the model of the conditions however widens the 

domain of the permissible solutions and the necessary continuous 

analysis of the solution. That is why analytical solution with 

this method of worm must be examined as an analysis and specification 

of the designer's solution. The reasons considered necessitate 

the process of optimal designing to be divided into different 

optimizational problems [GRAFAREND et al., 1979]. During their 

solution, irrespective of the purpose of the project, one of the 

basic requirements is to ensure the necessary accuracy of the 

chosen functions. For characterizing the accuracy during the 

solution of the optimizational problems, two methods of approach 

have been applied: 

a) The use of generalized function for the accuracy (generalized 

   criterion for the accuracy), which is rotation and translation 

   invariant from the elements of variance-covariance matrix    ∁φφ
κκ

 

   (
φ
κ, 1 is a vector of the analyzed functions, which ensure the 

   purpose of the network). 

b) The use of the whole function variance-covariance matrix ∁φφ. 
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The application of generalised criterion leads to easier 

solution than the use of criterion matrix, but meeting the 

requirements of generalised criterion will not ensure the necessary 

accuracy of all analyzed functions and necessitates the introduction 

of more conditions. 

In this second method variance-covariance matrix Kφφ meets the 

differential requirements for the accuracy. This matrix is normally 

called criterion variance-covariance matrix, and therefore ∁φφ∼ Kφφ, 

the solution of the respective optimizational problem will be 

optimal. Through the application of Kφφ the possibility of 

designing some of the covariance is formed, if necessary. 

 

Iterative Method of Obtaining Kφφ. [BAARDA, 1977] distinguishes 

two ways of obtaining criterion matrix: 

 

1. The network project is designed with a view to the relief, 

   vegetation, hydrography, climate, the type of instrument and 

   the purpose of the network. The variance-covariance matrix ∁φφ 
   is calculated, the "weak places" in the network are determined, 

   and with modification of ∁φφ, Kφφ is obtained. 

 
2. Matrix Kφφ is calculated in accordance with the theoretical 

   precondition for the accuracy of the network, without taking 

   into consideration the possible measurements and their dispersion 

   matrix ∁ℓℓ, 
ℓ

n, 1 - vector of the measurements. In the paper the first 

   method is applied. With the application of ∁φφ the possibility 
   of using always functions with unbiased estimates is obtained, 

   irrespective of the kind of the network. Such solution gives 

   series of problems. Substantiated preconditions during the 

   selection of the type, number and the place of the functions 

   do not always exist. Despite the determined problems during their 

   application, it is the general case, since ∁𝓍𝓍   ∈  ∁φφ   /   
𝓍

m, 1  - 

   vector of the unknowns/. Therefore further deductions will be 
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done for matrix ∁φφ, respectively Kφφ. 

 
For obtaining Kφφ we will make use of widely applied differential 

criterion for accuracy, which is used in geodetic practice. We 

will note part of them. 

a) The distance relative error 

/1/ ηSij =
𝓂Sij

Sij
= 1 ∶ �Sij 𝓂Sij� � 

   where ηSij is the relation, 𝓂Sij is the square error of the 

   distanced Sij. During designing 1 ∶ �̅�𝑆𝑖𝑗 , from where the dispersion 

   of the function Sij is obtained 

/2/ 𝓂�Sij
2 = �Sij  η�Sij�

2
 

   /with the line above the values which are given or calculated 

   from the given, are noted/. 
 
b) The cross error 𝓆ij 

/3/ 𝓆ij =
𝓂αij

ϱ
 Sij 

   where ϱ is the value of one radian, αij is the bearing and 𝓂αij 

   is the square error of αij. If 𝓆�ij is given, for 𝓂�αij
2  is obtained: 

/4/ 𝓂�αij
2 = �

𝓆�ij  ϱ
Sij

�
2

 

 
c) The mean square error in the mutual position of two points 𝓂ij 

/5/ 𝓂ij = �𝓂Sij
2 + 𝓆ij2�

1
2 

   If 𝓂�ij is given and the relation of angular and distant measurements 
   is accepted 𝓇1 = 𝓂Sij

2 𝓆ij2� , the dispersion of two functions is obtained 

/6a/ 𝓆𝑖𝑗 =
𝓂�Sij

2

1 + 𝓇1
 

/6b/ 𝓂�αij
2 =

1
1 + 𝓇1

 � 
𝓂�ij  ϱ

Sij
 �
2

 

 
d) The relative error in the mutual position of two points 

/7/ ηij =
𝓂ij

Sij
 

   With given 1 �̅�𝑖𝑗⁄  and obtained 𝓂�ij = η�ij Sij by /6a/ and /6b/ 
   dispersion of the functions is obtained again. 
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e) Mean square error of the angle β  𝓂β - in this case dispersion 
   of the angle 𝓂�β2 is obtained directly. 
 
f) Mean square error in the position of point 

/8/ 𝓂Si = �𝓂𝓍i
2 + 𝓂𝓎i

2 �
1
2 

   If given the relations 𝓇2 = 𝓂�𝓍i
2 𝓂�𝓎i

2�  and 𝓂�Si from /8/ then 

/9a/ 𝓂�𝓎i
2 =

𝓂�Si
2

1 + 𝓇2
 

/9b/ 𝓂�𝓍i
2 =

𝓇2
1 + 𝓇2

  𝓂�Si
2  

 
g) Error ellipses 

   Let φ1, and φ2 be two orthogonal functions. Let �
𝓆11 𝓆12
𝓆21 𝓆22� be a cell 

   from the diagonal of the weight matrix with coefficients Qφφ =  1
𝜇2

 ∁φφ
κκ                                

 

   corresponding to φ1 and φ2. For the elements of the error ellipses 
   for the two functions are in force: 

/10/ 

Rmax
2 =

µ2

2
 �𝓆11 + 𝓆22 + [(𝓆11 − 𝓆22)2 + 4𝓆122 ]

1
2� 

Rmin
2 =

µ2

2
 �𝓆11 + 𝓆22 − [(𝓆11 − 𝓆22)2 + 4𝓆122 ]

1
2� 

tg 2𝜓 = 2𝓆12/(𝓆11 − 𝓆22) 

   where Rmax and Rmin are respectively big and small axis of the  

   ellipse, 𝜓 is the bearing of the bigger axis and µ2 is the 
   dispersion for unit weight. Within the three parameters of the error 

   ellipses Rmax, Rmin and 𝜓, and the respective elements of the weight 
   matrix Qφφ or more correctly ∁φφ, exists simple correspondence. 
   If R�max, R�min, and 𝜓� are given, then 𝓆�11, 𝓆�22 and 𝓆�12 respectively the 
   corresponding elements of Kφφ can be determined. If we introduce 

/11/ 

2𝒶 = 𝓆11 + 𝓆22 =
1
µ2

 �Rmax
2 + Rmin

2 � 

2𝒷 = [(𝓆11 − 𝓆22)2 + 4𝓆122 ]
1
2 =

1
µ2

 �Rmax
2 − Rmin

2 � 

   After substituting with R�max, R�min and 𝜓� in /11/ and taking into 
   consideration the third formula from /10/, then 

/12/ 

𝓆�11 = 𝒶� ± 𝒷� cos 2𝜓� 

𝓆�22 = 𝒶� ∓ 𝒷� cos 2𝜓� 

𝓆�12 = 𝒷� sin 2𝜓� 
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Out of the two solutions, it is more advisable to use the one which 

satisfied (𝓆11 − 𝓆22) (𝓆�11 − 𝓆�22) > 0, that is the one which maintains 
the direction of inequality between the diagonal coefficients in ∁φφ. 
Through the same way if the elements of error ellipses of the 

remaining functions from the network are given, the corresponding 

coefficients from Kφφ can be determined. 

 

In the considered 7 cases so far are given formulas, with which 

the given values of the dispersion of the            distances, 

bearings and co-ordinates can be determined. It can be pointed out 

however, that the simple functional co-ordinates are not invariational 

during the rotation of the co-ordinate system, although their 

values are determined from invariational quantities R�max, R�min and 𝜓�. 
Within the considered 7 cases, only in /12/ the next diagonal 

elements can be determined, and in others only the respective 

diagonal elements from Kφφ can be determined. For the determination 

of non-diagonal elements of Kφφ, the ideas of [VAGIN, 1979] for 

leveling network and [BANOV, 1980] for angular-distant network 

can be applied. Let the variant ⋁o of the project is designed with 
conditions for realising the purpose of the network. Let also the 

respective variance-covariance matrix is determined then 

/13/ ∁φφ
(o) = B ∁φφ

(o)  B∗ 

where k,m
B  contains coefficients during the expansion of the functions 

in the Tailor's series. If the diagonal elements of ∁φφ
(o) symbolised 

with ∁ii and in the matrix 

/14/ 
Mφφ

(o)

κ, κ   
= diag (�∁11 ,�∁22 , . . . ,�∁κκ ) 

are arranged the determined mean square errors, multiplied from 

left and right with �Mφφ
(o)�

−1
 then matrix with coefficients of 

correlation between the functions can be determined: 

/15/ 
Rφφ

(o)

κ, κ   
= �Mφφ

(o)�
−1

 ∁φφ
(o)   �Mφφ

(o)�
−1
 

where 𝓇ij = ∁ij �∁ii ∁jj�
1
2  , i, j = 1, … , κ⁄  are elements of matrix Rφφ

(o) . 
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Let the determined dispersions with /1/ ÷ /12/ be symbolised with 
𝓀ii , i = 1, … , κ  and calculated mean square errors were arranged 
in the matrix: 

/16/ 
Dφφ
κ, κ   

= diag (�𝓀11 ,�𝓀22 , . . . ,�𝓀κκ ) 

Then the first approximation of criterion matrix can be determined 

with the formula 

/17/ Kφφ
(1) = Dφφ Rφφ

(o)  Dφφ 

If in /17/, /15/ is substituted, then it can be determined finally 

/18/ Kφφ
(1) = Dφφ  �Mφφ

(o)�
−1

 ∁φφ
(o)   �Mφφ

(o)�
−1

 Dφφ 

which shows, that Kφφ determined from ∁φφ after multiplying from 
left and right with the same positively determined matrix. These 

multiplications lead to elementary modifications [RAO, 1968], in 

which the structure and the rank of the initial matrix ∁φφ is 

retained. Therefore Kφφ is symmetrical and R �Kφφ
(i−1)� = R �∁φφ

(i−1)� is in 

force /R(∙) - rank of the matrix/, which is the basic requirement 
in forming the criterion variance-covariance matrixes. Why is the 

matrical equality /18/ approximate? The diagonal elements of Kφφ
(1) 

correspond exactly to the given dispersions, when the nondiagonal 

elements is determined with the formula 

/19/ 𝓀ij = 𝓇ij �𝓀ii 𝓀jj�
1
2 , i, j = 1, … , κ 

Since the correlation coefficients 𝓇ij are standartised variance- 
covariance moments, they do not depend on the accuracy of measurements 

if the measurements are with uniform accuracy. But when ∁ℓℓ
(o) ≠ E𝓃 

/ E𝓃 - unit matrix of order 𝓃 × 𝓃 /, there is remaining influence on 
∁ℓℓ

(o) which is involved in the calculation of Rφφ
(o) . Therefore the 

determination of Kφφ has to be in iterative calculation process. 

After changing the indexes (o) with (i) and (1) with (i+1), in /13/ ÷ /18/ 
can be defined the respective iterative process. In [VAGIN, 1979] 

the congruity of the process of forming Kφφ
(i)  in the levelling network 
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is proved, but under given conditions. Without further conditions 

in angular-distant network the formation process can be non-congruous. 

As a mark for congruity of the process in optimizational problem 

for the weight of the measurements, the inequality 

/20/ Δ𝓅i∗ Δ𝓅i  <  𝛥𝓅i−1∗  Δ𝓅i−1 

can be used, where Δ𝓅i = µ2 vec ��∁ℓℓ
(i)�

−1
− �∁ℓℓ

(i−1)�
−1
�, ∁ℓℓ

(i−1) and ∁ℓℓ
(i) are variance- 

covariance matrixes of measurement in two arranged iterations. 

When the inequality /20/ is broken, it is the pointer of noncongruity, 

resulting from contradictions between the requirements in the project 

and the configuration of the network. 

 

Therefore when in the network the elements of error ellipses are 

given, during the formation of criterion matrix the next diagonal 

elements 𝓀2i−1,2i , i = 1, … , κ
2
 will receive different values - one 

with the third formula from /12/ multiplied by 𝜇2 and second times 
from /18/. If the values determined through /12/ are restored in 

after finding from /18/, this means complete consideration of the 

requirements and partial neglecting of the influence of the 

configuration. Often it is necessary to be given only 2 parameters 

of the error ellipses. In that case there can be more complete 

correspondence between the results from formula /12/ (multiplied 

with 𝜇2 and those from /18/ for the respective next diagonal 
coefficients. For this purpose is used correlation coefficients 

𝓇2i−1,2i , i = 1, … , κ
2
 determined from /15/ and only elements 

𝓀2i−1,2i−1 ,  𝓀2i,2i are determined. Let us examine concrete 
examples. 

 

1) Given are R�max, R�min 

   For determining 𝓆�11, 𝓆�22, 𝓆�12, respectively 𝓀11, 𝓀22, 𝓀12 
   with formula /12/ (the first two orthogonal functions in ∁φφ 
   are necessary 𝒶�, 𝒷� and 𝜓�. Quantities 𝒶� and 𝒷� can be calculated 
   directly from /11/. For getting 𝜓, with known correlation coefficient 
   𝓇12 from Rφφ

(o) , we can use /19/ and /12/. After modifications 
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   we have 

/21/ cos2 2ψ�  =  

𝒶�2
𝒷�2

 𝓇122 − 1

𝓇122 − 1
 

 

   Which is in force only when 
Rmax
2

Rmin
2  >  

1 + |𝓇12|
1 − |𝓇12| 

 

2) Given are the bearing of a given direction Θ� and the admissible 
   value of the mean square error in this direction 𝓂�Θ�. Here again 
   𝓀11 and 𝓀22 are being sought with determined matrix Rφφ

(o) . This problem 

   can be solved with changing proportionally the size of the error 

   ellipse with given value of the dispersion for unit weight. From 

   the first variant of the project for dispersion in direction Θ� 
   can be determined 

/22/ 𝓂Θ�
2 = Rmax

2  cos2(ψ − Θ�) + Rmin
2  sin2(ψ− Θ�) 

   If the relation 𝜂 =
𝓂�Θ�

2

𝓂Θ�
2 is calculated, for 𝓀11 and 𝓀22 will be 

   in force 

/23/ 
𝓀11 = 𝜂  ∁11 
 
𝓀22 = 𝜂  ∁22 

   The proof that /23/ ensures getting 𝓂�Θ� comes from the immediate 
   substituting /23/ in the first 2 equations of /10/ and considering /19/. 

   The conventional symbols in 1), 2), /12/ are for the first two 

   functions. Generalization comes immediately after exchanging index 1 

   with 2i-l and 2 with 2i. 

 

One Solution of Matrical Equation B K𝓍𝓍  B∗ = Kφφ 

After leaving Kφφ during the greater part of optimizational problem 

the determination of K𝓍𝓍 is necessary. Direct solution to the 

matrical equation 

/24/ B
κ,𝓂   

K𝓍𝓍
𝓂,𝓂   

B∗

𝓂, κ = Kφφ
κ, κ   

 

in relation with K𝓍𝓍 is possible only when R (B) = 𝓂. Therefore 

there exists B+ = (B∗ B)−1 B∗, so that 
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/25/ K𝓍𝓍 = B+ Kφφ (B+)∗ 

When a given network has multipurpose, the above condition is 

favourable and can be satisfied. More complicated case is when 

the network has special purpose - when the exact determination 

number of functions must satisfy the given conditions and R (B) < 𝓂. 

The problem in this case has infinite solutions and simplicity can 

be received only with more conditions. If we use Kronecker product, 

/24/ can be written in this form 

/26/ (B ⊗ B)𝓎 = G
t1,𝓃1

   
𝓎

𝓃1, 1  =  
𝓆

t1, 1 

where  t = (𝜅2 + 𝜅) 2⁄  ,  𝓃1 = (𝓂2 + 𝓂) 2⁄  ,  and for 𝓎 and 𝓆 are in 
force 

/27/ 
𝓎 = vec(K𝓍𝓍) = �𝓀𝓍1𝓍1 ,𝓀𝓍1𝓍2 , … ,𝓀𝓍1𝓍𝓂 ,𝓀𝓍2𝓍2 , … ,𝓀𝓍2𝓍𝓂 , … ,𝓀𝓍𝓂𝓍𝓂� 
 
𝓆 = vec�Kφφ� = �𝓀φ1φ1 ,𝓀φ1φ2 , … ,𝓀φ1φκ ,𝓀φ2φ2 , … ,𝓀φ2φκ , … ,𝓀φκφκ� 

Since 𝓉1 < 𝓃1  /κ < 𝓂/  for the solution of /26/, analogy with 

conditional adjustments can be done. If it is applied condition 

𝓎∗ 𝓎 = min , a solution for 𝓎 is received. The specialized form of 
Kronecker product for symmetrical matrix ensures solution in which 

K𝓍𝓍 is symmetrical. The condition 𝓎∗ 𝓎 = min means that the solution to 
/26/ is being sought in which the module of vector with element 

from K𝓍𝓍 is minimized. Since no additional condition for positive 

determination of K𝓍𝓍 is given, there is no guarantee that det(K𝓍𝓍) > 0. 
This solution is examined in [SCHMITT, 1980], when it is assumed 

that has no zero columns, that is in the functions are involved 

all the points in the network. Irrespective of the positive 

determinations, however it can be pointed out that "The criterion- 

matrix should be not-negative definite". This assertion in the 

common case is unfounded, since all the elements of K𝓍𝓍 were examined 

equally in the solution. 

 

For the solution of /25/ it is applied here the following way: Let 
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in /25/ in place of K𝓍𝓍 and Kφφ are replaced variance-covariance 

matrix ∁𝓍𝓍 and ∁φφ. If we symbolise 
u

𝓃1, 1 = vec(∁𝓍𝓍), 
s

t1, 1 = vec(∁φφ) 

through analogy with /26/ it can be written: 

/26a/ G u = s 

Let us form the difference between /26/ and /26a/ 

/28/ G (𝓎 − u) = 𝓆 − s 
or 

/28a/ 
G

t1,𝓃1
  

z
𝓃1, 1  =  

w
t1, 1 

where z = 𝓎 − u contains digital values of the changing, which must be 
in ∁𝓍𝓍 to be able to get K𝓍𝓍, and w = 𝓆 − s is the known vector of the 
exchange between ∁φφ and Kφφ. If the condition z∗z = min is applied, 
it is sought in this way solution in which the exchange in ∁𝓍𝓍 
is minimized. Therefore without limits for the rank of G will be 
in force 

/29/ z = G+ w , 
 
and when R (G) = t1 
 

/29a/ z = G∗ (G G∗)−1 w 

where with G+ symbolises the generalized rnatrix inverses. After 

getting z is determined 

 𝓎 = z + u   ,    K𝓍𝓍 = �

𝓎1,
𝓎2,
⋮

𝓎𝓂 ,
   

𝓎2,
𝓎𝓂+1,
⋮

𝓎2𝓂−1,
      

… ,
… ,
⋮… ,

   

𝓎𝓂
𝓎2𝓂−1
⋮

𝓎𝓃1

� 

Despite the solution, the direct solution /26/ is more stable under 

the condition 𝓎∗𝓎 = min, under greater changes in ∁φφ for finding Kφφ 

is possible getting the negative determined matrix K𝓍𝓍, which is 

the pointer of the contradictions between the requirements of the 

accuracy of the project and the given configuration. 
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Examples.  Example 1: In fig. l is given angular-distant network, 

in which all directions /𝓂R = 10cc/, all distances /𝓂sij = 2s𝓂/ are 

measured.                                  Points with numbers 

10, 20, 30 and 40 were given. The criterion matrix was formed under 

B ≡ E𝓂 for the mean square errors of the unknowns, so that the 
maximum and minimum radius of the point error ellipses will be very 

near −Rmaxi = 28,3 mm / 𝓂si = �Rmaxi
2 + Rmini

2 �
1
2 = 40 mm /. Under the 

inequality 
Rmax
2

Rmin
2 ≥ 1+|𝓇i  i+1|

1−|𝓇i  i+1| were determined respectively: 

for points 1 and 3  −|𝓇1 2| = |𝓇5 6| =  0.028  → Rmin = 27.5; 
for points 2 and 5  −|𝓇3 4| = |𝓇9 10| = 0.116  → Rmin = 25.1; 
and for point 4  −|𝓇7 8| = 0  → Rmax = Rmin. For comparing the initially 

determined matrix Q𝓍𝓍
(o) and 

1
µ2

 K𝓍𝓍
(1), the elements of Q𝓍𝓍

(o) were 

multiplied by the quality 
1
µ2

 tr �K𝓍𝓍
(1)� tr �Q𝓍𝓍

(o)�� , where tr(. ) is the trace 

of the matrix. In table 1 were given the results of the solution, 

while only the elements above the diagonal were written. For every 

element of the matrix Q𝓍𝓍
(o) K𝓍𝓍

(1) were given 2 values - the first is 

the dimensional changing of Q𝓍𝓍
(o) and the second - the respective 

element from 
1
µ2

 K𝓍𝓍
(1). 

 

Example 2: Let ∁𝓍𝓍= �4 1
1 4�, B = [1 −1], then ∁φφ= B ∁𝓍𝓍  B∗ = [6]. 

For determining K𝓍𝓍 let Kφφ = 𝓆 = [3 is given. Taking into consideration 
/26/ will be in force G = (B ⊗ B) = [1 −2 1], respective equation will 

be [1 −2 1]  �
𝓎1
𝓎2
𝓎3

� = [3]. After the application of condition 𝓎∗𝓎 = min 

were determined 𝓎1 = 0.5; 𝓎2 = -1; 𝓎3 = 0.5, from where for K𝓍𝓍 we have 

K𝓍𝓍
′ = �0.5 −1

−1 0.5�  and  det(K𝓍𝓍
′ ) = −0.75 < 0 ,  which is impossible. 

Now let us use /28/. There will be in force  u∗ = vec (∁𝓍𝓍)∗ = [4 1 4] , 

w = vec�Kφφ� − vec�∁φφ� = 𝓆 − s = [−3] and for /28a/ we have [1 −2 1] �
z1
z2
z3
� = [−3]. 

After applying z∗z = min z1 = -0.5; z2 = 1; z3 = -0.5 from where 

𝓎 = z + u = �
3.5
2.0
3.5

� , K𝓍𝓍
" = �3.5 2

2 3.5�  and  𝑑𝑒𝑡�𝐾𝓍𝓍
" � = 33 4⁄  . 

It is clear that B K𝓍𝓍
′  B∗ = B K𝓍𝓍

"  B∗ = [3] and R(∁𝓍𝓍) = R(K𝓍𝓍
′ ) = 

= R(K𝓍𝓍
" ), but K𝓍𝓍

′  cannot be examined as criterion matrix. 

If the condition K𝓍𝓍 ≥ [36] is applied in the project, then the 
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  9.34  -0.214   4,60   1.32   5.52   0.787   6.81  -0.216   3.09  -1.19 Q𝓍𝓍
(o) 

  7.83  -0.218   4.31   1.31   4.62   0.800   5.27  -0.207   2.90  -1.17 
1
µ2

 K𝓍𝓍
(1) 

   6.27   0.101   1.89  -0.787   2.72  -0.617   2.60  -0.589   1.45  

   7.74   0.114   2.26  -0.800   3.36  -0.580   3.03  0.670   1.73  

    𝓇1 2 =  -0.028   7.02   0.752   3.09   0.589   4.01  -0.385   1.83  -0.781  

   Rmax = 28.3 mm   7.36   0.828   2.90   0.670   4.17  -0.413   1.92  -0.859  

   Rmin = 27.5 mm    6.02   1.19   1.45   1.51   2.81   0.781   0.916  

   𝓂s1 = 39.5 mm    6.95   1.17   1.73   1.38   3.16   0.859   1.06  

      9.35   0.214   6.81   0.216   4.60  -1.32  

      7.83   0.218   5.27   0.207   4.31  -1.31  

      𝓇3 4 =   0.116    6.27   0.617   2.60  -0.101   1.89  

     Rmax = 28.3 mm    7.74   0.580   3.03  -0.114   2.26  

     Rmin = 25.1 mm    11.16   0   4.81  -1.51  

     𝓂s2 = 37.8 mm     8.00   0   4.17  -1.38  

         7.29   0.384   2.81  

         8.00   0.413   3.16  

        𝓇5 6 =   0.028    7.02  -0.752  

       Rmax = 28.3 mm    7.36  -0.828  

       Rmin = 27.5 mm     6.02  

       𝓂s3 = 39.5 mm     6.95  

         𝓇7 8 =   0    

        Rmax = 28.3 mm     

        Rmin = 28.3 mm     

        𝓂s4 = 40.0 mm    𝓇9 10 =  -0.116   

          𝓂s5 = 37.8 mm   

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 1 
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two solutions lead to det (K𝓍𝓍) < 0. Since B cannot be changed, 
the single possibility for getting a solution is changing the 

configuration, respectively matrix ∁𝓍𝓍. For this the check for 
the sign of det (K𝓍𝓍) is indispensable. 
 

 

 
Figure 1 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This work considers the problem of densification networks with a view 

to large- and very large-scale map making. 
Starting from a consideration of the standards imposed by the 

customers and on the basis of the results of work already undertaken, 
various problems relating to the measurements and to their analysis are 
investigated with the aim of deriving useful information for future work. 

 

1. Introduction 

In Italy at the moment, one of the greatest problems facing surveyors, 

geodesists, and cartographers is that raised by densification networks. 

Many regional authorities have in fact planned new large-scale technical 

map (1 :5,000) and in the case of city centres proposals have been made 

for the development of cartography on an even larger scale (1:1,000- 

1 :500). 

It is a really sizable mass of work involving numerous private firms 

working in the fields of land survey and aerophotogrammetry. As regards 

the densification networks, one only has to remember that current standards 

relating to the 1:1,000 scale envisage the establishment of one point to 

every 1/2 kilometre square. 

The need to employ several firms, even if on the one hand it speeds 

up work, on the other raises problems concerning the homogeneity of 

measurements that are taken with different instruments and working methods 

(traverses, triangulation, mixed networks) and often without adequate 

analysis both in the network planning phase and afterwards too, in 

relation to the existence of gross and systematic errors. 

To these problems should be added others such as those relating to 

the adjustment of the networks, to the analysis of already existing net- 

works, and to the incorporation of local networks in national ones. All 

these questions are wide open since the regulations laid down by the 

contractors leave the contracting firms a great deal of room to manoeuvre. 
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Before considering the problems mentioned, some regulations 

laid down for 1:1,000 cartography by the Emilia Romagna Regional Authority 

are cited. These may be taken as the springboard for several observations which 

we consider important and the confirmation of what has been argued above. 

 

2. Regulations for the planimetric framing and densification network (Emilia 

   Romagna Authority 1980) 

As far as the planimetric framing network is concerned, the choice is 

a very straightforward one. 

"The Geometric framing of the map will be derived from the national geodetic 
nets ......... It will consist of all the points of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order 
of the I.G.M.I.'s (Istituto Geografico Militare Italiano) national network, 
of those of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order of the I.I.M.(Istituto Idrografico 
Marina) and of the points of the cadastral network." 

The general regulations for the densification nets may be summarized as 

follows (only the most important passages are quoted): 

2-1) "The network must be planned as an intrinsically determined independent 
structure with surplus measurements" 

2-2) "The scaling, the positioning and the orientation of the network must be 
carried out using the points of the national net .......... Not less than 
four points must be used, arranged in such a way as to enclose the entire 
survey ......... the density of the points must be in the order of 1 point 
to every half kilometre square." 

2-3) "The measurements for densification networks must be performed using 
modern methods and instruments. The net must contain an excess number 
of measurements ....... Such excess measurements must make it possible 
to carry out valid statistical checks." 

2-4) "The measurements will be acceptable if they satisfy the following 
tolerances: 

 Closed traverses 

 Linear misclosure = Δ = �(δE)2+(δN)2 = �∑l2

10,000
∙n 

 when l is the length of the sides in metres and n is the number of 
the independent closed traverses. 

 Triangulation and mixed networks 

 The angular misclosure: 

 Δα ≤ 20cc √n  when n is the number of the angles. 
 The maximum difference for two independent determinations of one side 

must be: 

 
Δl

l
 ≤1 15,0000⁄ =0.07% 

 In the adjustment by minimum constraints of the networks, the mean square 
error on the coordinates must not exceed 0.4 me t res and 90% of them 
must be under 0.15 m." 
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2-5) "The calculations of the densification networks must be carried out in 
two stages. First, an adjustment by minimum constraints must be made 
assuming an arbitrary reference system; then must be carried out 
a two dimensional linear conformal transformation from the local to the 
national system. For both calculations the least squares method can be 
used. The densification network's scale variations must not exceed 0.5%." 

As may be seen, the regulations proposed leave the contracting firms 

plenty of room for discretion both as regards the kind of net and instruments 

to be used, and also as regards adjustment methods, preferably with the exclusive 

use of least squares. 

There are also certain inconsistencies such as the tolerances imposed 

on the coordinates of the network points which do not take into account 

the size of the net itself and which in practice do not indicate what origin 

should be assumed for the adjustment with minimum constraints. Further 

inconsistencies arise from the consideration of the existing network's points 

as sufficiently precise, i.e. as being invariant and therefore as not being 

in need in any case of ad hoc measurement checks. * 

On the basis of what has been outlined above and without going into the 

prior planning and optimization of the nets, which would not correspond to 

actual working reality, both because a lot of the field-work has already been 

carried out, and because land surveying firms follow their own criteria and 

have difficulty accepting even slightly complex mathematic criteria, it seems 

to us that under the present circumstances there are three problems that must 

and can be come to grips with concretely. 

The first problem has to do with a rigorous analysis of existing networks 

in order to evaluate their capability to be assumed as a basis for local 

medium-to-high accuracy nets. The second concerns the analysis of the nets 

that have been set up, to evaluate whether the tolerances imposed have been 

respected and to gain some idea of the quality of the measurements, of the 

extent of gross errors, and of the homogeneity of the networks carried out 

by a variety of firms and according to different working patterns etc. The 

third problem concerns the incorporation of the local networks in the national 

ones. 

 

 

 

* On the basis of the experience and the studies carried out, the above specification 

  will be revised in the near future. 
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3. Checking the existing networks 

As already mentioned there are three networks that may be used for the 

framing of the local nets: I.G.M.'s national one (points of the 1st, 2nd, 

and 3rd order), the cadastral one, and the I.I.M. one ( points of the 2nd, 

3rd and 4th order). It seems to us that the correct approach involves 

evaluating each of the various networks separately and then seeing the degree 

of homogeneity and consistency existing among them. 

 

 

3-1. The I.G.M. national network 

As is well known, the I.G.M.'s Italian network consists of four orders 

of points of decreasing accuracy. As has already been said, the points of 

the 4th order are not taken into consideration whereas those of the other 

three orders are considered valid. In the case of the first order net, a new 

adjustment has been made and the coordinates of the points (E.D.79) have 

been recalculated, but unfortunately the coordinates that have been determined 

thereby have not yet been made available to the public. However, the coordinates 

obtained with the previous adjustment should also be held valid, as has often 

been verified, even on a personal basis, with distance measuring or 

the repetition of angular measurements. As far as the points of the 

2nd and 3rd orders are concerned on the other hand, some doubts still linger, 

not so much as to the accuracy of the measurements, as to the semi-empirical 

methods employed in the adjustment made for extremely small blocks. Luckily, 

almost all the data relating to angular measurements taken towards the end 

of the century are kept in the I.G.M. archives and a new adjustment for large 

blocks would therefore be possible and is very much to be desired. 

Studies have already been carried out on such networks (ARCA, 1979) and 

the results obtained seem to indicate the suitability of the measurements to 

provide results that might be used in the framing of local nets. 

Within the context of a new adjustment, it would also be necessary to 

clean the measurements taken, which are far in excess of the numbers 

required, by using techniques based on statistical tests such as the "data 

snooping" one. 

While waiting for this new adjustment and in any case until it is made, 
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we think that only the first order points should be regarded as fixed points, 

whereas in the case of the points of other orders, at the very least a check 

using ad hoc measurements ought to be carried out. 

 

 

3-2 Cadastral Networks 

In Italy, the Cadastre has constructed triangulation nets and traverses, 

using the points of the I.G.M.'s 1st, 2nd and 3rd orders for the drawing up 

of its Cassini-Soldner cartography. These nets therefore suffer, right from 

the start, from the errors of the already cited nets, to which must be added 

the same remarks concerning the empirical adjustment methods adopted. It should 

also be noted that in the transformation of the coordinates from the Cassini- 

Soldner system to the I.G.M. one of Gauss-Boaga, a phase that is nearing 

completion, approximate formulas are being used. In this case too however, 

there is an almost complete set of field-data which means that, providing the 

data themselves have been cleared from gross errors, a new adjustment in 

large blocks should be possible: and this adjustment ought to follow on from 

that of the I.G.M. nets, the results of which should be taken as the starting 

point. 

These conclusions were reached following the analysis carried out by 

the present authors, as well by other researchers, of a lot of cadastral 

evidence regarding sufficiently extensive nets for which there exists archival 

data. 

In one of these studies (MONTI, MUSSIO, 1979) the entire network of an 

Italian province (Parma) has been adjusted in block, taking in more that 300 

points including 27 that belong to the I.G.M. nets and are considered as fixed. 

A lot of information was derived from this adjustment (BARBARELLA, FOLLONI, 

1979), of which we shall cite that piece concerning the mean square error of 

the position of point �σN2+σE2, the distribution of which (fig. 1a) has a 

mode of 0.75 m and a mean of 0.90 m with about 4% of its values greater than 

twice the mean value. Another interesting piece of information emerges from 

the differences between the point positions obtained with the overall adjust- 

ment and those of the catalogue, obtained using, as has already been stated, 
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semi-empirical calculation methods. These differences (fig. 1b) have a mode of 

about 0.35 m and a mean of 0.80 m with more than 19% of values over 1.5 m. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 - Cadastral Network (A) of the province of Parma. a) Distribution 

         �σx2+σy2. b) Distribution of the differences in the 

         position of the points between the new adjustment and the Catalogue. 

 

 

In a subsequent study (BARBARELLA, 1981) the problem was taken up again 

with the analysis of another block of the cadastral triangulation net, including 

more than 100 net and sub-net points, six of which belong to the I.G.M.. Of 

this block, above all the measurement data were analysed by applying the 

Data Snooping method with the prior assumption of a reasonable m.s.e. for 

angle measurements (10cc) on the basis of the instruments employed. 

This analysis yielded good data consistency which made it advisable not 

to eliminate any of the data. To a certain extent this was predictable, in 

so far as the analysis didn't involve the entire set of field-data but only 

that part that had been used for the original calculation and which had 

already been, albeit in an empirical way, cleared from gross errors. 

The data that had been checked in this way, have been analysed giving 

interesting results. 

On the basis of these results the fundamental networks (fig. 2) was 

reexamined, while carrying out two adjustments. 

In the first of these adjustments with the coordinates of I.G.M.I. points 

as constraints the old coordinates of the said points obtained through the 

empirical adjustment were introduced; in the second, on the other hand, the 

coordinates obtained by a block adjustment carried out recently by the I.G.M. 

itself were introduced. 
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Fig. 2 - Cadastral Network (B) in the province of Bologna. 

 

In our opinion the most interesting piece of information obtained is the 

clear-cut difference between the m.s.e. of unit weight which in the first 

case is 2.6 and in the second, 1.8. Furthermore, as may be observed from fig. 3, 

the values of the major semi-axes of the Standard ellipses differ significantly. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 - Distribution of the values of the major semi-axes of the standard 

         ellipses for the two adjustments of net (B). 
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Another interesting result is represented by the fact that the introduction 

of the constraints represented by the newly determined I.G.M. points does not 

significantly alter the m.s.e. of unit weight which may be obtained using 

minimum constraints (from 1.7 to 1.8). In our opinion this means that the 

measurements of the two authorities are mutually consistent and of comparable 

accuracy. 

This result backs up the idea that has already been expressed, i.e. that 

a new overall cascade adjustment needs to be made; first of all I.G.M. should 

readjust its 2nd and 3rd order networks and then the Cadastre should do the 

same to its network, while basing itself on the previously obtained points. 

 

4. The I.I.M. Network 

For its own institutional purposes, the I.I.M. has in the post-War period 

carried out a complete triangulation of a strip of coast, basing itself on 

the 1st order points of the I.G.M. national network, and laying down fairly 

precise working regulations. In fact, the I.I.M. envisages use of the Wild T3 

with 12 observations for connections with the I.G.M. network, Wild T3 with 6 

observations for the principal chain made up of quadrilaterals with sides of 

about 10 km, and Wild T2 with 3 observations for secondary triangulations. 

The tolerances accepted for triangle closure error are as follows: 3" for 

the first measurements, 6" for the second, and 12" for the final ones (I.I.M. 

1966). Given these standards and the fact that the I.I.M. net covers a 

very thin strip of coast, and also because the reliance only on first series 

I.G.M. points affords a good guarantee for the said network, through analyses 

have not been made. 

 

5. New nets 

As has already been said, densification networks have two precise uses: 

for the construction of technical maps on the scale of 1:10,000 - 1:5,000 and 

the construction of special maps on the scale of 1:2,000 - 1:500. 

For the first type of network, normal practice basically involves using 

mixed networks (angles and distances) formed by small adjacent blocks which 

may be linked up to form nets of quite considerable dimensions, given that 
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technical cartography is projected on a regional basis. In the case of the 

second type of map on the other hand, in which, at least for the time being, 

the survey of particular zones is involved, traverses are often used. 

As an example of this kind of work, five blocks of a mixed network forming 

a single net (fig. 4) and two traverse networks, one of which is rather extensive 

(figs. 5 and 6) have been analyzed. The five blocks and the two networks of 

traverses have been made by seven different companies. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 - Network (C) for 1:5,000 cartography. 
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Fig. 5 - Traverse (D) of an urban area for 1:5,000 cartography. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 - Traverse (E) for 1:2,000 cartography. 
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5a. Mixed nets 

The analysis of the blocks was carried out following the classical 

Data Snooping method and using the free net adjustment. The data relating 

to the blocks and to the results obtained are set forth in the following 

table I. 

TAB. I 

Block I II III IV V 

Number of points n.  14  19  22  21   8 

Number of 
observations { Angles  37  73  86  65  28 

Distances  28  21  33  29  12 

 N = A + D  65  94 119  94  40 

 N / (2n - 3)   2.6   2.7   2.9   2.4   3.1 

Length of the sides (average) km   7   9   4   5   5 

Instrumentation { 

Theodolites Wild T2, Kern DKM 2A, ecc. ... 

E.D.M. CA1000 CA1000 
AGA 14 CA1000 AGA 

14 
HP3820 
AGA 14 

A priori M.S.E. { 

σα 6cc 

σl (10 + 5.1) mm 

Preliminary free-net adjustment σo   0.9   2.3   4.9   7.4   3.1 

Data Snooping |w| ≥ 4      

Rejected 
measurements { 

Angles   0   4  13   5   1 

Distances   0   0   7   3   0 

Free-net adjustment σo   0.9   1.9   2.0   1.7   1.3 

Data Snooping |w| ≥ 3.29      

Rejected 
measurements 
(Total number) { 

Angles   0  11  18   9   2 

Distances   0   1  11   3   0 

Free-net adjustment σo   0.9   1.4   1.5   1.4   1.1 

σP = � 
1

n
 �  �σx2+σy2�  cm   4   9  13  19   3 
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As may be seen, the different blocks are fairly varied both in terms 

of precision and in terms of the number of outliers present. In fact, the 

σo obtained by taking all the measurements into consideration, has a 

variation range from 0.9 to 7.4, whereas the percentage of measurements 

rejected using the data snooping technique varies between zero and 24 per 

cent. In this way the blocks become much more homogeneous and in fact the 

σo varies between 0.9 and 1.5. There remains nevertheless a wide range in 

the average positional standard error σP from 3 to 19 cm. 

An adjustment was subsequently made of the entire network, taking into 

account linking measurements between the various blocks. In this way a net 

containing 70 points with 292 angles and 114 distances with a redundancy of 

2.9 is obtained. As regards the relative weights to be attributed to the 

measurements made by the various companies, it was decided to consider the 

σo values obtained in the adjustment of single blocks. Using the data snooping 

method and still with |w| ≥ 3.29, 10 further angles and 4 distances were 

eliminated, and the final adjustment yields σo = 1.3 and σP = 17 cm for the 

entire network, whereas the distribution of the major semi-axes of the standard 

ellipses (fig. 7) has a mean of 14 cm and the 70% of the values lower than 

15 cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 - Distribution of the major semi-axes of the standard ellipses for 

the network (C). 
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5b. Traverses 

As regards the traverses, as has been stated already, two very different 

ones, in terms of their purpose, size, and the length of their sides, were 

examined. The first was performed in a small built-up area for a 1:500 scale 

mapping and it followed centre lines; the second, used for a 1:2,000 scale 

mapping, covers on the other hand an area of about 15 x 20 km with many links, 

even at a long distance. 

The data relating to the traverses and the results of the analysis have 

been set out in table II. 

 

 

TAB. II 

TRAVERSE D E 

Number of points      39     195 

Number of 
observations { 

Angles      71     385 

Distances      54     230 

  N = A + D     125     615 

  N / (2n - 3)       1.7       1.5 

Length of the sides (average) m.     270     960 

Instrumentation { 

Theodolites Kern DKM 2A Wild T2 

E.D.M. Kern DM500 AGA 12-14 

A priori M.S.E. { 

σα 15cc 15cc 

σl 10 mm (10 + 5.1) mm 

Data Snooping |w| ≥ 3.29   

Rejected 
measurements { 

Angles       1      22 

Distances       1       4 

Free net 
adjustment { 

σo       1.2       1.2 

σP  cm       1.5       5.4 
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As can be seen, the results are rather good and certainly adequate for 

the purpose the traverses were designed for. Fig. 8 shows the distribution 

of the values of the major semi-axes of error ellipses for the 195 points 

of the larger traverse and this reveals the network's good consistency. The 

mean value is about 4.5 cm and only 7 points have a major semi-axis that 

is more than double the mean value. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 - Distribution of the major semi-axes of the standard ellipses for 

the network (E). 

 

 

6. Connection of local net with national ones 

There are basically two methods to be followed for the connection of 

local networks with national ones. 

With reference once again to our region (Emilia-Romagna) the regulation 

stipulate that the surveys for the Technical Map on the scale of 1:5,000 should 

be adjusted directly on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order points of I.G.M. net and on 

the cadastral net's points present in the same zone, envisaging, according 

to the judgement of the tester, the checking of 20% of the points with direct 

measurements which ought to yield discrepancies less than 30 cm. 

In the case of the larger scales on the other hand, the regulations 

envisage the adjustment of the new networks together with the trigonometric 

points of the said orders in a single minimum constraints block and subsequently 

a similarity transformation taking into account all the trigonometric existing 

points 
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The first method, i.e. that of considering the trigonometric points fixed 

and without errors might usefully be employed should there be a reasonable 

certainty that the pre-existing networks possess intrinsic precision comparable 

with, if not greater than, that of local nets. This however, as has been 

pointed out in section 3 is not always the case and it does not seem to us 

that checking 20% of the points would get around this drawback. 

On the other hand it would be unthinkable to saddle the contracting firms 

with the task of carrying out an overall check of the said networks. Therefore, 

as has already been said, it is necessary to perform an overall readjustment 

of the I.G.M. and the cadastral networks from which it will be possible to 

derive the necessary parameters for an evaluation of the suitability or 

unsuitability of assuming the various points as fixed points for the incorporation 

of the local nets. 

The decision to incorporate the local nets for very large-scale mapping 

by means of a similarity transformation is justified by three objective facts: 

a) the precision required for these networks is necessarily higher than that 

of national networks. 

b) Normally these surveys concern very limited areas and so are rarely linked 

to one another and hence there is no need for a rigid connection with the 

national networks. 

c) The method proposed makes it possible, without involving direct checking, 

to examine, on the basis of the residues, the consistency of the control 

points with the possibility of eliminating those that fail to give adequate 

guarantee. 

In so far as rigid incorporation is concerned, there is no point repeating 

what has already been said. 

In the case of the similarity transformation on the other hand, the 

traverse consisting of 195 points including 22 belonging to national 

networks, has been reexamined. After a first similarity transformation it 

was observed that several points had undergone a variation in position in 

the order of 50-60 cm whereas, as has already been said, the σP of the 

networks is 4.5 cm. The operation was then repeated without taking into 

account four points and a clear improvement in the results was observed. In 
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fact, the largest shifts in position do not exceed 35 cm, while the scale 

factor falls from 1.000020 to 1.000008. The slight congruence of the national 

network points is confirmed by an adjustment constrained to all the 22 points 

which yield σo = 4.3 whereas as was seen, in the case of the free adjustment 

σo = 1.2 and this demonstrates clearly enough that the net's intrinsic 

precision is decidedly superior to that of the national nets. On the other 

hand, taking only 18 points as fixed, one obtains σo = 3.0 which confirms 

us in the decision taken to eliminate the 4 points even if there is still 

a worsening in comparison to the free adjustment. 

 

 

7. Conclusions 

The analyses carried out prompt several comments and the formulation of 

a few suggestions that we consider are not altogether lacking in interest. 

The first point is that the measurements of the existing I.G.M.I. and Cadastral 

networks as well as the new one appear rather good, and that the lack of 

precision encountered on occasion with the coordinates of the points is due 

to insufficient adjustment. 

A rigorous block adjustment already begun by the I.G.M.I. of its own high 

order nets will make it possible to obtain a sufficiently precise datum, we 

believe, to allow for the incorporation of the densification networks of the 

medium scale 1:5,000, 1:10,000 of the technical cartography, without introducing 

unbearable deformations into the said nets. 

In the case of larger scales, 1:2,000 and 1:500, incorporation can not 

be carried out while keeping the trigonometric points fixed: the similarity 

transformation appears to be the simplest method, and able to provide some 

kind of check on the accuracy of the coordinates of the points of the framing 

net. 

The readjustment of national networks also supplies point position 

errors, which might therefore enable one to use more refined fitting techniques 

in which the errors of the coordinates of both the local net (which in any 

case must be adjusted with minimum constraints) and the primary one, would 

be taken into consideration. 
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In the case of less precise nets that already been constructed and 

incorporated into existing national networks, it may be impossible or unsuitable 

to carry out a new adjustment based on the new coordinates; perhaps it would 

be advisable to consider linear or non-linear interpolation methods so as 

to obtain the coordinates of the new nets. 

As regards the new networks, greater care would be welcomed in the 

planning phase as well as a centralization, if not of the field work, then 

of the phase involving the adjustment and fitting local networks in the 

national ones, with greater care taken also over the linking measurements 

between one block and another. 

In any case it would be advisable that the regulations prescribe the 

analysis of the accuracy of the new nets on the basis of relative error 

ellipses instead of the absolute one which ore obvious - significantly 

effected by the reference system assumed. 

Given the good degree of accuracy of the new networks, a classification 

and cataloguing of their components should be considered indispensable so as 

not to allow such an amount of work to be dispersed, and also with a view 

of a revision of the cartography and to enable different uses. 

 

Appendix 

The following gives some information about the programs used in the 

analysis of the networks. 

The programs are written in FORTRAN IV, the computer used were a Digital 

Vax 780 and a CDC Cyber 76; the graphs were made on a Calcomp 936. 

The procedure followed for the adjustment and the analysis of the networks 

was organized in the following stages: 

a) The detection of outliers is performed using the Data Snooping technique, 

considering the weight matrix to be diagonal. The test is therefore carried 

 out on the variable wi = vi
σvi

 . 

If |wi| > F
1-α ; 1,∞

1
2� , the i-th observation is eliminated and the 

adjustment is repeated. In the case of small networks, the interactive 

version of the procedure is preferred. 
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b) The adjustment is performed with the method of indirect observations. 

For the free net we can use the bordering technique (MEISSL, 1969) or 

the expression of N+ = N(NN)-1 N(NN)-1 N (MITTERMAYER, 1972) or the 

singular value decomposition 

N = U S VT, N+ = VT S U 

For the inversion of the regular matrices, the modified Cholesky method 

is used. 

 

c) The analysis of the nets is carried out by considering the absolute and 

the relative error ellipses and the error on the distance and on the 

bearing between pairs of points. The ellipses may be plotted automatically 

using an interactive program. 

 

d) The similarity transformation is actually carried out without taking into 

account errors in the coordinates of the two nets. 

 

e) Other programs were used for the handling of the data. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A remark on the application of GPS procedure to very irregular graph, 
frequently arising in geodetic networks and photogrammetric blocks, is 
developed and a little modification to it is proposed. 
 

1. Introduction 

The use of reordering algorithms for reducing the bandwidth and the profile 

of a sparse matrix is now well known by geodesists and photogrammetrists. 

The object of this paper is a remark about the GIBBS, POOLE and STOCKMEYER 

procedure and the proposal of a little modification to it. This modifica- 

tion allows a little gain in the bandwidth and profile reduction when the 

concerned matrix is very irregular as a consequence of the structure of the 

corresponding geometrical problem. 

The proposed modification is certainly of theoretical and conceptual inter- 

est in spite of the smallness of the obtained gain. 

 

2. The original procedure 

The original reordering procedure of GIBBS, POOLE and STOCKMEYER is com- 

posed by three separate algorithms which work on the associated graph of 

a symmetric matrix, and which must be used sequentially. 

The first algorithm produces two rooted level structures (Lv,Lu) the 

roots of which (v,u) are the endpoints of a pseudodiameter. 

The second algorithm, which makes use of the results of the first one, 

partitions the original graph in a set of connected components, called 

C0, C1, C2 ... Cn. The component C0 is the set of vertices (including 

v and u) which belong to the same level in Lv and in reverse-Lu; 

C0 has generally the structure of a chain. The set obtained by removing C0 

from the graph is composed by disjoint sub-sets which are ordered according 

to their numerosity so that the number of vertices in Ci is larger than 

that in Ci+l. These components can be considered as branches of the 

chain. Subsequently the algorithm assigns each vertex to a level of 
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a new, generally non-rooted, level structure following the criterion of min- 

imizing the width of the structure. 

The third algorithm actually produces the new numeration of the vertices 

of the graph, level by level: 

- number one corresponds to the vertex v; 

- the vertices adjacent to vertices of the previous level (selected with 

increasing number) are numbered at first; 

- the vertices adjacent to already numbered vertices of the same level 

(selected with increasing number) are numbered later; 

- the remaining vertices are numbered the last. 

Inside each described step the vertices are numbered in order of increas- 

ing degree (the degree ρ of a vertex is the number of vertices adjacent 
to it). 

 

 

3. The proposed modification 

Let's begin considering the simulated examples the graph of which is rep- 

resented in fig. 1. 

The GPS procedure generates the component partitioning illustrated in 

fig. 2: the corresponding order is shown by the upper numeration of the 

vertices in fig. 1. The corresponding structure of the normal matrix is 

shown in fig. 3. 

The bandwidth (=6) is determined by the vertices number 13 and 19. The 

vertex 13 gets its number being adjacent to the vertex number 11. The 

numbers 11 and 12 get their numbers being adjacent to the vertex number 9 

in order of increasing degree (ρ11 = 4, ρ12 = 5). Let's note that the 
vertices 11 and 12 belong to different components (11 ∈ C0; 12 ∈ C2). 
A better numeration (bandwidth = 4) is easily obtained if vertices num- 

bered 11 and 12 are exchanged and the algorithm is then restarted. The 

profile decreases, by this exchange, from 76 to 69, too. The modified 

order is shown in the lower numeration of fig. 1, while the corresponding 

structure of the normal matrix is shown in fig. 4. 

The presented example suggests the following question: is it possible to 

replace the "increasing degree order of numbering" mentioned at the end 

of previous paragraph with another more efficient order? 

The aim of the use of the "increasing degree order of numbering" is the 

minimization of the "loca1 dispersion" of the normal matrix, which is 

usually produced by high degree vertices. 
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The third GPS algorithm uses the level structure generated by the second 

algorithm, while the information about the partition in components of 

the graph, also supplied by the second algorithm, is not yet used. 

The third modified GPS algorithm (m GPS), that is proposed here, combines 

the minimum degree information with the component partitioning informa- 

tion. 

The erdering parameter (ϕ) used instead of the degree is a linear com- 

bination of the degree itself and the number, in reversed order, of the 

component (C0 is a component, too) of the vertex under consideration: 

ϕ = K 
j

n
 + (100 - K) 

ρ

ρmax
 

K = arbitrary constant (0 ≤ K ≤ 100) 
j = reverse number of the component (j = n-i) 

i = number of the component (0 ≤ i ≤ n) 
Note that ϕ is not an integer number. 

The use of ϕ as ordering parameter is sometime more efficient that 

the use of ρ in bandwidth and profile minimization. The component parti- 

tioning information is indeed not so much local as the degree, and the 

"zonal dispersion" in the normal matrix caused by the vertices belonging 

to large component is minimized. 

The reasoning developed here is obviously not a proof, but it is suffi- 

cient for explaining the results obtained. As a matter of fact the m GPS 

procedure works better than the original GPS procedure only if applied 

to a very irregular graph. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The m GPS procedure has been tested against the GPS procedure on some 

real geodetic and photogrammetric problems. The values used for the para- 

meter K, are : 

 K =   0 m GPS = GPS ; no weight to the 
                component information 
 K =  25 
 K =  50 } intermediate cases 
 K =  75 
 
 K = 100 maximum weight to the component information 

The component information (K = 75) proved to be useful in the case of a 

triangulation network of very irregular pattern, according to the unfavo- 
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rable terrain configuration. 

On the other hand the classical GPS procedure gives better performance 

when applied to a more regular triangulation network, to some town level- 

ling networks and to some photogrammetric blocks of regular shape. 

The m GPS procedure is expected to be useful for every geodetic or photo- 

grammetric problem of irregular pattern, such as vertical and horizontal 

(traverse and triangulation) networks, on the mountain or photogrammetric 

blocks obtained flying inside the valleys of a mountainous region. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A condensed account is rendered of accuracy status, working and personnel 
problems of official network densification routine in West-Germany, picking 
out the representative situations in the states of Baden-Württemberg (BW), 
Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony, LS) and in the free state of Bayern (Bavaria, 
BY) with particular focus on the determination of cadastral fix points in 
BY. The primary network as the base of densification work is outlined. 

 

1. Introduction 

In West-Germany, horizontal control is divided into major and minor control, 

the former consisting of the trigonometric points of 1st order (TP(1)-field 

for short). This primary control is broken down into 3 successive orders 

(TP(2), TP(3) and TP(4)-field). Outside BY and nowadays LS, Intermediate 

TP(1)s have been sandwiched between the regular TP(1)s and the TP(2)s. The 

name "trigonometric point" is an ever popular holdover since electronic 

range finders entered the picture three decades ago, and so is the classi- 

fication into four orders since ADP has allowed us to avoid overlapping point 

connections by means of network adjustment and has made the lines of demar- 

cation become blurred. As a rule, 1 TP is to be available for every 2 sq km 

generally. However, overdensified areas deprive us of that regular distri- 

bution. Whereas West-Germany on the whole has an average of 1.5 TPs per 

2 sq km, this ratio is .6 in LS, 1.5 in BY and 3.6 in BW, although the TP- 

field has not been completed yet. At present, there are about 200,000 exist- 

ing TPs. The annual increase is about 7,000, taking into account an annual 

loss of maybe 1,000. 

The last densification stage is the cadastral fix points, called KFPs ("Kata- 

sterfestpunkte") in BY or APs ("Aufnahmepunkte") elsewhere. The latter term 

is untranslatable and, by the way, hardly a convenient label. Their number may 

exceed 150 mio; the annual increase is about 150,000, and the loss, mainly 

caused by construction work, is startling. Recommended KFP-intervals are 100 

to 200 m in cities, 150 to 300 m in the outskirts and 200 to 500 m in rural 

areas. Point clusters are often used instead of single points. 
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Unfortunately there is no official German definition for the term "densifi- 

cation", and it is applied rather arbitrarily, e.g. in BY for TP(4) and KFP 

spacing only. TP-densification is primarily the domain of central state sur- 

vey offices (LVA, Landesvermessungsamt). Since there is no federal authority 

liable for state surveys, a consultative board was established in 1948 by 

the state administrations. It created, among others, a working group AK 

Trig (Arbeitskreis Triangulierung), assigned to keep the TP-field in the 

various states of a similar type by working out draft regulations and stan- 

dards. Considerably less uniformity is to be found in the KFP-field, where a 

lot of agencies and chartered surveyors (these not licensed in BY) are em- 

ployed. Widespread attention is lavished on TP-determination. TPs serve for 

a wide scope of purposes, but most frequently for cadastral measurements. 

For these highly accurate TP-network is expedient, but the results of cada- 

stral detailing depend to a much higher degree on the status of the KFP- 

field. 

 

2. Cursory outline of the primary network 

From the first observations in 1856 up to the last computations in 1956, it 

took exactly one century to install the German TP(1)-network. There was a 

40-year-period of interruption between the 19th-century operations (which 

have rendered scale and positioning) in the north and the setting up of nets 

later, on in the south. Once a partial net of the latter had been observed, 

adjusted without constraint and fitted to the proceeding parts, the same pro- 

cess started in the next region. BY is covered by 7 partial nets, and alto- 

gether, we have a patchwork of 29 nets. 

This scheme was not a bad one in itself, but it left behind a kind of geo- 

detic chiaroscuro. According to claims of LS, major problems have arisen 

there (the oldest nets are located here), including LS to push for a complete 

redefinition of its TO(1)-field. But along that line of improvement the re- 

sistances are great, for such an intention is fancied neither by the neigh- 

boring states which do not want to alter point coordinates along their border 

nor by the Army which does not like the present network uniformity being jeop- 

ardized through introduction of double data for TPs. Furthermore, it in- 

fluences both the sheet lines and the grid of large-scale cadastral maps when 

coordinates are altered more than the amount of drawing accuracy. 

A particular test (diagnosis adjustment) is presently being carried out. Pre- 

liminary results attest to the bad-quality TP-field in LS and show a satis- 
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factory, almost tension-free situation in BW, slightly poorer accuracy in 

Northern BY and some severe defects in the Bavarian Alpine region. Since 

the diagnosis adjustment in BY is chiefly based on original observations 

and scarcely supported by modern ranging, the strains may actually be signi- 

ficantly greater there. 

 

3. TP-densification 

3.1 Situation in BW is characterized by four facts: 

- a thoroughly satisfactory TP(1)-field relieved the manager from taking 

  into account initial accuracy drawbacks; 

- the existence of close-range, well monumented older Soldner-networks 

  averted urgent detail-survey demands. Thus, the densification has been 

  advanced systematically in time and place; 

- a copious supply of scaffolding equipment and instruments was allocated 

  to the task. This made it easy to overcome terrain obstacles and to re- 

  connoiter and design highly regular-shaped nets, and to proceed on metic- 

  ulous observation schedules; 

- a numerous staff. 

TP(2) and TP(3)-densification started simultaneously in 1948, using conven- 

tional methods (single point intercalation) at first and changing to multi- 

point intercalation and hybrid directions-distances adjustment in after years 

and to sole trilateration in 1973. Wooden observation towers from 1955 on and 

by wire-braced aluminum scaffold (Hi-way) from 1969 on. From the beginning 

of the sixties, electronic distance meters were fielded and crank-handled 

extension masts (Clark) used as reflector carriers. Attempts were made to in- 

troduce devices for turning the counterstations by remote control. The TP(2)- 

field was completed in 1978 (annual increase up to 40 points) and the TP(3)- 

field in 1980. Although it took 30-odd years to be completed, most of the 

work was done by modern means in the last decade. TP(4)-densification began 

parallel with the superior operations, fortunately also proceeding slowly in 

the first two decades. Up to 34 observers have been employed since 1974, the 

greater part of which recruited from the staff of regional survey offices, 

but always supervised by LVA-experts. Each survey team consists of 1 observer, 

1 driver and 2 aids and has an electronic range finder at its disposal. The 

former beaconing parties have become monumenting parties and do preparatory 
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work: visiting, replacing or re-establishing monuments of old Soldner 

points which have to be included obligatorily in the new network, and mark- 

ing newly reconnoitered points. As connecting link to the KFP-field, the 

TP(4)s succumb to constraints in locating. They are determined therefore by 

precise traverses primarily. To keep the scale factor stable, all distance 

meters are calibrated 3 to 4 times each survey period. 

The new TP-network in BW is supposed to be completed in 1985. So far, all 

new TPs are accurate to better than 1.5 cm. 

 

3.2 Situation in BY has been far from being so favorable as in BW: 

- sundry defects sprang up and accompany the quality of the TP(1) field; 

- the previous Soldner network was lacunary and of poor quality in divers 

  places. Rural re-allotment operations, increasingly gathering momentum 

  after the war, requested pressing TP(4)-densifications, and these demands 

  weighed heavily upon the work. Hence the task force of the LVA was split 

  in order to fulfill them and set up the new net as well; 

- even the latter task was carried out partly in accordance with user's de- 

  mands and therefore was scattered all over the country; 

- circumstances enforced high-speed operations. So old observations had to 

  be re-used regardless of age and origin, and the greater part of the TP(2)s 

  and TP(3)s was determined before modern survey means and methods became 

  operational in the sixties. 

In spite of such disadvantages, the new network turned out to be of rather 

tolerable accuracy, except for a lot of not so little areas where regional 

survey offices complain of troublesome tension. The necessary resurvey there 

may or may not succeed at one go, because one tries to keep the renewal zone 

as small as possible and might have to repeat it later extending that zone. 

Furthermore, a good deal of the available staff is dedicated to taking miss- 

ing or now obsolete observations. All field data, gathered within nearly one 

century, are stored in a data bank ("Meßelementendatei") for eventual use 

some day in the future. Time will show, whether this intention will be carried 

out then or of advanced space techniques or other developments, still only 

potential, might yield satisfactory results at a lower cost level. 

Actually, densification started in 1950, and the number of observers hardly 

ever exceeded 20, though BY is West-Germany's largest state. The TP(2)-field 

was completed in 1970 (mostly by conventional methods) at an annual rate of 
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about 20 points, and some of them approach the error limit of 15 cm. Some 

conjuring tricks were inevitable to cope with the strains in the Alpine 

region. TP(3)-densification is still under way. Trilateration has not been 

applied, since additional direction-taking is necessary anyway to include 

the numerous edificational targets of the Soldner network. For TP(4)-densi- 

fication, precise traverses are seldom used. TP(4)s are primarily deter- 

mined in the same way as TP(3)s are and often in the same calculation run too. 

Some more decades will pass before the work comes to an end. Presently, 

there is still a backlog of unanswered requests. 

The BY survey teams are composed of 1 engineer and 2 assistants. Most of 

the latter are seasonal workers and on the dole in winter. 3 to 4 teams 

form 1 survey group. One electronic distance-meter is allocated to each 

group. Pre-mission and post-mission calibrating is obligatory and is carried 

out both by means of a frequency meter and a special contrast base ("Deut- 

scher Normalkilometer") near Munich. A number of steel towers (Clark-Kött- 

gen) and Highway scaffolds have been bought from BW. Presently 21 steel 

towers up to 32 m and 8 Highway scaffolds up to 30 m are available. In 1980, 

steel towers were erected 19 times and crank-handled masts 77 times. A great 

many tree targets had to be hoisted, 55 of which were provided with reflec- 

tors rotated by ground controlled wind screen wiper motors. Successful tests 

concern the application of self-recording tacheometers (Zeiss Elta 2) to TP- 

densification, thus sparing the note-keeper and avoiding error-prone manual 

data transfer. 

TP-networks are to be extended across national borders. So far, no problems 

have arisen concerning the cooperation with Austria, BW and Hesse, but only 

once in 1975, during an Intergerman survey campaign for border documentation, 

some TP connections were attainable beyond the German-German border. After- 

wards the Iron Curtain fell again. 

 

3.3 TP densification in LS is another particular business: 

- accomplishment of the new superior network within the short period of one 

  decade by exclusively modern means; 

- subtle development of the subordinate network; 

- postponed termination of the calculations, since the final choice of the 

  fundamental TP(1)-coordinates is still slightly enveloped in the fog of 

  circumstances. 
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From 1954 on, efforts were made to renew the TP-field systematically at the 

low annual rate of 1% of the state's size. It was only a prelude to the 

noteworthy operations that commenced in 1972 on new lines: 

- independent establishment of a new TP(2)-field (including the former 

  "Intermediate TP(1)s"); annual progress: 100 points, this meant an 

  acceleration by the factor 8; 

- TP(3)- and TP(4)-densification in selected areas of frequent and urgent 

  demands within the framework of TP(2)-meshes and without expensive and 

  time-wasting beaconing. 

The new TP(2)-network has completely been trilaterated. It consists of 

ground points only and implies the old points wherever possible. As a spin- 

off, all 1st-order distances were measured and introduced into the diagnosis 

adjustment. The prevailingly flat country necessitated the employment of 30 

wire-braced iron double-ladders up to 50 m in height to achieve the micro- 

wave distance measurements. It took five survey parties a fortnight to carry 

out the observations (distances only) on 35 stations. The meteorological 

data were thoroughly ascertained so as to have the opportunity to derive a 

new TP(1)-field some day from this very accurate TP(2)-field. The mean errors 

of the distances are calculated to about (1 - 2)E-6. 

The TP(3)- and TP(4)-field are being determined at the same go, combined to 

relatively small network units of about 20 points, filling out a TP(2)-mesh). 

Since the average TP(2)-interval is 7 km (cf 14 km in BY), the average 

interval of the subordinate points actually is the recommended √2 = 1.4 km. 
The regional cadastral offices assist the LVA in reconnaissance and monu- 

mentation and thus are able to influence the point locating on behalf of the 

users. However, the observing work is a task of the LVA staff exclusively. 

The network is traced out as a net of traverses which are tied together in 

junction nodes. Each junction node is regarded as a TP(3), and the stations 

between the nodes as TP(4), and this makes the only difference. This filling- 

up network is said to be completed in about one decade. By 1981, 40% of the 

work was done already. 

Unconstrained adjustments proved the high quality of the measured distances. 

To match these results, the TP(1)-field should be very precise, but here, as 

mentioned earlier, the shores of reality rise in front. Conditions of a re- 

newal are: 

- same scale factor in all points; 
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- little translations to preserve the present sheet lines of cadastral maps; 

- best possible fitting to the neighboring fields. 

Respective feasibility studies have been elaborated. 

 

4. KFP-densification in BY 

was carried out from 1874 forth only for extensive work like renewal of 

urban cadastre or rural re-allotment, using traverses as sole determination 

method. Traverses show some advantages: 

- clearly describable designing instructions: rectilinear shape, equilateral 

  sides; 

- favorable observation schemes; 

- simple calculation and debugging methods suitable even for less trained 

  personnel; 

- since missing field data make the adjustment collapse, one cannot fail to 

  take all the necessary observations and does not need sophisticated reli- 

  ability indicators. 

On the other hand, there are significant drawbacks: 

- frequent difficulties in projecting a network of well-shaped traverses in 

  view of terrain obstacles and irregularly distributed control stations; 

- a lot of important, easily attainable neighborhood-connections (e.g. bet- 

  ween parallel running traverses) cannot be utilized; 

- the different weights of angles and distances cannot be taken into account, 

  and this creates bigger effects, the greater the deviations from the 

  straight-line traverse are. The simple adjustment does not agree with the 

  field work efforts. 

After World War II, a great many KFPs were determined by rural re-allotment 

agencies through cadastral photogrammetry. All in all, the then KFP-field 

left much to be desired in the article of accuracy due to uncertain distance 

measuring, comparatively small image scales (1 : 10,000 to 1 : 14,000) and 

modest evaluation means. Accordingly, the official error limits show a some- 

what uneasy generosity. To cite an example: If traverses which stay just in- 

side the confines of the maximum permitted errors are subdued to a rigid ad- 

justment, MSR coordinate errors exceed 20 cm. 
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When ADP and EDM began to take the geodetic world by storm, the regional 

survey offices proceeded to applying coordinates, and that very idea has 

risen which is called "coordinate cadastre" or, more significantly, "compu- 

tational cadastre". Its principles are repeated here: 

- the coordinates are presumptive; 

- the KFPs as the base of re-establishing or setting out property corners 

  must be monumented and maintained in a painstaking way; 

- the original field data shall never be re-used. Geometrical relations are 

  defined or analyzed through coordinates exclusively. 

Obviously, this thesis exacts KFP-field where accuracy is carried to an 

extreme, and all the older, less precise determinations have to be done away 

with. Strict standards and error limits are inevitable, and it is a question 

of time pressure, allocation of funds and the amount of already stored points 

whether or not the coordinate cadastre can be implemented. A critical atti- 

tude is now prevailing. As for BY, about 15 mio conventionally determined 

points have been stored, so that in case of a coordinate cadastre it would 

be necessary: 

- either to install separate stores for first-class and for ordinary points 

- or to affix an accuracy-status symbol to the numbers of the commonly 

  stored points. 

Neither way is applicable till date. BY, preparing land data bank and auto- 

mized base maps, has been establishing 

- a coordinate file, indiscriminately containing points of different quali- 

  ty 

- an object file (Objektdatei) for the geometrical definitions of lots and 

  buildings, and the basic field data may have to be reconsidered during 

  follow-up surveys. This is called "numerical cadastre", and it is not that 

  bad because the surveyor, contrary to the situation in an error-prone pure 

  coordinate cadastre, is eased by the instantaneous availability of con- 

  trolling data. 

In 1961, the former national Soldner coordinate system (SS) was replaced by 

the Gauß-Krüger system (GKS), and about 15 mio SS-points fell due to be taken 

over into GKS by means of transformation, recalculation or new determination. 

This job has been proving a harder one than it was previously thought, and it 

might well be that it will last until the end of the current millennium. Thus, 
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cadastral surveys can face different initial situations: 

- EDM-determined GKS-points only: a problem-free case; 

- less accurate GKS-points: the most unpleasant case. As a rule, even 

  modern surveys are to be fitted to the existing field, often causing 

  recalculations of old points and trouble-prone alteration of areas of 

  lots in the wake of it; 

- less accurate SS-points: These do not hinder the establishing of a new 

  GKS-field and are coordinated in GKS afterwards. Unfortunately, this 

  idea sometimes conflicts with the setting-up of a ground data bank which 

  enforces a uniform system all over the country. 

Nowadays, the by far prevailing method of measuring distances in BY is EDM, 

but the KFP-determination depends on the purpose. Regional survey offices 

which mainly deal with smaller operations prefer traverses because they are 

suitable for desktop calculators and because a favorable view of traverses 

is still widely held. About 2/3 of all KFPs in BY are being determined this 

way. The rest is calculated by rigid adjustments and observed by means of 

self-recording tacheometers (RegElta, Elta 2) only. Such KFP-networks can 

show very complicated structures (Fig. 1), and optimizing the observation 

scheme is necessary. Since up to now there are no mathematically based pro- 

cedures available, and hardly will be soon, network diagram maneuvers are 

being tried in order to find a favorable way. Influencing factors are: 

number of staff, equipment, cars, traffic conditions and roads, traffic 

safety conditions, temporary obstacles (which usually appear unexpected), 

weather etc. The only condition for the KFP-reconnaissance is: connection 

to neighboring points, and the diagrams are carefully checked because the 

ADP-programs indeed comprise stochastical reliability indicators and data 

snooping, but there is no known procedure which tells one that such impor- 

tant connections are missing. 

About 1,000 KFPs are determined every year by photogrammetric means: multiple 

targets, comparator evaluation, bundle adjustment, and the achieved coordi- 

nate accuracy is, as in terrestric determination in the last two decades, 

better than 2 cm. 

The regular types of KFP monuments are: 

- at places where digging is possible: concrete stones 15x15x45 cm with a 

  central boring through its longitudinal axis, put over an underground clay 

  or iron pipe with the aid of a box-bubble equipped steel rod which can 
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  glide in the boring (Fig. 2); 

- in asphalt, tar and pavement: iron pipes protected by steel hoods; 

- in street intersections: cemented, glued or shot-in bench marks in 

  vertical walls, are combined with nearly ground points to point clusters; 

- sharply definable house corners can take over the function of KFPs. 

Although every endeavor has been made about carrying on KFP-densification 

and improving the older parts of the KFP-field, it remains a never-ending 

task for generations of surveyors. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The overdetermined similarity or "Helmert" transformation is a 
well known and commonly applied method to connect stations coor- 
dinated in a - subsidiary - system into another - principal - 
system, the coordinates of which are kept fixed. 
 
The result is a regression type "best fit" figure with remnant 
discrepancies at the tie points used to calculate the transfor- 
mation parameters. In this process the covariance matrices of 
both sets of coordinates are ignored. Those discrepancies may 
not be of importance for certain small and medium scale mapping. 
However, angles and distances calculated from a combination of 
the principle coordinates of the tie points and those of the 
other transformed stations may be affected in their relative 
position by local jumps to such an extent that they are unfit to 
be used for consistent densification in respect of large scale 
mapping, and checking and setting out in the field for precise 
engineering surveys. 
 
A method of junction by adjustment is proposed, where the rem- 
nant discrepancies are eliminated. The covariance matrices are 
taken into account after having been submitted to a covariance 
transformation in order to relate them to a common covariance 
reference base. This makes also possible to apply a testing pro- 
cedure to the misclosures at the tie points. 
 
The structure is shown of a substitute covariance matrix to be 
put into practice where the real covariance matrices are unknown 
or not available. This matrix - originally proposed by Alberda 
and Baarda - is applied to the example of a junction of two con- 
trol surveys nets at the conclusion of the paper. 
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1. General Introduction. 

The least squares adjustment of an independent control survey 

according to the method of correlates leads to a uniquely closed figure. 

In addition the covariance matrix QPPσ2 of the adjusted observations P 

becomes available (σ2 is the variance factor), so that the precision and 

the internal reliability can be investigated. 

The use of coordinates of the stations involves two decisions which 

are subjective in a way and based on many not further specified consider- 

ations some of which are obviously of a practical nature. 

A t  f i r s t  a coordinate system is defined by the selection of 4 coor- 
dinates of two stations, or two coordinates of one station, one orienta- 

tion and one distance, or four linear functions of these quantities. This 

constitutes the four degrees of freedom to select the coordinate refer- 

ence base of the control survey, from where all other coordinates are cal- 

culated by trigonometry. 

The change from one coordinate system to another is assumed to be 

accomplished by a linear orthogonal or similarity transformation. 

S e c o n d l y  fixed (co)variances of 4 elements such as mentioned are 
selected as references for the standard curves of all other stations. 

This is the covariance reference base. It is usually tacitly assumed 

that the quantities selected according to the first decision have zero 

(co)variances. The coordinates of every station are expressed as func- 

tions of the coordinates to which these zero variances are assigned, and 

of the adjusted observations. The covariance matrix M of the coordinates 

is ultimately obtained by the application of the law of propagation 

of variance to these functions. 

Changing from one covariance system to another may be carried out in two 

ways: 

1) Indirectly by repeating the above procedure with newly selected 

reference (co)variances. In many cases it is not of interest to transform 

the coordinate system itself, leaving the nominal coordinate values un- 

changed; 

2) directly by a covariance transformation, having one covariance 

matrix available (see section 3). 

The adjustment of a control survey may be carried out with the 

method of parameters, these being the coordinates of the stations. In 

this case the decisions mentioned above have been taken implicitly, and 

may sometimes be cunningly hidden. 
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It should be emphasized, that the selection of a particular coordi- 

nate system does not necessarily lead to a corresponding selection of a 

set of covariances. The reverse is also true. The coordinate base and the 

covariance base do more often than not involve different respective sets 

of stations. 

 

2. Introduction to the junction of surveys. 

Suppose there are two of these control survey networks with res- 

pective independently defined coordinate systems and that one system 

(called the subsidiary system, indicated by X',Y') is to be fitted into 

the other - the principal - system (indicated by X,Y). Both networks may 

or may not be of an equal order of precision. Consistency must be achieved 

with respect to scale, orientation and position. Assume that m (<2) 

stations known by the coordinates in both systems are available for this 

purpose, two of which (X1,Y1; X1',Y1' and X2,Y2; X2',Y2' respectively) are 

selected as a common coordinate reference base for a provisional or 

approximate junction of the two nets. The similarity transformation shows: 

 

 

X1 

 

= 

 

X1' Y1' 1 0 

 

 
 

p 

 
= 

  

 

 

     

Y1 Y1' -X1' 0 1 q        

X2 X2' Y2' 1 0 a   

 

p 

q 

a 

b 
  

  

Y2 X2' -X2' 0 1 b 

 

E1   

--- ----------------------    ---  (1) 

. . . . .    E2   

. . . . .        

Xm Xm' Ym' 1 0           

Ym Ym' -Xm' 0 1           

 

where p = λcosΘ and q =λ sinΘ, λ being a multiplication factor; Θ  
the angle of rotation; and a and b translation parameters. These are ob- 

tained from the solution of the first four equations of (1). The para- 

meters p and q are linear functions of coordinates, these being variates 

(stochastical quantities), and therefore in general are variates them- 

selves. It can then be submitted that the expectation Exp{p} and Exp{q} 

are similar functions of Exp{X,Y} and Exp{X',Y'}. 

Let us assume that the m stations of the control survey in the subsid- 
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iary system X',Y' have (co)variances referring to two stations A1 and A2, 

and that in the principal system the covariances refer to the base B1B2. 

These base points do not necessarily belong to the set of m stations (fig. 

1). The standard curves of the m stations transformed into the principal 

system are calculated by applying the law of propagation of variances to 

(1), taking the calculated (sample) values of p and q. Since they are 

still referring to the base stations A1 and A2, there are now 2 sets of 

covariances in the same X,Y coordinate system. In order to make the two 

sets comparable they should be transformed so as to refer to the same 

reference base. This transformation is derived in the next section. 

 

3. Covariance transformation. 

We now want to transfer the set of weight coefficients of the m 

transformed stations on base A1A2 (denoted by MA1A2) to the base R1R2  

leading to M-R1R2 (R1,R2 appertinent to both the subsidiary and principal 

system. We  d o  n o t  c h a n g e  t h e  c o o r d i n a t e  r e f e r e n c e  b a s e . Use is made of 
the general similarity transformation formulae as in (1) (see fig. 1), 

only to derive the differential equations. 

 

 

 

 
 

f ig.  1 
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In respect of the covariance reference base A1A2, the weight coeffi- 

cients QXA1XA2
 = QXA1YA1  =  …  = QYA2YA2  = 0 ; (2a) 

 

In respect of the covariance base R1R2: 

       Q�XR1XR2  = Q�XR1YR1  =  …  = Q� YR2YR2
 = 0 ; (2b), Considering that to each 

sample of X Y coordinates belongs a corresponding sample value of p and 

q, it follows that with λ = 1; cosΘ = 1 and sinΘ = 0, the Exp{p} = 1 and 

Exp{q} = 0. Further Exp{a] = Exp{b} = 0. 

 

Taking coordinate dif ferences leads to 
 

�
XR2 - XR1

YR2 - YR1

�

(R1R2)

= �
XR2 - XR1 YR2 - YR1

YR2 - YR1 -�XR2 - XR1�
�

(A1A2)

�
p

q
�                               (3) 

 

Differentiation of (3) gives (in "Q" notation) in combination 

with (2) 

 

�
0

0
�  = �

QXR2
 - QXR1

QYR2
 - QYR1

QYR2
 - QYR1

- �QXR2 - QXR1�
�

(A1A1)

�
p

q
�  + 

                  �
 XR2 - XR1 YR2 - YR1

YR2 - YR1 -�XR2 - XR1�
� �

Qp

Qq
�

(A1A1)

                       (4) 

 

or, with Exp{p} = 1 and Exp{q} = 0, and putting 

xR12  = XR2-XR1 ; yR12  = YR2-YR1 
 

-�

QxR12

QyR12

�

(A1A2)

= �

xR12 yR12

yR12 -xR12
� �

Qp

Qq
�

(A1A2)

                                                                             (5) 
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The unknowns Qp and Qq are solved from (5) by 
 

�
Qp

Qq
�

(A1A2)

=  -�

xR12 yR12

yR12 -xR12
�

-1

�

QxR12

QyR12

�

(A1A2)

=  -
1

dR12
2  �

xR12 yR12

yR12 -xR12
�  �

QxR12

QyR12

�

(A1A2)

                 (6) 

 

where dR12 is the distance between the reference stations R1 and R2. 

 

For each station i (i = 3,....,m) it can be derived that 

 

�
Xi-XR2

Yi-YR2

�

(R1R2)

= �
Xi-XR2 Yi-YR2

Yi-YR2 -�Xi-XR2�
�

(A1A2)

�
p

q
� 

 

and subsequently, referring to (2a and b) 

 

�
Q�xi

Q�yi

�

(R1R2)

= �

xR2i yR2i

yR2i -xR2i
�  �

Qp

Qq
�

(A1A2)

+ �

QxR2i

QyR2i

�

(A1A2)

                                                                   (7) 

 

The substitution of (6) ultimately transposes this into 

 

�
Q�xi

Q�xi
�

(R1R2)

=  -
1

dR12
2  �

xR2ixR12+yR2iyR12   xR2iyR12-yR2ixR12

yR2ixR12-xR2iyR12   yR2iyR12+xR2ixR12

�

(A1A2)

times 

 

�

QxR12

QyR12

�

(A1A2)

+ �

QxR2i

QyR2i

�

(A1A2)

                               (8) 

 

Denoting the matrix of coefficients of �QxR12,QyR12
�
T
 by + Fi (inclusive 

the scalar -1 dR12
2⁄ ) we have after some manipulations 
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�
Q�xi

Q�yi

�

(R1R2)

=  �I ⋮ (-Fi) ⋮ (Fi-I)� �QXi QYi QXR1 QYR1 QXR2 QYR2�(A1A2)

T
                                      (9) 

where I = �1 0
0 1

�. 

Application of the law of propagation of variances to (9) gives 

the transformation of the matrix of weight coefficients in respect of 

a selected covariance base R1R2, of the weight coefficients are given in 

respect of some other covariance base A1A2. 

The corresponding covariance  transformation then becomes 

�
σ�Xi

σ�Yi
�  �

σ�Xk

σ�Yk
�

(R1R2)

T

=  �I ⋮ (-Fi) ⋮ (Fi-I)�  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

σXi

σYi

σXR1

σYR1

σXR2

σYR2⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

σXk

σYk

σXR1

σYR1

σXR2

σYR2⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

(A1A2)

T

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

I

⋯

(-Fk)

⋯

(Fk-I)⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

                           (10) 

These equations have been derived already by Baarda in [4] in 

the notation of complex numbers. 

 

4.  Conditions for external consistency with redundant data; adjustment 

    and testing. 

4.1 Junction by adjustment. 

In section 2 it has been assumed that m stations are given in both 

the subsidiary and principal systems, both systems were connected by a 

similarity transformation at two points viz. the coordinate reference base. 

Within the scope of this paper, the two point covariance reference base 

will be adhered to. For densification purposes the coordinates in the 

principal system will be held fixed. 

Then the following data are available: 

1) The principle system with a total of m stations indicated individu- 

ally by i or j (m > 2 ; i, j = 1...m); and the covariance matrix M1; 

2) The subsidiary system having a total of n stations. Of these, m 

stations are known by the coordinates in both systems (n > m). Indices 

k and l are used running from (m+1) to n. 
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Further we know the 2n x 2n covariance matrix M2 of the coordinates in 

this subsidiary system. 

4.1.1. If we deal with a free independent network (no coordinates) the 

first above mentioned decision leads directly to the coordinate system 

being selected to be that of the principal system. 

The network is oriented and brought to scale (necessitating two stations), 

and coordinates of all n stations calculated. Then at (m-2) stations these 

will show discrepancies with the given coordinates in the principal 

system. This leads to the well known coordinate condition equations, two 

for each redundant station. They can be formulated as misclosures for the 

X- and for the Y-coordinates. Only  the  original   observat ions  in  the  net-  
work  receive  correct ions since the given coordinates are considered as 
having been introduced into the adjustment with zero (co)variances. 

However, the real covariance matrix of the principal coordinates is used 

to calculate the covariance matrix of the new coordinates in relation to 

the covariance reference base of the principal system. 

4.1.2. Now suppose the subsidiary system is defined by the two decisions, 

the covariance reference base being A1A2. The corresponding rows and 

columns in the covariance matrix M2, where the elements with respect to 

QXA1
, QYA1

, QXA2
, QYA2

 occur, consist of zeros. We write 

M2
 2n2n    

 =  � 
Mij | Mil
-  - + -  -
Mkj | Mkl

�
(A1A2)2 

=  M2 (A1A2)
T  = � 

MI | MII
-  - + -  -
MIV | MIII

�
(A1A2)2 

                                        (11) 

where the submatrix Mij denotes the covariance matrix of the m stations 

common to both systems. Out of these m points a new reference base - say 

R1R2 - is selected. A geometrical rotation and a change of scale of the 

axes of the standard curves, and a covariance transformation lead to a 

matrix 
(M�2)   
 2n2n(R1R2)

. This is the covariance matrix of the coordinates which 

are to be considered as "observations" in the principal system. 

A covariance matrix (M�1)(R1R2) of the m stations should be calculated 

in the principal system, transformed if necessary to this very base from 

B1B2 (fig. 1), similar to (10). 
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The matrix M�1 and the submatrix M�I should be identical if the two 
respective sets of observations would be so with regard to type and 

accuracy. A different level of accuracy would only lead to similar stan- 

dard curves at a different scale. If, however, various types of measure- 

ment have been applied (e.g. angle observations only with regard to 

M�1i.j and angle and/or distance measurement in respect of M�I), the stan- 

dard curves would have different shapes. 

The matrix of the discrepancies t mentioned earlier then 

 

is M�(t)i.j= (M�1+M�I)(R1R2) (12) 

 

in the latter case, or 

 

 M�(t)i.j= (M�1+ρ2M�1)(R1R2) (13) 

 

in the former case, where ρ is a scale factor. Both sets of coordinates 

are considered independent and free of correlation. 

Written in full the covariance matrix for all n stations is: (see page 124). 
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(M�2)(R1R2)
 2n.2n       

= 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

M�1.1 ... M�1.m | M�1.m+1 ... M�1.n
⋮       ⋮ | ⋮          ⋮

M�m.1 ... M�m.m
---------------
M�m+1.1 ... M�m+1.m

⋮       ⋮
M�n.1 ... M�n.m

|
+
|
|
|

M�m.m+1 ... M�m.n
-----------------
M�m+1.m+1 ... M�m+1.n

⋮          ⋮
M�n.m+1 ... M�n.n ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

2 (R1R2)

= 

 

�
M�I | M�II

---- + ----
M�IV | M�III

�
(R1R2)

 

 

The zero rows/columns in both the M�1 and M�2 matrices may be omitted, 
but are maintained for the sake of clarity. 

 

The junction can now be carried out according to the following rules 

1) Select two points 1 and 2 out of the m stations (as in (1)) which 

will not receive corrections as a matter of course (the misclosures 

tX1 = tY1  = tX2  = tY2  = 0). 

 

Theoretically the adjustment may be formulated, as if both the prin- 

cipal (1) and the transformed subsidiary coordinates (2) are variates. 

Then, 

 

�
1 ⋯ 0 | -1 ⋯ 0
⋮ | ⋮

0 ⋯ 1 | 0 ⋯ -1
�

2m.4m 

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

X1
(1)+εX1

(1)

⋮
Ym
(1)+εYm

(1)

---------
X1
(2)+εX1

(2)

⋮
Ym
(2)+εYm

(2) ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

  =  (0)
2m.1

 with g  =

⎝

⎜⎜
⎛

M�1
 2m.2m   

-------

  0 
 

|
|
+
|
|

   0 
  

------
M�I

 2m.2m   ⎠

⎟⎟
⎞

(R1R2)

 
4m.1                                                        

         (15) 

 

This adjustment can be solved in two phases; in the first phase the 

principal coordinates are considered free of error. 

We define 

Xi
(2)+ εXi

(2)- εXi
(1) =  Xi

(1) =  Xi
(2)+ vXi 

 
Yi
(2)+ εYi

(2)- εYi
(1) =  Yi

(1) =  Yi
(2)+ vYi 
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and the corresponding covariance matrix M� = M�1+ M�I of (12). 
The corrections v are then found with 

�
vX1
⋮
vYm

�   =  (I) �
X1

(1)-X1
(2)

⋮
Ym

(1)-Ym
(2)
�   =  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

0
0
0
0
tX3
⋮
tYm⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞
                                                                                                      (16) 

Since the principal coordinates in the prevailing junction of the 

two networks cannot be corrected from a practical point of view, the 

second phase of adjustment is to be omitted. 

The transformed subsidiary coordinates of the m-2 stations other 

than 1 and 2 receive corrections equal to the misclosures t. 

2) The principal coordinates of the remaining n-m stations in the 

subsidiary system are calculated as follows. 

We write 

 

X1
(1) =  X1

(2) 

Y1
(1)=  Y1

(2) 

 ⋮    ⋮ 

X3
(1)=  X3

(2)+ tX3 

Y3
(1)=  Y3

(2)+ tY3 

 ⋮    ⋮ 
Xm
(1)=  Xm(2)+ tXm 

Ym
(1)=  Ym(2)+ tYm  

"constrained"  

------------- 

------------- 
  (17) 

Xm+1
(1)=  Xm+1

(2)+ vXm+1 

Ym+1
(1)=  Ym+1

(2)+ vYm+1 

 ⋮    ⋮ 
Xn
(1)=  Xn(2)+ vXn 

Yn
(1)=  Yn(2)+ vYn  

"free"  

 

 

These conditions are not disturbed if 
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�
11.1 … 01.2m | 11.2m+1 … 01.2n
⋮       ⋮ | ⋮            ⋮

02m.1 … 12m.2m | 02m.2m+1 … 12m.2n
�

  

⎝

⎜⎜
⎜
⎛

vX1
⋮
vY1
----
vXm+1
⋮
vYn ⎠

⎟⎟
⎟
⎞

 2n.1         

 
=

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

0
0
0
0
tX3
tY3
⋮
tXm
tYm⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 2m.1    

                                                      (18) 

The solution is given by the well known formula 

v = gUT(UgUT)-1 t. 

With U =(I ⋮ 0) of (18) the 
corrections v are calculated from 

v  = �
M� | M�II

--- + ----
M�IV | M�III

��
I
--
0
� �(I|0)�

M� | M�II
--- + ----
M�IV | M�III

��
I
--
0
��

-1

t 

which transposes into 

v  = �
I

------
M�IVM�

-1
� t                                                                                                                                        (19) 

where M� equals M�(t)ij of (12). 

It should be noted that the conditions of (17) are independent 

of the selection of the "zero" points 1 and 2; and the new principal 

coordinates of the stations m+1 to n are invariant to this selection. 

 

4.2. Testing. From the point of view of reliability it is not indiffe- 

rent which points of the common stations constitute the "zero" base. 

The selection can be supported by a testing procedure [3]. 

The estimated variance factor s2 is equal to 

s2 =  
t(M�t)-1tT

2m-4
 ,                                                                                                                               (20) 

2m-4 being the number of redundancies. This value should be compared 

with σ2 = 1. 
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If s2 > F(1-a),(2m-4),∞ the testing should be continued with a data 
snooping. 

Let the coordinate reference basepoints 1 and 2 be put to the test first. 

The influence of a deviation of these points can be formulated as 

�
∇�Xi(2)-Xi(1)�
--------
∇�Yi(2)-Yi(1)�

�   = �
|

Fi | (I-Fi)
|

�  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎛

∇�Xi(2)-Xi(1)�
∇�Yi(2)-Yi(1)�
---------
∇�X2(2)-X2(1)�
∇�Y2(2)-Y2(1)� ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎞
                                     (21) 

where i runs from 1...m. 

This formula is obtained by the differentiation of the formulae of 

the similarity transformation, omitting the second and higher order terms. 

 

Further 

(F11)i  =  (F22)i  =  -
1

d12
2 �x2i x12  + y2i y12�                                                                     (22) 

(F12)i  = -(F21)i  =  +
1

d12
2 �y2i x12  - x2i y12�                                                                    (22) 

 

The four alternative hypotheses (Ha)r for the two zero points 

are respectively (r = 1,2,3,4), simplifying the notation by 

putting ∇Xi = ∇�Xi(2)-Xi(1)� etc. 

 

 

⎝

⎜⎜
⎜
⎛

∇X1

0

0

0 ⎠

⎟⎟
⎟
⎞
,  

⎝

⎜⎜
⎜
⎛

0

∇Y1

0

0 ⎠

⎟⎟
⎟
⎞
,  

⎝

⎜⎜
⎜
⎛

0

0

∇X2

0 ⎠

⎟⎟
⎟
⎞
,  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

0

0

0

∇Y2⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞
;                                                                                (23) 
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whence 

�
∇Xi

∇Yi
�=�

(F11)i

(F21)i
�∇Xi ,  �

∇Xi

∇Yi
�=�

(F12)i

(F22)i
�∇Yi  etc. 

 

The first hypothesis (Ha)1 indicates for the other (m-2) 

stations that, referring to (21) 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

∇X1

∇Y1
----
⋮

----
∇Xm

∇Ym ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

  =  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

(F11)1

(F21)1
-----
⋮

-----
(F11)m

(F21)m

    

(F12)1

(F22)1
-----
⋮

-----
(F12)m

(F22)m

    

1-(F11)1

(F21)1
-----
⋮

-----
1-(F11)m

(F21)m

    

(F12)1

1-(F22)1
-----
⋮

-----
(F12)m

1-(F22)m⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

∇X1

0
----
⋮

----
0

0 ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

 

                     = 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

(F11)1

(F21)1
-----
⋮

-----
(F11)m

(F21)m⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 ∇X1  =  c1 ∇X1                                                                            (24) 

 

In the same way we get under the 2nd hypothesis (Ha)2 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

∇X1

∇Y1
----
⋮

----
∇Xm

∇Ym ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

  =  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

(F11)1

(F21)1
-----
⋮

-----
(F11)m

(F21)m⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 ∇Y1  =  c2 ∇Y1   etc. 
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The statistic T1 is given by the well known formula 

T1  =  -
cTwv

σ�cTwQvvwc
 

with 1) v as given in (19) but only for the junction points 

 2) w = g-1 = (M�t)-1 (omitting the zero rows and columns 
                           with regard to the base stations) 

 3) wQvvw = g-1= w = (M�t)-1 
  4) σ = 1 

as U = I according to (16). 

 

Hence 

(T1)r = -
cr
T(M�t)-1t

�crT(M�t)-1cr
                                             (25a) 

where c1, c2, c3 and c4 are the corresponding vector columns of (24). 

The T1 value of the other (m-2) stations are obtained by the substitution 

of cT = (0  … cXi, cYi  …  0), talking respectively 

cXi  = 1 and cYi  = 0; and cXi  = 0 and cYi  = 1 per station. 

 

Then 

(T1)Xi  = -
cXi
T  (M�t)-1 t

�cXi
T  (M�t)-1 cXi

 

  (25b) 

(T1)Yi  = -
cYi
T  (M�t)-1 t

�cYi
T  (M�t)-1 cYi

 

(i = 3 .......... m) 
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Testing follows the prescriptive sequence, leading to the acception 

of the H0 hypothesis (Ha rejected) if this hypothesis is also accepted 

in the variance ratio test. 

This makes possible the data snooping on the misclosures at the m points 

in the principal system, and the selection of the better set of "zero" 

points in respect of the reliability. 

In cases where M�t= (1+ρ2) M�1 is applicable (se (13)), (25) becomes 

(T1)r = -
cr
T (M�1)-1 t

�(1+ρ2) cr
T (M�t)-1 cr

                                                         (26) 

It often happens in practice that neither the covariance in the 

principal system not those in the subsidiary system are known, or that 

they are only partially given. Estimated covariances (see section 6) may 

then be introduced, which should be realistic and compatible in the one 

reference system. If not, they may unsettle the testing results, or even 

make impossible to interpret the quality of the observations or parameters 

for a subsequent action. It is obvious that the subjective judgment and 

decisions of the geodetic engineer cannot be excluded in this process. 

 

 

5. Comparison with the overdetermined similarity transformation. 

A frequently applied method of combining networks into the one system 

is the overdetermined similarity or Helmert transformation. As in the pre- 

vious section, the coordinates of m stations are given in both systems. 

The formulae are well known and need not be repeated here. 

The phases of the computations are: 

1) Calculation of the transformation parameters p, q, a and b in (1) 

by a least squares procedure. In almost all applications identity covari- 

ance matrices are used, but one may of course refine the method by intro- 

ducing the real matrix or a suitably estimated one. 

The position of the covariance reference bases in both networks is 

left out of consideration altogether. 

The condition of adjustment holds the minimization of the sum of the 

squares of the misclosures. 
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tx
Ttx + tyTty = tTt is a Minimum. (27) 

2) Having solved the p and q (a = b = 0), the remainder of the 

(n-m) stations can be coordinated into the principal system. 

This method commonly put into practice in this way is a statistical 

regression process of "best fit". As opposed to the previous method it 

leaves remnant differences in the given principal coordinates since these 

cannot be corrected; and as such it represents a different purpose. The 

local jumps in the relative position and precision may often cause intol- 

erable discrepancies, when angles or distances computed from a combina- 

tion of the principal coordinates of the m stations and those of the 

"new" (formerly subsidiary) n-m stations are checked out in the field. 

For certain medium and small scale mapping these discrepancies may not 

be of importance. For precise engineering surveys and large scale mapping 

the application of this method is prohibitive. 

Testing becomes of little significance in the light of the nature 

of the Helmert transformation. 
 
 

6. An estimated substitute covariance matrix. 

6.1. In practice especially in existing networks, it frequently occurs 

that the covariance matrix of the coordinates is unknown. In engineering 

surveying it is not always possible to design new independent networks, 

not the least for economical reasons. In addition it is not recommend- 

ed to use several coordinate systems in a project at the same time. It 

may lead not only to administrative difficulties but also to most annoy- 

ing complications in the processing of field observations and the subse- 

quent engineering action. 

It is therefore important an estimation can be made of the co- 

variance matrix of coordinates (at least regional) where 

1) the position of the covariance reference base is of little impor- 

tance or sufficiently remote so as to have an approximately evenly dis- 

tributed influence on the regional control stations; 

2) a reasonably reliable guidance is ascertained for the design 

of densification control surveys in order to maintain a homogeneous pre- 

cision; 

3) the matrix should be of a simple structure, and easy to handle. 

According to a theory originally developed by Alberda (1963) (see 

also Baarda [4]) and more recently described by him in [1] and Buiten [5], 

the size of the standard ellipse can be estimated according to the 
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following rules. 

1) The standard curve of a point is estimated by a circle with 

the semi major axis of the appertinent ellipse as a radius (fig. 2), 

ignoring the correlation of the coordinates at that point: 

r2 = σXi
2  = σYi

2  and σXiYi  = 0                                                                                                                                 (28) 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2 

 

 

2) Within the region of the points, homogeneity and isotropy is 

assumed, making the relative precision of any two points i and k depen- 

dent only on the distance dik and independent of the orientation of that 

distance. The estimated standard deviation of either point at the ter- 

minal is linked with the distance dik taking r = c √dik+cR  (29) 

whereas the relative standard circle of two points i and k is estimated 

by the radius r √2. 
The constant c is dependent on the precision; one may take c = 3, or 

c = 6, according to the precision required; cR is a constant, securing 

a minimum value of r not equal to zero, if dik approaches to zero. In 

the literature one finds cR = 0.05 [2]. If dik is expressed in units of 

km, the r is obtained in cm. 

3) Coordinates of two points i and k are assumed free of correla- 

tion if they are separated by a distance dR, for which it is valid that 

this length is greater than any length dik in the region 

dR > maximum dik (30) 

In agreement with (29) all points for which the mutual distance is equal 
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to dR have standard circles  

rR = c √dR+cR  (31) 

In view of the first requirement of the substitute matrix, any standard 

curve of points in the region will by estimated by (31), the correlation 

terms giving the stochastical dependence. (32) 

Referring to the formulae of the relative standard ellipse, re- 

collecting xik = Xk - Xi and yik = Yk - Yi, namely 

 

σxik
2  = σXk

2  - 2σXiXk  + σXi
2  

σyik
2  = σYk

2  - 2σYiYk  + σYi
2  (32) 

σxikyik  = σXkYk  - σXkYi  - σXiYk  + σXiYi 

 

and using (29), this estimation leads to the formulae 

 

σxik
2  = 2r2 = 2rR2 - 2σXiXk 

σyik
2  = 2r2 = 2rR2 - 2σYiYk (33) 

σxikyik  = 0 = 0 - σXkYi  - σXiYk  + 0 

 

The covariance function follows directly from (33) 

 

σXiXk  = σYiYk  = rR 
2 - r2 = c2�dR-dik� (34) 

 

It should be noted that the constant cR is eliminated. 

The third equation of (33) also shows that 

 

σXiXk  = -σXkYi (35) 

 

We now formulate rule 

4) The correlation is considered positive for any pair of points 

with dik < dR (36) 
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Under the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy there should be 

no preference of one index to the other. No orientation being assigned 

to a line (dik = dki) whence σXiYk should be equal to σXkYi. 

In view of (35) this can be satisfied only if 

σXiYk  = -σXkYi  = 0 (37) 

As a result the variances/covariances of the coordinates of any 

pair of stations in a region where the distance between these stations 

is smaller than a maximum distance dR according to (36), may be estimated 

by (31) and (34). 

  σXi σYi σXk σYk  

M = 

σXi c2dR 0 c2 (dR-dik) 0  

σYi  c2dR 0 c2 (dR-dik) 
= MT (38) 

σXk   c2dR 0 

σYk    c2dR  

 

This matrix is positive definite. The correlation coefficient is 

equal to 

σXiXk
σXiXk

 = 
σYiYk
σYiYk

 = 
dR - dik

dR
 = 1-

dik
dR

                                                                                                (39) 

which is always positive. 

The covariance of the function of dik. The question arises what kind of co- 

variance function should be selected. In the given derivation the rela- 

tionship (34) is a linear one, with respect to distance. Another function 

f(dik) may be selected in which case, however, the dR should be redefined 

so as to keep the correlation positive. 

The simple relationship as derived gives satisfactory results within 

a region of some 30 x 30 km2 or smaller. 

In the reconnaissance use is made of (29). In proportion to larger 

distances, the constant cR becomes negligible. 
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6.2. We may submit the substitute matrix to the covariance transforma- 

tion towards the base points R1R2 used in (14). Using k and ℓ as general 
indices we get for any pair of points (see (10)) 

�
σ�XkXl σ�XkYl

σ�YkXl σ�YkYl
�  =  (40) 

 

c2

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

1 0

0

-(F11)k

-(F12)k

(F11)k-1

(F12)k

1

-(F21)k

-(F22)k

(F21)k

(F22)k-1⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

T

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

dR-dkl 0 |

|
0

------

dR-dlR1

0

------

dR-dlR2

0

dR-dkl 

-------

0

dR-dlR1

-------

0

dR-dlR2

|
|
+
|
|
|
|
|
+
|
|
|
|

 

dR-dkR1 0
 

|

|
0

-------

dR

0

-------

dR-dR1R2

0

dR-dkR1

-------

0

dR

-------

0

dR-dR1R2

|
|
+
|
|
|
|
|
+
|
|
|
|

 

dR-dkR2 0
 

0

-------

dR-dR1R2

0

-------

dR

0

dR-dkR2

-------

0

dR-dR1R2

-------

0

dR ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

times 

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

1 0

0

-(F11)ℓ

-(F21)ℓ

(F11)ℓ-1

(F21)ℓ

1

-(F12)ℓ

-(F22)k

(F12)ℓ

(F22)ℓ-1⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

..

..

 

where (F11)k = -(F22)k = 
1

dR1R2
2 �xkR2xR1R2+ykR2yR1R2� 

and   (F12)k = -(F21)k = 
1

dR1R2
2 �xkR2yR1R2-ykR2xR1R2�. 

 

Substitution of the suffix ℓ gives corresponding expressions. 

The dimensions of c2 are cm2/km; those of σXkXℓ and σXkYℓ are cm, 

and those of dkℓ etc. are km. 

Working this out, it is seen that 
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1) σ�XkXℓ  = σ�YkYℓ and σ�XkYℓ  = -σ�YkXℓ ; 
 

2) if k = ℓ 

   σ�Xk
2  = σ�Yk

2        and σ�XkYk  = σ�YkXk  = 0 , 

so that the standard curves of the points remain 

circular; 

 

3) Also the relative standard curves remain circular since 

   σ�xkℓ
2  = σ�ykℓ 

2 = σ�xk
2  - 2σ�XkXℓ+ σ�Xℓ 

2 = σ�Yk
2  - 2σ�YkYℓ  + σ�Yℓ

2  

   and σ�XkℓYkℓ =0 ; 
 

4) The transformed variances/covariances are formations of the 

distances dkℓ, dkR1, dkR2, dℓR, dℓR2 and dR1R2 only. The reference 

distance dR is eliminated (!); 

 

5) The zero covariances of (40) do not necessarily remain equal to 

zero after the covariance transformation. 

 

6) The radii of the standard circles in the reference points R1 

and R2 are equal to zero, the further a point moves away from 

the basepoints the larger the radius of the standard circles becomes. 

This is according to the trend. 

 

Important remark: The junction of networks as treated in section 

4.1 is independent of the factor c2 since it is eliminated in the 

coefficient of the misclosure t in (19). The proper estimation 

of c2 is of great importance in the testing procedure of section 

4.2. 
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7. Applications. 

There are many possibilities to apply the described method of junction, 

some of which are mentioned below: 

a. The junction of existing fields of points in some local coordinate 

   system into the national coordinate system. 

b. The junction of an existing field of points coordinated in the nation- 

   al system into some stations of which the coordinates have been 

   redetermined. 

   This is generally the case when control stations are observed in 

   order to check the coordinates in relation to be permanent marking 

   after a series of years. If it appears that the new coordinates have 

   changed, the coordinates of the surrounding survey points must in con- 

   sequence be submitted to a corresponding change in order to maintain 

   the proper coherence. 

   An application of this type has been made in 1976 for the network of 

   regional main control points (the so-called 5th order points) in an 

   area of about 12 x 16 km2. It is the task of the regional office of 

   the Cadastral Survey in the Netherlands to establish and to maintain 

   this network as an accurate densification of the first, second and 

   third order national triangulation network, serving also surveys of 

   general purposes. The results are published by the National Triangula- 

   tion Board. 

   A revision in 1976 of previous computations of the national triangu- 

   lation combined with precise field measurements, undertaken by this 

   Board, gave subsequently rise to a recomputed set of coordinates. 

   It appeared that in the area mentioned above 8 of the 14 national tri- 

   angulation points to which the densification previously was attached, 

   obtained slightly but still significantly different coordinates. 

   In order to avoid a complete recomputation of the 5th order densifi- 

   cation and for reasons of efficiency and of avoiding mistakes, the 

   method of junction by adjustment was applied, using the substitute co- 

   variance matrix according to section 6. 

   In this way the vectors of misclosure in the 14 national triangulation 

   points (6 of which being zero) were distributed over the regional main 

   control points in a manner, based on a model of statistical behaviour 

   of densification measurements as described by the substitute covari- 

   ance matrix. In addition it does not leave discrepancies in the total 

   set of the registered coordinates of the 1st to 5th order (figure 3) 
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   control points. 

   In this way a homogeneous set of coordinates in the national coordinate 

   system becomes available for all surveying institutes. 

c. The junction of a photogrammetric field of points (the measured photo- 

   grammetric model including both minor control points and all the digi- 

   tized details) to the coordinate system of the photogrammetric aero- 

   triangulation. 

d. The junction of remote sensing images (which generally contain system 

   deformations and other distortions) to the coordinate system of exist- 

   ing topographical maps. The geometrical deformations can be determined 

   at a series of reference points, after which the junction accomplishes 

   the rectifying of all the features of the remote sensing image. 

e. The junction of existing maps to a new mapping framework. This may for 

   instance be the case where gridded maps of a good survey quality but 

   mapped in a local coordinate system, have to be fitted into a national 

   coordinate system. A similar junction problem arises when a set of 

   existing maps without any grid have to be joined and provided with a 

   grid system. 

   This question deals with the updating of a series of maps with irre- 

   gular map boundaries to a series of maps with a fixed rectangular 

   framework (Hektor [8]). 

   An application of this type has recently been made to the construction 

   of large scale base maps ("GBKN", scale 1:1,000), where terrestrial 

   cadastral surveying data of 1972 - available for part of an area in a 

   digital form - had to be fitted into a photogrammetric (digital) mapping 

   of the topographical terrain features to be displayed at the standard- 

   ised large scale base maps. 

   At first one is able to correct the usually less accurate photogrammetric 

   mapping of buildings (insufficient stereoview, roofs hanging over etc.); 

   secondly a map overlay concerning cadastral boundaries may be manufac- 

   tured, serving the users of the topographical oriented large scale base 

   map within and outside the cadastral service. 

   The photogrammetric mapping required a set of base points, leading 

   to the establishment of a new control survey network over the total 

   area of the planned base maps in 1979. 

   The digital cadastral coordinated data of detail points (in the subsid- 

   iary system), were determined in 1972 by means of a densification net- 

   work according to the national standards. 
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   For the comparison of terrestrial and photogrammetric data and the con- 

   struction of a joint data bank for the large scale base maps, a junc- 

   tion of coordinate systems is needed. 

   For this purpose 45 control points surrounding the area were selected 

   for connection to the new control survey network (principal system), 

   resulting in a set of 45 junction points having coordinates known in 

   both systems. To these points a set of 2,381 detail points (with respect 

   to boundaries and buildings) in the subsidiary system has been at- 

   tached. 

   The junction was accomplished by Buiten by the method of junction by 

   adjustment using the substitute covariance matrix according to section 

   6. 

   This misclosure vectors (after a provisional junction of the two nets 

   at a selected coordinate reference base) ranged between 0 and 33 cm. 

   These misclosures were assumed to be of a stochastical nature, so that 

   the proposed junction was justified. 

   The testing of the junction points by data snooping showed that by tak- 

   ing the constant c = 6 for the subsidiary system and c = 3 for the 

   primary system, none of the points needed to be rejected. 

   Moreover the estimation of the variance factor in the variance ratio 

   test was accepted under these assumptions. 

   The resulting coordinates of the detail points after junction were 

   stored on magnetic tape and delivered to the Office of the Cadastral 

   Surveys in the region of the planned base maps. 

   There the updating of buildings and the construction of cadastral 

   overlay data was prepared with the help of a M. and S. interactive 

   graphics computer system. 

   Though the activities have not yet come to a conclusion it can be said 

   that the results of junction are of great value for the final mapping 

   of buildings and for the data snooping of mistakes in the photogram- 

   metric mapping of terrain features. 

   In addition a map overlay of cadastral features is obtained in the same 

   system as the base map. This is of great importance for the comparison 

   of topographic and cadastral details. 

Without doubt there will be more possibilities for practical application 

than mentioned here. 
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A CRITERION MATRIX FOR THE SECOND ORDER DESIGN OF CONTROL NETWORKS 

 

Fabio CROSILLA 

Trieste, Italy 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
This paper proposes an original method of constructing a criterion matrix 
for the optimal design of control networks by means of the contraction 
of the eigenvalues and the rotation of the eigenvectors of a covariance 
matrix. A Second Order Design problem is then resolved, that is the 
optimization of the precision of the observations of a local free distance 
network to be constructed for the study of recent crustal movements 
in the seismogenetic area of Friuli (Italy). 

 

1. Introduction. 

Sprinsky (1978) suggested a method, subsequently developed by Wimmer 

(1981), of constructing a criterion matrix by means of the reduction 

of the trace of the covariance matrix Qxx of the adjusted net coordinates 

vector x. It involves proceeding to a singular value decomposition of 

a (mxm) covariance matrix Qxx = V 𝛬 V' with r (Qxx) ≤ m; where 𝛬 is 

a diagonal matrix whose terms correspond in descending order to the 

eigenvalues of the matrix Qxx, and V corresponds to the orthonormalized 

eigenvectors. The matrix Qxx can be interpreted geometrically as an 

m-dimensional error ellipsoid in which the length and direction of the 

semi-axes correspond to the square root of the eigenvalues and the eigen- 

vectors respectively. 

Reducing the dimensions of this ellipsoid by a contraction of the greater 

eigenvalues, it is possible to obtain a higher global precision. Wimmer 

(1981) thus proposed to consider as a criterion matrix, the matrix 

Q�SVD = V �̃� V' obtained from the covariance matrix Qxx whose greater 

eigenvalues (𝜆i)·are reduced by a parameter of contraction t 

�̃�i = 𝜆i - t (𝜆i - 𝜆r)  , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1  and where  r = r (Qxx) (1) 

Sprinsky mentioned the possibility of a redistribution of the allocated 

variances through a rotation of the m-dimensional error ellipsoid by 
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means of a change of the orthonormal basis of the vector· space. The 

rotation procedures imply the definition of a class of covariance matri- 

ces similar to the matrix of the contracted eigenvalues �̃�. 

First, this paper presents two methods of rotation of the error ellipsoid 

for the construction of a criterion matrix for control networks. This 

criterion matrix is then used for the solution of a S.O.D. problem in a 

network to be constructed in the seismogenetic area of Friuli. Finally 

the limits to the application of this criterion matrix are defined. 

 

 

2. Definition of a type of criterion matrix for control networks 

Let d be defined as the deformation vector of the net coordinates cha- 

racterized by a covariance matrix Qdd and given by d = x1 - x2, where 

x1 and x2 are the vectors of the coordinates relative to two different 

periods of measurement. On the hypothesis that the observations and 

their precision are the same for both periods, according to the law 

of variance propagation the covariance matrix of the deformation vector 

d will be given by: 

Qdd = 2Qxx = 2(V 𝛬 V') = 2�� 𝜆iviv'i

r

i=1

�  = �2𝜆iviv'i                                                                         (2)
r

i=1

 

where vi are the eigenvectors related to the 𝜆i eigenvalues. 

The matrices Qxx and Qdd have the same eigenvectors and the eigenvalues 

are different by a factor of 2. 

Regarding the possibility of a rotation of the error ellipsoid mention 

has been made above of a class of covariance matrices similar to that 

of the contracted eigenvalues �̃�. In this class could be considered 

as a criterion matrix the matrix for which the components of the "essen- 

tial eigenvectors" relative to the pairs of variables xi, yi (i = l...n) 

(Pelzer, 1976, 1980) (Dupraz and Niemeier, 1979) are disposed in a direc- 

tion as orthogonal as possible with respect to the predicted deformation. 

This criterion should be satisfied in particular by the components of the 

essential eigenvector, that is the eigenvector relative to the greatest 

eigenvalue. It therefore represents the direction of the greatest se- 

mi-axis of the error ellipsoid of the coordinate vector x and, from 
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what has been said above, of the deformation vector d. In the direction 

defined by the essential eigenvector possible deformations d thus cannot 

be established with any great precision. 

Furthermore, in the case of non circular error ellipses, there is gener- 

ally an isodirectionality between the greatest semi-axis of the ellipse 

and the components xi, yi (i = l...n) of the essential eigenvector. The 

greater the difference between the semi-axes of the ellipse, the more 

evident this isodirectionality becomes. From this it follows that consid- 

ering as a criterion matrix the covariance matrix characterised by 

essential eigenvector components which are as orthogonal as possible 

to the direction of the predicted deformation, error ellipses are ob- 

tained in such a way that their greatest semi-axes are also disposed in a 

direction as orthogonal as possible to that of the predicted deformation. 

The probability P (𝜒2) that the real values of the coordinates are con- 

tained in the area defined by the dimension of the ellipse, may be ap- 

plied to all error ellipses. From this derives the necessity that the 

greatest semi-axis of the ellipse be orthogonal to the predicted direc- 

tion of deformation. 

 

 

3. Construction of the criterion matrix 

The singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix Qxx (mxm), 

r (Qxx) ≤ m, relating to a free net in its eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

may be considered thus: 

Qxx = �
|

V | U
|

�  �
𝛬 | 0
--- + ---
0 | 0

�  �
V'
---
U'

�                                                       (3) 

The criterion matrix proposed by Wimmer (1981) follows from: 

Q�SVD= �
|

V | U
|

�  �
�̃� | 0
--- + ---
0 | 0

�  �
V'
---
U'

�                                                             (4) 

where: �̃� is a matrix of eigenvalues �̃�i (i = l...r); 
�̃�i are calculated in formula (1); 
V (mxr) is a matrix of eigenvectors relative to 𝛬 and �̃�; 
U (mxm-r) is a matrix of eigenvectors relative to m-r 

          eigenvalues = 0. 

The orthogonality of the essential eigenvector components with respect 
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to the predicted direction of deformation may be achieved by rotating 

the eigenvector matrix V in an orthonormal matrix Vo in which the ele- 

ments of the first column correspond to the components required by the 

essential eigenvector. The construction of the matrix Vo can be carried 

out in two different ways: 

- by  means  of  independent  rotations  of  all  the  r  eigenvector  component 

  pairs  vxij,  vyij  (j = 1...r)  relative  to  the  n  pairs  of  variables 

  xi, yi (i = 1...n); 

- by means of an orthogonal procrustean transformation of the matrix V. 

In the first case any pair of components of the eigenvectors vxij, 

vyij  (j  1...r)  relative  to  the  variables  xi, yi  is  rotated  through  an 

angle 𝜑xiyi
 by means of 

�
vxij
o

vyij
o

�  = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡ cos�𝜑xiyi

� sin�𝜑xiyi
�

-sin�𝜑xiyi
� cos�𝜑xiyi

�⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 �
vxij

vyij
�                                                                    (5) 

where the angle 𝜑xiyi
 is understood as > 0 if the direction is clockwise. 

In  this  way  the  introduction  of  new components vxij
o , vyij

o   in  the  original 

matrix of the eigenvectors V does not invalidate the properties of norma- 

lity and orthogonality of the matrix itself. The criterion matrix derived 

from this method of rotation of the eigenvector components relative 

to the variables xi, yi is given by: 

Q�IR = VIRo  �̃� VIRo'                                         (6) 

The construction of the matrix Vo can also be achieved through an ortho- 

gonal procrustean transformation of the matrix V. In the factor analysis 

"procrustean transformation" is understood to mean any linear transforma- 

tion which under certain specified conditions allows the transformation 

of a given matrix into a matrix as near as possible equal to a precon- 

structed one. 

For example, let V and Vo be two matrices (mxr) m ≥ r 

where: V is an original orthonormal eigenvector matrix; 

 Vo is a preconstructed matrix, not necessarily orthonormal, con- 

taining the estimates of k (1 ≤ k ≤ r) rotated eigenvectors. 

For k = 1 the rotated eigenvector estimate corresponds to the re- 

quired essential eigenvector one. 

The problem is to find an orthogonal transformation matrix T (rxr) such 
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that VT ≅ Vo (7) 

where the approximation VT ≅ Vo is a least square approximation and 

the matrix VT is an orthonormal matrix. To calculate the matrix T which 

transforms the matrix V into a least squares approximation of Vo, the 

sum of the squares of the elements of the matrix E = (Vo - VT) that is 

 tr (E' E) = tr ((Vo - VT)' (Vo - VT)) (8) 

must  be  minimal  under  the  condition  of  orthogonality  of  T  so  that 

 (TT' - I) = 0 (9) 

Now in accordance with Lagrange's method the minimum condition of tr(E'E) 

under the condition that (TT' - I) = 0 is given by 

∂ tr(E'E)
∂ T

 + 
∂ �trΘ (TT'-I)�

∂ T
 = 0                    (10) 

where Θ is a matrix of Lagrangian multipliers. 

Developing the matrix derivatives of the matrix traces (Schonemann, 

1965) the following equation is obtained 

 2 V'VT - 2 V'Vo + 2 Θ T = 0 (11) 

Dividing both parts by 2 and multiplying both parts by T' the result 

is V'V + Θ = V'VoT' (12) 

Now given that V'V and Θ are both symmetrical V'VoT' must also be sym- 

metrical. It thus follows that           V'VoT' = TVo'V (13) 

that is V'Vo = TVo'VT (14) 

Let R = V'Vo (15), therefore R = TR'T (16) 

Let two orthonormal matrices be defined P and Q (rxr) calculated from 

the singular value decomposition of RR' and R'R 

RR' = PDP' (17a) R'R = QMQ' (17b) 

where D and M are the diagonal matrices of the eigenvalues of RR' and 

R'R respectively. 

Now RR' and R'R have the same eigenvalues (Johnson, 1963), therefore 

D = M. Putting the terms of (16) in (17a) and using (17b) it results that 

 RR' = TQDQ'T' = PDP' (18) 

clearly TQ = P, that is to say T = PQ' (19) 

This method is also valid for the case in which the matrices V and Vo 

are not of full rank. Moreover, in the particular case where the matrix 

D contains roots equal to each other and different from zero the matrices 
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P and Q will not be unique and consequently T will not be unique either. 

To satisfy the condition that the trace tr (E'E) = minimum, the matrices 

P and Q will also have to satisfy the following condition (Schonemann, 

1966): P'RQ = D1 2⁄  (20) 

where R = V'Vo and D1 2⁄  is the matrix of the square root of the eigenval- 

ues of D. Now let H = Po'RQo (21) 

where Po and Qo are two orthonormal matrices which satisfy only (17). 

The matrix H (Schonemann, Bock, Tucker, 1965) is diagonal with diagonal 

elements of D1 2⁄  exept for the blocks Hj of elements of order njxnj along 

the diagonal, corresponding to multiple roots 𝜆j of multiplicity nj in 

D. Since the matrices Po and Qo satisfy (17a) and (l7b) the matrix Hj 

has the property that H'jHj = Dj and in turn H'H = D. 

Each of these square blocks Hj can be considered proportional by a sca- 

lar 𝜆j to an orthonormal matrix Wj (njxnj). Hj can therefore be decomposed 

into Hj = 𝜆j
1 2⁄  Wj = Dj

1 2⁄  Wj (22) 

Let P = Po in (20). To find a matrix Q which satisfies (20), on the 

basis of (22), matrix H is multiplied by a diagonal matrix K where 

 Wo = KH                          kii = �𝜆i
-1 2⁄ 𝜆i>0
0 𝜆i=0

   (i = 1…r) � (23) 

from which is obtained a matrix Wo which can in its turn be transformed 

into an orthonormalised matrix W inserting 1s in the positions of the 

principal diagonal of Wo which contain 0s. 

Finally the matrix Q can be obtained from Q = Qo W' (24) 

This general solution to the problem of procrustean transformation, 

even in the case where the matrices V and Vo are of rank r < m, gives 

a notable flexibility to the definition of the preconstructed matrix Vo. 

In this regard it is sufficient to define the estimates of k eigenvectors 

(k ≥ 1) and to insert zeros in the residual r - k columns of Vo. For 

k = 1 the estimates of the essential eigenvector components correspond. 

The matrix VT which results from the orthogonal procrustean transforma- 

tion of V to approximate to Vo, will contain estimated orthonormalised 

components of the essential eigenvector in its first column and ortho- 

normal r - 1 vectors in the residual ones. 

The criterion matrix resulting from this method of procrustean transfor- 
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mation of the eigenvector matrix V is finally given by 

 Q�PT = VPTo  �̃� VPTo
'
 (25) 

 

 

4. Solution of a Second Order Design problem for a control network 

The S.O.D. problem consists in designing a matrix of the observation 

weights P (sxs) in such a way that the covariance matrix of the coordi- 

nates Qxx (mxm) resulting from (A'PA)-, where A (sxm) is the design 

matrix and ()- is a generalised inverse, is equivalent to a criterion 

matrix Qxx (Baarda, 1973; Grafarend, 1972; Grafarend, Schaffrin, 1979). 

The generalised inverse corresponds to a Cayley inverse ()-1 for con- 

strained nets and to a Moore Penrose inverse ()+ for a minimum norm 

solution of a free net. For the solution of the S.O.D. problem the Krone- 

ker product (Bossler et al., 1973) was proposed for correlated observa- 

tions and the Katri Rao product (Rao, Mitra, 1971) for uncorrelated obser- 

vations. 

Starring from the matrix equation (A' PA)+ = Qxx the extraction of the 

observation weights matrix P requires first of all a decomposition 

K = (A'PA)+ A'P. 

This, applying the Katri Rao product gives (K ⨀ K) vecd P+ = vec Qxx 

where (K ⨀ K) is of m2xs dimension, vecd P+ is of sxl dimension and 

vec Qxx is of m2xl dimension. Since the matrix Qxx is symmetrical it 

is sufficient to consider only its lower or upper triangle. 

The reduced matrix equation is given by (K ⨀ K) vecd P+ = vech Qxx with 

(K ⨀ K) of gxs dimension, vech Qxx of gxl dimension and where 

g = m(m+1)
2� . Let 0 be a gxg diagonal weight matrix in which off = 0.5(f=1...g) 

if the fth component of vech Qxx corresponds to a diagonal element of Qxx; 

off = 1 otherwise (Wimmer, 1978). The solution for vecd P+, whenever g > s, 

is given by    vecd P+ = ((K ⨀ K)'0 (K ⨀ K))+ (K ⨀ K)'0 vech Qxx (26) 

from which vecd P = ( vecd P+)+. 

This calculation method is iterative (Wimmer, 1981) since the matrix of 

the weights is contained in the decomposition K. The calculation must 

therefore be repeated until the matrix of the weights no longer varies. 
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Fig. 1 Control network design to be constructed in the seismogenetic area of 
Friuli (Lake Cavazzo valley). The original essential eigenvector com- 
ponents and the predicted direction of ground deformation are also 
shown. 
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The net for which a S.O.D. problem is solved is a pure trilateration 

net made up of 16 vertices and 42 distances, to be constructed in the 

Lake Cavazzo Valley for the study of recent crustal movements in the 

seismogenetic area of Friuli (Crosilla, Marchesini, 1982). 

Fig. 1 shows the design of the net and the essential eigenvector compo- 

nents relative to the coordinates of each point obtained from the singu- 

lar value decomposition of the covariance matrix of the coordinates 

Qxx calculated with the unit weight matrix of the observations . The 

predicted direction of ground deformation is also shown. 

Previous considerations have shown that in the control nets the compo- 

nents of the essential eigenvector must be orthogonal with respect to 

the direction of predicted movement. It can thus be observed from fig. 

1 that in the case of this net it is necessary to rotate the essential 

eigenvector components of two distinct groups of points. 

The first group comprises points 2, 3, 4, 5 and the second group points 

13, 14, 15. The essential eigenvector components relative to the points 

of the first group were rotated each time by -10 gon, -20 gon, -30 gon, 

-40 gon, and those of the second group of points by +10 gon, +20 gon, 

+30 gon, +40 gon. Two criterion matrices were constructed for each of the 

5 rotations. One was by means of independent rotation Q�IR and the 

other by means of procrustean transformation Q�PT, after contracting 

the greatest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Qxx through the para- 

meter of contraction t = 0.5 (Wimmer, 1981). A S.O.D. problem was then 

resolved in each case with the iterative method reported above. 

The precision of the observations obtained after one rotation of -10 gon 

of the essential eigenvector components of the first group of points 

and +10 gon of the components of the second group of points are shown 

in figs. 2a and 2b for Q�IR and Q�PT respectively. 

The error ellipses (P(χ2) > 0.99) for the 16 points of the net are shown 

in fig. 3 and 4. They were obtained from a covariance matrix calculated 

with a unit weight matrix of the observations (dotted line), from the 

criterion matrix Q�IR in fig. 3 and Q�PT in fig. 4 (thin line) relative 

to  a  rotation  of ± 10 gon,  and  from  the  covariance  matrix  calculated 
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Fig. 2a Weight distribution of the observations calculated by the Second Order 
Design considering the matrix Q�IR as a criterion matrix. 
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Fig. 2b Weight distribution of the observations calculated by the Second Order 
Design considering the matrix Q�PT as a criterion matrix. 
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with the weights resulting from the S.O.D. (thick line). As can be seen 

in figs. 3 and 4 there is a high level of correspondence between the 

error ellipses postulated by the criterion matrix and the ones obtained. 

It can also be seen that the ellipses of the points 2, 3, 4, 5 and 13, 14, 15, 

actually undergo the rotation imposed on the eigenvectors in the con- 

struction of the criterion matrix. 

Finally it can be seen that the results obtained with the two methods 

of rotation are substantially identical. 

The solution to the S.O.D. problem for criterion matrices obtained with 

rotations of ± 20 gon, ± 30 gon, ± 40 gon of the essential eigenvector 

components does not give satisfactory results. In fact the weights of 

many observations are often prone to be negative and weights which are 

very different from each other often result in the other observations. 

In the case of the rotation of ± 40 gon, for example, 7 observations 

with negative weights are obtained from the criterion matrix Q�IR with 

a ratio pmax/pmin equal to 21.16/0.10 = 211.6. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

The results obtained from the solution of this S.O.D. problem confirm 

the validity of the method, suggested by Sprinsky and used by Wimmer, 

for the construction of the criterion matrix Q�SVD, provided that the 

contraction parameter of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix is 

not taken to be too high. 

The criterion of rotation of the essential eigenvector components intro- 

duced in this paper also make it possible to improve the definition 

of a criterion matrix for control nets. The results have made it clear, 

however, that rotations of this type must be limited. Rotations of great 

amplitude give physically unreal criterion matrices. 

Finally, the two methods of rotation here proposed, that is independent 

rotation and procrustean transformation, give substantially identical 

results for limited rotations of the eigenvectors. 
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Fig. 3 Error Ellipses obtained from a unit weight matrix of the observations 

(dotted line), criterion matrix Q�IR (thin line) and the S.O.D. co- 
variance matrix (thick line). 
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Fig. 4 Error Ellipses obtained from a unit weight matrix of the observations 

(dotted line), criterion matrix Q�PT (thin line) and the S.O.D. co- 
variance matrix (thick line). 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Optimal network design problems can be posed in many ways but for the 
special case of level networks the following is most common. 

GIVEN (a) the approximate position of the required bench marks, 

 (b) a list of possible level routes, 

 (c) the precision expected of the field parties and 

 (d) the intended use of the network. 

FIND  The set of level routes whose observation will yield a 
  network suitable for the intended purpose with the minimum 
  of cost (i.e. minimum total length of levelling). 

The above problem is of course, an example, of the now standard "first 
order design". To date no direct solution to this problem has been 
found but various iterative strategies using the second order design 
procedure (i.e. solution for observation weights and subsequent discard 
of observations with small weights) have been employed. 

This paper critically reviews second order design procedures that have 
been applied to the design of vertical control networks and gives 
details of two sets of experiments with a new method which has a number 
of advantages including not needing the explicit formation of a 
criterion matrix. 

 

1. Introduction 

Grafarend (1974) has defined the first and second order design problems 

as 

First Order Design: The selection of the configuration of observations. 

Second Order Design: The choice of observation weights. 

Mathematically we can say that the two design problems are equivalent 

to solving for A and W respectively in the well known equation 
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�ATWA�
-1
 = Cx� (1) 

where A is the design matrix, W the weight matrix (i.e. inverse of the 

covariance matrix of the observations) and  Cx� the required covariance 

matrix of the least squares estimates of the station coordinates 

(often called a criterion matrix). 

In the case of levelling networks the first order design problem is 

far more important than the second order design problem. This is 

because, in practice, we rarely have a choice as to the precision of 

the measuring process and hence cannot tailor our field methods and 

instrumentation to fit a required weight matrix W. Note the contrast 

with two-dimensional networks where, for example, there is a large range 

of distance measuring instruments all with different precisions. Hence 

almost all level network design problems are first order and can be 

posed as follows: 

GIVEN 

 (a) a set of stations whose heights are to be found, 

 (b) a set of all possible level routes, 

 (c) the required precision of the least squares estimates of the 

  station heights, and 

 (d) the required reliability of the measurements. 

FIND 

 The subset of level routes that will satisfy the precision and 

 reliability criteria with the minimum of cost, i.e. find the 

 optimum level network. 

Note that, in the case of levelling, costs are simple to model as they 

are proportional to the length of level route and the design problem 

can be restated as 

FIND 

 The shortest subset of level routes that will satisfy the precision 

 and reliability criteria. 

Unfortunately there is no known analytical solution to the first order 

design problem so an "indirect" method needs to be employed. There 

are two possibilities: computer simulation and second order design. 
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Computer simulation 

(i) "Guess" a possible network configuration 

(ii) compute precision and reliability criteria 

(iii) if unsatisfactory go to (i) 

(iv) compute total length of levelling 

(v) go to (i) 

(vi) The process is stopped when the network with the shortest total 

 length of levelling appears to be found. 

The obvious disadvantages of the method are that the optimum network may 

never be found and also a very large amount of work may be involved. 

Cross and Whiting (1981) have, however, found a way of automating the 

process that seems to counter both these disadvantages. The difficulty 

with their technique is that it relies, for its claim of optimality for 

any given problem, on an extrapolation made from exhaustive, time 

consuming tests, on a series of small (up to twelve stations) networks. 

There is no theoretical proof that the technique will always give the 

optimum solution. Nevertheless it is probably the most practical of 

the currently available techniques and a number of researchers are working 

in this area, e.g. Niemeier and Rohde (1981). 

 

Second order design 

(i) Simulate a network with every possible observation 

(ii) solve the second order design problem 

(iii) discard all observations whose required weights are small 

 (variance large) 

(iv) go to (ii) 

(v) stop when reliability criteria are reached or when required 

 precision can only just be met, i.e. variances better than those 

 required could not be achieved with the available instrumentation. 

Note that stage (iii) above is justified by the fact that observations 

with very low variances do not significantly contribute to the precision 

or reliability of the network. 
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This paper is concerned with techniques for the second order design 

of levelling networks that can be conveniently employed in the above 

iterative process. A critical review of the methods that have been 

used will be given followed by the results of tests with two new 

methods. Note that the emphasis will be on precision rather than 

reliability so first some remarks will be made on precision criteria 

suitable for levelling networks. 

 

2. Precision criteria for levelling networks 

It is extremely rare for absolute height values, derived from levelling 

networks, to be of interest. What are of more practical use are height 

differences derived from the least squares estimates of the station 

heights. Hence the variances of these derived quantities are the most 

useful precision criteria when designing levelling networks. Usually 

we would require that the variance of a height difference be less than 

some specified function of the distance between the points, i.e. 

σΔh
2  = f�dij� (2) 

where σΔh
2  is the variance of the height difference of two stations a 

distance dij apart. Occasionally, as pointed out by Cross and Whiting 

(1980), σΔh
2  may be desired to be a constant but such a requirement does 

not alter the basic philosophy of the approach, it simply means that 

a different function is used in (2). 

Some design methods require the specification of a complete criterion 

matrix. This can be built up as follows 

(i) Select a station to act as origin; this will usually be 

 arbitrary and the origin will be assigned zero variance but 

 for some problems we may begin with a station of known height 

 with variance σ2. 

(ii) Compute the required variance of every station from 

σi
2 = σ2 + f(di) (3) 

 where σi
2 is the variance of station i and di the distance of 

 the ith station from the origin f(di) is as defined by (2) and 

 σ2 will be zero for an arbitrary origin. Note that there is no 

 covariance between the origin and any other station. 
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(iii) The covariance of every pair of stations, σij, is then computed 

 from the well known relationship 

σij = 
1

2
�σi2 + σj2 - σ h2� (4) 

 where σΔh
2  is given by (2). 

The use of such a process to built up a covariance matrix suffers from 

two disadvantages. Firstly many levelling networks are for specific 

purposes - such as connecting tide gauges to study the mean sea level 

surface and consequently the design requirements apply only to a 

limited number of stations. Hence we cannot always completely define 

a covariance matrix in this manner as we really may not care at all 

which variances and covariances result at and between stations whose 

purpose is only to act as intermediate connections between the stations 

of special interest. Clearly if a complete criterion matrix is needed 

some (arbitrary) function in (2) must be decided upon. 

A second disadvantage of this approach is that the function specified 

in (2), although it could genuinely reflect a particular user's 

precision requirements, may lead to a covariance matrix that is extremely 

atypical and hence cause problems in applying certain design strategies. 

Very little work has been done on covariance functions for levelling 

although for two-dimensional networks a lot of research has taken place, 

both for theoretical covariance functions, e.g. Grafarend and Schaffrin 

(1979) and Schmitt (1977), and for idealised network shapes, e.g. 

Wimmer (1981). 

If now seems clear that all precision requirements, whether in the form 

of complete covariance (criterion) matrices, or otherwise, must (a) 

satisfy the desires of the network users and (b) be of a form that can 

lead to the design of networks with covariance matrices having similar 

structures to those established by practical networks. 

 

3. Review of second order design procedures 

A number of methods have been used for the second order design of 

levelling networks. What follows is a brief description of them followed 

by some critical remarks as to their suitability. 
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3.1 Method 1 

Equation (1) is inverted to give 

ATWA = Cx�
-1 = Qx� (5) 

and, assuming W to be diagonal i.e. uncorrelated observations (5), 

rearranged, using the Khatri-Rao product, to yield 

�AT ⨀ AT� w = vech Qx� (6) 

where w is a vector containing the diagonal elements of W. Notice that, 

in a design problem where m new stations are connected by n observed 

height differences, (6) will be a set of m(m+1)/2 equations in n unknowns. 

The basic set up was proposed by E. Grafarend, e.g. Grafarend (1974), and 

further developed by Schaffrin (1977). There are two ways to solve (6): 

by generalised matrix algebra or linear programming. 

 

3.1.1 Generalised matrix algebra 

Bossler et al. (1973) suggested that (6) may be solved by using the 

Moore-Penrose inverse 

w  =  �AT ⨀ AT�
+
 vech Qx� (7) 

Thus will produce a set of observation weights which, if later achieved 

in practice, will yield a network whose covariance matrix best fits the 

criterion matrix in a least squares sense, also it will be optimum in 

the sense that wTw will be a minimum. This will tend to minimise the 

total length of levelling because if w is made small more observations 

will be discarded, but, of course, it is not possible to claim that the 

solution can yield an optimum network. Note that if required coefficients 

can be introduced, i.e. wTPw can be minimised, by use of the minimum 

v-norm generalised inverse. 

A numerical problem with this solution arises because, even for quits 

small networks, �AT ⨀ AT� is a large matrix, with size m(m+1)/2 by n, 

and the computation of its inverse is time consuming. The fact that it 

is spare is not very helpful in practice and, of course, �AT ⨀ AT�
+
 

will always be a full matrix. Furthermore the inversion involves poorly 

conditioned matrices leading to numerical difficulties. These can, to 
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some extent, be lessened by rewriting (6) in its canonical form 

(see Schmitt (1977) and (1978)) 

w  =  �ZT ⨀ ZT�  vech D (8) 

where Qx� has been decomposed by the similarly transformation 

Qx�  =  EDET (9) 

and Z  = AE (10) 

Of course equations (7) and (8) give identical solutions. 

Cross and Whiting (1981) have carried out a number of tests applying 

this technique to levelling networks with the disappointing result that 

it regularly produced negative observation weights. These clearly have 

no physical meaning and are therefore difficult to interpret. One 

approach is simply to discard observations with negative weights but 

this leads to disconnected networks, i.e. networks split into several 

independent sections. Alternatively only the observation with the least 

negative weight can be discarded and the process repeated but tests have 

shown that the observation with the least negative weight is rarely the 

least valuable. 

The foregoing tests were carried out using a criterion matrix computed 

as in section 2 of the paper and using as a covariance function 

σΔh
2   =  constant x dij (11) 

It was thought that perhaps this was unrealistic as Schmitt (1977) has 

reported that, for the design of two-dimensional networks, using criterion 

matrices with the Taylor Karman structure, negative weights did not 

arise. To test this a "real" network was analysed and the design 

procedure carried out using its a posteriori covariance matrix as the 

criterion matrix. Negative weights were again found and it must be 

concluded that the Moore-Penrose inverse is fundamentally unsuitable 

for solving a design problem set up as in (6). 

 

3.1.2 Linear Programming 

One way of avoiding negative weights is to use linear programming. 

Following the suggestion of Boedecker (1977), who solved (6) for the 
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case of gravity networks by linear programming, Cross and Thapa (1979) 

attempted to find a solution for w in (6) such that the resulting 

network would have a covariance matrix that would, in some sense, be 

better than the criterion matrix. They reasoned that, since the 

variance of a computed height difference is given by 

σΔh
2   =  σi2 + σj2 - 2σij (12) 

a network is bound to satisfy its design criteria if the variances in 

the covariance matrix are forced to be smaller than those in the 

criterion matrix and, conversely, the covariances larger. Since (6) 

involves an inversion of the criterion matrix, and since inversion is 

the matrix equivalent of a reciprocal, these inequalities were reversed 

and the linear programming constraint equations written as: 

�AT ⨀ AT� w  ≥  vech Qx� (diagonal elements) (13) 

�AT ⨀ AT� w  ≤  vech Qx� (off-diagonal elements) (14) 

wi  ≥  0 for all w (15) 

The objective function was given coefficients of unity, i.e. the sum of 

the weights was minimised which, as explained in 3.1.1 tends to reduce 

the total length of levelling required to be observed. Unfortunately 

the method sometimes yield networks which do not satisfy the design 

criteria. The reason is that the simple reversal of inequality signs 

due to the inversion of the criterion matrix is not valid. It seems 

impossible to predict, for a given choice of method, the correct 

inequality signs for (13) and (14), and it must be concluded that 

linear programming can only be applied if the inversion of the criterion 

matrix is avoided. 

 

3.2 Method 2 

Cross and Whiting (1980) have suggested that the inversion of the 

criterion matrix can be avoided by expanding the left hand side of (1) 

using an unspecified generalised inverse 

A-W-�AT�
-

  =  Cx� (16) 
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which, after application of the Khatri-Rao product, becomes 

�A-⨀ A-�v  =  vech Cx� (17) 

where v is a vector containing the required variances of the 

observations (the diagonal elements of W-). Equation (17) can now be 

restated, using the correct part of the logic in 3.2.2, as a linear 

programming problem with the following constraint equations 

�A-⨀ A-�v  ≥  vech Cx� (diagonal elements) (18) 

�A-⨀ A-�v  ≤  vech Cx� (off-diagonal elements) (19) 

vi  ≥  0 for all i (20) 

As in 3.1.2 unity objective coefficients can be used but for this 

set up the objective function must be maximised in order to reduce the 

total length of levelling (observations with large required variances 

will be discarded). 

A special advantage of the method is that the complete criterion matrix 

is not required as equations (18) and (19) need not be formed for all 

elements of Cx. Moreover the need for a criterion matrix can be 

completely eliminated by making suitable linear combinations of the 

equations (similar to section 4.2 of this paper). Unfortunately the 

method proved impractical as a suitable generalised inverse could not 

be found. The Moore-Penrose inverse was tried by Cross and Whiting (1980) 

(even though they showed that theoretically it was not valid) but it 

resulted, in general, in designed networks being much more precise than 

required and hence too expensive. 

 

3.3 Method 3 

The negative weight problem may also be overcome by use of the linear 

complimentarily algorithm as suggested by Schaffrin (1980). This 

involves determining a best-fit solution (in the least squares 

sense) to (6) subject to a number of linear constraints which, as well 

as describing the required precision and cost of the network, also 

ensure that w is non-negative. The mathematical set up is essentially 

equivalent to a quadratic programming problem and can be written as 
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minimise ��AT⨀ AT� w - vech Qx��
T

 ��AT⨀ AT� w - vech Qx�� (21) 

subject to �AT⨀ AT� w  (≥,=,≤)  vech Qx� (22) 

 pTw  ≤  c (23) 

 wi     ≥  0  for all i (24) 

where p is a vector of coefficients (which are difficult to determine) 

relating observation weight to cost and c the total allowable cost. 

Liew and Shim (1978) contains details of a computer program suitable 

for the solution of this problem. Note that the difficulty regarding the 

inequality signs for use in (22) arises again but Schaffrin (1980) 

states that it may be avoided by reforming (21) and (22) using the 

canonical formulation (se 3.1.1) and restricting (22) to the rows 

which correspond to the eigenvalues of Qx within vech D, then (22) 

becomes 

�ZT⨀ ZT� w  ≥  vech D (25) 

Schaffrin et al. (1980) have successfully applied the method to two- 

dimensional networks with Taylor-Karman criterion matrices but, according 

to Whiting (1980), it does not work with levelling networks using 

criteria matrices as described in 3.1.1. The result is a disconnected 

network, i.e. too many of the elements of w becomes zero indicating that 

they need not be measured. Also it should be noted that in no part of 

the process is w being minimised so there is no way that the method is 

reducing the total amount of levelling (although perhaps this could be 

done by judicious choice of p and c in (23)). 

 

4. A new method 

Following the ideas of Sprinsky (1978) and Wimmer (1981) we reform the 

basic mathematical statement of the second order design problem as 

follows. First we write 

W  =  W W-1W (26) 

Then postmultiplying both sides of (26) by A �ATW A�
-1
 and premultiplying 

by �ATW A�
-1
AT yields 

�ATW A�
-1
ATW A �ATW A�

-1
  =  �ATW A�

-1
ATW W-1W A �ATW A�

-1
 (27) 
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which simplifies to 

�ATWA�
-1

  =  ��ATW A�
-1
ATW�  W-1 � W A�ATW A�

-1
� (28) 

Then if we put 

B  =  W A �ATW A�
-1
 (29) 

and substitute (1) and (29) into (28) we get 

Cx�  =  BTW-1B (30) 

Applying the Khatri-Rao product to (30) and rearranging them yields 

�BT⨀ BT� v  =  vech Cx� (31) 

Then putting H  =  BT⨀ BT (32) 

and substituting in (31) we get 

H v  =  vech Cx� (33) 

where v contains the diagonal elements of W-1, i.e. v is a vector of 

the required observation variances. This formulation is of a similar 

structure to (6) but has the considerable advantage of being in terms 

of the criterion matrix itself rather than its inverse. All solutions 

to (33) must, of course, be iterative because, according to (29), the 

matrix B is itself in terms of W. Hence we must first guess a set of 

values for W, solve equation (31) for v (and hence W-1) and use this 

value to recompute B. The process is repeated until W ceases to change. 

Two techniques are suggested as being suitable for solving (31) (or (33)). 

They are, in principle, very similar to those described in 3.1 for 

solving (6): ordinary least squares and linear programming. 

Both methods will now be described along with tests of their application 

to the simple first order design problem described below (note the problem 

is stated in terms equivalent to those used in section 1 of this paper). 

 

GIVEN 

(a) Four stations (station 1 assumed fixed with zero variance) located 

 as in Fig. 1. 
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(b) Six possible level routes with lengths as indicated in Fig. 1. 

(c) A precision requirement that all variances of computed height 

 differences between station d metres apart should be less than 

 0.001 d mm. 

(d) No reliability criteria were considered for these tests. 

FIND 

 The shortest subset of level routes whose observation will yield 

 the required precision. 

 

Fig. 1 

Furthermore it was assumed that the field levelling process could not 

be carried out with a standard error of better than 0.001 d mm, where d 

is the length of the level route in metres. 

 

4.1 Ordinary least squares 

The application of ordinary least squares to (33) gives 

v  =  �HTH� HT vech Cx� (34) 

The network design then proceeds as follows. 

(i) Specify Cx�.  For the numerical examples this was done by the 

 procedure outlined in section 2 of this paper using 

f(d) = 0.001 d 
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(ii) Make an initial estimate of W, in the examples in this paper 

 variances were put proportional to the length of the level 

 routes, viz 

wi = 1/(0.001 di) 

(iii) Compute B and H from (29) and (32) respectively, assuming all 

 possible level lines are to be observed. 

(iv) Derive the necessary observation variances from (34) and hence 

 compute W. If W is significantly different from its latest 

 estimate go to step (iii). 

(v) Discard all observations with large variances (note that in 

 practice this decision could be affected by reliability 

 considerations). 

(vi) Check that the designed network fulfills the original design 

 criteria. 

This process has been applied to the foregoing example with the results 

after the 10th iteration of stages (iii) and (iv) as given in Table 1. 

 

LINE 
LENGTH 
(m) 

BEST POSSIBLE 
STANDARD ERROR 

(mm) 

DESIGN 
STANDARD 
ERROR (mm) 

DESIGN 
WEIGHT 
(mm-2) 

 

1-2 1000 1.000 1.106 0.818  

1-3 1813 1.346 ∞ 0.000 * 

1-4  722 0.850 0.901 1.232  

2-3 1252 1.119 1.260 0.630  

2-4 1184 1.088 4.049 0.061 * 

3-4 1385 1.177 1.334 0.562  

 

* Discarded 

TABLE (1) 
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Note that the third column, headed "best possible standard error", 

contains the highest achievable precision for each line assuming that 

the levelling process could not be carried out with a precision better 

than 0.001 d mm. It should be noted that all designed standard errors, 

column four of Table 1, are greater than this, hence the observations 

are all feasible. Clearly proposed observations along the lines 1-3 

and 2-4 can be discarded as their required standard errors are so 

large that they cannot significantly contribute to the precision of the 

network. After the removal of these two lines the network, with a 

total length of levelling of 4,359 m, in Fig. 2 results. Its covariance 

 

 

Fig. 2 

 

matrix computed using the design standard errors is 

�   
0.9458 0.5865 0.1837

0.5865 1.3480 0.4223

0.1837 0.4223 0.6897

� 

which can be compared with the criterion matrix of 

�   
1.0000 0.7804 0.2692

0.7804 1.8137 0.5752

0.2692 0.5752 0.7225

� 

Note that when the relative standard errors are computed from the 

covariance matrix they are all less than or equal to the criteria of 

0.001 d mm. Also note that the covariance matrices are of size 3 x 3 

because station 1 is fixed. 
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Encouraged by these results the same design process was applied to a 

twelve station network whose configuration and possible observations 

are given in Fig. 3. The results of the design are in Table 2 and, after 

discarding all the observations with zero weight, the configuration is 

as in Fig. 4. A major problem is now immediately apparent: four of the 

lines (marked with a +) have to be measured with a precision greater 

than that which is possible with the available instrumentation. Also 

 

LINE LENGTH 
(m) 

BEST POSSIBLE 
STANDARD ERROR 

(mm) 

DESIGN 
STANDARD 
ERROR (mm) 

DESIGN 
WEIGHT 
(mm-2) 

 

   1-2 1431 1.196      1.790 0.312  

   1-3 1202 1.096 ∞ 0.000 * 

   1-4 1106 1.052 ∞ 0.000 * 

   2-3  865 0.930      0.968 1.066  

   2-5 1610 1.269 ∞ 0.000 * 

   3-4  665 0.815      0.427+ 5.492  

   3-5 1316 1.147 ∞ 0.000 * 

   3-6 1504 1.226 ∞ 0.000 * 

   4-6 1247 1.117      1.023+ 0.956  

   4-7 1578 1.256 ∞ 0.000 * 

   5-6 1434 1.197      0.624+ 2.564  

   5-8 1460 1.208 ∞ 0.000 * 

   5-9 1077 1.038 ∞ 0.000 * 

   6-7  605 0.778      0.889 1.266  

   6-8  456 0.675      0.913 1.199  

   6-10 1044 1.022 ∞ 0.000 * 

   7-10  690 0.831      1.344 0.554  

   8-9  824 0.908      0.670+ 2.224  

   8-10  794 0.891      1.671 0.358  

   8-11  800 0.894 ∞ 0.000 * 

   9-11  655 0.809      0.986 1.028  

  10-11 1001 1.000 ∞ 0.000 * 

  10-12  850 0.922      1.256 0.634  

  11-12  632 0.795      1.006 0.989  

 
* Discarded + Standard errors smaller 
   than best possible 

TABLE (2) 
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examination of Fig. 4 shows that an unreliable network has resulted. 

Clearly the procedure, as it stands, is not then practically useful 

but it is anticipated that the two difficulties could be overcome by 

(i) including additional equations of the form 

  vi  =  0.001 di (for this example) 

 with a "high weight", for all variances which, after iteration, 

 became too small and 

(ii) computing the reliability before discarding an observation. 

Two important positive conclusions can be drawn from the tests: 

(i) The method converges, producing a set of weights which satisfy, 

 in a least squares sense, the design criteria. 

(ii) Negative weights do not arise in the final solution (although 

 it has been noticed that they appear during the iteration process). 

 

4.2 Linear Programming 

It would be possible to solve (33) using linear programming following 

a similar procedure to that described in 3.1.2 but with a change of 

inequality because we are now dealing with Cx� rather than Qx�. The 

constraint equations are then 

H v  ≤  vech Cx� (diagonal elements) (35) 

H v  ≥  vech Cx� (off-diagonal elements) (36) 

vi  ≥  0 for all v (37) 

and the objective function �vi is maximised.
n

i=1

 

This set up does not suffer from the difficulties explained in 3.1.2 

because the criterion matrix does not need to be inverted. However, 

because the basic design precision criteria can be expressed as linear 

transformation of the a posteriori covariance matrix it is actually 

possible to avoid completely the need for the criterion matrix. We 

proceed as follows. 

Let there be k pairs of stations, i and j, between which the variance 

is required to be less than some specified amount, e.g. less than 
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some function of the distance dij. Then for each pair we write 

σi
2 + σj2 - 2σij  ≤  f �dij� (38) 

which can be expressed in the form 

pij vech Cx�  ≤  f �dij� (39) 

where pij is a null vector except for the elements which correspond to 

σi
2, σj

2 and σij
2  in vech Cx� which are +1, +1 and -2 respectively. For 

all k pairs of lines the precision criteria are 

P vech Cx�  ≤  F(d) (40) 

where P is a k x m(m+1)/2 matrix with each row of the form of pij. 

Substituting (33) in (40) gives 

P H v  ≤  F(d) (41) 

which is in a form ready for immediate application of linear programming. 

The network design proceeds as follows 

(i) Specify the precision criteria in the form of a linear transformation 

 of the a posteriori covariance matrix (note this does not involve 

 explicit formation of the criterion matrix), i.e. form the matrix P 

 and vector F(d) in (40). 

(ii) Make an initial estimate of W, in the example in this paper the 

 variances were put proportional to the length of the level routes, 

 viz 

wi  =  1/(0.001 di) 

(iii) Compute B and H from (29) and (32) respectively, assuming all 

 possible level lines are to be observed. 

(iv) Set up the linear programming problem as follows: 

 Constraints: 

{PH} v  ≤  F(d) (41) 

vi  ≥  g(di) (for all i) (42) 
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 Objective: 

�vi  =  maximum                                                                                                                        (43)
n

i=1

 

 Note that g(di) in (42) represents the best possible variance 

 that could be achieved in practice, for the example 

g (di)  =  0.001 di (44) 

(v) Solve the linear programming problem and compute W from v, using 

wi  =  1/vi 

 If W is significantly different from its latest estimate go back 

 to stage (iii). 

(vi) Discard all observations with small weights (large variances), 

 note that, in practice, reliability would now be considered. 

(vii) Check the designed matrix meets the precision requirements. 

Application of the above process to the example in Fig. 1 yields, after 

three iterations, the results in Table 3. The same two proposed 

 

LINE LENGTH 
(m) 

BEST POSSIBLE 
STANDARD ERROR 

(mm) 

DESIGN 
STANDARD 
ERROR (mm) 

DESIGN 
WEIGHT 
(mm-2) 

 

1-2 1000 1.000 1.000 1.000  

1-3 1814 1.346 ∞ 0.000 * 

1-4  722 0.850 0.850 1.384  

2-3 1253 1.119 1.119 0.798  

2-4 1184 1.088 ∞ 0.000 * 

3-4 1386 1.177 1.177 0.722  

 
* Discarded 

TABLE (3) 

observations are discarded as for the application of the least squares 

design process in 4.1 and the designed network is again as in Fig. 2. 

The only difference is in the numerical values of the designed weights 

but, so long as they are feasible, they are not important because in 

practice the same levelling procedure is likely to be used for all lines. 
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Of course the method suffers from the same problems as in 4.1 regarding 

network reliability but these could be solved at stage (vi). The method 

does, however, offer the following important advantages. 

(i) It converges, yielding a set of weights which lead to a network 

 which is bound to have the required precision (unlike the method 

 of 4.1 where we only "best fit" the precision requirements). 

(ii) It is bound to yield non-negative, feasible weights. 

(iii) It does not need the explicit formation of a criterion matrix, 

 moreover precision requirements can be specified at or between 

 only a limited number of stations. 

Tests on larger, more realistic, networks are in hand. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Apart from computer simulation all the currently known methods of 

designing level networks suffer from difficulties which make their 

application to real problems impractical. 

A new iterative approach, involving either a least squares or linear 

programming solution, can overcome these difficulties and, if combined 

with a consideration of reliability, promises a complete solution to 

the second and first order level network design problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A method for the strength analysis of horizontal geodetic networks is 
developed. While the existing approaches are based on studying the be- 
haviour of random errors, our study is based on the ability of the net- 
work to deform. How easy it is for the network to experience a scale 
change, twist or shear is determined. "Forces" to deform the network 
come from changing the values of observations by an amount equal to their 
standard deviation. 
 
Displacements due to a change in an observed value are determined as an 
intermediate step; this is done through a matrix transforming changes in 
observed values to displacements. The displacements are then transformed 
to strain parameters of which the largest at each station are plotted to 
show the strength of the network. Both a simulated and a real network are 
used to test the new approach. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the existing techniques for strength analysis are based on the study 

of the behaviour of random errors throughout the network. One of the simplest 

methods uses absolute error ellipses. The main use of these ellipses is to 

study the "strength" of the network in orientation and scale. By looking at 

the shape of the absolute error ellipses, a general weakness of the network 

in either orientation or scale can be judged. However, small variations in 

"strength" are obscured by the growth of the ellipses in size with distance 

from the origin of the network. Examples of this approach are given in Allman 

and Hoar (1973), and Joó (1978). 

Relative error ellipses computed between any two points of the network, alle- 

viate the problem of the consistent growth pattern present in absolute error 

ellipses. 

 

* Currently visiting professor at the University of Stuttgart, West Germany 
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Although these ellipses show the local "strength" of the network (e.g. Joó, 

1978), it is not particularly easy to see what type of weakness exists. 

Error ellipses constructed from the relative standard deviation of distances 

and standard deviation of azimuths have been studied (e.g. Gaździcki, 1975). 

To study weaknesses in scale and orientation separately, an approach has been 

devised by Ashkenazi and Cross (1972). They compute the standard errors of 

a selected number of adjusted distances and azimuths. However, the picture 

one gets of the "strength" of the network depends to some extent on the se- 

lected distribution of the distances and azimuths. 

Other techniques have been developed by Meissl (1974), and Bartelme and 

Meissl (1974) that work for infinitely large networks made up of equally 

sized cells. These are useful for studying how random errors behave in hypo- 

thetical networks. Their application to actual networks, which are unlikely 

to conform to the idealised designs is, however, limited. 

Considering the network from the civil engineering structural analysis point 

of view can give more insight into the strength of the network. An example of 

this type of analysis is in Borre (1972). A problem with this type of analy- 

sis is that the network has to be constructed of triangles; some alteration 

in the design of the network may thus have to take place. Also, observations 

extending over the length of the network (e.g. VLBI or satellite determined 

distances) cannot be accommodated. Factor analysis (Harman, 1960) is one 

topic that may warrant further investigation. 

Baarda (1967) introduced the idea of invariants into the analysis of geodetic 

networks. These invariant quantities are freed from the effect of systematic 

errors in scale and azimuth. Grafarend (1972) develops geodetic observation 

equations in terms of dilatation, shear and rotation. Lamé constants are com- 

puted for certain network designs. 

With so many existing methods claiming to analyse strength, justification for 

yet another approach is needed. A dictionary definition of strength is "The 

ability to withstand stress or deformation" (Webster's Third New International 

Dictionary, 1976). It is this definition that our approach is based upon. To 

see how strong a network is, a stress must be applied to it. If it can with- 

stand this stress, the network is strong (with respect to that stress) and 

vice-versa. 
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The crucial question is what kind of stress should be applied. Clearly, there 

must be no preference for particular stresses there being no reason to pre- 

sume that the network would be actually subjected to any such forces. The 

hypothetical stress must therefore be applied evenhandedly throughout the net- 

work. 

A reasonable approach appears to assume the largest possible stress to act on 

each element (i.e. distance, angle, azimuth) of the network. This "worst stress" 

will if otherwise unobstructed deform each element inversely proportional to 

the element's strength which we will assume to be given by the weight of the 

element. In other words, we shall assume that the "worst stress" can deform 

each element by as much as a constant multiple of its standard deviation. To 

simulate the external stresses evenhandedly, we therefore can alter each ob- 

servation by, typically, one standard deviation and study the resulting defor- 

mation. 

The next question is then which observations in the network should be so 

varied. Clearly, changing all the observations simultaneously makes little 

sense. To see why, imagine a trilateration network of equal sides with 

distances observed to the same accuracy. Changing all these distances simul- 

taneously would result in a homogeneous and isotropic deformation which would 

indicate the same strength in the inner as well as outer reaches of the 

network. 

Again, a reasonable approach appears to look for the largest possible defor- 

mation in response to our simulated stress. The neighbourhood of a point of 

a network will thus be stronger the less it will succumb to the most effective 

of all the possible stresses. We thus investigate at each point the maximum 

possible deformation (in scale, twist and shear) in response to the change 

of whichever element is capable of producing this maximum deformation. 

 

2. Description of the Method 

The observation equations for a least-squares positions adjustment are given by 

A x  =  ℓ (1) 

where A is the design matrix, x is a vector of coordinate corrections, and 

ℓ is a vector of observational misclosures. The least squares solution 

x  = �ATC
ℓ
-1A�

-1
ATC

ℓ
-1ℓ  = T ℓ (2) 
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can be regarded as showing the linearized effect of observations (or their mis- 

closures ℓ) on positions. Clearly, if an observation misclosure ℓi is changed 

by ∆ℓi, the effect ∆x of this change, i.e. the "displacement response", can 

be easily obtained from eqn. (2). Denoting (ℓ1, ℓ2,..., ℓi + ∆ℓi,..., ℓn) by ℓ + ∆ℓ, 

where ∆ℓ is a vector with only one non-zero element, we get 

∆x = T ∆ℓ . (3) 

The "displacement response" ∆x can be readily converted into a "strain response". 

For each point in the network the strain matrix (or partial derivatives of the 

displacement) 

e= �
e11 e12
e21 e22

 � (4) 

is evaluated from the displacements of the adjacent points following the least 

squares procedure described in Vaníček et al. (1981). Then (for each point Pi) 

the four elements of ei are written as a vector si= (e11,e12,e21,e22)iT. It is 

possible to express the hypervector S = (s1,s2,...,sn)T, containing 4n elements 

(in a network of n points) as a linear combination of all the displacements ∆x: 

S = Q ∆x . (5) 

Substitution of eqn. (3) into (5) yields 

S = Q T ∆ℓ = R ∆ℓ , (6) 

where R is the strain response matrix. 

Clearly, each four-tuple or rows of R shows the strain effect at point Pi due 

to a unit change in ℓ. Conversely, j-th column of R shows all the strain effects 

(at all the points) of a unit change in the corresponding observation ℓj. Thus 

the 4nxm matrix R contains all the information needed to do the strength analysis. 

The four-tuples of elements in each row are the strain elements (at point Pi) 

caused by a unit change in observation ℓj. Multiplication of these by the 

standard deviation σj of ℓj gives the strain caused by the hypothetical stress 

causing the most deformation in element ℓj (the "worst stress"). 

All that remains to be done is to convert these strain elements into some more 

readily interpretable quantities. These are: total strain ρ, twist ω, and total 

shear γ. These are related to the strain parameters e11,e12,e21, e22 through the 

following formulae (see e.g. Vaníček & Krakiwsky (1982)) 

ρ  =  �α2 + β2�1 2⁄
 (7) 

where α and β are the semi lengths of the major and minor axes of the strain 

quadric, 

ω  =  1
2

�e12-e21� , (8) 
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and 

γ  =  � 1
2

�e11-e22�
2
+ 1

2
�e12-e21�

2
�

 12
 . (9) 

Total strain ρ describes the amount of scale change experienced at Pi, ω shows 

how much rotation has occurred at Pi and γ depicts the change of the shape of 

the neighbourhood of Pi. 

The above formulae transform the four-tuples of row elements of R into triplets 

(ρ,ω,γ)T, and R becomes R*, a table in with ρmax, ωmax, γmax can be found for 

each point. These quantities are then plotted and contoured to display the 

3 strength-characterising maps of the analysed network. 

 

3. Strength analysis of a simulated network 

To test the method, the strength of a simulated network (see fig. 1) was 

studied. The network consists of 26 equilateral triangles of side length 20 kms. 

The basic network configuration consists of all directions (although angles 

are actually shown in fig. 1), two azimuths (from stations 2 to 3 and 21 to 22) 

and two distances (from 1 to 19 and 2 to 22). The origin chosen for the adjust- 

ments was station 1; exactly the same results would have been obtained if any 

other station had been held fixed. All directions were given a standard devi- 

ation of 1.0", azimuths 0,8" and distances 0.02 m + 2 ppm. The basic design was 

then systematically changed and a strength analysis of each configuration carried 

out. 

The total strain plots showing strength in scale are shown in fig. 3. In the 

first plot, the strongest areas are found around the two distances themselves, 

and around station 12 where their effects combine. Plot B shows very clearly 

the weakness in scale produced by leaving out distance 19-22. In plot C, a 

strengthening in scale can be seen (coming from the added azimuth 11-14) in the 

formerly weak areas (see plot A). However, the strengthening is only very slight, 

as one would expect. The omission of 3 directions (11-9, 11-8, 11-7) weakens 

the network in scale but not very appreciably (see plot D). The most significant 

change occurs in the centre of the network. 

The addition of weighted stations can greatly improve the strength of a network. 

This is evident from plot E (in which stations 1 and 21 were weighted) by the 

greater strength in scale than shown in plot A. The degree of strengthening 

depends, of course, upon the weight of the added stations. 

Strength in twist is displayed in fig. 4. Plot A was produced with the basic 

network design. As expected, the least twisting has occurred around the two 

azimuths as these restrict the rotation of members. In plot B slightly larger 

twisting is present in the network, although the change is not very drastic. 
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The strength of the network in twist has been greatly improved in plot C with 

the strongest area now being around the additional azimuth. In plot D, the 

strength in twist is now reduced, predominantly in the centre of the network 

where the directions were omitted. As can be seen from plot E, strength in 

twist is greatly improved by adding weighted stations. Not only do the twist 

values become much smaller, but also the range of values is reduced showing 

much more homogeneous strength in twist. 

Fig. 5 shows the plots for the total shear for the same network designs used 

in the scale and twist analyses. Plot A tells us that the strongest areas, in 

terms of shear, are in the centre of the network, while the weakest regions 

are on the extremities. This occurs because there are more geometrical ties 

in the centre of the network than at the edges to prevent it from changing its 

shape. Plot B is identical to plot A showing that the omission of a distance 

from the network does not alter the strength of the network in shear. The 

reason for an apparent slight weakening of the network is shear in response to 

an added azimuth (plot C) is not clear. A dramatic weakening in shear has 

occurred around station 11 in plot D. It can be seen that directions play a large 

role in the strength of a network in shear. 

Plot E shows only a small improvement over plot A. Thus strength in the shape 

of the network cannot be improved much by adding two weighted stations. 

 

4. Strength analysis of an actual network 

A strength analysis of an actual first-order geodetic network in Nova Scotia, 

Canada (Network 293) was carried out. A total of 135 directions with an esti- 

mated standard deviation of 0.7", 68 tellurometer distances (ρ = 3.5 ppm) and 

two azimuths with a standard deviation of 1.09" were used for the analysis (see 

fig. 2). Both contour plots and 3D diagrams were produced for this network 

(figs. 6-8). 

The total strain plots show an area of strength in scale near 691012. The 

northern region has greater strength in scale then the southern region because 

of the two long distances (11100-11101B and 11101B-19101) observed there. 

The twist plots show no twist greater than 1.7" between stations 11100 and 

691003. Thus it can be concluded that the network is quite strong in twist in 

this region. This is due to the azimuths observed at stations 691009 and 691002. 

Further to the east and south from this strong region, values of twist increase 

showing a weakening of the network in twist. 
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The total shear plots have three distinctly high areas. Two of them occur 

in the vicinity of stations 19112 and 6419181. This is because station 

6419181 is connected to just two stations of the main framework, and station 

19112, the weaker of the two, is only intersected. The third weak area in 

total shear is around station 691013 where the geometry, we conclude, is not 

favourable. The strongest station with respect to shear is, as expected, 

691010 which is well inside the network, and has many observations to and from 

it. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper a novel approach to strength analysis of horizontal networks 

has been proposed. The approach investigates mainly the geometry of a 

network and uses the standard statistical aspects only to access the relative 

strength of individual elements observations to resist changes. Weak elements 

are taken as being prone to geometrically distort the network more, subject 

to their lower statistical weights. Constantly the "most pessimistic attitude" 

has been adopted in so far that the potentially worst possible effect is taken 

as a measure of strength. 

In our opinion it does not make sense to measure strength by means of one 

scalar quantity. Rather one has to distinguish strength in scale, in twist 

and in shape. Thus 3 different plots of strength are always produced. The re- 

sults of extensive testing on a simulated as well as a real network, some of 

which have been shown here, seem to support our views. Generally, the strength 

plots of the individual networks are intuitively understandable and pleasing. 

We are thus convinced that the presented technique can and should be used, 

possibly side by side with a standard variance-covariance technique, to analyse 

horizontal networks. Software for the analysis can be obtained from any of the 

authors. 
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Captions for Figures 

Figure 1: Simulated Network 

Figure 2: Network 293 in Nova Scotia, Canada. 

  Legend:   denotes a distance measured with a 
     Tellurometer 

   denotes a distance measured with a 
     Geodimeter 

   denotes a measured azimuth 

   denotes a Doppler point 

Figure 3: Strength in scale of the simulated network 
 (microstrains) 

Plot A: Basic network design 

Plot B: Leaving out a distance 

Plot C: Adding an azimuth 

Plot D: Omitting directions 

Plot E: Adding weighted stations 

  Legend:   omitted distance 

   
added azimuth

 

   omitted direction 

   weighted station 

Figure 4: Strength in twist of the simulated network 
 (seconds of arc) (for explanation see fig. 3) 

Figure 5: Strength in shear of the simulated network 
 (microstrains) (for explanation see fig. 3) 

Figure 6: Strength in scale of Network 293 (microstrains) 

Figure 7: Strength in twist of Network 293 (seconds) 

Figure 8: Strength in shear of Network 293 (microstrains) 
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SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN PHOTOGRAMMETRIC POINT DETERMINATION 

 

Wolfgang FÖRSTNER 

Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
The refinement of the functional model used for photogrammetric point 
determination has lead to a significant increase of the accuracy, being 
about 3-8 μm at photoscale. It is discussed how the functional or the 
stochastical model may be further refined to compensate for varying, 
systematic effects and for local distortions which are caused by time- 
dependent changes of the flight and measuring conditions. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 During the last 15 years aerial triangulation has increasingly been 

applied for point determination as a basic for subsequent mapping and for 

network densification. This is mainly due to the use of rigorous adjust- 

ment procedures exploiting the potential of the highly developed hardware 

components especially films, cameras and measuring equipment. If a number 

of prerequisites are fulfilled (4-fold overlap, selfcalibration, targeted 

points, statistical test procedures) one can reach a precision of about 

3-8 μm at image scale in all three coordinates and also with reliability 

values δ� ≤ 5 is able to guarantee for the quality of the result. 

1.2 Photogrammetric and geodetic point determination have comparable 

characteristica. As an image represents a bundle of rays photogrammetry 

is a 3-dimensional and purely geometrical method using angular information 

only. Thus there is no separation of planimetry and height (as long as the 

bundle method is used) and no assumptions about the geoid are necessary. 

As a method for the densification of point fields it essentially depends 

on control points or at least some scale information, especially in close 

range applications. The feature of the image conserving the metrical in- 

formation may be a reason to prefer photogrammetry in deformation analysis, 

provided the relative precision of 3-10 ppm is sufficient. 

1.3 The underlying mathematical model in most cases simply is the per- 

spective relation between the image and the terrain points. The introduc- 

tion of additional unknowns, i.e. application of the so-called selfcali- 

bration technique, for the compensation of systematic errors is widely 

applied and has proven to be effective. It has leads to a rather good co- 

incidence between empirical results and theoretical prediction. This is 

astonishing, as the stochastical model is still oversimplified: In most 
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cases the photogrammetric observations are assumed to be uncorrelated 

and of equal precision. 

1.4 Though further refinements of the functional model by using differ- 

ent groups of parameters for each strip have lead to an increase of the 

precision, this approach is not satisfying, primarily because it is an 

ad hoc solution, which just argues analytically and does not reflect 

reality. But also the control of the stability of the system have caused 

serious problems demonstrating the imperfection of the attempt. 

On the other hand any refinement of the stochastical model has to cope 

with numerical difficulties, which however can only be a short termed ar- 

gument considering the future computer facilities. 

But in both cases the justification of further refinements require com- 

prehensive empirical tests which themselves have to be justified by the 

theoretically founded formulation of a group of competing hypothesis. 

1.5 This paper is supposed to discuss the possibilities of refining the 

mathematical model of photogrammetric point determination. Section 2 

gives a motivation, classifying the error sources within the photogram- 

metric measuring process with respect to the treatment in the mathemati- 

cal model. Based on the theoretical influence of systematic errors onto 

the adjustment result section 3 deals with limitations of the estimation 

procedures in order to check the necessity of establishing certain types 

of hypothesis. In section 4 some empirical results about the effect of 

refined models onto the accuracy are compiled, especially considering the 

duality of functional and stochastical models. These results are used in 

section 5 for the formulation of two equivalent refinements of the mathe- 

matical model. 

 

2. Error sources in photogrammetric point determination 

 

2.1 The photogrammetric measuring process consists of several distinct 

steps each being influenced by physical effects which disturb the ideal 

geometry of the "perspective" model. 

Table 1 lists the different stages and gives a classification of the type 

of error with respect to a possible subsequent refinement of the mathemati- 

cal model discriminating 

 - constant systematic errors 

 - variable systematic errors 
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 - correlations between different points 

 - correlations between the coordinates of one point 

 - variations of variance. 

 

Table 1: Classification of types of error sources 

 systematic 
errors correlation 

variance 
 const. var. global local 

object (point definition, illumination)  x  x x 

atmosphere (refraction)  x x x  

aeroplane (turbulence of atmosphere)  x x x  

objective (lens distortion) x (x)    

pressure plate (moving part) x x    

film (emulsion)   x x x 

image motion x   x x 

film development  x x x x 

copy  x x x  

measuring (comparator, contrast) x   x x 

corrections x x    

 

Without going into detail table 1 demonstrates that most of the errors 

are varying with time, at least cannot be treated as constant, lead to 

correlations and to variations of the variance. Main effects are caused by 

 - the difference between calibration and real disposition 

 - the influence of the atmosphere and the film development 

 - the instability of the instruments, especially the pressure 

   plate, which is the moving part in the camera. 

Of course one must keep in mind the absolute size of the variations being 

only a few micron, but significantly larger than the pure measuring error. 

2.2 Though most of the effects have been investigated (cf. the compre- 

hensive report by Schilcher, 1980) no general physical model is available. 

This is due to be difficulty to study the interaction of the different 

effects under realistic conditions and even if this would be possible 

the calibration had to be performed for each project, requiring a reduc- 

tion of the number of free parameters, which then scarcely would be sepa- 

rable. 

2.3 This is the reason why test field calibration only aims at the com- 

bined constant part of all possible effects. Up to a great extent this 

also holds for the selfcalibration technique. But this attempt without 

much additional field work can be extended towards a more general analy- 
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tical model for use in practice. The refinement does not necessarily have to 

reflect the physics of the photogrammetric process completely, but rather 

can be set up considering aspects of performance as numerical stability, 

ability to estimate parameters or to evaluate the result in a simple 

manner. Of course the actual reasons for the deviations from the ideal- 

ized model have to be investigated, e.g. in order to improve the in- 

struments. But the development of practical procedures has to be done 

independently. 

 

3. Theoretical considerations 

The possibilities of refining the mathematical model cover a great range 

of special alternatives. In order to get information, which extensions 

can be checked, e.g. by statistical means, and which type of hypothesis 

are not discernable we investigate the influence of errors in the mathe- 

matical model onto the result. Only those systematic errors are necessary 

to be modeled which really may distort the result. 

Notation: Small letters designate scalars and vectors, capital letters 
matrices, stochastical variables are underscored. Model errors are desig- 
nated with a ∇ (nabla) in front of the variable. 

3.1 Let the linearized model be given 

 l  =  A x + ε, ε  ~  N(O,Cεε) (1) 

with the observation vector l = (li), the design matrix A, the u unknowns 

x and the model errors ε. Their covariance matrix Cεε is assumed to be 

known. In order to compensate for systematic errors this model can be 

extended to the mixed model 

 l  =  A x + H s + ε, 

 ε  ~  N(0,Cεε), s  ~  N(so,Css). (2) 

The additional parameters s are treated as stochastical variables with an 

unknown mean so and a known covariance matrix Css. It is well known that 

this model has two equivalent formulations which can be used for practical 

parameter estimation. 

The first one is useful, if Cεε and Css are diagonal matrices: 

 l  =  A x + H so + H t + ε, ε  ~  N(0,Cεε) 

 0  =                              t + ε
t
, ε

t
~  N(0,Css). (3) 

The second one in general leads to a full covariance matrix of the obser- 

vations: 
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 l  =  A x + H so+ η, η  ~  N(0,Cεε+ H CssH'). (4) 

As all three formulations are statistically identical thus lead to the 

same results, it is possible to replace the extended functional model 

eq. (3) by an extended stochastical model eq. (4) and vice versa. 

Model eq. (3) is frequently used in photogrammetric block adjustment 

with so = 0; often the second group of observation equations is omitted 

treating the additional parameters as free unknowns. In some cases at 

least very low weights are given to these fictitious observations just 

in order to achieve a stable solution (cf. Kilpelä, 1980). 

We will now discuss the influence of not detected errors in the mathe- 

matical model onto the estimated unknowns x�, starting from the original 
model eq. (1). 

3.2 Systematic errors ∇l = H ∇s in the observations cause changes of 
the unknown x� 

 ∇x  =  (A'P A)-1A'P H ∇s  (5) 

with P = σ-2Cεε
-1. A scalar measure is 

 δ�2  =  ∇x'Cxx
-1 ∇x  =  ∇s' H'P A (A'P A)-1A'P H ∇s/σ2 (6) 

which describes the total deformation of the network (including orien- 

tation parameters). This deformation is zero only if A' P H = 0: 

   δ� (∇l)  =  0, ∇l  =  H ∇s  ⟷  A'P H  =  0    (7) 

thus if the parameters are orthogonal to the unknowns. 

3.3 Errors in the stochastical model do not influence the unbiased- 

ness of the estimate x�. But a wrong weight coefficient matrix 

 Q�  =  σ-2 C�  =  Q + ∇Q  =  Q + H ∇QssH' (8) 

leads to a change (∇Q<<Q, cf. Koch, 1980, p. 167) 

 ∇x  =  (A'P A)-1 A'P ∇Q P �I-A (A'P A)-1 A' P� l (9) 

in the estimates x�. The expectation E �∇x' Cxx
-1 ∇x� of the total deformation 

then results in 

 δ�2  =  E �∇x' Cxx
-1 ∇x�   =  trace(P ∇Q P Qll���� P ∇Q P Qvv) (10) 

with the weight coefficient matrices Qll����  =  A (A'P A)-1A' and Qvv = 
Q - Qll���� of the adjusted observations l�  =  A x� and the residuals v = 
l� - l resp.. 
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With ∇P  =  P ∇Q P, the vec operator, which maps a matrix into a vector 
and the Kronecker product ⨂, eq. (10) can be written as a quadratic form 

 δ�2  =  (vec∇P)'(Qll���� ⨂ Qvv) vec∇P (10a) 

If furthermore ∇P is a diagonal matrix this expression can be simplified 
using the Hadamard product A * B  =  �aij  bij� (cf. Pukelsheim, 1977) 

 δ�2  =  (diag∇P)' (Qll���� * Qvv)  diag∇P (10b) 

where ∇P is a vector only containing the diagonal elements of ∇P. 

Example: Starting from eq. (10b) with Q = I the low influence of single 

weight errors ∇pi onto the coordinates is proved, as in this case 

δ�i  =  �ri �1-ri� ∇pi  <  ∇pi/2, ri  =  (Qvv P)ii being the redundancy number 

of the observation li. 

From eq. (10) we now again derive conditions for δ� = 0 using the decompo- 
sition ∇Q  =  H ∇Qss H', which may be interpreted as a neglected set 
of additional stochastical parameters H s. The influence of errors in 

the covariance matrix onto the coordinates is zero if ∇Q P Qll����  =  0 or 
∇Q P Qvv  =  0. The interpretation of the second condition is simplified 
if we write the functional model in terms of condition equations, i.e. 

according to standard problem I in the terminology of Tienstra: U'l  =  w. 
Then U'A = 0 and Qvv  =  Q U (U' Q U)-1 U' Q. The conditions for δ� = 0 
then read as 

δ� (∇Q)  =  0, ∇Q  =  H ∇QssH'          ⟷ 1. A' P H = 0  or 
(11) 

 2. U' H   = 0 

This result already has been found by Rao (1967), here however it is derived 

from the general expression eq. (10). 

The conditions eq. (11) have a geometric meaning: Neglected stochastic 

parameters have no influence onto the estimation of x, if they are al- 

ready contained in the functional model as a linear combination either 

of the condition equations or of the parameters. This is because A' P H 

= 0 is equivalent to H  ∈  col(U) and U' H is equivalent to H  ∈  col(A), 
as A' U = 0 and the matrix (A U) has full rank. col(A) designates the 

column space of A. 

Example: The arithmetic mean is invariant with respect to (equal) 

correlations between the observations. Here A' = (1,1,...,1) = H', Q = I 

and Q�  =  I + ρ  �1-ρ� H H'⁄  and H  ∈  col(A). 
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The second condition eq. (11.2) could not be found for errors in the function- 

al model (cf. eq. (6)) as they would have lead to a singular normal equa- 

tion matrix. But practically additional parameters which are very similar 

to already existing ones do not deteriorate the result, if the solution 

is stable enough to avoid rounding errors. 

Thus eq. (11) gives complete conditions for additional parameters, fix and 

stochastical ones, to have no influence on the result. Additional parameters 

meeting these conditions then are not estimable in an extended model. The 

normal equation matrix (A H)' P (A' H') for x and so is singular. Moreover, 

if the covariance matrix Css is to be estimated, the equation system for 

the unknown variance components describing Css will be singular showing 

that the variance components are either not estimable or not discernable. 

The common conditions may form a basis for a joint evaluation of simultaneous 

refinements of the functional and the stochastical model. 

 

4. Empirical results 

The last section has provided some tools to evaluate possible extensions 

of the mathematical model. The following results of practical investigations 

want to show how far a mathematical model is able to represent reality and 

which further increase of the final accuracy one might expect. 

4.1 The first example deals with the bundle block adjustment of the test 

block Appenweier (Klein, 1980). Table 2 gives the estimated precision σ�o  = 
√v' P v / r of the image coordinates and the r.m.s. and the maximum errors at 
the 85 check points which were not used in the adjustment, both for single 

blocks with 20 % sidelap and for double blocks with 60 % sidelap. The ad- 

justment has been performed 1. without any refinement of the model, 2. with 

12 additional parameters common for all images of each block to compensate 

for systematic image errors and 3. with 12 parameters for each strip in order 

to consider possible differences of the deformations between the strips. 

Not determinable parameters were excluded to obtain a stable solution. We 

are only concerned with the planimetric results here. 

The table shows clearly: 

- The accuracy increases with increasing refinement of the model. This 

  proves that the additional parameters really compensate for varying 

  systematic errors. 

- The maximum errors significantly decrease in the single blocks, which 

  is of utmost importance for practical applications. 
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Table 2: Accuracy of bundle block adjustment Testblock Appenweier 
 scale 1 : 7 800, area 9.1 x 10.4 km2, estimated precision 
 of terrestrial control and check point coordinates 1.2 cm 

version 

single blocks 
(sidelap 20 %) 

double blocks 
(sidelap 60 %) 

σ�o μxy εmax 
μxy
σ�o

 σ�o μxy εmax 
μxy
σ�o

 

μm -   cm   - μm -   cm   - 

1  no parameters 3.0 5.7 42.9 2.4 3.6 3.4 10.4 1.2 

2  12 parameters 
   blockwise 

2.4 3.8 18.6 2.0 2.7 2.6  9.3 1.2 

3  12 parameters 
   stripwise 2.3 3.4 13.8 1.9 2.6 2.0  7.0 1.0 

μxy  =  �μx
2 + μy

2;  μx,μy  =  r.m.s.  residuals at 85 check points 

εmax = maximum residuals at check points 

 

- The results, though extremely good, are not quite in accordance with 

  theory as the ratio μxy(μm)  σ�o(μm)⁄  should be 0.9 for single and 0.6 for 

  double blocks. This discrepancy may be explained by neglections in the 

  mathematical model, neglected correlations between the image coordinates 

  and certainly also unrealistic assumptions about the precision of the 

  control and check points, which have an average precision of 1.2 cm. 

A plot of the parameter values (not shown here) reveals them to vary signifi- 

cantly from strip to strip. As there is no justification for this type of 

splitting the block with respect to the setup of the additional parameters 

the systematic errors of the individual images were investigated. 

4.2 The systematic errors of time series of up to 76 images were derived 

from flights with reseau cameras (Schroth, 1982). The deviations from the 

ideal reseau reflect the deformation of the film caused by film transport, 

pressure plate, film development, temperature, humidity during the measure- 

ment etc.. The time dependency of the deformations is described by the time 

series of 18 orthogonal parameters, namely the 6 parameters usually needed 

for the orientation and 12 additional parameters. Fig. 1 - 3 give some 

representative examples. 

The parameters significantly differ from zero. The mean value is given by 

a straight line. The dotted lines indicate the 3-fold standard deviation 

of the estimated parameter. Obviously the variation of the parameters cannot 

be explained by random errors only. 

Also the type of the time series varies. Most of the time series show no 

correlation between the images (cf. fig. 1). Some time series seem to have 
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Fig. 1  Standardized values of parameter p12 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

      Fig. 2  Standardized values           Fig. 3  Standardized values 
              of parameter p5                       of parameter p8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

   Fig. 4  Autocorrelation function       Fig. 5  Autocorrelation function 
           of time series fig. 1                  of time series fig. 3 
 
 
(from Schroth, 1982) 
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a trend which cannot be described by a constant value (cf. fig. 2). Some time 

series show rather large correlations between the parameters of adjacent 

images (cf. fig. 3). The autocorrelation functions of the time series fig. 1 

and 3 are given in fig. 4 and 5. The autocorrelation function fig. 5 can 

be approximated by an exponential function exp(-c.Lag), being characteristic 

for a discrete 1st order Markov-process. 

This investigations shows that the additional parameters may be modelled as 

stochastic variables. 

Also time series for the variation of the scale of the images have been ob- 

tained showing high variations, which mainly are caused by the humidity 

during the measuring process. But this parameter only has to be modelled 

if geodetic measurements (e.g. with inertial systems) are used to get infor- 

mation about the position of the camera platform. Otherwise scale variations 

are absorbed by the z-coordinate of the projection centre. Thus the scale 

parameter of an image is fulfilling one of the conditions eq. (11), name- 

ly (11.2). 

4.3 In section 3 it was shown, that the refinement of the mathematical 

model can be achieved by either extending the functional or the stochas- 

tical model. Of course one can also think of mixtures. Schilcher (1980) has 

proved this empirically. 

He analysed 120 images taken with two different cameras, a wide angle and 

a super wide angle camera, flown over the test field Rheidt. He distin- 

guished 3 functional models of different quality shown in table 3. 

A is the most simple, C the most refined functional model. 

Table 3 Theoretical precision of checkpoints for different functional 
 and stochastical models (after Schilcher (1908)). 

 model  

 A B C C'  
a priori corrections: 
   lens distortion, earth curvature, refraction no yes yes yes  

systematic errors common to all images no no yes yes  

covariance matrix C�A C�B C�C l.σ�o
2  

precision wide angle 3.7 3.8 3.7 4.3 μm 

precision super wide angle 6.7 5.5 5.1 5.8 μm 

 

From the residuals after a spatial resection he estimates covariance matri- 

ces C�A, C�B and C�C. The theoretical precision of check points in terms of 

standard errors are derived by error propagation for the different levels 
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of the functional model and the corresponding estimated covariance matri- 

ces. For the most refined functional model C also the results using a diag- 

onal matrix C  =  l σ�o
2 are given. 

The standard errors for the first three models confirm that the neglections 

caused by a very simple functional model can be compensated by a refined 

stochastical model and vice verca. The coincidence of the standard devia- 

tions for the wide angle camera can be said to be excellent. The moderate 

deviations of the values for the super wide angle between the models A and B 

can be explained by the large constant a priori corrections. Their neglec- 

tion can not be fully compensated by an appropriate covariance matrix. 

In this case the assumption for the equivalence of the models eq. (3) and 

(4), namely the variability of the parameters, is not met. 

The model C' using an extended functional model and an oversimplified sto- 

chastical model obviously gives worse results, again demonstrating that 

the introduction of constant common parameters leaves significant correla- 

tions between the observations. 

The investigation clearly shows that the freedom of choosing between a refined 

functional and a refined stochastical model is not only a theoretical 

statement but can be realized leading to a further increase of the final 

accuracy. 

 

5. A refined mathematical model for photogrammetric point determination 

5.1 The structure of the photogrammetric measuring process and the empir- 

ical results suggest to treat the images as a time series, whose defor- 

mations may be modelled by a Markov-process. 

The deformations thus can be described by the following 1st order auto- 

regressive scheme 

t
1

  =                  η1, η1  ∼  N (0,Css) 
(12) 

t
k

  =  a t
k-1

+ ηk, ηk  ∼  N �0,�1-a2� Css�, |a| ≤ 1, k ≥ 2 

 

The parameter vector t1 is the starting point. The parameter a controls 

the degree of correlation between the parameters tk and tk' of different 

images k and k', being a|k-k'|. Thus if a = 1 all parameters are equal 

(ηk = 0), whereas if a = 0 the parameters are independent. 

The stochastic process is observed by measuring the coordinates, contained 

in the vector lk for each image: 
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 l
k

  =  Ak x + Uk to + Uk t
k

 + ε
k
,   ε

k
 ∼  N �0,Cll

(k)� . (13) 

The unknown parameters x contain the coordinates of the new points and the 

orientation parameters of each image, to is a constant vector of additional 

parameters describing the mean deformation of the images. 

5.2 This mixed model eqs. (12) and (13) has a similar structure as eq. (2). 

Thus a first way to estimate the unknowns x and tk (k = (0,1,...) is solving 

the equation system (cf. eq. (3)) 

l
k

  =  Ak x + Uk to + Uk tk + ε
k
, ε

k
  ∼  N �0,Cll

(k)� (14a) 

0
1

  =                                  -t1 + η1, η1  ∼  N (0,Css) (14b) 

0
k

  =                      a tk-1-tk + ηk, ηk  ∼  N �0,�1-a2� Css� (14c) 

 

using least squares. Eliminating tk from eqs. (14b) and (14c) leads to the 

equivalent model (assuming Cov �ε
k
,ε

k'
�, cf. eq. (4)). 

l
k

  =  Ak x + Uk to + ξk, 
(15) 

V �ξk�   =  Cll
(k) + Uk Css U'k ,   Cov �ξk,ξk'�   =  Uk Css U'k' a|k-k'| 

 

Both forms of the refinement have their advantages: 

The extension eq. (14) of the functional model is favourable in large 

systems, especially in cases with high point density in the images. The 

number of parameters increases roughly proportional to the number of 

images. The banded structure of the normal equation system can be pre- 

served. Main advantages is the ease of evaluation the extension, e.g. by 

testing the η�k. Estimating the parameter a is simple, estimating the 
covariance matrix Css is feasible. The reduction of the normal equations 

onto the orientation and additional parameters easily is possible, if the 

observations can be treated uncorrelated, at least if no correlations be- 

tween points can be assumed. 

Otherwise an extension of the functional model is unavoidable. This espe- 

cially holds if local film distortions or similar effects cause corre- 

lations between points over short (< 1 cm) distances within an image. 

These deformations can not be compensated extending the functional model 

but rather have to be described by covariance functions. Thus Cll
(k) may be 

split into two additive components representing measuring errors and local 

film distortions. Refining the stochastical model so has the advantage of 

allowing all kinds of correlations without increasing the numerical effort. 
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5.3 Though the proposed extension of the mathematical model for photo- 

grammetric point determination could be motivated by the results of quite 

a number of experiments several problems are open for future investigations: 

1. Empirical tests with extended models (eqs. (14) and (15)) have to prove 

the efficiency of the refinement. Special effort has to be layed upon the 

question whether the compensation of local distortions really leads to a 

significant increase of the final accuracy. 

2. The numerical effort for the adjustment which is heavily increased by the 

proposed extensions has to be limited. Therefore it seems necessary 

  - to find an optimal set of additional parameters which is at the same 

    time as small as possible, 

  - to find a strategy for a stepwise refinement of the mathematical model, 

    if that is of any advantages and 

  - to compare the numerical properties of the two approaches eq. (14) and 

    (15) with respect to computing time and stability of the system. 

3. The increase of unknown parameters may weaken the whole system if the 

geometry of the block is not chosen properly. Therefore the quality of the 

result has at least to be checked. These checks should be as efficient and 

at the same time simple as possible and may be used to give recommendations 

for the design of blocks with the aim to reach a high reliability of the 

result. 

It can be hoped that these investigations will lead to a further increase of 

the accuracy of photogrammetric point determination. 
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DATA-SNOOPING IN CONTROL NETWORKS 

 

Henk DE HEUS 

Delft, Netherlands 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, the testing of observations according to the B-method is 
explained. Attention is paid to the reliability achieved by this way of 
data-snooping and the possible influence of non-detected errors. 
The choice of the testing parameters is discussed. Finally the practical 
application of the testing procedure is discussed and illustrated by some 
examples. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Testing should be an essential part in any dataprocessing procedure of 

geodetic observations, provided that we are not only interested in the 

numbers of the resulting qualities (often adjusted coordinates), but in 

their quality as well. This quality is not only given by the precision, as 

described in the variance-covariance matrix, for the precision indicates 

the possible variations in the results, provided that the assumptions about 

the stochastic and mathematical model for the observations (the so-called 

null-hypothesis) are valid. If not, when for instance standard deviations 

of observations are adopted wrongly, or because of gross errors in the 

observations, the results can differ much more than the variations allowed 

by the precision. That is why reliability, describing the possibilities to 

detect gross errors by testing and the influence of non-detected errors on 

the results is at least as important as precision is. 

Later in this paper it will be discussed how to describe and characterize 

the reliability. 

We now first turn to the testing procedure, for the possibility to detect 

gross-errors depends on the applied tests. In the extreme case where no 

tests are carried out one cannot detect any error at all and reliability 

is even imaginary. 

 

2. Tests 

The aim of testing is to check the null-hypothesis Ho: 

- the chosen variance-covariance matrix of the observations describes the 

  real stochastic deviations of the observations, 
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- the mathematical model gives a right description of the relations between 

  the observations (and unknowns), 

- there are no gross errors made in the observations. 

The common test to check these assumptions is: 

E
σ2

  ≤  χ1-α;b2  

or 

σ�2

σ2
  =  

E
b σ2

  ≤  F1-α;b,∞ 

where: 

E: shifting variate from the least-squares adjustment 

σ2: a priori variance factor 

σ�2: a posteriori variance factor 

b: number of condition equations (degrees of freedom) 

χ1-α;b
2 : critical value of the χ2-probability distribution 

F1-α;b,∞: critical value of the F-probability distribution 

α: probability Ho will be rejected wrongly 

 

In case the test variate is smaller than the critical value, the null- 

hypothesis is accepted and testing is ready. If not, the null-hypothesis 

is rejected and one has to find the cause of the rejection and errors in 

observations or assumptions have to be improved. 

In the latter case there is always a (small) probability α the null- 

hypothesis is wrongly rejected. On the other hand, accepting the null- 

hypothesis does not necessarily mean all assumptions in the null-hypothesis 

are right. The corrections of the observations just do not indicate the 

null-hypothesis is wrong, but, in spite of this, depending on the power of 

the test, there might still be something wrong (for instance some errors 

in the observations). Because the null-hypothesis then should be rejected, 

this is a wrong decision too. 

With respect to the quality of the network it is interesting to know how 

large possible non-detected errors might be. We now assume such an error 

can be denoted by a so-called alternative hypothesis Hap as: 

Hap :  ∇ p~l  =  cp⋅∇p 

The vector of errors in the observations   ∇ p~l is supposed to be expressed 

by a chosen vector cp and a scale-parameter ∇p; for instance: cp contains 
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the coefficients of a (linearized) refraction model, or, assuming one 

observation is wrong, cp is an unit-vector. 

By assuming a value for ∇p, a particular error according to the alternative 

hypothesis Hap is assumed. 

Let the influence of such an error on the shifting variate be λp. Then the 

testing variate σ�2 σ2⁄  now has a non-central F-probability distribution 

F(λ),b,∞ with expectation E � σ�2 σ2|Hap� �   =  1 +  λp b⁄ . 

 

 
 

Testing σ�2 σ2⁄  now has a probability β (the power of the test) to reject 

the null-hypothesis, which would be the right decision, but also a 

probability 1- β that the null-hypothesis is accepted, although the error 

is made. 

A good reliability requires a β as large as possible. An alternative, more 

common way to describe the reliability starts with the choice of a fixed 

power β, typically 0.80. In this way for each alternative hypothesis Hap 

the influence on the shifting variate is fixed at λ, to be computed from 

λ  =  λ (α,β,b,∞) 

and the corresponding error   ∇ p~l can be computed: 

∇ p
 ~l  =  cp�

λ
Np
 

Np  =  cpT⋅Qll
-1⋅�Qll-Ql�l��⋅Qll

-1⋅cp 

Qll = P-1: covariance matrix of the observations 

Ql�l�: covariance matrix of the least squares estimates of 

 the observations 
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This value, of the error that will be detected with probability β by the 

test, is called marginally detectable error or boundary value. The smaller 

the marginally detectable error, the better the reliability according to 

an alternative hypothesis. 

 

Let us now return to the case the null-hypothesis is rejected. For the 

above mentioned boundary values are only meaningful provided that the test 

variate is accepted, we have to find the error(s) and make the null- 

hypothesis accepted to get a workable description of the reliability. 

 

In case a specific alternative hypothesis Hap is true the most sensitive 

test variate in testing that hypothesis is: 

wp  =  
1

σ �Np
 cpT⋅P⋅v 

with a standard normal probability distribution. 

wp can be seen as the projection of the shifting variate E on the direction 

according to the alternative hypothesis in the yρ-condition subspace. 

 

 

 

wp is to be tested as follows: 

If �wp�≤�F1-α0;1,∞ then reject Hap 

  else accept Hap 

This w-test now can be used to select erroneous observations by testing the 

group of so-called conventional alternative hypotheses. This testing 

procedure is called "data-snooping" and is realized by ci' = δi'. The 

c-vector in the alternative hypothesis is a unit vector δi' successively 

corresponding to each observation li'. 
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In case the observations are not correlated the test-variate wi according 

to a conventional alternative hypothesis becomes simply: 

wi=
vi
σvi

 

the correction of the observation divided by its standard deviation. 

 

Data-snooping is a special application of the more general w-test. More 

complicated alternative hypothesis can be tested, by a w-test variate, 

although in practice it is often difficult to specify other alternative 

hypothesis (to chose the c-vector), especially when the assumption in the 

null-hypothesis are formulated carefully. 

In general one needs external indications about the probability a particular 

alternative hypothesis will occur, for instance geophysical assumptions about 

possible deformations. Then these assumptions, translated in an alternative 

hypothesis (c-vector), can be tested from the deformation measurements 

using the w-test variate. 

 

Just like the σ�2/σ2-test variate, the wp-test variate can be smaller than 

the critical value, although an error as formulated by the alternative 

hypothesis Hap has been made. 

 

 
 

After the choice of the power β, the boundary value for such an error can 

be computed again from 

∇ p~ l  =  cp �
λ
Np
 

where in this case λ is determined by the testing parameters αo and β 

used in the w-test from: 

λ  =  λ(αo, β, 1, ∞) 
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Because the w-test is a one-dimensional test the difference with the λ 

according to the σ�2-test is the value 1 in the λ -function instead of the 

value b for the b-dimensional σ�2-test. 

 

 

3. B-method of testing 

The σ�2-test and the wp-test are not necessarily of equal power in testing 

an alternative hypothesis Hap. The boundary value of each test depends on 

the values of the testing parameters α and β used in the tests. 

In the B-method of testing both tests are related to each other by a 

special choice of their testing parameters: 

λo  =  λ (αo, βo, 1, ∞)  =  (α, βo, b, ∞) 

      <w-test>      <σ�2-test> 

This choice of equal values for λ and β in both tests means that a 

certain error is detected with the same probability both by the σ�2-test as 

the wp-test on that alternative hypothesis. In other words: both tests lead 

to the same reliability, the same boundary values: 

∇p,o
   ~  l  =  cp �

λo
Np
 

This choice leads in principle to a very simple testing procedure: 

First the σ�2-test is carried out. If Ho is accepted, no further tests are 

necessary and the reliability for any alternative hypothesis is given by 

∇p,o
   ~  l. Only in case Ho is rejected the data-snooping procedure is carried 

out to detect an error in one or more observations. 

 

The consequence of connecting both types of tests according to 

λo  =  λ (αo, βo, 1, ∞)  =  λ (α, βo, b, ∞) 

is that after the choice of αo and βo (usually αo = 0.001 and βo = 0.80) 

the value α of the σ�2-test computed from this formula increases with the 

number of condition equations b. In larger adjustments (b large) this may 

lead to an unworkable large value for α, for the probability Ho is 

wrongly rejected should not be too large. In that case the adjustment and 

the testing procedure should be carried out in steps. 
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4. Measures for the reliability 

In the previous section is already explained that application of the 

B-method of testing leads to the same reliability for both types of tests, 

expressed by the boundary value 

∇p,o
   ~  l  =  cp �

λo
Np
 

for any alternative hypothesis Hap. 

However, it is possible to suppose an unlimited number of alternative 

hypotheses. Therefore, one should agree upon which alternative hypotheses 

are used to describe the reliability. Baarda suggested a convention, 
namely to characterize the reliability of each network by the reliability 

of the conventional alternative hypotheses used in the data-snooping (this 

explains the name conventional alternative hypotheses). In this way 

reliability is defined in a clear and workable way. 

 

The boundary values are called "internal reliability", expressing the size 

of the error in an observation that can be detected with probability β by 

testing. Since the final results of the data processing are not the 

observations, but derived quantities, it is interesting to know how the 

final results are influenced by possible non-detected errors: the "external 

reliability". 

Let those final results (specific functions for special purpose networks, 

and coordinates in control networks) be denoted by X. Then, if X is 

derived from the observations l by 

X = F.l 

the influence on X of an undetected error with the size of the boundary 

value is computed from 

∇p,o
   ~  X  =  F.∇p,o

   ~  l 

In case X stands for coordinates the vectors ∇p,o
   ~  X can be visualized as in 

the picture on the next page is done for a small triangulation network. 

 

The interpretation of those vectors ∇p,o
   ~  X is rather difficult. Besides the 

fact that one gets such a vector for each alternative hypothesis (= each 

observation), the vectors are depending on the coordinate definition (the 

S-system) too, as illustrated in the pictures. 
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Therefore the norm λp,o of the vector ∇p,o
   ~  X is introduced as a measure for 

the external reliability according to an alternative hypothesis Hap: 

λp,o  =  ∇p,o
   ~  XT . Qxx

-1 . ∇p,o
   ~  X 

In this way the external reliability for each alternative hypothesis is 

characterized by one number, which is independent of the coordinate 

definition. 

 

To have a criterion for the value λp,o the next relation may be helpful: 

∇p,o
   ~ F  ≤  � λp,o . σF 

which means: the influence of a possible undetected error with size ∇p,o
   ~  l 

Hap on any function F of X is smaller than � λp,o times the standard 

deviation of that function. In other words: �λ is the ratio between 

reliability and precision. For instance, when the standard ellipses are 

multiplied by �λ one gets the areas to which the influence of possible 

non-detected errors on the coordinates is restricted (with power β). 

 

For general purpose networks one would like to have a homogeneous 

reliability, that means, values of � λp,o as equal as possible. In that 

case the reliability of the whole network can be characterized by the 
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largest � λp,o-value, denoted by � λo. The following examples give an 

impression of the reliability of several networks, expressed by the � λp,o- 

values resulting from the boundary values of the observations. 
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5. On the choice of the testing parameters 

α gives the probability to reject the null-hypothesis, although it is 

valid. The consequence of such a wrong conclusion is that one needlessly 

tries to find a cause and fruitlessly spends money for instance by 

thinking what might be wrong and by remeasuring some observations. Since 

in addition, this may result in a decreasing trust in the testing procedure 

applied, α should be small. 

But a smaller α, results in a larger value of λ, and consequently in 

larger boundary values; that means, larger errors, which have a probability 

1-β to remain undetected. There seems to be evidence that about 1 in every 

100 observations could be erroneous. Because of the distribution of the 

size of the errors less than 1 in every 1000 observations is expected still 

to contain an undetected error of the size of about the boundary value or 

smaller, after the testing procedure has been carried out. Although this 

indeed very rough estimate gives a rather small probability for undetected 

errors, they may cause enormous costs afterwards when they are detected 

later. 
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Beside by increasing α, the boundary values can be lowered by 

strengthening the network, by which of course the design and measurements 

of the network get more expensive, too. 

So there are three influences on the costs of a network in optimizing the 

reliability: 

- because of wrongly rejecting the null-hypothesis 

- because of undetected errors which may cause trouble in the future 

- because of strengthening the network 

for which an optimum has to be found. 

Theoretically such a problem can be solved, but application in practice is 

not easy, mainly due to the very difficult estimation of the costs of non- 

detected errors. 

In The Netherlands, for 15 years, a value α0 = 0.001 is applied in the data- 

snooping. From this experience this choice seems to be workable. It means 

one false rejection in every 1000 observations tested. Since in practice, 

as mentioned before, for different reasons about 10 in every 1000 

observations seems to be wrong, the trust in this testing procedure is very 

large. 

In special purpose networks the optimization of the reliability is often 

easier. The costs of for instance a bridge not fitting the piers are easier 

to calculate and one only has to concentrate on the reliability of one 

quantity, in this example the distance between the two piers. 

 

The choice of the power β0 is of less interest, it is only fixing a power- 

level to judge the boundary values. About always the value β0 = 0.80 is 

chosen, following statistical convention. A larger power leads to larger 

boundary values according the known relation 

λ  =  λ (α, β, 1, ∞) 

but in fact the reliability is not really different. 

 

Actually, the curve of the relation between β and λ in the picture below is 

fixed by one point at β = 0.80 and boundary values for other values of the 

power β can easily be computed. 
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6. Practical application of the B-method of testing 

The practical application of the testing procedure is described on the 

flow-chart on page 223. 

If the σ�2-test and one or more wi-tests from the data-snooping are 

rejected the w-quantities have to be interpreted to decide which 

observations have to be remeasured. In almost all cases the largest wi- 

value corresponds to the observation with the largest errors. However, 

because of the correlation between the w-quantities, interpretation can be 

difficult in case there are more errors and in case of very large errors. 

Then location of errors is easier in combination with testing the 

misclosures of the condition equations: Observations in accepted condition 

equations are considered to be right. After remeasuring the testing 

procedure should be repeated to be sure Ho is accepted now. 

In case no measuring errors in the observations can be found the question 

arises whether other, special alternative hypotheses should be tested: 

influences of refraction, a wrong or too much simplified mathematical 

model, systematical errors in the observations and so on. For instance, 

when a part of the second order triangulation of The Netherlands was 

adjusted, all wi-quantities were accepted, but the σ�
2-test was definitely 

rejected, because of not talking into account the curvature of the earth in 

the mathematical model. 

If not, the mathematical model is probably right and the stochastical model 

is still to be checked: the level of the standard deviations of the several 

kinds of observations, neglected correlations and so on. Variance-analyses 

provide several tests to check the validity of the used stochastical model. 

If the stochastical model is considered to be right too, the only 

conclusion left reads: Ho is probably wrongly rejected. 
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QUALITY RELATED PROBLEMS OF DENSIFICATION NETWORKS 

 

Henk DE HEUS 

Delft, Netherlands 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
The paper describes how the precision of networks can be judged by using a 
criterion matrix. In addition, a measure for the reliability of a network 
is introduced. 
The practical application of these theories is shown by some examples. Some 
practical rules are given for the planning of networks of acceptable 
quality. The last part of the paper deals with the connection of free net- 
works to fixed points with known coordinates, and the implications for 
precision and reliability. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

By "quality of a network" is indicated how well the coordinates of the net- 

work are estimated, in other words: the possible size of the differences in 

the coordinates in case the network would be measured and calculated a 

second time. 

There are two reasons for different results: 

First, the observations, from which the coordinates are computed, are 

stochastic quantities. Therefore, the coordinates are stochastic quantities, 
too. Their (normal) probability distribution, as described by their 

variance-covariance matrix indicates the possible variations around the 

estimated values of the coordinates (confidence regions). The possible 

variation because of the stochastic properties of the coordinates is 

called precision of the network. 
The second reason for possible different results is a wrong assumption of 

the null-hypothesis Ho. The assumptions about the stochastical and mathe- 

matical model of the observations in Ho have to be realistic, otherwise one 

gets wrong results or coordinates. 

To check Ho a testing procedure has to be carried out. Then the power of 

the tests applied can be expressed by means of marginally detectable errors 

and their influence on the coordinates. The possible differences because of 

measuring errors and other wrong assumptions in Ho are called reliability 
of the network. So "quality" implies both the precision and the reliability 

of the network. 
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The reliability has already been treated in my paper: "Data-snooping in 

Control Networks". So in this paper we will mainly restrict ourself to the 

precision of a network. 

 

 

2. The precision of coordinates 

The precision of the coordinates depends on the precision of the 

observations and the way the coordinates are derived from those observations. 

If the variance-covariance matrix of the observations is denoted by: 

Qll  =  P-1 

and the coordinates X are calculated from the observations as: 

X  =  ⋀ l 

the corresponding variance-covariance matrix of the coordinates follows 

from the law of propagation of covariances: 

QXX  =  ∧ Qll ∧T 

In case the coordinates result from a least-squares adjustment 

�∧  =  �ATPA�
-1
ATP� the estimators X are the Best Linear Unbiased Estimators 

(BLUE), which means that the estimators X have the best possible precision. 

However, for any ∧, expressing a linear unbiased estimator X of the 

coordinates, the precision of the coordinates can be calculated from the 

above formula, although such estimators give approximate solutions for the 

coordinates. 

 

Since location, orientation (and scale) of the coordinate system cannot be 

estimated from the observations, we can only calculate coordinates in a so- 

called S-system, which defines the above properties of the coordinate 

system. The coordinate system can be tied up to the network for instance 

by assuming the coordinates of two points non-stochastic. Then location, 

orientation and scale of the coordinate system are fixed by the approximate 

values of the coordinates of those two points Pr and Ps. The stochastic 

properties of the coordinates of a point Pi are in this case completely 

determined by the precision of the angle αsri and the length-ratio vsri 

which can be derived from the observations (picture on the next page). 

In case coordinates are calculated as the minimum norm solution of the 

least-squares adjustment implicitly as S-system is chosen as well. The 

minimum norm solution can be interpreted as a fixation of the coordinate 
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system by means of a Helmert transformation of the (adjusted) network to 

the approximated values of the coordinates of all points of the network. 
The relation between this type of coordinate-quantities and the estimable 

angles and length-ratios of the network is now more complicated. On the 

other hand the precision of the coordinates seems to be better (on the 

average the standard ellipses are smaller). However, in any S-system angles 

and length-ratios derived from the coordinates have the same precision, so 

in fact the precision of the network is the same in any S-system. 

Because of their dependence on the (arbitrary) S-system standard ellipses 

are very hard to be used for examining the precision of a network. Anyway, 

in no S-system it is justified to use a fixed criterion value for the 

standard ellipses. 

  
3. Criterion matrix 

A better way to examine the precision of a network is by comparing the 

variance-covariance matrix of the coordinates with a criterion matrix. 

In case of general purpose networks such a criterion matrix should meet the 

following demands: 

a. point standard ellipses and relative standard ellipses are circles. 

b. the relative precision between two points is equal in all directions, or 

   the covariance function dij
2  only depends on the distance between the 

   points: dij
2   =  f �lij�. 

c. the criterion matrix is defined in the same S-system as the variance- 

   covariance matrix of the coordinates is. Otherwise different functions 

   of the angles and length-ratios would be compared. 

In a kind of "absolute" system the following criterion matrix meets the 

demands a and b. 
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 xi xj xr xs yi yj yr ys 

xi d2 d2-dij
2  d2-dir

2  d2-dis
2  

0 

xj d2-dji
2  d2 d2-djr

2  d2-djs
2  

xr d2-dri
2  d2-drj

2  d2 d2-drs
2  

xs d2-dsi
2  d2-dsj

2  d2-dsr
2  d2 

yi 

0 same submatrix 
as left upper part 

yj 

yr 

ys 

 

To meet demand c, an S-transformation has to be carried out. d2 is only a 

nuisance-parameter: by the S-transformation d2 disappears from the 

formulas. 

For a much more elegant derivation is referred to W. Baarda: "S-Trans- 

formations and Criterion Matrices". 
 

As Baarda has shown in his Sopron paper the above matrix corresponds to a 

special case of the Taylor Karmann structure, introduced by E. Grafarend, 

namely the so-called chaotic structure. This restriction is necessary to 

get circular standard ellipses. 

In The Netherlands the covariance function is chosen as: 

dij
2   =  c.lij 

K. Borre and P. Meissl have shown that dij
2  should be a logarithmic function 

of lij, but in practical applications the linear function has proven to be 

an acceptable simplification. 

The criterion matrix can be used in two ways: 

1. In case from the aim of the network a criterion value for c can be 

   deducted the precision of the network can be compared with the precision 

   demanded by the criterion matrix. 

2. In case no criterion value for c is given one can determine the value c 

   for which the criterion matrix gives a good representation of the 

   precision of the network. Then, in the future, the real variance- 

   covariance matrix of the coordinates can be replaced by this artificial 

   matrix, for which only one parameter c has to be stored. 
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To give an idea of the meaning of a particular value c the following 

approximation might be helpful: the relative precision of two neighbouring 

points is roughly given (in cm) by �2.c.lij (km). 

 

 

4. Examination of the precision 

A first possibility to examine the precision of a network could be to 

compare the standard ellipses with the criterion circles computed from the 

criterion matrix. Although one can get a fair impression of the precision 

in this way, such a comparison is still depending on the S-system used, 

as is shown clearly in the two pictures on the next page. In the first 

example all standard ellipses are smaller than the criterion circles, but 

in the second some standard ellipses are too large. 

The cause of these different results in examining the precision in this 

ways is, that in different S-systems different functions of the co- 

ordinates are examined. As explained in section 2 the point standard ellipse 

of for instance point 11 in the first example expressed the precision of 

α21,17,11 and v21,17,11 of which the precision seems to be acceptable, but 

the same standard ellipse in the second example gives the precision of 

α3,21,11 and v3,21,11 and these functions of the coordinates do not seem to 

meet the demands. 

Because by examining standard ellipses only a limited number of functions of 

the coordinates are considered, only a rough impression of the precision of 

the network can be gathered. 

 

To make any arbitrary function of the coordinates meet the criterion the 

following inequality should be valid: 

∧ Q ∧T  ≤  ∧ H ∧T 

Q: variance-covariance matrix of the coordinates 

H: artificial criterion matrix 

∧: vector of coefficients of an arbitrary linear(ized) function of the 

   coordinates 

This inequality can be written as 

∧ (Q-H) ∧T  ≤  0 

This means that the matrix (Q-H) must be negative semi-definite, which is 

true if all eigenvalues of the general eigenvalue problem 

| Q - λH |  =  0 
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are less than or equal to 1, so the largest eigenvalue 

λmax  ≤  1 

In case no criterion is given we can use the same eigenvalue problem to 

determine the matrix H, which is suitable to indicate and replace the 

precision given by the variance-covariance matrix Q. We just calculate 

λmax of the eigenvalue problem with an arbitrary value c' in H and then we 

should choose the value c = λmax.c' in the covariance function to get a 

largest eigenvalue equal to 1. 

 

From many experiments in schematic triangulation and polygon networks the 

following functional relationship for not too oblong networks is deducted: 

c  ≅  k σ2  
m-b
m

 (n-2)q 

m: number of observations 

b: number of condition equations 

n: number of points in the network 

σ2: a priori covariance factor 

k,q: parameters, depending on the type of network. 

 

On logarithmic coordinate paper this relationship is represented by a 

straight line, as shown in the figure below. 

 

 
 

Now the precision of practical networks can be computed with the precision 

of a schematic network. The calculated value c results in a point P, which 

should not be situated too much above the "ideal" line. 

In case a value c is considered to be too large, the design of the network 

should be improved. 
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Then an indication of the weakest part of the network is given by the 

largest component of the eigen vector belonging to the largest eigenvalue 

(c). But, since the components of the eigen vector are depending on the 

chosen S-system, practical application is rather difficult. 

A better way to locate parts of the network to be improved, is to calculate 

the value c of partial networks from the eigenvalue-problem of the 

corresponding part of the variance-covariance matrix. In this way the 

precision of parts of the network can be examined, provided that the 

S-system is defined only by points in that part of the network. If 

necessary, a S-transformation of the variance-covariance matrix has to be 

carried out. 

The value c of each examined partial network is represented by a point in 

the figure as shown in the following example. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The plotted points should fluctuate around a line parallel to the ideal 

line and points situated too far to the upper side correspond to weak 

partial networks. In the example 1 indicates the weak relative precision 

between the two neighbouring, not connected points in the polygon concerned 

and 2 a weak intersection of the given point. When these two parts of the 

network are improved the value c of the whole network (*) will be smaller 

and all points will fairly well lie on a straight line. 

Then the precision of the network can be considered to be homogeneous and 

the level of the precision is given by the position of the line. 
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5. Quality of densification networks 

In view of a sharp detection of measuring errors by the testing procedure 

it is preferable to carry out the adjustment of densification networks in 

two steps. 
Then possible errors in the observations can be well detected in the free 

network (the first step), because the mathematical and stochastical model 

of the free network are well defined; in case no phase-adjustment would be 

carried out, this data-snooping could be troubled because of possible 

complicated distortions of the given points and the generally only roughly 

known variance-covariance matrix of the given coordinates. 

In the second phase the free network is linked up to the given points and 

only the coordinates of the given points are still to be tested. 

The quality of the free network can be examined by the measure �λ for the 

reliability and c for the precision as explained in the previous section 

and in my paper "Data-snooping in Control Networks". 

When both the coordinates of the free network and the given coordinates 

are defined in the same S-system the second phase of the adjustment can be 

carried out, if the variance-covariance matrix of the given coordinates is 

available or replaced by an artificial matrix as discussed in section 3. 

Denoting: 

Xg
1:  given coordinates outside the network 

Xg
2:  given coordinates inside the network 

Xf
2:  coordinates of the given points in the free network 

Xf
3:  coordinates of the new points in the free network 

 

and their corresponding covariance matrix as 

 

 

  

  Xg
1 Xg

2 Xf
2 Xf

3  

Qg:  artificial matrix 

Qf:  variance-covariance 

 matrix of the free 

 network 

 Xg
1 Qg

11 Qg
12    

 Xg
2 Qg

21 Qg
22    

 Xf
2   Qf

22 Qf
23  

 Xf
3   Qf

32 Qf
33  

 

Then the least-squares coordinates are calculated as: 
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⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

  �Qg
22+ Qf

22�
-1

 �Xg
2-Xf

2� 

But, this least-squares adjustment to link up the free network to the given 

points causes corrections, not only to the given coordinates Xg
2 used, but 

to the correlated known points outside the network Xg
1 as well, which is very 

unpractical. So, there is a great practical advantage in keeping the 

coordinates of the given points fixed. 

Then the effect of not correcting the given coordinates should be evenly 

distributed over the network by a "least-squares interpolation" of the 

free network between the given points. Coordinates according to such an 

interpolation can be computed using the algorithm of the least-squares 

adjustment, assuming the given coordinates not stochastical �Qg = Q�. 

This results in the following formula to calculate the coordinates: 

X�
1

  =  Xg
1 

X�
2

  =  Xg
2 

X�
3

  =  Xf
3 + Qf

32 Qf
22-1�Xg

2-Xf
2� 

By applying the law of propagation of covariances to this formula, using 

the correct covariance matrix Qg of Xg the variance-covariance matrix 

Qx�x� of the estimators X� of the interpolated coordinates is derived. 

Then the precision of the network can be examined in exactly the same way 

as indicated in the previous section. Beside the precision of the partial 

networks the relative precision between the points X3 of the network and 

given points X1 outside the network has to be examined. The latter can be 

done by judging the difference between the value c of the covariance matrix 

of the network and the value c of the covariance matrix of the network 

including a given point outside the network as illustrated in the following 

example (picture on the next page). 

Including point 1 hardly influences the c-value, but including point 2 

clearly does and disturbs the homogeneity of the precision. In this example 

the designed network has to be improved by including point 2 in the network 

(for instance by intersection of point 2) or by enlarging the distance 

between point 2 and the network. 
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The reliability of the network after linking up the free network to the 

known points can be described again by the measure �λ. The influence ∇� X� of 

marginally detectable errors on the coordinates X� can be derived from the 

formula to calculate X� on the previous page and further λ is calculated 

according to its definition: 

λp  =  ∇�pX�
T

 Qx�x�
-1  ∇�pX� 

Beside the �λ according to the alternative hypotheses of the free network 

concerning errors in the observations, the values of �λ according to 

alternative hypotheses concerning distortion and errors in the coordinates 

of the given points now have to be examined. 

For practical densification networks it has become obvious that the values 

�λ according to all alternative hypotheses always meet the demands if the 

reliability and the precision of the free network are acceptable. 

 

 

6. Rules for the design of densification networks 

With respect to practical application all former theories concerning 

reliability and precision result in a few rules of thumb for the design 

of densification networks. It appears that meeting the criterion �λ  ≤ 10 

puts the strongest constraints on the design, namely: 

- closed polygons at the border of the 

  network should not contain more 
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  than 6 or 7 points; polygons inside 

  the network up to about 12 to 14. 

  In case the terrain compels to 

  larger closed polygons a very 

  handsome way to reach an acceptable 

  reliability is by measuring 

  directions and distances to an 

  auxiliary point, which then should 

  be only temporarily monumented. 

- every direction in an intersection 

  of a given point is satisfactorily 

  checked by another direction if the 

  intersection angle is at most 

  60 degrees. A satisfactory precision 

  is realized if one intersection 

  angle is at least 60 degrees 

  (optimal is 90°). The distances to 

  the intersectional point should be 

  at least 0.7 times the distances in 

  the network. Remark: in case of only 

  three intersectioning directions a 

  possible error in one of them is 

  indeed detectable, but cannot be 

  located. Therefore at least four 

  intersectioning directions are re- 

  commended. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Two other rules, although not satisfactorily specified yet, concern 

- the relative precision between a 

  point of the network and a given 

  point outside the network. 

  Decisive is the position of the 

  latter given point relative to 

  the point of the network and to 

  given points included in the net- 

  work. 

- the relative precision between 

  points, not connected by 

  measurements. Such points should 

  not be too close. 
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HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SURVEY CONTROL 

BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRIANGULATION 

 

Ludvík HRADILEK 

Praha, Czechoslovakia 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
In high mountains, the problem of establishing both the horizontal and 
vertical survey controls can be solved by a three-dimensional terrestrial 
triangulation 

 

1. Introduction 

The traditional procedures for establishing of horizontal and vertical 

survey controls fail in rough mountain areas: the spirit leveling loses 

its high accuracy, sometimes cannot be performed at all, and, consequent- 

ly, the measured distances cannot be exactly reduced to the ellipsoid of 

reference. These problems can be solved by a method of three-dimensional 

triangulation which may be developed in the form of an exact combination 

of traditional trigonometric leveling a two-dimensional triangulation. In 

a three-dimensional adjustment we evaluate all the observed data, i.e. 

horizontal and vertical angles, measured distances, deflections of the 

vertical and spirit leveling differences in one step, without any trans- 

formations and without reduction of distances to the ellipsoid of refer- 

ence. The accuracy obtained promotes the method to establish horizontal 

and vertical survey controls in high mountain areas. 

 

2. Conditions for obtaining high accuracy 

2.1 Solution for terrestrial refraction and evaluation of precisely 

measured distances, inclined as much as possible, are basic conditions 

for obtaining high accuracy especially in elevations. One may expect the 

effect of refraction to be practically negligible only with some of the 

very accurate rangefinders. In measuring angles with theodolites the situ- 

ation is more serious; none of the methods determining/eliminating re- 

fraction in practical geodesy is perfect; most of them, however, are an 

aid to some extent. Trying to keep down the expenses for the field work 

we developed a method determining refraction from measured geodetic data, 

and especially from vertical angles in the adjustment of a three-dimen- 

sional net. The observational procedure for vertical angles must, of course, 
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be adopted to the refraction model used in the adjustment. When determining 

the main value of refraction common to all the lines of sight at a station 

of observation, it is necessary for all the vertical angles at the station 

to be measured quickly one after the other and to be processed as one ob- 

servation unit. The changes of refraction deduced from changes of eleva- 

tion angles, as determined by repeated measurements, play an important role 

in checking the refraction model designed for the adjustment, or for de- 

ducing a new improved model (HRADILEK, 1980). 
 
The refraction problems are reduced appreciably if the observation stations 

can be situated on sharp mountain peaks or triangulation towers at least 

15 - 20 m above the ground. Accurately measured and significantly inclined 

distances (> 15°), as well as spirit-leveled height differences, provided 

they were measured between some points of the net, support the elimination 

of systematic refraction errors and contribute substantially to the accu- 

racy of elevation coordinates. 

 

2.2 Deflections of the vertical should never be neglected when process- 

ing the geodetic data obtained by measuring in mountain areas, except when 

adjusting only distances and spatial angles. There is a lot of methods de- 

termining deflections of the vertical by interpolation and/or prediction; 

the optimum procedure depends on the quantity and quality of the astronom- 

ical and gravimetric observations. If neither gravimetric observations nor 

topographic maps are available, it is sufficient to determine the deflec- 

tions of the vertical by astronomical measurements at about one quarter of 

the stations and to calculate the remaining deflections of the vertical 

it is necessary to increase the number of vertical angles measured to five 

to eight angles. Their lines of sight should differ substantially both in 

the lengths and in their azimuths. 
 
All the problems with refraction and deflections of the vertical can be 

avoided by drawing all information necessary for establishing of a three- 

dimensional network from distance measurements of a top precision. 

 

 

3. Mathematical and stochastical models 

With regard to the values of parameters being determined, neither the 

method of adjustment, nor the choice of the coordinate system should play 

an important role in the three-dimensional adjustment. However, the data 

processing will be much simpler and less expensive if we choose the method 

of adjustment and the coordinate system according to the purpose and the 

extend of the net. 
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3.1 The three-dimensional geodetic coordinate system ϕ, λ, h is suitable 

for treating terrestrial three-dimensional nets, the main purpose of which 

is to establish horizontal and vertical geodetic controls in high mountain 

areas. Using elevation system designed by MOLODENSKI (1948) it is easy to 

transform the results of spirit leveling into the ellipsoid heights h and 

vice versa. Therefore, the mathematical models for the adjustment of three- 

dimensional nets may be deduced in a form of an exact combination of tradi- 

tional models for adjusting triangulated heights and two-dimensional hori- 

zontal networks. This approach confirms a close relation between the three- 

dimensional and traditional procedures and can be used to an advantage in 

modernizing older trigonometric nets by three-dimensional triangulation. 

 

3.2 The local Cartesian coordinate system (also referred to as topocentric) 

will prove particularly useful in treating single-purpose nets of smaller 

extent. If nets with a maximum diameter up to 40 km are involved, the trans- 

formation of the observed data into the local Cartesian system, as well as 

the inverse transformation of the adjusted data can be expressed by simple 

formulas. The transformation of the variance-covariance matrix is practically 

unnecessary in nets of such an extent. 

 

3.3 Since it is generally simpler to set up observation equation than con- 

dition equations, the adjustment by variation of parameters is frequently 

preferred to the adjustment of conditioned observations. Even though the 

latter method also has some advantages such as more thorough checks and, 

sometimes, a considerably smaller number of unknowns. The observation equa- 

tions for a three-dimensional adjustment deduced as an exact combination of 

traditional methods were given by HRADILEK (1980). The condition equations 

are discussed in the section 3.4. 

A large part of the condition equations for a three-dimensional adjustment 

can be adopted from the two-dimensional adjustment of the horizontal net- 

works, at least as far as the form of the condition equations is concerned. 

When compiling the condition equations it is useful to transform the ob- 

served horizontal angles αijk and corresponding zenith distances zij, zik 

into the spatial angles ωijk according to the formula 

cosωijk  =   cosαijk sinzij sinzik +  coszij coszik . (1) 

This transformation, together with the transformation of corresponding 

variances, is a disadvantage of the conditioned adjustment in comparison 

with the parametric adjustment. An advantage of the transformation (1) is 
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elimination of unknown deflections of the vertical. 

 

3.4 To render the procedure of establishing the various variants of con- 

dition equations sufficiently lucid, we shall demonstrate it on a tetra- 

hedron, which is a three-dimensional analogy of the equilateral triangle in 

the two-dimensional net. Assuming we have observed six distances, twelve 

horizontal directions with four unknown station corrections and twelve zenith 

distances with eight orientation parameters, i.e. deflections of the verti- 

cal, we have twelve redundant observations in the tetrahedron P1P2P3P4. By 

the transformation (1) of the horizontal directions and zenith distances we 

obtain twelve spatial angles without any unknown orientation parameters so 

that the number of degrees of freedom remains twelve. The twelve condition 

equations may be deduced according to any twelve independent geometric con- 

ditions, as given e.g. in the following examples which again illustrate a 

close similarity of our three-dimensional adjustment with traditional methods. 

 

In the first Example we introduce: 

4 condition equations for the sum of spatial angles in each planar 

triangle forming the wall of the tetrahedron; e.g. for triangle P1P4P3 we 

write 

ω143 + ω314 + ω431  =  180° ; (2) 

3 side conditions, which are formally identical with the side condi- 

tions in the adjustment of a two-dimensional triangulation net. For the 

vertex P1 as a pole and for the basic triangle P2P3P4 we write the side 

condition in the form 

sinω231 sinω314 sinω412

sinω241 sinω312 sinω431
  =  1 ;                                                                                 (3) 

5 conditions in the form of Sine Law for planar triangle, e.g. for the 

triangle P1P4P3: 

l13 : l14  =  sinω431 :sinω314 . (4) 

Each condition of the type (4) must contain at least one new distance that 

has not yet been used in setting up the condition equations. 

 

In the second Example we have adjusted: 

4 condition equations of the type (2), 

8 Sine Law conditions (4), i.e. two conditions for each triangle 
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forming the wall of the tetrahedron. 

 

In the third Example we use: 

12 conditions in the form of Cosine Law, i.e. one condition for each 

spatial angle, e.g. for angle ω143 in the form 

l34
2   =  l13

2  + l14
2  - 2 l13 l14  cosω143 . (5) 

The results of the adjustments according to the examples No 1-3 were equi- 

valent. However, there are many other possibilities. Better results were ob- 

tained when introducing into the adjustment only a part of the total number 

of spatial angles, namely those replacing measured horizontal angles or 

horizontal directions. For the spatial angles we could then write 

8 mutually independent conditions of the type (2) - (5), completed 

with 

12 condition equations for zenith distances containing eight orienta- 

tion parameters as deduced by HRADILEK (1958). 

 

3.5 The stochastic model for measured data should include both accidental 

and systematic sources of errors. Therefore, the formula expressing vari- 

ances of vertical angles depends on the functional model evaluating refrac- 

tion by adjustment (HRADILEK, 1980). The stochastic model for spatial angles 

is a variance-covariance matrix deduced using the transformation equations 

(1). 

 

 

4. Practical results. Further Developments 

The adjustments determining refraction at every observation station were 

applied in nine trigonometric and three-dimensional nets, and checked by 

independent methods as e.g. spirit leveling and astronomic measurements. 

The refraction coefficients were estimated with average standard errors of 

0.011 and 0.012 in nets with average distances of 7 and 5 km, respective- 

ly. The first three-dimensional local net was established in the High Tatra 

Mts. in 1961/62. Its accuracy of about 1.2 cm in both horizontal and verti- 

cal coordinates was sufficient to yield, by repeated measurements in 1975, 

the tectonic crustal movements of the mountain peaks reaching 6 - 8 mm/year 

with a standard deviation of 1.9 mm/year. This precision corresponds to the 

equipment used in 1961/62. Investigations on models corresponding to the 

terrain conditions of the High Tatra have shown that a new equipment such 
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as multicolored rangefinders, can improve the above accuracy more than 

twice (HRADILEK and LOULOVÁ, 1982). 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Within the concept of the analysis of geodetic networks often use is made of 
idealized variance-covariance matrices (criterion matrices). According to 
that, criterion matrices for estimable quantities can be developed as a 
starting point for the procedure of analyzing. The paper deals with such cri- 
terion matrices in two- and three-dimensional Euclidean space. A definition 
of estimable quantities is given. 

 

Introduction 

The point-coordinates of a geodetic network are determined by geodetic measure- 

ments and parameters, which define a coordinate system (datum parameters). 

Following the formulation of the design of the network and the performance of 

the measurements, the question of the precision of the network always arises. 

Usually the 2 x 2 subblocks in a two-dimensional respectively the 3 x 3 sub- 

blocks of the variance-covariance matrix of the coordinates in a three-dimensio- 

nal network, act as a gauge for the point precision expressed in standard errors. 

Scalar functions of the above mentioned matrix, e.g. its trace or determinant, 

serve as a criterion for the precision of the complete network. But sometimes 

it's not desirable to express all informations of precision through only one 

number; it would be more beneficial to compare the complete variance-covariance 

with a given ideal one. In that sense an ideal(ized) variance-covariance matrix - 

criterion matrix - is a basic tool for the design and the diagnosis of a geo- 

detic network. The question on which way criterion matrices can be established 

and which conditions must be fulfilled, arises. Some necessary definitions of 

subsequently used terms are presented in the first part of the paper. An attempt 

to motivate them is made. The second part deals with the derivation of the vari- 

ance-covariance matrix of estimable quantities from the variance-covariance matrix 

of absolute or relative coordinates whereas the third part treats the contrary, 

that is the way from the criterion matrix of absolute or relative coordinates to 

the variance-covariance matrix of estimable quantities. In the last section the 

general establishment of artificial covariance matrices based on the problems of 
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correlation functions and stochastic processes is discussed. General remarks 

on the (geometrical) interpretation of homogeneous and isotropic criterion 

matrices are included. 

 

 

I. Mathematical / statistical fundamentals 

Homogeneity and isotropy of scalar- and vector-valued functions play an im- 

portant role within the optimization of geodetic nets and the formulation of 

criterion matrices. So it is useful to give a definition of homogeneity and 

isotropy without getting too deep into the extensive theory of scalar and 

vector fields. Examples for scalar-valued functions are the distance of two 

points (2-point-function) and the angle as the difference of two directions 

(3-point-function); the position vector of a geodetic netpoint is an example 

for a vector-valued 1-point-function, the difference-vector of two geodetic 

netpoints an example for a vector-valued 2-point-function (Grafarend/Schaffrin 

1979). Two additional definitions for measurable and estimable quantities have 

to be given subsequently (Molenaar 1981). 

1. Scalar-valued functions 

Let s(~r1,..., ~rα) be a scalar-valued function of position-vectors (~r1,..., ~rα). 

The variance-covariance of this signal referring to the points (~r1,..., ~rα) and 

~rα+1,..., ~rβ is defined by: 

� �~r1,..., ~rα, ~rα+1,..., ~rβ� = 

E ��s �~r1,...,~rα�  - E �s �~r1,...,~rα��� �s �~rα+1,...,~rβ�  - E �s �~rα+1,...,~rβ���� 

E{.} stands for the expectation operator. 

Def. 1: 

A scalar-valued function is homogeneous and isotropic, if 

� �~r1,..., ~rα, ~rα+1,..., ~rβ� = 

� ��~r2-~r1�, �~r3-~r1�,..., �~rβ-~rβ-1�� 

holds, which means that ∑ �~r1,..., ~rα, ~rα+1,..., ~rβ� is only a function of the 

length of all difference-vectors ~rγ-~rδ  (1≤δ<γ≤β). 

2. Vector-valued functions 

Let ~s (~r1,..., ~rα) be a vector-valued function of position vectors ~r1,..., ~rα. 

The variance-covariance of this signal referring to ~r1,..., ~rα, ~rα+1,..., ~rβ is 

defined by: 
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Σ�ij �r~1,...,r~α,r~α+1,...,r~β�  = 

E ��s~i �
r
~1,...,

r
~α�-E �

s
~i �

r
~1,...,

r
~α��� �

s
~j �

r
~α+1,...,

r
~β�-E �

s
~j �

r
~α+1,...,

r
~β���� 

 

Def. 2: 

A variance-covariance matrix of vector-signals is homogeneous and isotropic, 

if 

Σ� �r~1,...,r~α, r~α+1,...,
r
~β�  = 

σo ��r~2-
r
~1�,..., �

r
~β-

r
~β-1��⋅δij �

e
~i⨂

e
~j�  + 

�  �σγμ ��r~2-
r
~1�,..., �

r
~β-

r
~β-1�� ��

r
~γ-

r
~γ-1�⨂�r~μ-

r
~μ-1�+ �

r
~μ-

r
~μ-1�⨂�r~μ-

r
~μ-1��  ,

β

μ=γ

β

γ=2

 

where σo and σγµ(2≤γ<µ≤β) are certain homogeneous and isotropic scalar- 

valued functions and the basic vectors ~ei span the corresponding Euclidean 

space. More easily expressed, homogeneity resp. isotropy means the invariance 

against translations res. rotations in the sense of 

Σ�r~1+
t
~,...,

r
~β+

t
~�  =  Σ �r~1,...,

r
~β�  resp. Σ �Rr~1,...,R

r
~β�  =  Σ �r~1,...,

r
~β� 

for the variance-covariance of scalar signals and 

Σ� �r~1+t~,...,r~β+t~�  =  Σ� �r~1,...,r~β�  resp. Σ� �Rr~1,...,Rr~β�  = RΣ� �r~1,...,r~β�R' 

for the variance-covariance of vector-signals. ~tA denotes a vector of trans- 

lation-parameters, R a matrix of rotation-parameters. This fact can be shown 

if the variance-covariance matrix of Cartesian coordinates in a two-dimension- 

al space is considered. The 2x2 subblocks characterize the local error ellip- 

ses, which are identical in size for homogeneity. The error ellipses degene- 

rate to circles due to isotropy. For homogeneity and isotropy of the variance- 

covariance matrix of Cartesian coordinates the error ellipses degenerate to 

circles of the same size (→ Tylor-Karman-structure). It must be stressed that 

homogeneity and isotropy do not result into error ellipses being circles of the 

same size in general. This is only true for coordinates. On the other hand there 

is no geometrical interpretation for homogeneous and isotropic variance-covariance 

matrices for observables of type distance, angle, etc. The only way to prove homo- 

geneity and isotropy is by using the above formulated definitions. The variance- 

covariance matrix of e.g. angles is homogeneous and isotropic, if it is a pure 

function of the length of all difference vectors. Finally it must be mentioned 

that the postulate of homogeneity and isotropy is only plausible for networks 
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where great importance is attached to relative accuracy and equal precision 

in all parts of the net. For special types of networks e.g. tunnel networks 

or deformation nets the postulate of homogeneity and especially isotropy is 

undoubtedly not the optimal one, because e.g. for the detection of movements 

certain directions may be preferred. 

Def. 3: 

Let y be a quantity which is represented by some stochastic variables yi
*, de- 

fined by the i-times repetition of a measuring process. The variable yi is 

said to be measurable if E�y*� = y holds. E{.} is the expectation operator. 

Def. 4: 

Functions are called (unbiasedly) estimable, if they can be represented as 

pure functions of measurable quantities without the introduction of extra 

parameters (datum parameters). 

Corollary 1: 

Measurable quantities are estimable. 

Example 1: distance-measurements 

Let sαβ
1 , sαγ

1  and sβγ
1  represent the distances between three netpoints α,β,γ 

observed by a first instrument (or at a first epoch) and sαβ
2 , ... the distances 

between the same netpoints observed by a second instrument (or at a second 

epoch). Because of different length scale factors of the instruments (or of a 

time-varying of the scale between epoch 1 and epoch 2) it is clear that 

E�sαβ
1 � ≠ E�sαβ

2 �, E�sαγ
1 � ≠ E�sαγ

2 � and E�sβγ1 � ≠ E�sβγ2 � 

To avoid this fact, one should proceed to distance ratios. 

If we set ωα
1  =:

sαβ
1

sαγ
1 , ωβ

1 =:
sβγ
1

sαβ
1 , ωγ

1 =:
sαγ
1

sβγ
1  

and                 ωα
2 =:

sαβ
2

sαγ
2 , ωβ

2 =:
sβγ
2

sαβ
2 , ωγ

2 =:
sαγ
2

sβγ
2  

it is valid that E�ωj
1�  = E�ωj

2� for j = α,β,γ 

Example 2: theodolite measurements 

Let rαβ
1  and rαγ

1  represent the directions from a point α to two other points β 

and γ and zαβ
1  resp. zαγ

1  the corresponding zenith angles measured with a theo- 

dolite in a first setup. Talking up position in a second setup, we will get the 

directions rαβ
2  and rαγ

2  and the zenith angles zαβ
2  resp. zαγ

2 . 
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Because of different reference directions for the bearings and the zenith 

angles, it will hold that 

E�rαβ
1 �  ≠  E�rαβ

2 � , E�rαγ1 �  ≠  E�rαγ2 � , E�zαβ
1 �  ≠  E�zαβ

2 � , E�zαγ1 �  ≠  E�zαγ2 � . 

From the above observations the following expressions can be derived: 

cosψγαβ
1   =  cos�rαβ

1 -rαγ
1 �sinzαβ

1 sinzαγ
1 +coszαβ

1 coszαγ
1  

cosψγαβ
2   =  cos�rαβ

2 -rαγ
2 �sinzαβ

2 sinzαγ
2 +coszαβ

2 coszαγ
2  . 

Now it can be stated that E�ψγαβ
1 �  =  E�ψγαβ

2 � is valid. 

 

Corollary 2: 

Distance ratios and angles are measurable and estimable quantities. 

The reason for the use of estimable quantities is their applicability without 

any establishment of a datum for origin, orientation and scale of a coordinate 

system. Thus their variance-covariance matrix can be specified independently 

of those parameters. 

 

II. The variance-covariance matrix of estimable quantities derived from 

    the variance-covariance matrix of absolute coordinates  

1. Distance ratios 

Let ω1 be the ratio of two distances s1, s2 and ω2 the ratio of two other 

distances s3 and s4 (the quantities ~r denote the position vector of the 

corresponding net point): 

ω1  =  ω �~r1,~r2,~r3,~r4�   =  
s1
s2

  =  
s �~r1,~r2�

s �~r3,~r4�
  =  

�(x1-x2)2 + �y1-y2�2�
1 2⁄

�(x3-x4)2 + �y3-y4�2�
1 2⁄  

ω2  =  ω �~r5,~r6,~r7,~r8�   =  
s3
s4

  =  
s �~r5,~r6�

s �~r7,~r8�
  =  

�(x5-x6)2 + �y5-y6�2�
1 2⁄

�(x7-x8)2 + �y7-y8�2�
1 2⁄  

Introducing approximate values, the expressions for dω1 and dω2 can be derived: 

�
dω1

dω2

�   = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡∂ω1

∂x1
 

∂ω1

∂x2
 

∂ω1

∂y1
 

∂ω1

∂y2
 

∂ω1

∂x3
 

∂ω1

∂x4
 

∂ω1

∂y3
 

∂ω1

∂y4
 0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  

   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
∂ω2

∂x5
 

∂ω2

∂x6
 

∂ω2

∂y5
 

∂ω2

∂y6
 

∂ω2

∂x7
 

∂ω2

∂x8
 

∂ω2

∂y7
 

∂ω2

∂y8 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  

�dx1 dx2 dy1 dy2 dx3 dx4 dy3 dy4 dx5 dx6 dy5 dy6 dx7 dx8 dy7 dy8� = 

=  �b1 0
0 b2

�  �d'1
d'2

� 
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The use of the law of propagation of errors leads to the variance-co- 

variance matrix Ω of the two distance ratios. Ω is a so-called eight- 

point function because of its dependency on eight position vectors re- 

presenting the netpoints. 

The two variance-covariance matrices are defined by 

Ω �~r1,~r2,~r3,~r4,~r5,~r6,~r7,~r8�   =  E{[dω1-E{dω1}] [dω2-E{dω2}]} 

X �~r1,~r2,~r3,~r4,~r5,~r6,~r7,~r8�   =  E{[d1   -E{d1}]′    [d2   -E{d2}]} 

Ω  =  �b1 0
0 b2

� X �b'1 0'
0' b'2

� 

=  �b1 0
0 b2

� �
Qd1d1 Qd1d2
Qd2d1 Qd2d2

� �b'1 0'
0' b'2

� 

=  �
b1Qd1d1b'1 b1Qd1d2b'2
b2Qd2d1b'1 b2Qd2d2b'2

� 

It can be easily shown that the variance-covariance matrix Ω(~r1,..., ~r8)  

for distance ratios is a homogeneous and isotropic scalar-valued function, 

because it is only a function of the length of all difference vectors and 

the homogeneous and isotropic variance-covariance matrix of Cartesian co- 

ordinates X. 

2. Angles 

Let A �~r1,~r2� and A �~r1,~r3� be the azimuths of two network sides - ~r1 the 

position vector of the station, ~r2 and ~r3 the position vectors of the 

target points. A �~r4,~r5� and A �~r4,~r6� are two other azimuths respectively. 

To simplify matters, we confine ourselves again to a two dimensional space. 

To receive estimable quantities, angles are developed from azimuths: 

α1  ≔  α �~r1,~r2,~r3�   =  A �~r1,~r2�-A �~r1,~r3� 

α2  ≔  α �~r4,~r5,~r6�   =  A �~r4,~r5�-A �~r4,~r6� 

The variance-covariance matrix of α1 and α2 is given through 

Λ �~r1,~r2,~r3,~r4,~r5,~r6�   =  E{[dα1-E{dα1}] [dα2-E{dα2}]} 

where it is assumed that the relations between angles and coordinates could 

have been linearized with the introduction of approximate values. 
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�
dα1

dα2
�   = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

  

∂α1
∂x1

  

∂α1
∂x2

  

∂α1
∂x3

  

∂α1
∂y1

  

∂α1
∂y2

  

∂α1
∂y3

    0   0   0   0     0     0    

 0   0   0   0   0    0    
∂α2
∂x4

  

∂α2
∂x5

  

∂α2
∂x6

  

∂α2
∂y4

  

∂α2
∂y5

  

∂α2
∂y6

 
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  

�dx1 dx2 dx3 dy1 dy2 dy3 dx4 dx5 dx6 dy4 dy5 dy6� = 

=  �b1 0
0 b2

�  �d'1
d'2

� 

A �~r1,~r2�-A �~r1,~r3� may be defined to 

arctan
y2-y1
x2-x1

 - arctan
y3-y1
x3-x1

 , so that (after linearization) the 

partial derivatives with respect to the coordinate corrections can be cal- 

culated. With 

X �~r1,~r2,~r3,~r4,~r5,~r6�   =  E{[d1-E{d1}]′ [d2-E{d2}]} 

the variance-covariance matrix Λ of angles can be determined as before. 

Λ  =  �
b1Qd1d1b'1 b1Qd1d2b'2
b2Qd2d1b'1 b2Qd2d2b'2

� 

And again it can be easily verified that Λ is a homogeneous and isotropic 

scalar-valued six-point function because of its dependency on only the length 

of all difference vectors. 

 

III. The variance-covariance matrix of absolute coordinates derived from 

     the variance-covariance matrix of estimable quantities  

For a three-point-network in two dimensional space the variance-covariance 

matrix of absolute coordinates is allocated to the variance-covariance matrix 

of distance ratios. 
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The network configurations is given through two distance ratios 

ω1  =  
s1
s2

  and  ω2  =  
s1
s3

 , 

so the starting point will be the homogeneous and isotropic variance-covariance 

matrix Ω of ω1 and ω2: 

Ω  =  �
E{[dω1-E{dω1}] [dω1-E{dω1}]} E{[dω1-E{dω1}] [dω2-E{dω2}]}

E{[dω2-E{dω2}] [dω1-E{dω1}]} E{[dω2-E{dω2}] [dω2-E{dω2}]}
� 

with 

ω1 = 
s �r~1,

r
~2�

s �r~1,
r
~3�

 = 
s1
s2

 = 
�(x1-x2)2+�y1-y2�

2�
1 2⁄

�(x1-x3)2+�y1-y3�
2�
1 2⁄  

ω2 = 
s �r~1,

r
~2�

s �r~2,
r
~3�

 = 
s1
s3

 = 
�(x1-x2)2+�y1-y2�

2�
1 2⁄

�(x2-x3)2+�y2-y3�
2�
1 2⁄  

and 

dω1  =  
∂ω1

∂x1
dx1 + 

∂ω1

∂x2
dx2 + 

∂ω1

∂x3
dx3 + 

∂ω1

∂y1
dy1 + 

∂ω1

∂y2
dy2 + 

∂ω1

∂y3
dy3 

dω2  =  
∂ω2

∂x1
dx1 + 

∂ω2

∂x2
dx2 + 

∂ω2

∂x3
dx3 + 

∂ω2

∂y1
dy1 + 

∂ω2

∂y2
dy2 + 

∂ω2

∂y3
dy3 

or in matrix notation 

�
dω1

dω2

�  = �
b1

b2
� �

dx'

dy'
� 

where b1 resp. b2 are the two row-vectors containing the partial derivatives corre- 

sponding to ω1 resp. ω2. 

The use of the law of propagation of errors leads to 

Ω  =  �
b1

b2
�   X  [b'1,b'2]  =  BXB' 

with X the variance-covariance matrix of the coordinates. The above equation 

has to be inverted with respect to X. It holds that 

o(Ω) = 2x2, o(X) = 6x6, o(b1) = o(b2) = 1x6 , 

which means that we are concerned with the solution of a system of equations 

with a rank deficiency. This problem arises because absolute coordinates and 

their variance-covariance matrix cannot be determined without a definition for 

orientation and origin of a coordinate system. One possibility to solve the 

problem is to fix the coordinates of two points. But this leads to the unde- 

sirable fact that these points will have variances of zero. Another way to 

solve Ω = BXB' is outlined in the following. 
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Using the Kronecker-product "⨂", the above matrix equation can be rewritten 

as a vector equation 

vec Ω  =  (B⨂B) vec X 

where the vec of a (symmetric) matrix stacks columns of it one under another 

in a single column. Because Ω and X are symmetric matrices, it will be suffi- 

cient to confine oneself in the essential elements. This is done by the "vech"- 

operator, which does the same thing as the "vec"-operator, but starting each 

column at the matrix' diagonal element (Henderson/Searle 1979). 

vech Ω  =  H (B⨂B) G vech X 

where H and G are those matrices that define the transformations 

H vec Ω  = vech Ω 

G vech X  = vec X 

o(vech Ω)  =   3x1, o(vech X)  =   21x1, o(B⨂B)  =  4x36 

o(H)     = 3x4, o(G)     = 36x21 

The inversion of vech Ω  =  H (B⨂B) G vech X can be performed using e.g. a right- 

inverse of H (B⨂B) G, which corresponds to a minimum norm solution (Grafarend 1982) 

vech X  =  G'(B⨂B)'H'[H (B⨂B) G G'(B⨂B)'H']-1 vech Ω 

It can be shown that X as a variance-covariance matrix for absolute coordinates 

is not homogeneous and isotropic. The investigation of the way leading to homo- 

geneity and isotropy (weighted generalized inverses, etc.) is left open for the 

future. 

 

IV. Artificial covariance matrices, correlation function and 

    stochastic process  

In the last chapters use was made of idealized variance-covariance matrices 

(criterion matrices), which serve as a criterion for the precision of a geo- 

detic network. They are applied to optimize a network with respect to the nets 

configuration (FOD = First Order Design) or with respect to the weights of the 

observations (SOD = Second Order Design). So the question arises how to generate 

such matrices as a starting point for the optimization. The basic idea for this 

is that the errors of position vectors constitute a stochastic process. Within 

that concept, a geodetic net is an inhomogeneous and unisotropic field of error- 

vectors and the error situation is described by the covariance function (Grafa- 

rend 1972). For the experts, who are concerned with the interpretation of the 

precision of general geodetic nets, the error situation of a new determined point 

is the best when its error ellipse is a circle (isotropy!) with minimal radius 
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(except for special network types such as deformation nets, etc.) Further on 

it would be very sufficient if the error situation is uniform over the com- 

plete network (homogeneity). That means that the idealized variance-covariance 

matrix of the net coordinates should be homogeneous and isotropic. A homo- 

geneous and isotropic net is endowed with the so-called TAYLOR-KARMAN structure. 

The correlations between the error vectors of the netpoints are described by 

two characteristic functions, longitudinal and lateral correlation function 

(Grafarend/Schaffrin 1979), Schaffrin/Grafarend/Schmitt 1977). 

Let εi(~r1) be the error vector for a point P1 defined by the position vector ~r1, 

and εj(~r2) the corresponding error vector for a point P2. The covariance func- 

tion ϕij is the central moment of second order, describes completely the error 

situation of a geodetic net. 

ϕij  =  E �εi �~r1�   εj �~r2�� 

 

 

 

 

For ~r2 = ~r1 follows the error situation for one point 

ϕij  =  E �εi �~r1�   εj �~r2��   =  σij �~r1� 

and for ~r2 ≠ ~r1, ϕij describes the correlations between point P1 and point P2. 

Autocorrelations result for i = j, crosscorrelations for i ≠ j. For a homo- 

geneous and isotropic situation, ϕij �~r1,~r2� has the so-called TAYLOR-KARMAN 

structure, and is holds that 

ϕij �~r1,~r2�   =  ϕij �~r2-~r1�   =  Σm �~r�  δij + �Σl �~r�-Σm �~r��  
ΔxiΔxj
r2

 . 
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ϕij is only a function of the difference vector ~r = ~r2-~r1 respectively a 

function of the above mentioned scalar-valued longitudinal and lateral 

function Σl and Σm. 

Σl �~r�   =  E �εp �~r1�  εp �~r2�� denotes the autocorrelation of the parallel compo- 

nent εp of ε, Σm �~r�   =  E �εn �~r1�  εn �~r2�� the autocorrelation of the normal 

component εn of ε. 

The correlations E �εp �~r1�  εn �~r2�� resp. E �εn �~r1�  εp �~r2�� are zero.  δij is the 

Kroneckersymbol with  δij = 1 for i=j and  δij = 0 for i≠j; Δxi is the difference 

vector xi
P2-xi

P1 and r is the length of ~r. By the way Σm �~r� and Σl �~r� are the 

eigenvalues of ϕij �~r1,~r2� which allow the construction of the error ellipses. 

The elements of a criterion matrix Q with Taylor-Karmann structure can now be 

formulated (Wimmer 1981) 

Qxixj   =  Σm �~r�+ �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  
Δx2

r2
 

=  Σm �~r�+ �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  cos2Aij 

Qxiyj   =  Qyixj   =  �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  
Δx Δy
r2

 

=  �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  sinAij cosAij 

Qyiyj   =  Σm �~r�+ �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  
Δy2

r2
 

=  Σm �~r�+ �Σl �~r�- Σm �~r��  sin2Aij 

with Δx = xj-xi, Δy = yj-yi, Aij = arc tan 
Δy
Δx
. Because the error ellipses of 

absolute coordinates have to be circles, Qxixi = Qyiyi = 1 and Qxiyi = 0 for 

the normalized case. Therefore Σm(o)  =  Σl(o)  =  1. 

For the determination of Σl �~r� and Σm �~r� for ~r ≠ 0 models of covariance functions 

have to be introduced. Because of the multiplicity of the used models, it is only 

mentioned that a covariance function C(r) should fulfill four postulates 

a) C(-r)  = C(r) 

b) C(=)   = σ2>0 

c) |C(r)| ≤ C(0) 

d) limr→∞ C(r) =  0 

The corresponding correlation function results from a normalization of C(r) by 

dividing C(r) by C(0) = σ2. 
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An important parameter the correlation functions depend on, is the so-called 

characteristic distance, which serves as a range of influence. The determi- 

nation of the characteristic distance is done by empirical investigations 

of real correlations in model networks with homogeneous size (Schmitt 1981). 

An excellent overview of the different types of covariance functions is 

given in Wimmer (1981). 

 

 

Conclusions 

The main problem within the optimization of geodetic networks is the formu- 

lation of appropriate criterion matrices. A first step for their determination 

in a two-dimensional space is already done by using correlation functions, 

but the answer how the derived informations correspond to correlations in real 

networks is still outstanding. Because the choice of the longitudinal and 

lateral function Σl and Σm for the crosscorrelations is rather arbitrary 

(restrictions for them are only the above specified four postulates), the 

results of any optimization procedure (e.g. the result of the SOD) may be 

possibly fairly weak. 

The introduction of estimable quantities extricates in the first step from the 

problems of orientation and origin of a coordinate system. Nevertheless one is 

concerned later on with the solution of a rank deficient system of equations. 

In this case, in order to get a solution we are free in the choice of restric- 

tions or other techniques. However the chosen concept (e.g. homogeneity and 

isotropy) offers some tools to make a solution possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The quality of a geodetic network is concerned with the precision and the 
reliability of the coordinates. The paper reviews various measures for precision 
and reliability which are related to the specification of the functional use of 
the network. The difficulties in using a criterion, which is not invariant with 
respect to S-transformation, are indicated. The use of a criterion matrix is 
outlined. 
 
The sensitivity of a network for checking special hypothesis is discussed, 

 

 

1. Introduction 

For practical purposes the position of points in a free geodetic network are 

most conveniently expressed by coordinates. It is customary to express the 

precision of their determination by the covariance matrix of the coordinate 

variates. However, a covariance matrix consists of a mass of numbers of different 

values and signs. Hence it is very difficult to conclude anything about the 

structure of such a matrix by simply inspecting these numbers. In order to get 

an overall picture of the precision it is often usual to draw the point standard 

ellipses in two- and ellipsoids in three-dimensional networks. However, the 

standard ellipses, ellipsoids of the points of the network are dependent on the 

way the coordinates are computed. The same also applies to the relative standard 

ellipses (ellipsoids), pertaining to coordinate differences of points of the 

network. It is essential to represent the precision of a network with invariant 

quantities, invariant with respect to the coordinate definition. This aspect 

shall be discussed in this paper. 

 

The quality of a network is related to the specification of its functional use. 

In a general purpose network the main requirement will usually be good overall 

precision e.g. all network points in a two-dimensional network have circular 

standard ellipses with the same radius. This requirement will be considered in 

more detail. In a network designed for special purposes like e.g. detection of 
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deformations often a special requirement for precision and reliability is 

given. 

 

Often in geodetic practice redundant observations are measured in order to make 

checks for model errors possible. The goodness of the control for model errors is 

dependent on the design of the network and the precision of the observation 

variates. Undetected errors affect the computed coordinates, not the precision 

of the coordinates. The reliability of the network is determined by the goodness 

of the checking of the observations and the adjustment model. The reliability 

and the precision of a network are interrelated. They define the quality of a 

network. However, an optimum precision in a general purpose network doesn’t 

guarantee an optimum reliability. The measures for quality of a network, precision 

and reliability, must be independent on the chosen coordinate definition, in 

terms of Baarda, independent with respect to an S-transformation, BAARDA (1973). 

 

 

2. Measures for precision 

A notation that has widespread usage is the following: x� is used to denote an 

estimate of x (mean of x), and more generally (x�1,...,x�n)T is a vector that 

estimates the vector (x�1,...,x�n)T. Now let Cx denote the regular covariance 

matrix of the estimators. Let φ(x) = fTx be a linear function of x with 

fT= (f1,...,fn) and xT= (x1,...,xn). By means of x� we can estimate φ(x): 

Φ  =  fT x� : estimate of φ(x). 

The variance of Φ is given by 

σΦ
2   =  fTCxf . 

If we obtain for any linear function φ small variances, the quality of the 

estimated x� can be regarded as "good". A maximum for σΦ
2  doesn’t exist but 

max�
fTCxf

fTf
�   =  λmax 

can be regarded as a measure for the quality of x�, where λmax is the maximum 

eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Cx. 
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It can be proved that 

λminf
Tf  <  σΦ2   <  λmaxf

Tf 

where λmin is the minimum eigenvalue of Cx. The maximum eigenvalue indicates a 

tendency to expect the worst. A small value of λmax indicates a good precision 

of x�. 

 

If λmax is an "outlier" with respect to the other eigenvalues, the "mean" quality 

of x� can be better expressed by 

 

1. the average of all the eigenvalues 

2. the geometric mean of the eigenvalues. 

 

These measures of quality are simply 

1
n

 �λi      =  
1
n

 Tr (Cx)
n

i=1

 

�λ1...λn
n   =  �Det (Cx)n  

The determinant of the covariance matrix Cx is known as Wilks’ generalized 

variance. 

 

Another measure for the precision of x� may be 

λmax -  λmin . 

The smaller the value of λmax -  λmin, the better is the precision of x�, see also 

GRAFAREND (1979). The standard hyperellipsoid is given by the equation 

yT Cx
-1 y  =  1 . 

The axes of the standard ellipsoid are �λi, i = 1 ... n, where λi are the 

eigenvalues of Cx. If λmax- λmin → 0 the hyperellipsoid corresponds closer 

to a hypersphere. 
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3. Comparison of covariance matrices 

Let x�1
T = (x�1,...,x�n) and x�2

T = �y�1,...,y�n� are estimates of Θ
T = (Θ1,...,Θn)T. 

The corresponding covariance matrices are C1 and C2. The problem is to develop 

a criterion by which can be decided which estimate is better in the sense of 

precision. As long as no decision has been made on the use of the estimates we 

have to take into account all possible functions φ(Θ). For every function we 

require a good estimate. There are two ways in which we can estimate φ(Θ), 

i.e. φ(x�1) and φ(x�2). For linear functions we obtain 

Φ(x�1)  =  fTx�1 

Φ(x�2)  =  fTx�2 

where fT  =  (f1,...,fn) . 

We define x�1 better than x�2 or as good as x�2 if for any function 

σΦ(x�1)
2    ≤  σΦ(x�2)

2  

hence fTC1f  ≤  fTC2f ∀f . 

Then we have 

fT(C1-C2) f  ≤  0 

or C1-C2  negative semi-definite. 

A matrix is negative semi-definite if all the non zero eigenvalues are negative. 

If all the diagonal elements of a matrix are negative, the matrix is not 

necessarily negative definite. It is a necessary but not a sufficient condition 

for a regular negative definite matrix. This means if 

(C1)ii  <  (C2)ii    ∀i 

and hence also Tr(C1)  <  Tr(C2) 
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the estimate x�1 is according to our definition not necessarily better than x�2. 

For geodetic applications it means that by only comparing the trace of 

covariance matrices of coordinates of two different network designs, one doesn’t 

have a guarantee that the matrix with minimum trace is the best one. 

 

Of course, it is not necessary to compute all the eigenvalues of C1-C2. If 

the maximum non zero eigenvalue is negative we can state that C1 is better 

than C2. 

 

Instead of  fT�C1-C2� f  ≤  0  we 

can also write 

fTA-1A (C1-C2) ATAT
-1
f  ≤  0 

or with fTA-1  =  f�T 

f�TA (C1-C2) ATf�  ≤  0 . 

The eigenvalues of A �C1-C2� AT are in general different from the eigenvalues 

of C1-C2. Let us define new estimates Y�1 and Y�2 

Y�1  =  Ax�1  with  C�1  =  A C1A
T 

Y�2  =  Ax�2  with  C�2  =  A C2A
T . 

Instead of comparing C1 and C2 one can also compare C�1 and C�2. Hence Y�1 is 

better than Y�2 if C�1-C�2 is negative definite. All the non zero eigenvalues λ�i 

of C�1-C�2 must be negative: 

C�1-C�2  =  A �C1-C2� AT . 

In general the eigenvalues λ�i are different from the eigenvalues λi from 

C1-C2. For that reason we cannot use the eigenvalues of C1-C2 as measures 

for the "goodness" of C1 with respect to C2. 
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A measure for quality or "goodness" may be the maximum of 

max 
σΦ(x�1)
2

σΦ(x�2)
2   =  

fTC1f

fTC2f
     ∀f 

If can be proved that this maximum is the maximum general eigenvalue of C1 with 

respect to C2. µ is a general eigenvalue of C1 with respect to C2 if for x ≠ 0. 

C1 x  =  µ C2 x . 

The vector x is the general eigenvector. Note that the general eigenvalues are 

the eigenvalues of C2
-1C1 (C2 is regular). If µmax denotes the maximum general 

eigenvalue of C1 with respect to C2 we have 

µmax  =  max 
fTC1f

fTC2f
 . 

If µmax ≤ 1, than C1 is "better than or at least as good as" C2. Instead of 

the estimators itselves we use the covariance matrices. 

 

We can use µmax as a measure for the quality of C1 compared with C2. It can be 

proved that the general eigenvalues are invariant with respect to a non-singular 

transformation. This property is a decisive argument to use the maximum general 

eigenvalue as a measure of the goodness of the estimate x�1 and x�2. 

 

 

 

4. Scaling of covariance matrices 

Now let C2 be multiplied with a scalar k. We consider the problem to find values 

for k such that 

C1-kC2 

is negative semi-definite. It turns out that the factor k must be greater than 

or equal to µmax of C1 with respect to C2. 
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k > µmax 

Having µmax, we can "scale" the matrix C2 with a factor ≥ µmax. Hence if we 

multiply the estimate x�2 with √k ≥ �µmax than the estimate x�1 is better than 

√k x�2 as C1-k C2 is negative semi-definite. 

 

Suppose x�2 itself has not been given but only the covariance matrix C2, which 

can now be used to test the goodness of x�1. The matrix C2 can now be called a 

criterion matrix. If the maximum general eigenvalue of C1 with respect to C2, 

µmax ≤ 1, then the estimate x�1 is at least as good as the unknown estimate 

which would follow from C2. If apart from a scale factor the criterion matrix 

is known, the estimate x�1 or C2 is at least as good as k C2 if 

k  ≥  µmax . 

The requirement 

∀f   fTC1f  ≤  fTC2f 

i.e. all general eigenvalues of C1 with respect to C2 are ≤ 1 also implies 

∀f  fTC2
-1f ≤ fTC1

-1f  . 

Now let fTC1
-1f  = 1 , then 

 fTC2
-1f ≤  1. 

Hence if f is a point of the standard hyperellipsoid 

 fTC2
-1f =  1 

this point is lying within the standard hyperellipsoid 

 fTC1
-1f ≤  1. 
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fig. 1 

 

If the maximum eigenvalue of C1 is less than the maximum eigenvalue of C2, it 

is still possible that µmax > 1. This situation is sketched in fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
fig. 2 

 

If µmax ≤ 1, the form of the two standard hyperellipsoids will agree better if 

the difference between the maximum and the minimum general eigenvalue approaches 

zero. Considering only µmax can give too pessimistic impression of the goodness 

or quality of the compared estimates. The computation of µmax- µmin should 

not be omitted. If this difference is great the mean value of the general 

eigenvalues or its geometric mean can be used as an "average" measure of 

goodness of C1 with respect to C2. 
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µ�  =  
1
n

  �µi

n

i=1

 

µ�  =  �µ1,µ2,...,µnn  

Note that µ� can also be computed from the trace of the matrix C2
-1C1: 

µ�  =  
1
n

 Tr�C2
-1C1� . 

The geometric mean can be written as 

µ�  =  �Det�C2
-1C1�

n
 . 

The parameters µ� and µ� are invariant with respect to a non-singular transforma- 

tion. Note that if C2 is the identity matrix we obtain the same measures for 

quality of estimates x�1 which covariance matrix C1, which has been discussed in 

the previous paragraph. Summarizing, the following quantities can be used to 

compare the goodness of x�1 and x�2 with respectively covariance matrices 

C1 and C2: 

1. µmax maximum general eigenvalue of C1 with respect to C2 

2. µmax- µmin 

3. 
1
n

 �µi  =  
1
n

 Tr�C2
-1C1�  arithmetic mean

n

i=1

 

4. �µ1,µ2,...,µnn   =  �Det�C2
-1C1�

n
   geometric mean 

 

The eigenvalues of C2
-1C1 are equivalent with the general eigenvalues of C2 

with respect to C1. So far we have outlined a technique to compare two 

different estimates of the mean values Θ = (Θ1,...,Θn) with known covariance 

matrices. 
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5. Geodetic applications 

First, we shall consider free plane networks. By assuming approximate (or 

arbitrary) coordinates for two of its points, the remaining coordinates can 

be computed. The two points for which coordinates are assumed form the 

computational base, or according to Baarda an S-base, BAARDA (1973). The 

coordinates with respect to the S-base are the estimates x� with covariance 

matrix Cx�. It is well known that the coordinates and its covariance matrix are 

not invariant with respect to the choice of the computational base. The 

eigenvalues of Cx� are also not invariant. The introduced measure of goodness 

of estimates as λmax, λmax-λmin, Tr(Cx�) and Det(Cx�) cannot be used. If we 

use the same S-base for another design of the free network we obtain a covariance 

matrix which can now be compared with Cx�. 

If the trace and the determinant of the covariance matrix are used as criteria 

for comparison of two different designs, we meet the same difficulties as was 

stated in the previous paragraph: the matrix with smallest trace doesn’t 

guarantee that the variances of all possible functions computed with it are 

smaller that the one derived from the covariance matrix with greater trace. 

The same holds for the determinant criterion. The computation of the invariant 

maximum eigenvalue of the two covariance matrices can now be used to decide 

which one of the matrices is the best one. 

In practice often only one single design of a network is available. Nowadays 

it is possible to compute an artificial covariance matrix for the coordinates 

by means of a covariance function. Such a matrix can be used as a criterion 

matrix i.e. "ideal" covariance matrix with which the covariance matrix of a 

designed network can be compared. The criterion matrix introduced by Baarda 

is defined with respect to an S-base so that a comparison with a covariance 

matrix computed in the same S-system is possible, BAARDA (1973). If the criterion 

matrix has no specified computational base, we have to apply an S-transformation. 

By This S-transformation the criterion matrix can be based on the computational 

base of the covariance matrix of the designed network. Let us denote the 

criterion matrix K. 
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The designed network with covariance matrix C is "at least as good" as the 

criterion matrix K if the general maximum eigenvalue of C and K µmax ≤ 1. 

If µmax ≤ 1 the standard ellipses lie all within the standard ellipses 

derived from the criterion matrix (the converse is not true). It is also 

advantageous to compute the minimum general eigenvalue of C and K. As an 

average measure for the precision can serve 

 

µ�  =  
1
n

 �µi  =  
1
n

 Tr�K-1C� . 

 

The geometric mean of the general eigenvalue can also be used. As the general 

eigenvalues are invariant with respect to an S-transformation, they are just 

the quantities which can be used to qualify the precision of a geodetic network. 

It should be once more noted that the trace of the covariance matrix itself 

should be no longer used as a criterion, if one has agreed a criterion matrix. 

Several types of criterion matrices do exist. The criterion matrices introduced 

by Grafarend and P. Meissl and K. Borre have no specified computational base. 

The criterion matrix of Alberda is a special case of the criterion matrix having 

Taylor-Karman structure, BAARDA (1979). By means of an S-transformation we can 

transform these matrices in a specified S-base, otherwise these matrices cannot 

be used to make a comparison of covariance matrices of coordinates. 

We can only compare matrices if they are defined in the same S-system. 

 

 

6. Precision of densification networks 

In densification networks we meet the problem that for practical reasons often 

the coordinates of the control points are not to be altered. This can be 

realized by taking these coordinates as errorless in the adjustment. The 

covariance matrix of the coordinates resulting from this adjustment may not be 

used to characterize the precision of the network as the "noise" of the given 
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points has been neglected. A solution for this problem was already given by 

Baarda in 1956, see also BAARDA (1967). In order to obtain a more realistic 

covariance matrix, a matrix must be added, which is a function of the covariance 

matrix of the control points, see also MIERLO (1982). 

The relative precision of the control points and the densification points, which 

can be derived from its "corrected" covariance matrix is in conformity with the 

adjustment procedure. A comparison with a given criterion matrix is now possible. 

The main problem is the determination of the covariance matrix of the control 

points. This matrix is generally unknown, but it is possible to construct a 

substitute matrix for the real covariance matrix. This can be done by analysing 

the network of higher order i.e. the method with which the coordinates of the 

given points are derived. 

Until now often this "correction matrix" is neglected with the argument that 

the covariance matrix of the control points is badly known. Nevertheless a 

corrected covariance matrix must be preferred so that it is not possible to 

represent the precision of the network as better than is true. 

 

7. Reliability of networks 

The quality of a network can be described by two components: the precision and 

the reliability of the coordinates. The reliability of the coordinates depends 

on the way the observations are tested and improved for made errors. If the 

observations are not tested, than one cannot detect errors. In that case the 

reliability of the network is as bad as possible. 

In spite of statistical tests, errors in the observations may be remain 

undetected. The effect of undetected errors on the coordinates is defined 

as the external reliability of a network. As one doesn’t know which observation 

can be possible wrong, one has to arrive at a convention concerning statements 

about reliability of networks. Baarda suggest to test only the "conventional" 

alternative hypotheses i.e. one particular observation is wrong and all others 

are undisturbed. These so-called outlier tests have shown their usefulness in 

practical geodetic networks. 
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In practice little attention has been paid to the choice of the significance 

level and the power of the test. If we assign a value for the power of the 

outlier test one can determine a boundary value for the (gross) error in the 

corresponding observation. The boundary values are an indication how well the 

observations can be checked. They form a conventional measure for the internal 

reliability, BAARDA (1968). In reasonably good networks one usually finds values 

of about 5 to 8 times the standard deviation of the observation variate in 

question (level of significance 0.001, power 80 %). 

In practice it is far more important to know the effect of undetected errors 

on coordinates. The effect of a boundary value on the coordinates has been 

termed the external reliability. The caused distortion of the network by a 

wrong observation, the size of the boundary value, has to be measured. In a 

free network the computed coordinate differences ∇i x derived from an error 

in observation li, are dependent on the used S-system. However, the weighted 

norm λ�i 

λ�i  =  (∇ix)T Cxx
-1 (∇ix) 

is invariant with respect to an S-transformation. Therefore one can use the 

weighted norm as a measure for the external reliability of a geodetic network. 

Baarda proposes as a global measure of the external reliability of a network 

the maximum value of λ�i. 

It is also possible to derive values of λ� for partial networks. The distortion 

has mainly a partial character. For practice, the reliability measure has an 

interesting property. It can be shown that the standard deviation of an 

arbitrary function of the coordinates σF multiplied with λ�max is greater than or 

equal the maximum effect of boundary values on it 

|∇F|  <  σF �λ�max . 

Strain analysis techniques have been applied to study the effect of inconsistent 

observations and constraints in geodetic networks, VANÍČEK et al. (1981). The 

examples which are given of the application of this interesting technique give 
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rise to questions, because the result indicates that the results are not 

invariant with respect to an S-transformation. It is also possible to apply 

this technique to study the (local) distortion of a network caused by a "gross" 

error the size of the boundary value. Only if the S-base is lying in the (local) 

distorted network the elements of the strain tensor are invariant with respect 

to S-transformations. It should be stated that these computations have not been 

done yet. A comparison with the measure for reliability of a partial network is 

being in preparation. If the strain analysis technique is useful to quantify 

the reliability of a geodetic network is still an open question. More research 

into this matter is required. 

 

8. Sensitivity of a net 

In the field of the analysis of geodetic deformation measurements the sensitivity 

of a given net to critical deformations plays an essential role. The deformation 

of an object is derived from the comparison of two or more sets of coordinates 

of the same network which is a representation for the object. Assuming only 

two epochs, with coordinate sets x�1 and x�2, the difference vector d is given by 

d  =  x�2-x�1 

and the corresponding covariance matrix is 

Cd  =  C1+C2 . 

Assuming C1 = C2 = C, we have Cd = 2 C. If the deformation model can be written 

as 

d  =  k �λj  sj 

where sj is the normed eigenvector of C corresponding to the eigenvalue λj, it 

can be proved that a boundary value for d increases in direct proportion to the 

eigenvalues of C. Expected deformation in the direction of the eigenvector of 

the maximum eigenvalue are therefore worst detectable. Among these very special 
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deformation models, the sensitivity of the net in the direction of the eigen- 

vector of λmax is very bad, PELZER (1980). However, in free 

networks the eigenvector and the eigenvalues are not invariant with respect 

to an S-transformation. Therefore, the use of the eigenvectors as a tool for the 

design of relative deformation measurements must be considered with care. Moreover, 

it can be possible, that the effect of undetected errors in the observations has 

an influence on the deformation model which is more serious than the "eigenvector 

deformation" model, MIERLO (1981). 

 

9. Conclusion 

The quality of a geodetic network must be characterized by invariant quantities 

with respect to S-transformations. For that reason the general eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix of the coordinates and an adopted criterion matrix can be used 

to measure the precision. The reliability can be characterized by a distortion 

parameter which measures the distortion of the network due to a gross error which 

has the size of the boundary value. The level of significance and the adopted 

power of the test for the computation of the boundary values must be specified 

as well as the covariance function of the criterion matrix. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
As additional criteria for the diagnosis of geodetic networks, 
principal component analysis (PCA) is introduced and its geo- 
metrical and statistical properties are outlined. These cri- 
teria show geometrically the correlation between variates, 
i.e. information that cannot always be derived from other 
common criteria for precision. As the examples will show, PCA 
yields a geometrically clear insight into the network behav- 
iour and it is therefore ideally suited to the description of 
certain global properties of a network, especially one design- 
ed for monitoring. 
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1. Introduction 

In the past two decades the quality of geodetic networks has been defined 

and discussed in numerous publications. It is nowadays a common procedure 

to refer to the goodness of a network in terms of its precision (quality 

of design) and reliability (quality of conformance), whereas the costs are 

usually considered as limiting factors only. 

In this paper an additional and perhaps useful method, the principal com- 

ponent analysis (PCA), will be discussed. In addition to previous papers 

on this topic (Augath et al. 1979, Dupraz & Niemeier 1979, Leonhard & Niemeier 

1980, Niemeier & Rohde 1981, Pelzer 1976, 1979), where only the applica- 

tions of PCA were considered, here the fundamental ideas und principles of 

PCA are stressed. PCA is widely used in multivariate statistics to show 

certain properties of higher dimension covariance matrices in lower space. 

To familiarize the reader with this method the initial sections of this 

paper outline both geometrical and statistical aspects of PCA, and first 

applications and interpretations to the covariance matrix Kxx of coordinate 

variates, for simple networks, are discussed. 

It turns out that the main feature of PCA is the portrayal of information 

not included in either the point confidence ellipses or the relative con- 

fidence regions. This additional information concerns the correlation of 

variates. It will be shown that for highly correlated variates the 1st 

principal component is a representation of most of the variance in a one- 

dimensional space, it points out the correlation of parameter estimates 

and by this may give a geometrically clear insight into weak zones of a 

network, an insight, which cannot be reached by commonly used analysis 

techniques. 

In analyzing results of multiple measuring epochs, or in the definition of 

the quality of a net as a monitoring network, PCA is of further use. This 

will be shown by relating this method to sensitivity analysis. Especially the 

effect will be discussed, that results of multiple observations tend to exhibit 

its maximum variation in the direction of the main principle axis. 

 
2. Geometrical and Statistical Aspects of Principle 
   Component Analysis (PCA) 

2.1 Introduction to PCA 

All information concerning the precision of a geodetic net is contained in 

the covariance matrix Kxx of the parameter estimates x�. A graphical 
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representation for a (regular) (n,n)-covariance matrix Kxx can be found 

from the quadratic form 

�x - x��T Kxx
-1 �x - x��  =  c (1) 

which is the equation of a group of ellipses (ellipsoids) centered in x�, 

where the group parameter is c and is related to the assumed level of sig- 

nificance by c = χn,1-α
2  . 

From linear algebra it is known that for any quadratic matrix a decomposi- 

tion into eigenvalues λi and eigenvectors si can be found, which may be 

given for the covariance matrix by 

 

(2) 

 

The principle axes now are defined as the eigenvectors si and the 1st 

(main) principal component (PC) is given by 

p1  =  s1 √λ1 (3) 

where λ1 is considered to be the maximum eigenvalue of Kxx and s1 its 

associated eigenvector. 

Now it turns out that a one-dimensional representation of Kxx by the 1st 

PC is only meaningful, if the eigenvalue λ1 accounts for an essential por- 

tion of the whole variance of Kxx, given by ∑ λi
n
i=1 . This means a PCA gives 

a geometrically clear insight into weak zones of the net only if λ1 

represents at least 40-60% of ∑ λi
n
i=1 . Many applications can be found in 

practice however, where this percentage is reached. 

2.2 Geometric Properties of the Eigenstructure of Covariance Matrices 

One line of thought, leading to the eigenstructure of the covariance matrix 

and hence to the PCA, comes from linear algebra (e.g. Green & Carroll 1976, 

Strang 1976): A vector space can be represented by a set of original 

orthogonal basis vectors ei or any other – for simplicity also orthogonal - 

basis vectors fi, where the transformation matrix L between the two basis 

vector systems is an orthogonal matrix, i.e. 

LLT  =  LTL  =  I , (4) 

and the rows of L consist of the direction cosines of the new basis vectors 

fi in terms of the original basis vectors ei, i.e. L represents a simple 
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rotation of the coordinate system. If a matrix T is given in the original 

basis, a matrix To, which is now referred to the new basis vectors fi can be 

computed by 

To = L T LT (5) 

The objective now is to find a basis vector transformation such that To 

takes on a particular simple form, such as a stretch, i.e. involving differen- 

tial stretching or contracting of points in the direction of the given axes. 

This is meaningful, as it is known in linear algebra (e.g. Green & Carroll 

1976) that any nonsingular matrix transformation with real-valued entries 

can be uniquely decomposed into the composite transformation (a) rotation - 

stretch – rotation or (b) rotation – reflection – stretch – rotation. 

To make these transformations more clear, in Figure 1 an arbitrary trans- 

formation by a (2,2)-matrix T is depicted, where x are the original coordi- 

nates and x* the image coordinates. 

 

Fig. 1:  Change of basis vectors of a matrix representing a 

         quadratic form (after Green & Carroll 1976) 

To find now the specific basis vector transformation, a requirement is, that 

for some preimage vectors 

x  =  � 
x1

x2
 � (6) 

the image vector (see Figure 1) 

x* =  �   
x1
*

x2
*

   � (7) 

has to have the same direction as the preimage vector. This means, that for 

some particular vectors x the direction is maintained, i.e. only the effect 
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of stretch exists: 

x* = λ x (8) 

In general the transformation T can be applied to x: 

x* = T x (9) 

The substitution of eq. (8) in eq. (9) then results in: 

T x = λ x (10) 

which can be rearranged to 

T x - λ I x = 0 (11) 

(T – λ I) x = 0 (12) 

To obtain solutions x ≠ 0, the determinant of eq. (12) must be zero, which 

leads to the characteristic equation of T: 

|T – λ I| = 0 (13) 

As is well-known, the roots of this equation are the eigenvalues λi of T, 

and their associated vectors from eq. (12) are the eigenvectors xi. 

Two central results can be obtained from this process, which are of some 

importance for the geometric interpretation of PCA (see section 2.1): 

 (i)  the eigenvalues λi indicate the magnitude of the stretch (or stretch 

      followed by refraction), 

(ii)  the eigenvectors indicate the new directions (basis vectors fi) along 

      which the stretching takes place. 

Note that the elements of the eigenvectors are direction cosines for the new 

basis vectors, but they are expressed in terms of the original basis! 

2.3 Maximizing Linear Composites 

A second way that leads to the PCA is via the statistical point of view 

(e.g. Giri 1977), Gnanadesikan 1977, Kendall 1975). The error or confidence 

ellipses, given by eq. (1), can be interpreted as horizontal sections 

through the 2-dimensional normal distribution of the parameter vector x. 

This means, that if no external influences exist, repeated experiments (in 

geodetic networks, this means multiple observations epochs) will give esti- 

mates which are spread in a similar manner to the dots in Figure 2, and which 

are in correspondence to the confidence ellipse. 

The statistical concept bow is to replace the two variables x1 and x2 by 

a linear composite 

z = s1 x1 + s2 x2 (14) 
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Fig. 2:  Illustration of principal components with bivariate data 
         (after Gnanadesikan 1977). 

 

with the requirement that the variance of this linear composite is maximized, 

subject to sTs = 1. 

Var(z) = max         ∀ s (15) 

Geometrically, the different estimates are maximally separated along the 

linear composite. 

The motivation for pursuing this line of thought is the desire to replace 

two or more correlated variables with a single linear composite that accounts 

for as much as possible of the variation shared by the component variables. 

Of course, this process will yield only satisfactory results, if a high 

correlation exists. For geodetic networks this implies that a somewhat in- 

homogeneous geometry is present. 

To find a new basis vector s with the property of maximizing the variance 

requires the maximization of the expression 

sT Kxx s (16) 

subject to the normalization constraint sTs = 1. This problem is standard 

in optimization and it can be stated as follows: 

F = sT Kxx s – λ(s
Ts – 1) (17) 

where λ is an additional unknown, the Lagrange multiplier. To maximize F, 

the partial derivative 

∂F
∂s

  =  2(Kxxs - λs)                                                                        (18) 

is set equal to zero. Dividing both sides by 2 and factoring out s leads to 

(Kxx – λ I) s = 0 (19) 
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which is equivalent to eq. (12). Again, a value for λ is sought, that 

satisfies the characteristic equation 

|Kxx – λ I| = 0 (20) 

However, for a (n,n)-covariance matrix Kxx one obtains n eigenvalues λi. 

Only the largest eigenvalue λ1 will maximize F. The eigenvalue s1, corres- 

ponding to λ1 is the desired linear composite (eq. (14)) and by this the new 

basis vector, which gives the maximum variance achievable along one dimen- 

sion. The eigenvector s2, corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue 

λ2, is the direction of that linear composite, which gives the maximum 

achievable variance orthogonal to s1. 

 

2.4 Summary of Geometrical and Statistical Aspects of PCA 

In geometric interpretation the 1st PC 

p1  =  s1 �λ1 

is a one-dimensional representation of the major semi-axis of the n-dimen- 

sional confidence hyperellipsoid. √λ1 is the length of this major semi- 

axis and the elements of s1 are the direction-cosines of this projection 

onto the original basis vectors. 

In the statistical interpretation the maximum possible separation between 

the variables is found in the direction of s1, and that the maximum variance λ1 

is in this direction. For geodetic networks this means, the composite with 

s1 is worst determined among all possible functions of x and the differences 

of repeated coordinate determinations tend to lie in this direction! 

 

3. Application and Interpretation of PCA in Geodetic Networks 

3.1 Two-Dimensional Examples 

For a simple and geometrically straight forward application of the PCA to 

geodetic networks this section starts with 2-dimensional parameter vectors. 

In the first example a plane intersection from two reference points will be 

considered. As geometric representation of the (2,2)-covariance matrix Kxx 

the standard (Helmert) error ellipse 

�x - x��T Kxx
-1 �x - x��  =  1 (21) 

for this example is depicted in Figure 3. 

As discussed in the previous sections, the 1st principal component is given 

by 
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p1  =  s1 √λ1  =  � 
s11 √λ1

s12 √λ2
 � (22) 

which is the projection of the major semi-axis a1 onto the orthogonal coordi- 

nate axes. The length of the major axis is 

a1  =  √λ1 (23) 

and its direction cosines are given by the eigenvector 

s  =  � 
s11

s12
 � (24) 

All these relations are known from standard textbooks of adjustment calculus: 

at least for single point determinations the PCA is completely in corres- 

pondence with common practice! 

 

 

 

Fig. 3:  Error ellipses and principal components for a point intersection. 

 

 

As a second example, graphically given in Figure 4, a small levelling net- 

work of only 3 points is selected (after van Mierlo 1981). Point H1 in the 

figure is held fixed. 

In deviation from the common rules, as representation of the covariance 

matrix of the two parameters, belonging to different points, in panel II 

of Figure 4 a two-dimensional error ellipse is constructed, which shows 

very clearly the correlation of ρ = 0.5 between the two variates. In 

addition to one-dimensional error or confidence regions, which would be 

applied usually to depict the precision in this net, the elements of the 1st 

PC in panel III of this figure represent both the variance and the correla- 

tion between both variates! 
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Fig. 4:  Principal components for a simple levelling net. 

 

3.2 Horizontal Networks 

In Figure 5 and Figure 6 the point confidence ellipses and the components 

of the 1st PC are depicted for two horizontal networks with direction and 

distance observations. To both networks and inner constraint adjustment is 

applied. 

Starting with the regular chain of diagonals of Figure 5, it is at first 

surprising that the areas of the confidence ellipses are not a minimum for 

the central points, as is often expected to be a result of an inner constraint 

adjustment. The smallest ellipse areas are found for points 20-25% apart 

from both ends, i.e. near the so-called Bessel points, if compared with the 

bending of a beam. 

As λ1 accounts for 57% of the trace of Kxx, the PCA is applicable here. The 

1st PC, given by the vectors in Figure 5, depict the strong correlation 

between neighboring points; information that cannot be obtained from point 

confidence ellipses and is essentially eliminated in relative ellipses. In 

addition, the prevailing transversal direction of this PC can be interpreted 

as a weakness of the configuration in this direction. In relation to section 

2.3 this means that the parameter estimates may be falsified preponderant in 

this direction. The increasing sizes of the confidence ellipses for the 

central and border points fit well to this 1st PC. Only from a PCA can this 

effect be adequately explained. 

A second example is given in Figure 6 where the confidence ellipses and the 

direction of the 1st PC are depicted for a real triangulateration network 

from Venezuela. In contrast to the results shown in Figure 5, where the point 

components of the 1st PC are dominantly in transversal direction, here these 

components lie mostly in longitudinal direction. To discuss this effect, it 

has to be mentioned that compared with the regular chain of Figure 5 here the 

precision of the distance observations relative to the directions is rather 

poor. 
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One interpretation for this phenomenon may be that the geometry of a network 

is more or less responsible for the existence of critical (weak) directions, 

but the character of the weakness is determined by the relative precision 

within and between different kinds of observations. A more detailed dis- 

cussion of this interesting aspect is not within the scope of this paper. 

 

3.3 Simulation Study 

To ensure the behaviour of networks, with regard to aspects of PCA, simula- 

tion studies have been carried out previously (Dupraz & Niemeier 1979, 

Schmidt 1981). In spite of the critical datum fixation, the example of 

Dupraz & Niemeier (1979) is presented here again, see Figure 7. 

 

 

    Fig. 7:  Simulation study 
             with 1000 adjust- 
             ments and its 
             relation to the 
             1st principal 
             component. 

 

In this simulation study of a horizontal trilateration net the true dis- 

tances were at first derived from the given (true) coordinates. The obser- 

vations for 1000 adjustments were then created using a random number 

generator, which gives normal distributed pseudo random numbers with preset 

standard deviation. The confidence ellipses correspond to a 95% confidence 

level, and only a few adjustment results exceeded this confidence region. 

The correlation of the y-values is rather high (ρ = 0.67), and to show this 

numerically, a constraint simulation was carried out: Only the adjustment 

results which had positive Δy-values for the left point are shown in panel 

II of Figure 7. It can be derived from the figure that about 70% of 

the adjustment results for the right point have also positive Δy-values, 

which is of course due to the high correlation. The 1st PC, which is also 
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depicted in panel II (without scale) again indicates very clearly the 

similar behaviour of both points, i.e. the correlation effect. 

 

4. Principal Component and Sensitivity Analysis 

4.1 General Remarks 

As derived in section 2.3, the highest achievable variance in one dimension 

is in the direction of s1. As shown in Figures 2 and 7 this means, the coor- 

dinate estimates of different epochs will vary most in the direction of the 

1st PC. Now, if a network has a really weak zone, i.e. if λ1 counts for an 

essential part of tr(Kxx), coordinate differences may reach relatively large 

values and may show a regular pattern (due to their high correlation), even 

if no real movements took place. 

In practice this effect may be very critical, if one tries to develop 

deformation models out of the results of repeated network determinations. 

This so-called operational approach is rather frequently applied in geo- 

dynamics: One assumes that coordinates, that show a certain regular pattern, 

are related to real – perhaps not yet significant – crustal movements. For 

the North-Sea-Coast-Levelling-Net (Augath et al 1979) and the Trans-Canada- 

Levelling-Line (Lachapelle 1979, Leonhard & Niemeier 1980) an almost complete 

correspondency between coordinate differences and the 1st PC was found. 

 

4.2 Review of Sensitivity Analysis 

To establish a measure for the quality of a net as a monitoring network, 

the sensitivity analysis (Pelzer 1971, 1976) was established. 

Assuming an identical configuration for two monitoring epochs from separate 

adjustment, parameter estimates x�1 and x�2 and their covariance matrices 

Kxx(1)  =  σo2  Qxx(1), Kxx(2)  =  σo2  Qxx(2) are obtained. The global congruency test 

of the null hypothesis 

Ho  =  E{x�1}  =  E{x�2} (25) 

is given by the test statistics (Pelzer 1971) 

F�  =  
dT Qd+ d
R�Qd� σo2

                                                            (26) 

where 

d  =  x�2 - x�1 (27) 

Qd  =  Qxx(1)+ Qxx(2) (28) 
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If Ho holds, F� follows the central F-distribution. For an alternative 

hypothesis 

HA:  E{d}  =  dA  ≠  0 (29) 

the statistics F� is distributed according to the noncentral F-distribution 

with the noncentrality parameter 

ω  =  
dA
T Qd+ dA
σo2

                                                                                                                 (30) 

Now the power of a test is defined as the probability γ = 1-β that dA will 

lead to a rejection of Ho at a level of significance α. For specified α 

and β a critical value for the noncentrality parameter ωo can either be com- 

puted as a function of α, β and R(Qd), or taken from nomograms (Baarda 1968). 

The line of thought (corresponding to the reliability concept of Baarda) 

now is, that a specific dA is named detectable, if its ω exceeds the criti- 

cal value ωo: 

ω > ωo     ⇒ dA detectable (31) 

The importance of this inequality is that rather frequently the relative 

magnitude of movements of interest, i.e. a form vector g, is known and thus 

an assessment can be made in order to determine the just-detectable defor- 

mations according to this model. In this case HA is given by 

HA: dA = c . g (32) 

where c is a scalar to be determined. The deformation vector dA now is 

detectable if 

ω  =  
(c g)T Qd+ (c g)

σo2
  >  ωo                                                                                                    (33) 

which leads to the inequality for the scalar factor c: 

c  ≥  σo � 
ωo

gT Qd+ g
                                                                                                          (34) 

 

4.3 Sensitivity in Direction of the 1st PC 

As was outlined in the previous sections, multiple parameter estimates tend 

to lie in the direction of the 1st principal axis, i.e. the eigenvector s1. 

This is also the worst determined direction in the entire network. 

It might now be of some interest, to compute the minimum detectable 
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movements in direction of s1. To do this in the concept of sensitivity 

analysis s1 is used as a form vector in eq. (32): 

HA: dA = c1 . s1 (35) 

Assuming Qd = 2 Qxx, for this special case the quadratic form in eq. (34) 

is 

gT Qd+ g  =  
1
2

 s1T S D-1 ST s1                                                                 (36) 

if S is the matrix of eigenvectors si and D the matrix of eigenvalues λi of 

Qxx. As all products 

s1
T sj  =  0      ∀ j  ≠  1 (37) 

eq. (36) takes on the very simple form 

gT Qd+ g  =  
1

2 λ1
                                                                     (38) 

which gives, substituted in eq. (36), the final inequality 

c1  ≥  σo �2 ωo λ1                                                                                                               (39) 

which has to be fulfilled by the scalar factor, to lead to detectable 

movements in direction of s1. 

To give an example for this combination of PCA and sensitivity analysis, in 

Figure 8 some results from Leonhard & Niemeier (1980) for the analysis of 

the Trans-Canada-Levelling-Line (TCL) are depicted. As reported by Lachapelle 

(1979), between the old (1920-1930) and the new (about 1960) observations of 

this line a discrepancy of 1.96 m was found. Also shown in the figure are 

the elements of the minimum detectable movements according to eq. (39), com- 

puted with preset error probabilities of α = 0.05 and β = 0.10. 

Both computations are based on a datum fixation in Halifax, and, as a first 

result, continuously increasing values for the discrepancies and the critical 

amount of movements can be found. This close correspondence ensures the 

tendency of repeated measurements to lie in the direction of s1. In this case 

computations for the minimum detectable movements were made with an assumed 

σo(1)  =   2 mm √km⁄ , for the Canadian Adjustment 1928 and σo(2)  =   4 mm √km⁄ , for 

the observations in the new Canadian Vertical Framework (Lachapelle 1979). 

For points at the Pacific Ocean, the minimum detectable height differences ac- 

cording to σo(1) are 1.3 mm and according to σo(2) they rise to 2.6 mm. The con- 

clusion can be drawn that without any systematic effect most of this very 

large discrepancy may be just an effect of the extreme network geometry and 

the levelling precision. 
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Fig. 8:  Computed discrepancy for the Trans-Canada-Levelling Line 
         and its relation to the 1st principal component. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

Principal Component Analysis can be usefully applied in practice to geodetic 

networks. The geometrical and statistical properties of PCA allow the 

detection of possible weak zones of a network and present a geometrically 

clear picture of correlations between network parameters. This information 

cannot be provided by other criteria commonly used in network theory. PCA 

may therefore be a useful additional tool to understand the properties and 

the behaviour of geodetic networks. 

Not included in this paper is a discussion of the datum dependency of the 

covariance matrix and the resultant PCA (van Mierlo 1981). Preliminary 

results show that a PCA applied to the so-called inner covariance matrix 

shows the point correlations in a most correct manner, and therefore the 

inner constraint adjustment may have some optimality properties with respect 

to PCA. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The work illustrates a new method of determination of optimum second order 
project. This method is based on defining optimum weights of land surveying 
network elements - modifying them, in relation to initial solution, in pro- 
portion to their impact onto relevant aim- of λmax → min forms. Finally, the 
method is illustrated through optimization of elementary levelling network. 
 

0. Foreword 

In spite of the fact that in course of the last few years there has been a 

remarkable development in many methods of determination of second order 

optimum project /to both strategies of solving the problem Grafarend /1// – 

problem has not been fully solved. This because the techniques applied 

had an imperfection or two which made practical usage not feasible. 

The work is indicative of a new approach to determining optimum project of 

second order to first strategy, i.e. effected is minimization of the defined 

aim function λmax → min with meeting specific conditions on unknown 

weights. 

 

1. Defining the Problem 

As defined by G. Schmitt /2/, in the process of determining optimum project 

of second order configuration matrix A and correlation Qx are firm, 

i.e. unchangeable, while matrix P has changeable parameters. Should pro- 

blem of optimization be solved to first strategy, aim function and limiting 

condition under general condition can be defined in the following mode: 

  F(x) → extremum /1/ 

 and G(X) <
> bi /2/ 

where "bi" are coefficients defined. 

Analysing accuracy criterion as well as reliability's, as defined in Pel- 

zer /3/ and processed in Ninkov's article /4/, it can be found that as aim 

function of accuracy criterion as well as reliability's the following form 

can be applied: 
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  (λmax) Q
x
 → min /3/ 

The correlation matrix Qx, whose maximum own value λmax - is obtained to 

well-known formula: 

  Q
x

  =  �ATPA�
-1
 /4/ 

where "P" is a defined diagonal matrix of land surveying network elements 

weight. Equation /3/ can be also presented in the following form: 

  max �det �Q
x
- λE�  = 0�   →  min /5/ 

where:  λ = scaler at will 

  E = unit matrix 

In its general form, the equation /5/ can be expressed in the following man- 

ner: 

  λmax (σ1, σ2, ..., σn) → min /6/ 

where " σi" is the "ℓi" network elements' standard. 

This form of the equation /6/ can be utilized as an aim function in determin- 

ing optimum second order to first strategy. 

Limitation conditions for changeable values in the equation /6/ would be of 

the following form: 

  σmin ≤ σi ≤ σmax /7/ 

i.e. standards of planned observations have to be within specific limits 

which depend on planned ones and possible methods of operation, available 

instruments, etc. int the network realization. 

 

2. Mathematical Basis of Solution to the New Method 

This problem's solution starts from the assumption that the first order 

project /i.e. the network configuration/ is adopted and unchangeable. 

In this same manner, possible is to assume values of the standard σi of ob- 

servation ℓi - to be located within the limits σmin and σmax defined in 

advance. 

Let a "M" be used to mark one vector whose elements to an increased order 

are " σi" observation standards, or: 
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M = [σmin = σ1, σ2, ..., σj, ..., σr = σmax] / j = 1, 2, ..., γ / /8/ 

If the initial matrix of the Po weights is formed with first part of the vec- 

tor M, i.e. 

  P
o
= �
1 σmin

2⁄
1 σmin

2⁄
1 σmin

2⁄
� /9/ 

the following correlation matrix can be formed: 

  oQx   =  �ATPoA�
-1
 /10/ 

to give the least possible maximum own value λ°max. 

This statement derives from the analysis of criterion of accuracy and relia- 

bility as expressed by means of won values of correlation matrix Qx (Pelzer 

/3/). 

Now, a demand can be made to determine the impact of modification 

of standards of individual measured element σi = σmin for ∆σ on value 

of λ°max. In other words, necessary is to determine increase in maximum own 

value λ°max which is caused by the change mentioned. Mathematically, it can 

be expressed in the following manner: 

∂λmax
∂σi

  =  
∂λmax/σ1,σ1,…,σ1/

∂σi
                           /11/ 

i.e. 

∂λmax
∂σi

  =  lim
Δσ→o

 
max/σl,σl,…,σl+Δσ,…,σl/- λmax/σl,σl,…,σl/

Δσ
                  /12/ 

This way, possible is to determine increases of aim function /6/ as caused 

by change in standard of every individual observation for ∆σ. Increase in 

aim function are obtained in the following form: 

Δλmaxi   =  λmaxi -λmaxo  /13/ 

The measured element ℓi to whom corresponds minimum value Δλmaxi  = (Δλmax)min 

has the least impact on the change in the standard σi – in regards to the 

amount of the aim function. The coefficients of the altered proportionality 

of the impact in the σi standard modification ∆σ - in value of the aim 

function λmax – are computed to the formula of: 
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Ki  =  �
 (Δλmax)min 

λmaxi                                                                           /14/ 

This coefficient of reverse proportionality shall – in continuation of the 

work – be used for determination of optimum project of second order to the 

new numerical process. The starting point, in this case, is the fact that 

in solving any land surveying task always is possible to define – a priori - 

a desired accuracy of the land surveying network parameters. To Pelzer /3/ 

and Ninkov /4/ this desired accuracy can be expressed through maximum own 

amount λmax = λk of the correlation matrix Qx. 

Almost at all times, in solving problems of designing land surveying amount 

λk is considerably higher than λ°max which is obtained from the Qx. That is 

why possible is, commencing from the Po, to carry out an increase in stan- 

dard of individual observations σi in proportion to the Ki coefficients, for 

the following elements of vectors of possible standards of observation M. 

Accordingly, in every iteration, standards of observation ℓi would be compu- 

ted to the following formula /the j-iteration/: 

σi
(j)  =  σ1 + Ki σj /15/ 

That way, in every iteration possible is to materialize λ(j)max to meet the 

condition of: 

λmax
(j)  >  λmax

(j-1) /16/ 

The iterative process is finalized upon meeting the following condition: 

λmax(i)  ≈  λk /17/ 

In this manner determined is such an arrangement of measurement accuracy 

which is to provide desired accuracy of the network parameters as defined 

by λk. This way is materialized a plan of observation which considerably 

depends on impact of σi standard of the measured element on the amount of 

aim function. Realization of the observation plan makes possible remarkable 

savings in the field of time, work or means – in relation to realization of 

the plan of observation as obtained through classical previous estimate of 

accuracy in which all the element of the same kind are measured with same 

accuracy. 
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3. Example 

For the purpose of illustration of the newly developed method utilized shall 

be optimization of accuracy of measurement in one single elementary levelling 

network /Figure 1/ which consists of three given and two demanded Bench Marks. 

A condition is made that standards of the demanded repers amount to ±2 mm, i.e. 

a priori defined accuracy in the network as defined by λk = 4. 

 

 

Figure 1. 

 

Vector of possible observation standards shall be adopted in the following 

form: 

 M = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,16,32] 

The maximum own amount of the correlation matrix oQx   = /ATP A/
-1
 amounts to 

λ°max = 0.6867, where configuration matrix A is of the following form: 

 AT  =  � 
1   1   0   1   1   0

0   0   1  -1   0   1
 � 

The initial matrix of weights Po is computed with diagonal elements pi = 

=  
1

σmin
2   =  1. 

Now, possible is to perform determination of increase in the λ°max when stan- 

dards of observations σ1 are changed for ∆σ = 0.2. In the observed instance, 

increases λimax and coefficients Ki are illustrated in the Table No. 1. 

 

T A B L E   No. 1 

Measurements: ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3 ℓ4 ℓ5 ℓ6 

max 0.0257 0.0463 0.1217 0.0021 0.0214 0.0212 

Ki 0.3861 0.2131 0.1315 1.0000 0.3133 0.3147 
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By means of changing initial amounts of the standards of observation σ1 = 

= σmin = 1, in proportion to the coefficients Ki for the following elements 

of the vector M – finally is obtained the following arrangement of the mea- 

surement accuracy: 

p1=0.056474   p2=0.160629   p3=0.34919   p4=0.013600   p5=0.040196   p6=0.028554 

which provide the desired accuracy of the demanded Bench Marks. That is how 

determined is an optimum project of the second order by realization of which 

possible is to gain considerable savings in comparison to realization of clas- 

sical determined plan of observation. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The newly developed method of determining optimum project of the second or- 

der has certain advantages in relation to thus far published methods in lite- 

ratures which deal with the problems. 

The advantage is primarily reflected in utilization of aim function of the 

form λmax → min which contains criterions of accuracy and reliability. There- 

by, there is eliminated a possibility of phenomena of the optimum project of 

the second order with only necessary number of measurements in the network. 

Similarly, by means of simultaneous measurement of the observation standard - 

in proportion to the Ki coefficients – achieved is an optimum project of 

the second order with a number of iterations contrary to some methods of the 

first strategy /GRAFAREND /1// which offered solution after a large number 

of iterations. 

Naturally, this newly developed method, too, has its imperfections which are, 

first of all, reflected in difficulties of numerical nature in finding its own 

values of the matrix Qx. 

However, this problem is daily reduced thanking to new computers with an in- 

creased number of numerical possibilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The points in a primary and secondary networks are regarded as being in a 
state of continuous motion. Accordingly the datum which represents the primary 
network is also time variable. The adjustment of measurements made for den- 
sification of the primary network should model those time variations. This 
is accomplished by defining the datum through free net constraints imposed 
on the standard epoch positions and the velocities of the subset of primary 
points which are involved in the densification measurements. Datum distortions 
caused by freak primary net points are treated by S-transformation techniques. 

 

 

1. Time-like Variations in Geodetic Networks 

In the adjustment of geodetic networks we can no longer ignore the impact of 

time-like variations in the position of its points. Modern measurement tech- 

niques have reached a degree of precision which justifies the inclusion of 

velocity parameters in the mathematical models of the adjustment. 

The scheme of primary and secondary geodetic network measurements and 

adjustment is today as it used to be centuries ago as follows: 

(1) The primary network is measured over a relatively short period of time 

    depending, of course, on the size of the country. The measurements are 

    adjusted resulting in primary net point coordinates including their 

    variance-covariance matrix. 

(2) At various subsequent epochs and as a function of the rate and scope of 

    development of the country the need arises for regional densification 

    of the primary control. This is accomplished by measurements performed 

    in the respective region between new-secondary net points and a number 

    of existing-primary net points which provide control. 

The adjustment of the densification measurements results in coordinates and 

covariance matrix of the secondary net points (See ADLER et al. (1979) and 

PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981a)). The primary net as a whole has changed during 

the time interval between the measurements described in (1) and those in (2) 

above. Reasons for that may be crustal movements, faulty reconstruction of 
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points which were destroyed etc. Notwithstanding the inevitable variations 

in the primary net we would like to have the secondary net points defined 

in the same datum as the one defined in the original adjustment of the 

primary net. This is of course impossible. 

What we can do, instead, is to insure that the datum of the secondary net is 

consistent with those primary net points which were involved in the densifi- 

cation measurements. This can be accomplished only if the mathematical model 

for the adjustment of the densification measurements does include parameters 

which describe the time-like variations of the respective primary net points. 

 

2. Mathematical Model of Measurements in Time-Variable Environment 

Let us consider a two dimensional geodetic network defined for simplicity 

on a plane reference surface. We assume that its points move with respect 

to a certain well defined reference system (See PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981b)). 

The Cartesian coordinates of point pi at epoch tm would be 

�
x

y
�
i

m

 = �
x

y
�
i

o

+ �
ẋ

ẏ
�
i

⋅  ∆tm (2.1) 

Here [x  y]io are the zero (standard) epoch coordinates of point i and 

[ẋ  ẏ]i are the two components of its velocity. Thus a geodetic measurement 

which has been performed at epoch tm between points i and j or between i, j 

and k would be modeled by the zero epoch coordinates and the velocity of 

the above points. 

Apart of the datum (estimability) problem which is discussed later we need 

measurements made at least at two different epochs in order to be able to 

estimate all of the above parameters and in particular the velocities. There 

is an interesting alternative suggested by MARKUSE (1981) where a formal 

solution of the velocities is possible from measurements made at a single 

epoch (to). Measurements made at subsequent epochs and processed sequentially 

result in real solutions for the velocities. 

The minimum condition of "at least two epochs" is met for only those primary 

net points which provide control for the adjustment of densification measure- 

ments as they have been measured at epochs to and tm. The rest of the primary 

net points (measured at to only) are of no interest. The secondary net points 

have been measured only once, at tm and so we can solve for their positional 

parameters only. The observation equations of the densification measurements 
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will be as follows: (See PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981b)) 

V  =  A1 ⋅ X1 + [A2 A3] ⋅ � 
X2
X3

 �  + ∆tm ⋅ [A2 A3] ⋅ � Ẋ2
Ẋ3

 �  - L (2.2) 

where 

X1 are corrections to secondary net point approximate coordinates, 

X2,X3 are corrections to the primary net point (to epoch) coordinates, 

Ẋ2,Ẋ3 are velocities of the primary net points with respect to a particular 

reference system defined in the next chapter, 

Δtm = tm - to is the average time interval between primary and densification 

measurements. 

The partitioning of the primary net points into X2 and X3 (Ẋ2, Ẋ3) is arbi- 

trary in general and depends on the size and the nature of the datum defect 

of the observation system (See PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981a)). In our case, 

assuming that distances have been measured at tm, X3 is of size three 

and consists of corrections to the x,y (to epoch) coordinates of one point 

and x or y another point in the primary network. Ẋ3 is of the same size 

and consists of the respective velocities of the above points. 

 

3. Datum Definition of the Secondary Network 

The observation equations system (2.2) is rank deficient due to the lack of 

datum. Compared to conventional (static) systems in which velocities are 

not being modeled the size of the defect is exactly doubled (See PAPO and 

PERELMUTER (1981b)). Our interpretation is that we need datum definition 

for the zero epoch coordinates (X1,X2,X3)
o as well as for the velocities 

(Ẋ2, Ẋ3) of the primary net points which were involved in the densification 

measurements. 

A minimal constraints solution of system (2.2) can be obtained by setting 

to zero the X3 and Ẋ3 parameters (a total of two by three quantities). The 

remaining parameters are then estimated �X1*,X2*,Ẋ2
*� by the solution of the 

following full rank normal equations system: 

� 

N11 N12 ∆tm⋅N12
N21 N22 ∆tm⋅N22

∆tm⋅N21 ∆tm⋅N22 ∆tm2⋅N22

 �  ⋅ � 

X1
*

X2
*

Ẋ2
*

 �   =  � 

U1

U2

∆tm⋅U2

 � (3.1) 
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where 

 N11  =  A1T ⋅ P ⋅ A1 ; N12  =  A1T ⋅ P ⋅ A2 ; N21  =  A2T ⋅ P ⋅ A1 ; N22  =  A2T ⋅ P ⋅ A2 

  U1    =  A1T ⋅ P ⋅ L  ;  U2    =  A2T ⋅ P ⋅ L  

The datum of the above minimal constraints solution is of limited value due 

to the entirely arbitrary partitioning of the primary net points into X2 

and X3. What is more, the primary net points in X2 are not represented at 

all in the datum definition. A more meaningful solution, one which represents 

according to their quality all of the primary net points involved in the tm 

epoch measurements, is obtained by applying weighted free net constraints to 

the (2.2) system. The following two minimum conditions are to be satisfied: 

[X2T X3T] ⋅ PX ⋅ � 
X2
X3

 �   =   min   and   �Ẋ2
T Ẋ3

T� ⋅ PX ⋅ � Ẋ2
Ẋ3

 �   =  min (3.2) 

where PX the a-priori weight matrix of the X2,X3 parameters is based in 

general on the initial (to epoch) solution of the complete primary network. 

By means of the above two conditions (3.2) a unique reference frame is defined 

for the velocities of the primary net points as follows: 

* the weighted sum of the velocities is zero 

* the weighted sum of mixed products of position and velocity �xi ẏi - yi ẋi� 

  is zero (it is equal to the norm of the vector product of position and 

  velocity vectors of a point, see also PAPO and PERELMUTER (1982b)). 

We should note that the datum defined by the above constraints depends on 

the particular PX (a-priori weight matrix). 

The solution of the free net X and Ẋ parameters is obtained by a transformation 

of the X* and Ẋ* parameters (See PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981a)). For complete- 

ness we bring here without derivation the sequence of formulae with slight 

modifications. 

� 

X1

X2

X3

 �   =  R ⋅ � 
X1

X2
 �
*

 ; Q  =  R ⋅ Q* ⋅ RT (3.3) 

� 

0

Ẋ2

Ẋ3

 �   =  R ⋅ � 
0

Ẋ2
 �
*

 ; Q̇  =  R ⋅ Q̇* ⋅ RT (3.4) 
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where 

 R  =  G�T ⋅ S�-1 ; S�  =  G ⋅ G�T ; G  =  [ I G12 ] ; G�  =  [ I G�12 ] 

G�12
T   =  � P33 - G12T  ⋅ � 

0

P23
 ��

-1

⋅ � G12T  ⋅ � 
0 0

0 P22
 �  - [ 0 P32 ]� ;  PX  =  � 

P22 P23

P32 P33
 � 

G12
T   =  [ A3T ⋅ P ⋅ A1 A3

T ⋅ P ⋅ A2 ] ⋅ � 
N11 N12

N21 N22
 �
-1

 (3.5) 

There is an alternative way for evaluating the G12
T  matrix which will be dis- 

cussed in the next chapter. 

The above procedure insures for the secondary net points a datum which differs 

slightly from the original to epoch datum of the primary net. The difference 

in datum is due to the inclusion of the densification measurements as well 

as to the additional parameters of the adjustment model (velocities of the 

primary net points). Those velocities are in our case nuisance parameters. 

Their principal function is to filter out the effects of relative motion of 

the primary points on the densification measurements. There is however one 

additional purpose which can be served by those velocities and their covari- 

ance matrix. 

We are usually interested to prelude distortions of the datum which may be 

caused by freak "misbehaved" primary net points. A convenient statistical 

test of the behaviour of the primary net points is the F-test of hypothesis 

applied to their relative velocities (See PAPO and PERELMUTER (1981b) and 

(1982b)). The F statistic which is being tested is defined by the following 

expression: (See also PELZER (1971) and BRUNNER (1979)) 

F  =  
�Ẋ2

T  Q̇2
-1  Ẋ2�  ⋅ f

(VT  P  V)  ⋅ f2
                                                                                                                                               (3.6) 

where Q̇2 is a submatrix of the variance-covariance matrix of the velocity 

estimates. 

f is the degree of freedom of densification measurements, 

f2 is the number of Ẋ2 parameters. 

If the F-test zero hypothesis is rejected at a given α level the Ẋ2, Ẋ3  

velocities are inspected and the suspected "freak" point is suspended from 

the datum definition club. This is accomplished by setting to zero the re- 

spective rows and columns of the PX matrix. Now Ẋ2 and Q̇2 are reestimated 
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in the new reference frame (defined without the suspended point) and the 

F-test r is repeated. Although the trial and error testing procedure described 

above can be improved by certain computational techniques, snooping for the 

freak point or points is highly subjective and depends on the qualifications 

of the human analyst. 

 

4. Change of Minimal Constraints by S-transformation 

The look-out for a freak primary net point can result in one of the following 

two mutually exclusive cases: 

Case 1:  none of the parameters of the suspected point is a part of X3. 

Case 2:  X3 contains one or more of the suspected point’s parameters. 

The method for the suspension of a freak point from the primary net in case 1 

is straight forward and was described at the end of last chapter. If the freak 

point belongs to case 2 we first transform the situation into case 1 and 

then proceed as above. 

Conversion of case 2 into case 1 is performed by the change of minimal con- 

straints, known in the literature as an "S-transformation" (See BAARDA (1973), 

MIERLO (1980) and MOLENAAR (1981)). In essence it boils down to a reparti- 

tioning of the primary net point parameters into a new set of X2,X3 (Ẋ2,Ẋ3). 

A brute force approach would require the formation of a new system of normal 

equations and their subsequent solution for X1
*, X2* and Ẋ2

*. 

In what follows we describe a simple alternative method for performing the 

change in minimal constraints which (as in other S-transformation methods) 

avoid the need for repeated formation and solution of the normal system. 

Equation (3.3) premultiplied by G results in the trivial inverse transformation 

� 
X1
*

X2
*

 �   =  G ⋅ � 

X1

X2

X3

 � (4.1) 

We note again that the X1,X2,X3 vector is unique and depends on the PX matrix. 

It doesn’t depend on the particular partitioning of the X2,X3 parameters. 

If we reorder X2,X3 so that the freak point’s parameters in X3 are exchanged 

for appropriate parameters in X2 we can write equation (4.1) for the new 

vector X1,X2,X3 resulting in the new minimal constraints solution X1
*, X2*. 

We have, of course, to reevaluate the G matrix to correspond to the new 

partitioning of X2 and X3. Instead of evaluating G12
T   (G  =  [ I G12 ])  by 
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equation (3.5) we can use an easier alternative. We have shown in PAPO and 

PERELMUTER (1982a) that the G12
T  matrix can be evaluated from Helmert’s trans- 

formation matrix C. The computations are simple and can be performed easily 

by a pocket calculator. 

The above S-transformation method is a special case of a more general situa- 

tion where the repartitioning involves the X1 vector too. It is easy to see 

that the proposed method for change of minimal constraints holds also for 

the velocities according to equation (3.4). 

 

5. Conclusions 

The method for the adjustment of horizontal control densification measure- 

ments presented in this paper, being a follow-up of our previous work, brings 

the time element into our considerations resulting in a new mathematical 

model. The time-like variations in the coordinates of the primary control 

network points are filtered out from the measurements resulting in a rela- 

tively undisturbed datum for the secondary net points. 

A similar approach can be taken to the analysis of deformations the difference 

being in our interpretation of the results as shown in PAPO and PERELMUTER 

(1982b). In deformation analysis we are interested in the relative velocities 

of the network points while in our present case we seek the standard epoch 

positions of the same. 

The S-transformation technique presented at the end is one of a number of 

mathematical tools which are being developed by us for a more efficient and 

objective analysis of the primary network points involved in the densification 

measurements. 
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1. Insufficient adjustment models 

In the adjustment of geodetic networks as well as in other 

adjustment problems we describe the relationships between 

observed quantities and unknown parameters by a functional 

model, e. g. in the linearized form 

l�  =  A x� , (1.1) 

l� : true values of observed quantities 
 (n x 1 vector), 

x� : true values of unknown parameters 
 (u x 1 vector), 

A : n x u matrix of coefficients. 

Replacing the true observation vector l� in (1.1) by its 
observed value l we get the observation equation 

l + v = A x� (1.2) 

v : vector of residuals, 

x� : parameter vector to be estimated. 

The stochastic properties of l are described by 

E�l�  =  μ
l

  =  l� (1.3) 

ε         =  l - μ
l
 , (1.4) 

Σ
ll

     =  E�εεT�  =  σo2 Q
ll

  =  σo2 P-1 (1.5) 

μ
l
   : expected value of l, 

Σ
ll
  : covariance matrix of l, 

Q
ll
  : cofactor matrix, 

P   : weight matrix, 

σo2   : variance of unit weight. 
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The covariance matrix Σ
ll
 together with equation (1.3) is 

called the stochastic model, and in combination with the 

functional model (1.1) the least square solution of (1.2) 

is given by the well-known formulae 

N
xx

 x� - n
x

  =  O , (1.6) 

N
xx

  =  AT P A  ;  n
x

  =  AT P l , (1.7) 

Q
xx

  =  N
xx
-1 , (1.8) 

x�      =  Q
xx

 n
x
 , (1.9) 

Σ
xx

  =  σo2 Q
xx
 , (1.10) 

Σ
xx
 : covariance matrix of x�. 

Of course, the adjustment model cannot be more than an appro- 

ximation to the physical reality, which may be sufficient or 

not. If the model is not sufficient, the residual vector v 

does not agree with its covariance matrix 

Σ
vv

  =  σo2 �Qll- AT Q
xx

 A� , (1.11) 

detectable by statistical tests. 

In the case of insufficient adjustment model the functional 

model (1.1) has to be extended. Generally this can be done 

by additional parameters, forming a vector ξ, 

l�  =  A x + B ξ�  =  [ A ⋮ B ] � 
x�
⋯
ξ�

 � (1.12) 

ξ� : true value of additional parameters 
    (m x 1 vector), 

B : n x m matrix of coefficients. 
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If the true value ξ� is known, its influence to the observa- 

tion vector l may be considered as a systematic model error 

∆, 

l� - ∆�  =  A x� , (1.13) 

∆�         =  B ξ� , (1.14) 

∆�   : systematic model error in  
      (n x 1 vector). 

In this case in (1.2) and (1.7) the observation vector l 

has to be replaced by 

l  =  l - ∆�  =  l - B ξ� (1.15) 

and the ordinary solution (1.6) – (1.10) can used now as 

before. 

Normally, however, the true value ξ� is not known, i.e. the 

model (1.12) leads to another solution. 

 

2. Typical examples 

   2.1 Calibration parameters of EDM-instruments 

Normally the calibration of EDM-instruments, i.e. in simple 

cases the determination of the scale factors and additive 

constants, will be carried out in special calibration networks 

or by laboratory tests. But, as an alternative procedure, these 

calibration parameters or some of them can be determined directly 

from the network observations, this method is often called "on- 

the-job-calibration". In these cases the calibration parameters 

play the role of the additional parameters ξ in equation 

(1.12). 
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On the other hand, even if a special calibration measurement 

has been carried out, the resulting parameters are of limi- 

ted accuracy and may be improved by the network adjustment. 

 
2.2 Centering errors 

In the functional model (1.1) all observations from or to a 

certain network station are considered as centered to one and 

the same point. Of course, this model is disturbed if one or 

more centering errors occur, such centering errors may be 

considered as additional parameters ξ in the extended model 

(1.12). 

In practice we have to distinguish two cases. In the first one 

we have only a limited number of possibly gross centering errors 

in the network; these errors can be estimated in the extended 

model (1.12). In the second case, however, all observations 

contain small centering errors which can be described by their 

statistical distribution, this case is considered in Ch. 4 and 5. 

 

3. Estimation of additional parameters without stochastic 

   information 

In this model the additional parameters ξ in (1.12) are consi- 

dered as nonstochastical quantities like the main parameters x; 

i.e. they have to be estimated in the same manner. The model 

may be used, for example, in the case of on-the-job-calibration 

(Ch. 2.1), or for the purpose of determination of gross center- 

ing errors (Ch. 2.2). 

The extended model (1.12) leads to the extended observation 

equation 

l + v  =  [ A ⋮ B ] � 
x�
⋯
ξ�

 � (3.1) 

ξ� : estimated value of ξ�. 
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and together with the unchanged stochastic model (1.5) we 

get the normal equation 

� 
ATP A | ATP B

------+------
BTP A | BTP B

 � �
x�
--

ξ�
�   - � 

ATP l

------
BTP l

 �   =  O (3.2) 

or, with other symbols for abbreviation, 

�

N
xx

| N
xξ

 ------+------ 
N
ξx

| N
ξξ

� �
x�
--

ξ�
�   - � 

n
x

------ 
n
ξ

�   =  0 . (3.3) 

With 

�

Q
xx

| Q
xξ

------+------
Q
ξx

| Q
ξξ

�   =  �

N
xx

| N
xξ

------+------
N
ξx

| N
ξξ

�

-1

 , (3.4) 

the solution of (3.2) resp. (3.3) is 

�
x�
--

ξ�
�   =  �

Q
xx

| Q
xξ

------+------
Q
ξx

| Q
ξξ

� �

n
x

--
n
ξ

� . (3.5) 

This solution is advantageous if one is interested in the 

numerical value of ξ�, e.g. if the statistical significance 
of ξ� has to be tested. 

If, however, the numerical value of ξ� is not of special 
interest ξ� may be eliminated beforehand by 

N�
xx

  =  N
xx
- N

xξ
 N
ξξ
-1 N

ξx
 , (3.6) 

n�
x

    =  n
x
- N

xξ
 N
ξξ
-1 n

ξ
 , (3.7) 

N�
xx

 x� - n�
x

  =  O . (3.8) 
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The solution of (3.8) is simply 

x�  =  N�
xx
-1 n�

x
  =  Q

xx
 n�
x
 , (3.9) 

Q
xx

  =  N�
xx
-1 , (3.10) 

x� normally distributed with expected value 

E�x��  =  x� (3.11) 

and covariance matrix 

Σ
xx

  =  σo2 Q
xx
 . (3.12) 

From (3.6) follows that the matrix N�
xx
 may be singular 

though N
xx
 is not, i.e. the additional parameters ξ may be 

not estimable from the observation vector l. But even in 

the case where N�
xx
 is regular and Q

xx
  =  N�

xx
-1 exists, the 

inequality. 

tr �Q
xx
�   ≥  tr �N

xx
-1� 

holds, i.e. the determination of ξ in the extended model is 

connected with a loss in precision of the main parameters x. 

That is the price we have to pay for an unbiased estimation 

of x. 

In order to proof (3.12) we take from (3.4) 

Q
xx

  = N
xx
-1 + N

xx
-1 N

xξ
 Q
ξξ

 N
ξx

 N
xx
-1  =  N

xx
-1 + F FT , (3.14) 

with an auxiliary matrix 

F  =  N
xx
-1 N

xξ
 Q
ξξ

1
2  . (3.15) 

Therefore 

tr �Q
xx
�   =  tr �N

xx
-1� + tr �F FT� (3.16) 

and, for any real matrix F, 

tr �F FT�  ≥  O . (3.17) 
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4. Estimation of additional parameters as pseudo observations 

In many cases it is impossible to follow the solution of Ch. 3 
because the matrix N�

xx
 in (3.10) is singular and no simple inverse 

Q
xx
 exists. In such cases, however, we may often regard the additio- 

nal parameters ξ as stochastic quantities with expected value 

E �ξ�   =  O (4.1) 

and given matrix 

Σ
ξξ

  =  σo2 Q
ξξ
 . (4.2) 

But, independent of the question whether or not the matrix N�
xx
 is 

singular, the parameter vector ξ often is of stochastic nature 

and should be treated in the way described below. 

For example in the case of determination of calibration parameters 

(Ch. 2.1) preliminary values of these parameters may be known from 

calibration procedures, together with the corresponding covariance 

matrix Σ
ξξ
. Then we may interpretate the remaining errors in the 

parameters as stochastic values with properties (4.1) and (4.2) 

and the network adjustment only as a possibility to improve these 

calibration parameters. 

As another example we may consider the centering errors (Ch. 2.2) 

as random errors to be described by (4.1) and (4.2), where the 

covariance matrix Σ
ξξ
 has to be estimated based on practical 

experience. 

On the basis of (4.1) and (4.2) we may extend the observation 

equation (3.1) by addition of pseudo observations 

�
l

--
O
�+ �

v

--
ξ�
�   =  �

A | B

----+----
O | I

� �
x�
--

ξ�
� , (4.3) 

corresponding to the stochastical model 

Σ  = �

Σ
ll
| O     

---+---
O     | Σξξ

�   =  σo2 �

Q
ll
| O     

---+---
O     | Qξξ

�   =  σo2 �

P     | O     
---+---
O     | Pξξ

�

-1

 . (4.4) 
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The resulting normal equation is, with symbols defined in 

(3.3) 

�

N
xx

| N
xξ

----+-------
N
ξx

| N
ξξ
+P

ξξ

� � 
x�

---
ξ�

 �  - � 

n
x

--- 
n
ξ

�   =  O (4.5) 

with the solution 

�
x

---
ξ
�   =  �

Q�
xx

| Q�
xξ

----+----
Q�
ξx

| Q�
ξξ

� �

n
x

---
n
ξ

� , (4.6) 

where the cofactor matrix Q�, 

Q�  =  �

Q�
xx
| Q�

xξ

----+----
Q�
ξx
| Q�

ξξ

�   =  �

N
xx

| N
xξ

---- + -------
N
ξx

| N
xx
+P

ξξ

�

-1

 , (4.7) 

is not identical with the corresponding matrix in (3.4). 

Similar to Ch. 3, the vector 𝜉̅ can be eliminated before- 

hand by 

N�
xx

  =  N
xx

 - N
xξ
�N

ξξ
+P

ξξ
�
-1
N
ξx
 , (4.8) 

n�
x

    =  n
x

 - N
xξ
�N

ξξ
+P

ξξ
�
-1
n
ξ
 , (4.9) 

leading to the reduced normal equation 

N�
xx

 x - n�
x

  =  O (4.10) 

with the solution 

Q�
xx

  =  N�
xx
-1 , (4.11) 

x�      =  Q�
xx

 n�
x
 , (4.12) 
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where, of course, the parameter vector x� is different from 
the corresponding vector x� in (3.9). 

Evidently, the model considered in this chapter is a general 

one and contains both, the model of Ch. 1 without additional 

parameters as well as that of Ch. 3. The first model is defi- 

ned by 

Σ
ξξ

  =  O  ,  P
ξξ

  →  ∞ I  , �N
ξξ
+P

ξξ
�
-1
→  O , (4.13) 

and the second one follows simply from 

Σ
ξξ

  →  ∞ I  ,  P
ξξ

  =  O , (4.14) 

see (4.8) and (4.9). 

 

5. Correlation model 

On the same conditions as in Ch. 4, i.e. if the additional 

parameters ξ can be considered as random variates with pro- 

perties (4.1) and (4.2), we may introduce a quite different 

adjustment model. The model equation (1.12) we can write in 

the form 

l� - B ξ�  =  l� - ∆�  =  A x� , (5.1) 

cf. (1.13), leading to the observation equation 

l - ∆  =  A x� , (5.2) 

where ∆ is a random vector of systematic effects with expected 

value (cf. (4.1) and (1.14)) 

E�∆�  =  E �B ξ�   =  B E �ξ�   =  O (5.3) 
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and variance matrix Σ
∆∆
, 

Σ
∆∆

  =  σo2 Q
∆∆
 , (5.4) 

where Q
∆∆
 follows with (1.14) from the law of error 

propagation, 

Q
∆∆

  =  B Q
ξξ
BT . (5.5) 

In accordance with (4.3) the observed value ∆ of systematic 

model errors in l may be zero, 

∆  =  B ξ  =  O . (5.6) 

In this case the functional model (1.1) resp. the observation 

equation (1.2) remains unchanged 

l - Δ + v  =  l + v  =  A x� , (5.7) 

but the stochastic model, i.e. the covariance matrix Σ
ll
 

of l changes to 

Σ�
ll

  =  σo2 Q�
ll

  =  σo2 �Qll+QΔΔ�   =  σo2 �Qll+B Q
ξξ
BT� . (5.8) 

The resulting normal equation is 

AT �Q
ll
+B Q

ξξ
BT�

-1
A x� - AT �Q

ll
+B Q

ξξ
BT�

-1
l  =  O (5.9) 

its solution is identical with the solution of (4.10), because 

in both cases the same functional and stochastical information 

is used; for a numerical verification see EBNER (1973). For the 

same reason Q�
xx
 from (4.11) is equal to 

Q�
xx

  =  �AT �Q
ll
+B Q

ξξ
BT�

-1
A�

-1

 . (5.10) 
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6. Conclusion 

Systematic errors in the observations may be interpreted 

as errors in the mathematical adjustment model, which can 

be eliminated by insertion of additional parameters ξ in the 

model. A general solution of this problem can be found if 

these additional parameters are considered as random variables. 

In this solution, all information about these parameters is 

concentrated in the covariance matrix Σ
ξξ
 of ξ. 

With any matrix norm ‖∙∙‖ we get 

� O �  ≤  � Σ
ξξ

 �   <  � ∞ I � . (6.1) 

In the first (left hand) extreme case �� O �  =  O� we have no 
further information about the systematic effect and have to 

detect them from the network adjustment alone (s. Ch. 3). In 

the right hand extreme case, however, we know exactly the true 

values ξ of the systematic errors and can reduce our observa- 

tions l before carrying out the network adjustment. 

In most practical cases the covariance matrix Σ
ξξ
 is neither 

the zero nor an infinite matrix and therefore one of the so- 

lutions given in Ch. 4 and 5 have to be used. Because the re- 

sults of both solutions are identical, we can use one of these 

solutions with respect to the practical computation. From this 

point of view, normally the solution given in Ch. 4 may be more 

suitable. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Using Drozdov’s definition of Geodetic Networks and Gauss-Markov’s Theoreme 
it is proved that angles and distances are estimable functions. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Definition (Drozdov, 1972): Set of known (for example of fixed points), un- 

known (𝑋1,𝑋2, … ,𝑋𝑚) and observed values 𝑙1, 𝑙2, … , 𝑙𝑛  (𝑛 > 𝑚) are called 

Network, if: 

first, if among observed values 𝑙𝑖  (𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛) can be found m such as, 

knowledge of exact values, together with known values, is necessary and suf- 

ficient to determine unknown values, i.e. 

𝑋𝑖  =  𝑋𝑖 (𝑙1,  𝑙2, … ,  𝑙𝑚) 𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑚 ( 1 ’ )  

and 

𝑙𝑖  =  𝑙𝑖 (𝑋1,  𝑋2, … ,  𝑋𝑚) 𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑚 ( 1 ” )  

(those 𝑚 values are called necessary values); 

second, any of the other observed values 𝑙𝑚+1, … , 𝑙𝑛 (there are 𝑛 −𝑚 and 

are called unnecessary) of the given set can be presented as function nec- 

essary values 𝑙1,  𝑙2, … ,  𝑙𝑚, i.e. 

𝑙𝑚+𝑘  =  𝑓𝑘 (𝑙1, 𝑙2, … , 𝑙𝑚) 𝑘 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛 −𝑚 ( 2 )  

 

 

Fig. 1. 
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So, for example, set of observed angles 𝛼1,𝛼2, … ,𝛼9 together with known 

points A and B and unknown coordinates of the points C and D (Fig. 1.) do 

not form a Network, although, for example, angles 𝛼1,𝛼2,𝛼5 and 𝛼6 are 

necessary for the solution of that problem, but the angle 𝛼9 can not be ex- 

pressed by them. However the set measured angles 𝛼1,𝛼2, … ,𝛼8 together with 

the known and unknown values form a Network (without the point M). 

Equations (1”) and (2), after substitution (1”) in (2), present 𝑛 expressions 

in the form of 

𝑙𝑖  =  𝑙𝑖 (𝑋1,  𝑋2, … ,  𝑋𝑚) 𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛 .  ( 3 )  

If 𝑋𝑖0 is an approximate value of the unknown 𝑋𝑖, then 𝑋𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖0 + 𝑥𝑖. After 

linearisation of the equation (3) we get 

𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙𝑖0 + 𝑎𝑖1𝑥1 +⋯+ 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑥𝑚 ,  𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑛 ,  ( 4 )  

or, in matrix form 

𝑙 =  𝑙0 + 𝐴 𝑥  ( 5 )  

where 

𝐴 =  �𝑎𝑖𝑗� , 𝑙 =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

𝑙1

𝑙2
⋮
𝑙𝑛

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

,  𝑙0  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

𝑙10

𝑙20
⋮
𝑙𝑛0

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 , 𝑥 =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

𝑥1

𝑥2
⋮
𝑥𝑛

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 ( 6 )  

𝑙𝑖0  =  𝑙𝑖 ( 𝑋10,  𝑋20, … ,  𝑋𝑚0) .   ( 6 ’ )  

Corollary. From such a definition of the Network it results in, that any 

element of the Network (for example angle or distance) can be expressed by 

the function of necessary values. 

 

Estimable functions 

Theoreme 1. For a linear function (see, for example, SCHEFFE, 1959) 

𝑦 = 𝑝𝑇𝑥  (7) 

we say that it is estimable, then and only then, when vector 𝑝 is a linear 

combination of rows of 𝐴 matrix, i.e. if exists a vector 𝑞, such that 

𝑝𝑇 = 𝑞𝑇𝐴𝑇 .  (8) 
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Theoreme 2 – Theoreme Gauss-Markov. With these suppositions: 𝐸(𝑦) = 𝑝𝑇𝑥, 

𝐾𝑦 = 𝜎2𝐼, every function 𝑦 = 𝑝𝑇𝑥 has a linear unbiased estimate 𝑦�, with mini- 

mum variance, and that estimate is unique in the class of linear unbiased 

estimate. 

Corollary T.2. If 𝑦1,𝑦2, … ,𝑦𝑘 are estimable functions, then any linear 

combination 𝑦 = ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑘
𝑖  is an estimable function. 

From (1’), (1”) and (2) we get that any function ℎ = ℎ (𝑙1, 𝑙2, … , 𝑙𝑛) 

can be reduced to the function ℎ = ℎ′(𝑋1,𝑋2, … ,𝑋𝑚). So, it is 

necessary and sufficient to express 𝑦 like a function of observed values 𝑙1, 

𝑙2, … , 𝑙𝑛, i.e. that 𝑦 = 𝑦 (𝑙1, … , 𝑙𝑛). 

 

Estimable functions in Geodetic Networks 

Using previously exposed, we will give a proof that the angles and dis- 

tances in Geodetic Networks are estimable functions. In that aim, we shall con- 

sider two-dimensional Network – Fig. 2. In such a Network different values 

can be measured. We shall consider three characteristic cases: 

 1. Networks with observed directions (angles), 

 2. Networks with measured distances, 

 3. Networks with measured distances and angles. 

 

 

Fig. 2. 

 

As necessary parameters we shall adopt coordinates of the points 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 

𝑚,...., of first (initial) 𝑚 observed values (of course, after renumera- 

tion). 

First case. Networks with observed directions (angles). The results of the 

observations, on Fig. 2, are marked by the numbers 1, 2, ... . 

The residual equations at the observations are 
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𝑣1 = 𝑣𝑖𝑘 = ∆𝑛𝑖𝑘 + 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑙𝑖𝑘 + 𝑙𝑖𝑘0 
 
𝑣2 = 𝑣𝑖𝑗 = ∆𝑛𝑖𝑗 + 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑙𝑖𝑗 + 𝑙𝑖𝑗0 

----------------------- (9) 

𝑣5 = 𝑣𝑗𝑖 = ∆𝑛𝑗𝑖 + 𝑧𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗𝑖 + 𝑙𝑗𝑖0 
 
𝑣6 = 𝑣𝑗𝑘 = ∆𝑛𝑗𝑘 + 𝑧𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗𝑘 + 𝑙𝑗𝑘0 

----------------------- 

where 
∆𝑛𝑖𝑘 = 𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑘 − 𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑦𝑘 
  (10) 
∆𝑛𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑗 − 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑦𝑗 

-------------------------- 

etc. 

For the angle, which is between observed directions, for example angle 

Θ3 = 𝑙𝑖𝑗 − 𝑙𝑖𝑘 (11) 

we get 

𝑣Θ3 = 𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖𝑘 = 𝑣2 − 𝑣1 , (12) 

which is obviously linear combination of 𝐴 matrix row (difference between 

the second and first 𝐴 matrix row). 

For the angle which is not directly between the observed directions, for 

example angle Θ1, we can establish a connection 

Θ1 = 180°− (Θ2 + Θ3) 

      = 180°− �𝑙𝑗𝑘 − 𝑙𝑗𝑖 + 𝑙𝑖𝑗 − 𝑙𝑖𝑘� (13) 

      = 180°− (𝑙6 − 𝑙5 + 𝑙2 − 𝑙1) , 

so we get that 

𝑣Θ1 = 𝑣1 − 𝑣2 . (14) 

For any angle in the Network, for example angle Θ, we can establish a 

connection 

Θ = Θ (𝑙1, 𝑙2, … , 𝑙𝑚, … , 𝑙𝑛) (15) 

(in this particular case Θ = 360°− (𝑙2 − 𝑙1 + 𝑙7 − 𝑙5 + 𝑙12 − 𝑙11)). 

If we can not establish the connection (15), than, by Drozdov’s definition, 

it is not a Network. 
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So (after linearisation) we get that 

𝑣Θ = 𝑔1𝑣1 + 𝑔2𝑣2 +⋯+ 𝑔𝑛𝑣𝑛 , (16) 

(for the angle Θ: 𝑣Θ = 𝑣1 − 𝑣2 + 𝑣5 − 𝑣7 + 𝑣11 − 𝑣12 ). 

Now, we take into consideration distances. If we don’t have fixed points, we 

shall give the distance between two points any value. It could be, for exam- 

ple, the distance 𝑆1 = 𝐶 = constant value. Applying sinus Theoreme on the 

triangle 𝑖 − 𝑗 − 𝑘, for 𝑆3 we get 

𝑆3 = 𝐶 sinΘ3 / sin(Θ2 + Θ3) , (17) 

which, after linearisation becomes 

𝑣𝑆3 = 𝑎1𝑣1 + 𝑎2𝑣2 + 𝑎5𝑣5 + 𝑎6𝑣6 , (18) 

where 𝑎𝑖 are some coefficients. 

Applying gradually the sinus Theoreme on the adjacent triangles, any distance 

can be expressed as a function of observed directions 𝑙1, 𝑙2,..., 𝑙𝑛. If 

such connection can not be expressed then, by Drozdov, it is not a Network. 

 

Second case. Network with measured distances. Now we have measured distances 

𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., (Fig. 2). Applying cosine Theoreme to triangle 𝑖 − 𝑗 − 𝑘 we 

get 

Θ1 = arccos((𝑆22 + 𝑆32 − 𝑆12) 2 𝑆2𝑆3⁄ ) , (19) 

from where, after linearisation we have 

𝑣Θ1 = 𝑏1𝑣𝑆1 + 𝑏2𝑣𝑆2 + 𝑏3𝑣𝑆3 , (20) 

where 𝑏1, 𝑏2, ... are constant coefficients. 

Gradually applying cosine Theoreme to the adjacent triangles we conclude 

that any angle can be expressed by a function of measured distances. On the 

contrary (by Drozdov) it would not be a Network. Further, we shall consider 

the distance 𝑖 − 𝑚 = 𝑆. First, through the cosine Theoreme the angles Θ2 and 

Θ5 can be expressed by 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑆4 and 𝑆5, and then, again apply the co- 

sine Theoreme to the triangle 𝑖 − 𝑗 −𝑚, we can express the distances with mea- 

sured elements 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑆4 and 𝑆5: 

𝑆 = 𝑆 (𝑆1, … , 𝑆5) (21) 
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where 

𝑣𝑆 = 𝑐1𝑣𝑆1 + 𝑐2𝑣𝑆2 +⋯+ 𝑐5𝑣𝑆5 . (22) 

Gradually applying this procedure we get to the conclusion that the distance 

between any two points can be expressed by measured distances, on the con- 

trary it would not be a Network. 

So, we get to the conclusion that the angles and the distances are estima- 

ble functions in Geodetic Networks. 

 

Third case. Networks with measured angles and distances. This case includes 

the two previous ones, so the conclusions from them are valid. 

In leveling Networks the height differences would be estimable functions (they 

could match the distances in two-dimensional Networks) which could be estab- 

lished like in the previous cases. 

 

Conclusion 

From the mentioned cases we get to the conclusion that the angles and the 

distances in Geodetic Networks are estimable functions. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

The paper deals with data processing in connection with control 
networks, supplemented by a few special details of importance for 
such programmes. A possible role of the control networks as 
scaling elements of fundamental networks and possible methods 
for a reasonable treatment of control networks in connection 
with fundamental networks of poor scale ends the paper. 
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1. Introduction.  
 

Control networks before the electronic age of geodesy relied 
heavily upon the fundamental (first order) networks for location, 
orientation, and scale. Computation was frequently carried out 
by inclusion of one or a few stations at a time with simplified 
algorithms in order to make the task feasible and because the 
obtainable accuracy was much lower – also in the fundamental 
network. 

The obtainable accuracy now is increased by nearly one order 
of magnitude not least due the use of EDM, and scale is frequently 
observed directly in the control network. It has even been 
suggested to dispense with a classic fundamental network and 
build a network from only a relatively short-sided trilateration 
network, Weigel, 1932 (not based upon EDM), Töpfer, 1956, Gerke 
and Pelzer, 1970, Schädlich, 1970. Location and thus indirectly 
orientation may with present and coming satellite techniques be 
observed directly for a control network. 

The numerous and frequently very good scale information 
observed in control networks may actually give a problem of 
inconsistency if such a control network should be adjusted to a 
classical fundamental network with too old and inaccurate scale, 
but the availability of EDP gives a remedy for this problem. 

When EDP was introduced in geodesy, most geodesists probably 
saw it as the tool for handling normal equations and maybe also 
doing the more tedious computing work in accordance with the usual 
computation forms established in the institution. Later came the 
idea that the results could be filed and retrieved by means of 
EDP and at last we realized, that data should be manipulated by 
EDP as soon as the observations were available. 
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Fig. 1.  EDP in the evolution of network adjustment. 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 shows the evolution in three steps. Fig 1 a is the simple 
system were punched cards or paper tape with normal equations 
are fed in for computing and results are printed out on a line 
printer or a typewriter. Fig. 1 b shows the next step where data 
can be fed in for network adjustment from an external reader or 
from a disc file, adjusted and output on an external printer or 
on a disc file. Fig. 1 c shows a network adjustment programme 
system, where the majority of data come from or go to a data 
base. 

We shall in the following concentrate us on the common area of 
data processing and network adjustment, but end with suggesting 
how by virtue of data processing one can build a more homogenous 
network than was feasible before the electronic age. 
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2. EDP Programmes for Control Networks.  
 

If builders built buildings the way programmers wrote 
programs, then the first woodpecker that came along 
would destroy civilization. 

(Weinberg’s second law.) 
 
 

The first attempts of programming geodetic work were possibly 
not made after the principles and requirements given here, but 
one has to realize that the problems look different from the 
points of view of the user and the programmer. The user asks for 
processing facilities by specifying what he wants done. The 
programmer supplies programmes to meet these specifications 
and maintains the programmes. 

Table 1 illustrates the points of importance in this com- 
munication (which in practice may be much more diffuse and with 
many details for the actual problem). 
 
 
 

 User Programmer 
 
 1. Reliability 1. Clear problem definition 
 2. Versatility 2. Modularity 
 3. Data base access 3. Well-structured 
 4. Information 4. Maintainability 
 
 Table 1. User’s and programmer’s views. 
 
 
 
2.1 The User’s Demands. 

Let us for a moment disregard Weinberg’s second law and look 
on the concept of programme reliability. Reliability means that 
the programme should ensure that if correct data was available 
then the results would be correct, and if errors detectable by 
virtue of the redundancy were present then clear signals of the 
errors should be given. E.g. coordinates in a system differing 
from the one selected for the adjustment should be rejected or 
translated to the proper system, undefined coordinates through 
missing observations should be flagged clearly, erroneous 
observations should be listed, etc. 

Versatile processing means that the user has a free choice of 
coordinates and datums, that any reasonable kind of observations 
can be used, and that the compilation of the data needed is 
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automatic, so that the user just has to specify the names of the 
files containing the data and does not have to worry about 
details. The processing must be able to continue even with large 
observation blunders and/or missing observations, so that as many 
errors and omissions as possible can be realized in a single run. 

The access to a data base is essential for supporting a safe 
retrieval of needed data and filing of results. This is probably 
the most recent experience with data processing in geodesy. 

The processing must apart from standardized results also 
provide the user with a more detailed information if it is 
desired to clarify problems. This will mean plotting of select- 
able parts of a network, printing (some) inverse matrix elements, 
listing of observations and their corrections, etc. 

 

2.2 The Programmer’s Work. 

A clear definition of the overall task is not so difficult for 
a network adjustment (especially if one has made some mistakes 
the first times and avoids persisting in making errors). As an 
example one could specify a programme giving a least squares 
adjustment of networks in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions using correspond- 
ing observation data. This would give a versatile programme. 
Likewise, one would need a specification of the capacity of the 
programme counted as the usual size of the networks to be handled. 
However it is evident, that one should not specify more than 
actually needed, but it may clarify the programming if the 
structure is general enough to permit extension to more com- 
prehensive tasks. The actual size of the programming work may 
range from a modest programming of a desk-top minicomputer to 10 
man-years for a large comprehensive system. In practice most 
systems to-day will probably not start from scratch, but rather 
be based on existing systems. 

Modularity and structuring are very essential for an orderly 
and economic development of the programmes. Modularity means that 
the programmes are composed of rather independent modules, which 
of course again may consist of modules recursively. It is a great 
help that such modules regarded as system components can be tested 
rather independently and they may frequently be used in the other 
programmes of the entire lot of software at the installation. 
Structuring of the programmes means that the programmes carefully 
branch out in parallel paths for the different conditions due to 
coordinate system and observation kinds and follow the same path 
when the same treatment is required. Structured programming is 
described in Dahl, Dijkstra, and Hoare, 1972 in general and an 
example of a structured programme can be found in Poder and 
Madsen, 1978. 

The maintenance may be regarded as an euphemism for correcting 
errors found in the system, but it may also mean a further 
development of the system, expansion of capacity, etc. Modularity 
means that the insertion of better components of software as 
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replacement for weak or erroneous ones can be made safely. A 
clear structuring will at the same time support the verification 
of the proper effect of the replacing module. The maintenance work 
on a medium size adjustment system may easily attain the size of 
about one man-year per year. 

Let us finally turn Weinberg’s second law on again. It is 
surprising how long time an error may live in a programme. It is 
not unusual that the special conditions – not expected by the 
programmer – first will turn up after years of satisfactory 
running. 

 

2.3 Scope and Size of Control Network Adjustment Systems. 

The actual size and capacity of such a system, which jointly 
with the adjustment programme(s) includes a certain number of 
auxiliary programmes for preparation, post-treatment and general 
maintenance service of the data will of course depend upon the 
scope of the institution using the system. If one never adjusts 
more than 10 stations at one time, a micro-computer will probably 
meet all demands, but a national survey institution may need the 
capacity of several thousands of stations computed simul- 
taneously, see e.g. Schwarz, 1978, Poder and Madsen, 1978, Knight 
and Mepham, 1978, Harada, 1980. It is in the latter case quite 
reasonable to take advantage of the overall capacity to use a 
programme with a high numerical quality, not least because the 
programme then also would be applicable for computations of the 
fundamental network with high precision. In short: the extra time 
for precise computation is immaterial if a reasonable large and 
fast machinery is available. The available capacity can also be 
used for photogrammetry tasks, and such a system will be very 
useful for the probably increasing joint adjustments of 
photogrammetric and ordinary geometrical geodetic observation 
data. 

 

2.4 Staff. 

It is a general experience that the communication between 
users and programmers may be difficult. This may be due to the 
infancy stage of EDP, and later generations may wonder why it was 
so. One of the possible remedies for the present situation is to 
use persons which have some background in both the actual 
application (geodesy, surveying) and in programming jointly 
with the ordinary users and programmers. 

 

3. Selected Problems. 
 

Before turning to the changing situation of control networks, 
some problems in the adjustments systems should be mentioned. The 
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survey is by no means complete, but the problems get a good deal 
of attention in the present stage of art. 

 

3.1 Input Data Compilation. 

A control network of 2-3000 stations may have 10-25000 
direction observations and 500-2000 distance observations. It 
would be very difficult to collect such an amount of data 
manually without making errors or omissions, so obviously an 
automatic compilation would be preferable. The compilation of 
the given coordinates and approximate values of the new coor- 
dinates is also a major task in this case. 

An apparently simple method would be to start the processing 
with a list of station identifiers (numbers or names) of the 
stations involved in the process. It is then possible to compile 
the observation data from the files of the data base, guided by 
the defining list of stations. Coordinates can likewise be 
collected, possibly after a transformation if they exist in some 
coordinate system in the files. Missing given stations can be 
flagged and reported, and it is possible to find approximate 
coordinates for the new stations, e.g. if the approximate 
orientation of directions and/or distances are known. Stations 
failing to meet this can then be flagged and must then be supplied 
with approximate coordinates in a manual way. 

However, there are tasks where this method fails, e.g. in 
photogrammetry and in levelling, where the identification and 
presence of auxiliary points are not clearly visible to the 
user. One could in principle then scan the observation files to 
get a list of station identifiers (the multiple occurrences can 
easily be removed), but the problem is that this will mostly 
suggest all stations in the observation files as candidates for 
the adjustment. It seems therefore, that a better approach would 
be to let the user start the definition and then a dialog with 
this list and the observation may give suggestions for which 
stations should be included in the task. Special parameters as 
camera constants, refraction coefficients etc. may also require 
a more active dialog when the input data are compiled by the 
adjustment programme. 

 

3.2 Blunder Detection. 

It cannot be avoided that the observation data in an adjustment 
contains errors. Such errors may concern us in three ways. They 
may be so large, that the convergence of the adjustment is 
threatened or they may be so much smaller, that they can make the 
coordinates less correct. Finally the errors may be just so much 
larger than the normally distributed observations, that one has 
to use some error snooping method to detect them. Statistical 
methods has of course no interest for the really large errors 
of, say, degrees or minutes of arc, due to simple human 
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mistakes. Such error will mostly be detected in a validating 
on-line input system, whereas the second type of, say, minutes 
or some tens of seconds may be permitted to pass the validation. 
(One of the safest ways to miss the truth is to reject all 
information in disagreement with established values). A purely 
pragmatic method as follows will handle the two first cases very 
well. If one lets the coordinates found by the first run through 
the adjustment be preliminary coordinates for further runs, 
observations with large deviations may be flagged to the user 
and used with a reduced weight in the adjustment. If the 
deviation was due to bad preliminary coordinates, the signals 
will cease in the subsequent passes when the coordinates become 
good enough, and if the deviation was due to a blunder, the error 
may come out more and more clearly, when its effect on the 
determination of coordinates is reduced due to the reduced 
weight applied to it. It must be emphasized, that the purpose of 
this method is not an improvement of the results as such, but only 
a method to keep the adjustment alive instead if diverging and 
leaving the finding of the blunder to the user. 

The statistically based search for blunders has been pioneered 
by Prof. W. Baarda at Delft, Baarda, 1967, 1968. Later con- 
tributions come from Dr. Allen Pope, NGS, USA, Pope, 1976. Quite 
recently some attempts have been made at AUC to use a statistical- 
ly based method on the data during the active adjustment. As the 
adjustments include increasingly larger networks, such statisti- 
cal methods become really important, because human inspection of 
the observations becomes more and more impossible and ineconomi- 
cal. 

 
3.3 Normal Equations. 

The normal equation matrices of geodetic networks are mostly 
very sparse. It is therefore very reasonable to take advantage 
of this by suitable methods. The method of indexing each element 
of the matrix is not suited to array processors, which may operate 
on whole columns of a matrix with one instruction, and the fill-in 
occurring will be a nuisance when a paging method is applied for 
normal equations of a size requiring such a method. The so-called 
datamatic blocking, Andersen and Krarup, 1962, Poder and Tscher- 
ning, 1973, Poder, 1978, where the matrix is mapped columnwise on 
blocks, which are paged to and from the backing storage when 
required seems to have a capacity of 5-10000 unknowns when the 
matrix is reasonably sparse. The method presupposes for an 
efficient storage, that the equations are ordered so that the 
elements are placed reasonably near the diagonal of the matrix. 
This may be achieved by suitable algorithms using the observation 
structure to predict a reasonably good ordering, see e.g. Mark 
and Poder, 1981, for a review, or Snay, 1976, but all applicable 
methods cannot find the optimum. Such an ordering saves both space 
(good methods can reduce the space requirement to less than 10 
percent of what is required for a full upper triangular matrix) 
and computing time (mostly to between 1 and 10 percent of the time 
required for a full matrix). The coefficients are packed 
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columnwise near the diagonal (some zeroes are unavoidably 
imbedded), so that the addressing for an array processor is very 
easy. 

The limitation of the method comes from the same reason that 
gives it its capacity, the blocking on the backing storage. Each 
block must be formed one at a time (giving very nice restart 
possibilities), but this presupposes a complete scanning of the 
likewise blocked observation equations. 

The way out of this problem, which appears when the number of 
unknowns exceeds maybe 10000 is to use Helmert-blocking, Wolf, 
1978, Meissl, 1980, Poder, 1981. It is most likely that this method 
will only rarely be applied, unless one wants a joint adjustment 
of an entire national control network. 

The Cholesky method for reducing the symmetric normal equations 
matrix into a triangular matrix seems to have almost advantages 
over other methods, because the matrix is symmetric and positive 
definite, Wilkinson, 1965. Lacking observations may make the 
matrix singular. It is however easy to realize this situation in 
the algorithm, clearly indicated by the loss of significant bits 
when the diagonal terms of the reduced matrix are formed. The 
algorithm can then neglect the corresponding rows and columns in 
a very simple way (if the inverse diagonal element is stored, a 
zero will do the trick). At the same time the defect can be flagged 
to the user, so that the situation is harmless for the con- 
tinuation of the processing and informative for the user. 

The numerically very promising methods based upon orthogonal 
transformations of the observation equation matrix, have up to 
8 times as many operations as Cholesky and much more paging 
operation if the matrix is large. 

 

 

4. Control Networks and Fundamental Networks. 
 

4.1 Joint Networks. 

 

As mentioned in the beginning control networks are no longer 
solely dependent upon a fundamental network. The do actually have 
distance observation which with proper precautions will produce 
a better scale than obtainable by invar bases (when extended and 
propagated) or by direct observation of the fundamental network 
sides with EDM. We may note following facts about EDM over short 
ranges of 2-10 km. 

1. It is easier to obtain a good model of the 
atmosphere from terminal observations, when 
the line is short. 
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2. Observations in a control network are mostly 
spanning a much bigger time interval than 
the one used for EDM observations in the 
surrounding fundamental network. 

3. Systematic errors in the EDM-instrumentation 
being harmless for the single distance, will 
add up heavily and may give a large error 
in the scale of the fundamental network, if 
the scale is propagated to the latter. 

 

We may sum this up in the following conclusions. The distances 
by EDM for a real improvement of the scale of the fundamental 
network should short enough for a good modelling of the 
refractive index and not so short, that the zero error bias adds 
up to many times. The new experimental fundamental network in 
DK uses sidelengths of about 10 km, but it is not known if a better 
choice could be made. The exploitation of the scale information 
is made very simply by adjusting the entire network form the 
fundamental one down to the network where the desired distances 
are observed. This means in the studied case about 900 stations, 
being well within the capacity of the programmes used for the 
recomputation of the entire control network blocks. 

The suggested exclusive use of shorter distances as a rational 
replacement of the classical fundamental network poses the same 
requirement of a high capacity of the adjustment system, but the 
method is certainly feasible from a point of view of computation. 

However, there are very good operational reasons for main- 
taining direction observations jointly with distances. The 
choice of netform elements is much more flexible if both 
directions and distances can be observed. 

 

4.2 Adjustment to Fundamental Networks. 

It is reasonable to ask for coordinates, which are as good a 
transformation of the observation data as possible, but for many 
purposes changes in coordinates with small amounts may be just 
troublesome and useless. Conversely the coordinates of the 
fundamental network may be so much in error, that the better 
scale from the local control network cannot be utilized, if one 
has to adjust to the fundamental one. In the case of best possible 
conservation of the old coordinates, a scale factor on all 
distances may be found jointly with the coordinates of the 
control network. This actually reduces the distance observations 
to distance ratio observations. The situation of best possible 
control network coordinates may be met by assuming that the 
fundamental network coordinates are observations with a finite 
weight matrix (possibly with nonzero off-diagonal elements). It 
is then even possible to locate the poorest fundamental coor- 
dinates by blunder detection methods. 
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5. Concluding Remarks. 
 

EDP has been used in geodesy and land surveying almost as soon 
as it became available. The status is that the computing capacity 
available permits computations in a scale one could never attain 
by manual methods. There has been collected a fair amount of 
experience in the applications and EDP seems to be one of the 
most valuable tools ever given to the geodetic community. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The maintenance of railway tracks is periodically carried out by hydraulic 
tamping machines (main tracks in the Netherlands about 1-2 times per year). 
Modern tamping machines are since 1975 equipped with a servo-guided laser- 
scanner for use in straight tracks. The Netherlands Railways have intro- 
duced a system by which the method of laser-guided tamping can also be 
applied in curves (circles and clothoides). 
The surveying department established in each curve a local co-ordinate 
system in which the co-ordinates of constraint points in the track and 
reference points for the laser-beam are determined. Then the ideal align- 
ment for the tracks is designed, consisting of straight lines, clothoides 
and circles. From these functions setting-out-distances for the laser-beam 
and guiding data for the tamping machine are computed and via cassette tapes 
transferred to a microprocessor on board the machine. 
 
All quantities mentioned are derived from stochastic co-ordinates in a 
local system; this applies also to be alignment functions! The internal 
system of the tamping machine requires a certain relative precision, 
whereas the constraints in the tracks (fixed points on bridges, road- 
crossings, switches etc.) require a certain reliability of these derived 
quantities. 
 
It will be proved that the stochasticity of a point on the alignment 
elements (circles etc.), formulated according to BAARDA’s theory of S- 
transformations, is identical to the stochasticity of a network point 
at the same place. This means that precision and reliability of short 
distances and angles are invariant (independent from the choice of 
“base points” for the network-adjustment). 
Angles and short distances are the variables on which the above-mentioned 
requirements for precision and reliability are based, which means that 
also the requirements are invariant. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction : track maintenance machines. 
 
Track geometry is subject to large deformation stresses, not only on their 
horizontal and vertical positioning, but also on the canting, caused by 
the effects of railway traffic. The rate at which track deformities 
occur, is dependent on the condition of the ballast bed and the subsoil 
on the one side, and the train traffic (tonnage, speed, number of axles) 
on the other. 
Track deformities are corrected periodically by various types of hydraulic 
track maintenance machines, see fig. 1, which ensure that the track is 
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returned to its optimal position both 
horizontally and vertically, and which 
can also renew the cant (in track 
curves). The method by which these 
“tamping machines” carry out their 
correction work is illustrated in 
fig. 2. 
A steel wire is stretched between 
front and rear of the machine, and 
is used as a reference line for the 
process control unit. 
The leading point is guided over the 
desired (optimal) alignment; the 
trailing end plus the measuring point 
m1 are to be found over the already 
corrected track section. From the 
measured distance m1 and the imputed 
curve radius R, the desired alignment 
at m2 is computed by a microprocessor. 

 
 
 

 

Subsequently the displacement of the track and the improvement of the cant 
are carried out by hydraulically operated machinery. This process is 
repeated from sleeper to sleeper, reaching a speed of about 0.5 km/hour. 
The optimal position, over which the leading point is guided, was deter- 
mined up to now by one of the classical methods of measurement of “versines”, 
p, from which the displacements v between actual and optimal position 
are derived in each measurement point (see fig. 3). 
The use of this method of track 
re-alignment has many practical 
and theoretical disadvantages, 
i.e.: 
1. The labour intensive versine 
   measurements must be repeated 
   for every maintenance period, 
   because the displacements v are 
   rendered useless after the 
   track correction. 

 
 

 
 
 

2. The optimal alignment is badly defined : a radius can have an inaccuracy 
   of 100 to 250 m, and the position and length of transistionary curves 
   can have an inaccuracy of 10 to 20 m. 
3. During the operations much manual work is needed to impute the data 
   as mentioned above in the microprocessor. 
 
An important technical development in mechanical track maintenance, about 
1975, was the application of the laser-beam as adapted for the guidance of 
the leading point of the tamping machine. The laser is erected in the 
track centre, and the emanating beam is then intercepted by a row of 
photocells, which are positioned on the front end of the machine. 
The cells follow the laser-beam 
through a servomechanism, thus 
holding the leading point of 
the wire continuously in the 
laser-beam (= the optimal track 
alignment : see fig. 4. 
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This system is only suitable, of course, in straight track sections. 
However, the Netherlands Railways has, in the period 1978-1982, worked 
closely with the manufacturer of the tamping machines to develop a system 
that also allows the use of laser guided machines in curves. This system 
is called DRIVER (Driving by external reference). The working principle 
is illustrated in fig. 5 : The laser-beam is set out in relation to fixed 
points next to the tracks, generally these are catenary masts, in a chord 
of the optimal curve (the alignment). The tamping machine is now equipped 
with the following apparatus : (fig. 6). 
1: A tachometer; this measures the curve 
   length t from the reference point. 
2: A row of photocells, which guides 
   itself in the laser-beam by a servo- 
   mechanism and thus measures the 
   distance S from the existing track 
   position to the laser-beam. 
3: A microprocessor, which reads the 
   guidance data, previously determined 
   with surveying techniques, from a 
   cassette tape and computes continuous- 
   ly the distance p (t) between the 
   curve alignment and the chord. 
 
The difference p(t)-St is passed to the 
automatic guidance mechanism, which shifts 
the track over this distance. 

 

 

 

  
 
 
2. The geodetical activities for laser-guided track maintenance. 
 
The surveying department has three tasks with mechanical track maintenance: 
 
1. The production of a field of co-ordinate points in every railway curve. 
   This implies the measurement and adjustment of a network, consisting 
   of reference points (catenary masts) and points of the actual track 
   position; computation of co-ordinates in a local co-ordinate system. 
2. The design of the optimal track position, the “alignment”, in this 
   co-ordinate system and the computation of deduced variates for the 
   setting out of the laser-beam and the guidance of the machine. 
3. The storage of all information in a database and the transmission to 
   the DRIVER-system on board the tamping machine. 
From the method of mechanical track maintenance, as explained in chapter 
1, criteria are deduced for the accuracy of the data for the DRIVER-system, 
and subsequently for the accuracy of the co-ordinates; the complete 
process is given in next scheme, in which the terminology and notation 
as introduced in BAARDA (1967) and (1968) have been used. 
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process accuracy criteria 

 precision reliability  

measurement σr ; σs 
alternative 
hypothesis  

    
network adjustment 
co-ordinates (g�)     ∇Y�α

   
the layout 
of the network 

    
alignment functions 
(parameter pj and 
deduced quantities mi) 

σpj  ; σmi ∇p�j
;∇m�i

 

  

1 constraint 
2 transfer 
3 reference 
4 machine- 
    control 

   

setting out of laser: Mi 
and guidance of 
machine: R(pj) 

σRj  ; σMi ∇R�j
;∇M�i

 

 
 
The four criteria mentioned in this scheme are : (stochastic quantities 
are underlined) 
 
1. The constraint criterion (fig. 7). 
   The criterion variate cC reads: 
   (approximate formula) 

c
C

  ≈  �1-t L� � m
1

 + t L�  m
2

 + p(t) + 

   -�1-t L� � M
1

 - t L�  M
2

 - S
t
 . 

   p(t) = computed 
   St = measured by laser scanner 
 
Requirement for reliability : 

�∇c� C�  <  8 mm . 
Points : P1, Pc, P2 : network points 

 
 

 
         P11, P22 : projections on alignment 
 
 
2. The transfer criterion (fig. 8). 
   When the operation has been carried out over 2/3 of the distance between 
   two reference points, the laser is transferred to the next position. 
   P33; the scanner is transferred over 
   the distance ct, which is the 
   criterion variate : 

c
t

  ≈  1 3� L �α-A�  = 

       =  1 3� L 
m
1
- M

1
 – 2 �m

2
- M

2
� + m

3
- M

3

L
 

 
Requirement for reliability : 

�∇c� t�  <  10 mm . 
Points : P1, P2, P3 : network points. 
         P11, P22, P33 : projections on 
                       alignment 
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3. The reference criterion (fig. 9). 
   The criterion variate cr reads : 

c
r

  =  ��X
1
- X

11
�
2
+ �Y

1
- Y

11
�
2
- M

1
 

   Requirement for reliabiliaty : 

�∇c� r�  <  5 mm 
Points : P1 en P11. 
 

 

 

4. The criterion for the machine control (fig. 10). 
   The control unit of the machine requires a certain level of precision; 
   the criterion variate reads: 

C
m

  =  15 αjik 

   Requirement for precision : 

σcm   <  2 mm 

 

 

 
Conclusion : 
The points on the alignment play, by all four criteria, an important 
role. Therefore a functional model has to be made for the alignment 
function, with which the stochasticity of the points on the alignment 
can be derived from the stochasticity of the measured points (from which 
the alignment is computed). 
Considering that these last points have to be defined as S-co-ordinates, 
it will be obvious that the theory of S-transformations, BAARDA (1973), 
is indispensable. 
 
 
 
3. The computation of the alignment. 
 
An alignment is built up from connecting straight lines, clothoides 
and circles. In railways there is always a clothoide between a straight line 
and a circle, and often between two circles of considerably differing 
radius. In the field of application as viewed here, curves of more than 
100 years old are idealized. This means that in many cases the circle 
must be split up into smaller units with slightly differing radii, for 
example 908, 897, 904 m. etc.. The alignment to be computed has to 
comply with a number of requirements : 
- constraint points, 
- start and finishing points must connect to the existing track axis, 
- the distance between alignment (optimal situation) and existing track 
  may not exceed 8 cm, otherwise also the catenaries must be altered. 
 
Different methods have been used to find a computation algorithm for the 
solution of alignment parameters, i.e. : radii and lengths of alignment 
elements (i.e. : straight lines, clothoides and circles). 
As far as the functional aspect is concerned, spline functions are used 
(RIJKSWATERSTAAT, 1968), and for the optimalisation aspect one made use 
of certain methods of operational research (DEUTSCHE BUNDESBAHN, 1971). 
The Netherlands Railways found a solution to this problem in 1974. The 
alignment parameters are resolved iteratively from a large number of 
linearised condition equations, with misclosures qi. The parameters 
pj are curvatures (= 1/radius) and lengths of the elements, see fig. 11. 
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pj = 1 :  length of straight line 
 
"  = w = 1/R :  centre angle of circle 
 
"  = k = 1/R : curvature of circle 
 

"  = α = 
dk

dl
 :  constant of clothoide 

 
Remark : the length of a clothoide is 
not an independent parameter because 
it follows from α and the curvature k 
of the connecting circle: 

lcloth  =  
k

α
  =  

1

α R
 

 

 

 
The misclosures qi of the condition equations are functions of the para- 
meters and of co-ordinates and bearings ; see fig. 12. 
 

q1  ≡  qφ  =  φAA' - φB'B + Iφ1 + Iφ2 + Iφ3 + ... + Iφm  = 
     
 =0 =

k3
2α2

 =W3 =0 

                    =  φAA' - φB'B + Iφ �… po
j(1)� + Iφ �… po

j(2)� + ... + Iφ �… po
j(m)� 

 (1) 
 
 

q2  ≡  qX  =  XA - XB + IX �… po
j(1),φAA'� + 

+ IX �… po
j(2),φAA' + Iφ1� + 

+ IX �… po
j(3),φAA' + Iφ1 + Iφ2� + 

⋮ 

+ IX �… po
j(m),φAA' + Iφ1 + Iφ2 + ... + Iφm-1� 

 (2) 

 

q3  ≡  qY  =  YA - YB + IY �… po
j(1),φAA'� + ... 

... + IY �… po
j(m),φAA + Iφ1 + Iφ2 + ... + Iφm-1� 

 (3) 

 

q4  ≡  qD1   = cosφD1 � XA + IXA→P1 �… po
j,φAA' +�Iφi�  - XD1�  + 

       ⋮         -sinφD1 � YA + IYA→P1 �… po
j,φAA' +�Iφi�  - YD1� 

 (4) 

 

q3+n  ≡  qDn   =  ... similar to  
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m = number of elements 
n = number of constraint points 
pj(1): parameters in element 1. 

po
j : approximate values. 

IX = interval X 

 

of elements; 
(see fig. 13) IY = interval Y 

Iϕ = interval ϕ 
 

 
 

 

 
Example of interval X : 

IXi(circle)  =  
1
ki

 �cosφa-cos�φa+ wi�� .                                (5) 

Differentiating of these condition equations to the parameters p now 
gives: 

(Δqi) = �
∂qi

∂pj
� (∆pj) = (Qij) (∆pj) .                                           (6) 

i = 1 ... n+3     j = 1 ... n+3 
Consequently the corrections for the parameters are calculated from : 

�p1
j - po

j�  =  -(Qij)-1 �qi�… po
j��.                                                                                            (7) 

hence : 

�p1
j�  =  �po

j� - �Qoij�
-1 �qi�… po

j��.                                                                  (8) 

This is computed iteratively, every time with the improved pj : 

�p2
j�  =  �p1

j� - �Q1
ij�

-1
�qi�… po

j��                                                                   (8') 

until all improvements are smaller than 1 mm. 
 
 
The number of condition equations must be equal to the number of para- 
meters that have to be solved. If an alignment consisting of three 
circle elements has to be computed, then one can choose, for example, 
the following conditions and parameters : 
 

parameters pj : l1  k3  w3  k4   w4   k5   w5   l7 
 
conditions qi : qϕ  qx  qy  qD1  qD2  qD3  qD4  qD5 

 
 
Another possibility is to choose given values for the w-parameters : 
 

parameters pj : l1  k3  k4  k5   l7 
 
conditions qi : qx  qy  qϕ  qD2  qD4 

 
 
A different approach is found by the introduction of other types of 
conditions, for example : equality of two w parameters or of two k para- 
meters ; 
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parameters pj : l1  k3  w3  k4   w4   k5   w5   l7 
 
conditions qi : qϕ  qx  qy  qD1  qD2  qD3  qD4  q8 

 
                with : q8 = w3-w5 = 0,  or : k3-k5 = 0 

 
So much for the production of alignment parameters. This algorithm has 
been used since 1974, and during that time about 1000 alignments have 
been computed, for reconstructions and expansion of railways. Also other 
types of conditions are used, for example : 
 
- concentricity of two circle elements, 
- the sum total of the lengths of two straight lines, 
- constraint zones, 
- S-curves (ki=kj). 
(see fig. 15). 
 
Experience has learnt that the iterative process 
generally converges so quickly that the end 
result is reached with less than 5 iterations. 
 
 
 
4. The stochasticity of alignment parameters. 
 
We now consider (8) : 

 
 
 

�pj-po
j�  =  -(Qij)-1(qi) 

in which qi, the misclosures of the condition equations, are functions of 
the approximate values po

j and of co-ordinates Xi, Yi and bearings ϕ ; 
for example : 

qx  =  XA-XB + IX �… po
j(1),φAA'� + IX �… po

j(2),φAA'+Iφ1� + ... 

... + IX �…po
j(m),φAA'+Iφ1+ ... + Iφm-1�. 

 
For reasons that will shortly be made clear in this article we are now 
going to use, instead of pj, dimensionless parameters pj, by dividing 
or multiplying parameters with length dimension with a distance of two 
co-ordinate points; choosing lAA’ we get : 
 

- length of straight line, li : →  li lAA' = Li⁄  

 

pj - curvature of circle, ki : →  ki lAA' = Ki⁄  

- clothoide constant, αi : →  αilAA'
2    = Ai 

- the w-parameter is dimensionless already and remains unaltered. 

 
The misclosures with length dimension, qx, qy, and qD, subsequently 
pass into : 
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qx  =  XA - XB + lAA'[IX �… po
j(1),φAA'� + IX �… po

j(2),φAA'+Iφ1� + ... 

... + IX �… po
j(m),φAA'+Iφ1+ ... +Iφm-1�] 

qy  =  YA - YB + lAA' � IY �… po
j(1),φAA'� + ... + IY �… po

j(m),φAA'+Iφ1+ ... +Iφm-1�� 

qD  =   cosφD � XA-XD+lAA'IXA→P �… po
j,φAA'�� + 

-sinφD �YA-YD+lAA'IYA→P �… po
j,φAA'�� 

(qj remains unaltered) 
 
Generally: 

qi  =  qi �… po
j,XA,YA,XA',YA',XB,YB,XB',YB',XD1,...,YDn�  = 

    =  qi �… po
j,… Yα� (9) 

The parameters pj occurring in this formula are dimensionless quantities; 
the co-ordinates Yα are to be considered as operationally defined, 
stochastic co-ordinates, i.e. S-co-ordinates in the terminology of 
BAARDA (1973); they are defined with respect to a S-base r,s (the non 
stochastic computation base used for the network adjustment). 
 
We now differentiate (9), at first to the parameters : 

(Δqi)  =  �
∂qi

∂pj
�  (∆pj)  = 

=    (Rij)   (∆pj) (10) 

From this we can solve the dimensionless parameters, similar to (8) : 

�pj-po
j�  =  -(Rij)-1 (qi) (11) 

Further we differentiate (9) to the stochastic co-ordinates; underlining 
all stochastic variates : 

�∆qi�   =  �
∂qi

∂Yα
�  �ΔYα�  = 

⎝

⎜
⎛

Δqφ

ΔqX

ΔqY

ΔqD⎠

⎟
⎞

  =  �

0
1
0

cosφD

 

0
0
1

-sinφD

 

1
YAB
-XAB
Lo

 

0
XAB lAA'⁄
YAB lAA'⁄
Loo lAA'⁄

 

0
-1
0
0

 

0
0
-1
0

 

-1
0
0
0

 

0
0
0

-cosφD

 

0
0
0

sinφD

�  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

ΔX
A

ΔY
A

Δφ
AA'

Δl
AA'

ΔX
B

ΔY
B

Δφ
B'B

ΔX
D

ΔY
D ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

or: 

�Δqi�   =  (Siα) �ΔYα� (12) 

The stochasticity of the coordinates will be transmitted via the 
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misclosures qi into the parameters pj; using the difference equation 
of (11) : 

(∆pj)  =  -(Rij)-1 (∆qi) 

we obtain : 

 �∆pj�   =  -(Rij)-1 (Siα) �ΔYα�  (13) 

From this difference equation weight co-efficients for the pj can be 
computed, together with those of the co-ordinates Yα of constraint points 
and Yr of reference points : 

 

�
gjj gαj grj

gjα gαα grα

gjr gαr grr
�   =  �

-(Rij)-1(Siα) (0)

�
1

⋱
1
�
�  (g�) �

-(Rij)-1(Siα) (0)

�
1

⋱
1
�
�

*

 (14) 

 
 
5. The stochasticity of the alignment. 
 
A point T on the alignment has the following co-ordinates : (suppose T 
is situated in the third element) 

X
T

  =  X
A
+l

AA'[IX �… pj(1),φ
AA'
�  + IX �… pj(2),φAA'+Iφ1

�  + 

+ IX �fT,… pj(3),φ
AA'
+Iφ

1
+Iφ

2
�] 

 (15) 

Y
T

  =  Y
A
+l

AA'[IY �… pj(1),φ
AA'
�  + IY �… pj(2),φAA'+Iφ1

�  + 

+ IY �fT,… pj(3),φ
AA'
+Iφ

1
+Iφ

2
�] 

with : 

Iφ
i

  =  Iφ �… pj� 

fT  =  
St
S3

 ;  0 < fT < 1 
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We now differentiate (15) : 

ΔX
T

  =  ΔX
A
+(YT-YA) Δφ

AA'
+
XT-XA
lAA'

 Δl
AA'+�

∂IXAT
∂pj

 ∆pj
n+3

j=1

 

 (16) 

ΔY
T

  =  ΔY
A
+(XT-XA) Δφ

AA'
+
YT-YA
lAA'

 Δl
AA'+�

∂IYAT
∂pj

 ∆pj
n+3

j=1

 

Using these difference equations and the matrix of weight co-efficients 
(14) we can calculate weight co-efficients 
for XT and YT. These can be expressed 
for every point T in the form of a 
standard ellipse; a more meaningful 
expression is obtained, if the component 
perpendicular to the alignment, σT, is 
expressed in a graphics for the whole 
alignment. We call this the “orthogonal 
precision” of the alignment. It can be 
computed from the difference equation, 
derived from (16) : 
 
 

cosφT ΔX
T
-sinφT ΔY

T
  =  NT �ΔXA,ΔYA,ΔφAA'

,Δl
AA',… Δpj� (17) 

 
It now becomes clear, that through the use of dimensionless parameters 
pj the stochasticity of the alignment falls into two parts, whereby the 
first part (with the terms ∆XA, ∆YA, ∆ϕAA’ and ∆lAA’) is dependent on the 
deliberate choice of an S-base, but the second part (with the terms ∆pj) 
is not. 
 
We now wrote (16) in complex numbers, in the notation of BAARDA (1969). 
 

Δz
T

  =  Δz
A
+ Δz

AT
 ΔΛ

AA
+ ZAT �… Δpj� (18) 

 

�
∂IY
∂pj

 ∆pj + i�
∂IX
∂pj

 ∆pj 

with: 

∆Z  =  ∆Y + i ∆X 

∆Λ  =  Δln l + i Δφ 

Λ
AA'  =  ln z

AA'  →  ΔΛ
AA'  =  Δln z

AA'=
Δz

AA'
zAA'

 

zAT
zAA

  =  eπA'AT 

Therefore, suppose the network is adjusted in the S-system (a) : 

Δz
T
(a)  =  Δz

A
(a)+ eπA'AT  Δz

AA'
(a)+ ZAT �… Δpj� 
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We now apply an S-transformation from the (a) to the (r, s) system : 

Δz
T
(rs)  =  Δz

A
(rs)+ eπA'AT  Δz

AA'
(rs)+ ZAT �… Δpj� (19) 

 ▲ 
 │ 
In view of (2.8’) from BAARDA (1973) : these are 
 non variant ! 

Δz
A
(rs)  =  Δz

A
(a)-

zsA
zsr

 Δz
r
-
zrA
zrs

 Δz
s
 

Δz
AA'
(rs)  =  Δz

AA'
(a)-

zAA'

zsr
 Δz

r
-
zAA'

zrs
 Δz

s
 

Substitution of these in (19) gives : 

Δz
T
(rs)  =  Δz

T
(a)-

zsA+ eπAAT  zAA
zsr

 Δz
r
-
zra+ eπAAT  zAA

zrs
 Δz

s
  = 

               =  Δz
T
(a)-

zsT
zsr

 Δz
r
-
zrT
zrs

 Δz
s
                                (20) 

This means, that the stochasticity of a point on an alignment reacts 
in exactly the same way on a S-transformation as that of a network point 
Pm, that lies at the same place as T, and is determined directly from the 
network adjustment. 

 
Figure 18 gives an example of the graphics of σT, computed from (16, 17, 18), 
in three different S-sytems: 
 
 

 
 
 
The ∆p-terms of (16, 17, 18) are dimensionless parameters; their 
stochasticity is not dependent on the S-system, but certainly on the lay- 
out of the alignment (distances of constraint-points, the radii, the 
lengths of elements etc.). Figure 19 gives some examples of graphics of 
σT, if calculated only from the terms ∆pj: 
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From (16) it appears, that when T lies in A : 

∆X
T=A

  =  ∆X
A
 (all other co-efficients = 0) 

 (21) 
∆Y

T=A
  =  ∆Y

A
 (all other co-efficients = 0) 

The standard ellipse of T is then equal to that of A. This also applies 
if T lies in B ; 
substitute (13) in (16) : 

∆X
T=B

  =  ∆X
A
+(YB-YA) ∆φ

AA'
+ 
XB-XA
lAA'

 Δl
AA'- �

∂IXA→T=B
∂pj

� (Rij) (Siα) �∆Yα� 
 (22) 

∆Y
T=B

  =  ∆Y
A
+(XB-XA) ∆φ

AA'
+ 
YB-YA
lAA'

 Δl
AA'- �

∂IYA→T=B
∂pj

� (Rij) (Siα) �∆Yα� 

 
 
In view of (10) the co-efficients : 

∂IXA→T=B
∂pj

               (j = 1 … n+3) 

are equal to the second row of (Rij), i.e. the row of ∆qX; 
the same applies for : 

∂IYA→T=B
∂pj

               (j = 1 … n+3) . 

and the third row of (Rij), the row of ∆qY; 
Therefore : 

�
∂IXA→T=B
∂pj

� (Rij)-1  = (0 1 0 0  ...... 0) 

�
∂IYA→T=B
∂pj

� (Rij)-1  = (0 0 1 0  ...... 0) 

In view of (12) : 

(Siα) �∆Yα�  =  

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎛

.......................

1  0   YAB 
XAB

lAA'
�   -1  0 ...

0  1  -XAB 
YAB

lAA'
�   0  -1 ...

.......................⎠

⎟
⎟
⎞

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

∆X
A

∆Y
A

∆φ
AA'

∆l
AA'

∆X
B

∆Y
B ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

therefore, indeed : 

∆X
T=B

  =  ∆X
B
 

∆Y
T=B

  =  ∆Y
B
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If T lies in one of the constraint points, the co-efficients of the ∆pj 

in (17) will become equal to the row of (Rij) belonging to the relevant 
constraint point, so : 

�cosφD
∂IXA→T=D
∂pj

-sinφD
∂IYA→T=D
∂pj

� (Rij)-1  =  (0 0 0 ... 1 0 ...) . 

and therefore : 

σT=D  = the component of D’s standard ellipse perpendicular to the 
 alignment. 

Conclusion: 
The orthogonal precision σT is, in all network points from which the 
alignment parameters are solved, equal to that of the network point 
(see fig. 18). 
 
 
6. The application of the theory when planning the network for constraint 
   and reference points. 
 
In the last chapter, we analyzed the stochasticity (precision) of points 
on the alignment, and there was through the use of dimensionless parameters, 
demonstrated that the precision of an alignment points reacts in the same 
way to a S-transformation as a network point that lies at the same place. 
Hence the property that the precision (and also the reliability) of 
angles and short distances are non-variant in S-transformations, is also 
valid for angles between three alignment points, and for short distances 
between an alignment and a network point. 
The criterion variates formulated in 
chapter 2 are composed of these 
quantities; therefore the criterion 
variates are non-variant too ! 
 
Now one can design the network for the 
measurement of constraint points and 
reference points as follows : 
 
1. Choose a lay out for the network, 
   and assume the precision for the 
   instruments to be used. 
2. Compute the matrix of weight co- 
   efficients of the co-ordinates, (g�), 
   in a S-system (computation base). 
3. Compute standard deviations and boundary values of the criterion 
   variates cc, ct, cr, and cm and affirm that these comply with the 
   requirements. 
 
The network, designed following this method is illustrated in figure 22. 
 
- instrument locations 125 m from each other (= two catenary distances). 
- from every instrument location one or two in front and behind are 
  measured. 
- reference points are measured in principle from three different 
  locations. 
- constraint points are always measured from three different locations. 
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The Netherlands Railways will measure approximately 500 of such networks 
for the DRIVER system, with an average length of 3

4
 km. 
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MODELLING ERRORS IN GEOMETRIC LEVELLING 

 

Ole REMMER 
 

Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 

In [3] and [4] it is shown that the Kukkamäki corrections as applied to 

the levelling observations of the second Finnish levelling only are one third 

their correct size. 

This insight is gained through a thorough analysis of the closing errors 

of this same levelling. 

We shall now show that we may carry this analysis of closing errors further, 

finding one more until yet undiscovered systematic effect in the same closing 

errors. 

We shall show that the character of this effect is the same as the error 

associated with the Kukkamäki correction namely a wrong factor to an otherwise 

correct correction. 

The theme of this paper is the correction for land uplift or secular change. 

We shall show that this land uplift correction is too large by a factor of 1.6. 

We shall furthermore explain how this erroneous assessment of the Finnish 

land uplift does not stem from incorrect geodetic data but from an erroneous 

analysis of these same data. 

 

In addition we get the km-variance from the adjustment to fall to 

0.19�10-3gpu�
2

/km which is exactly the same estimate as one gets from the 

forward-backward discrepancies; I believe this to be the first time such a 

phenomenon has been reported in geodetic literature. 

 

2. The Evidence for Overcompensation 

We use as starting point the closing errors completely corrected for re- 

fraction such as it has been described in [3] and [4]. 

We write these below in Table 1 column 3. In column 2 we write the land 

uplift corrections for the corresponding polygons taken from [2] Table VI. 

Column 1 is the circumference and column 4 will be explained later. 
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Circum- 
ference 

Land uplift 
corrections 

Closing Errors 
without refraction 

Residual 

Fi zi yi yi - γzi 
    

239.02   0.51   7.96   7.76 

428.87 - 1.22 - 1.43 - 0.95 

369.79   2.36   4.65   3.71 

290.49 - 0.16   2.87   2.93 

413.90   0.31 -14.20 -14.32 

413.61 - 5.95 - 3.28 - 0.92 

451.17 -11.00 -17.07 -12.70 

709.25  14.73   4.20 - 1.65 

556.29  23.60   4.15 - 5.23 

545.30 - 6.60  14.28  16.90 

723.36  12.74  10.28   5.22 

562.56 - 8.75 -17.86 -14.38 

566.68  14.05   3.57 - 2.01 

588.17  9.49 -16.15 -19.92 

551.15   1.56   0.09 - 0.53 

662.12   6.01   2.88   0.49 

688.02 - 4.04 -11.10 - 9.49 

324.29   2.25  15.96  15.07 
    

 
Table 1 

 

We now claim that in the mean the closing errors yi above are nothing but 

a constant γ times the land uplift reductions above. If this is true we should 

be able to compute an estimate, r, of the correlation coefficient between the 

land uplift corrections zi and the closing errors yi above with is signifi- 

cantly different from zero. 

We find, using the well known standard procedure for computing r: 
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r  =  

18            
∑(zi-z�) �yi-y��

�18      ∑(zi-z�)2   �
18      
∑�yi-y��2

  =  
594.96

√1429.33  √1916.50
  = 

     =  
594.96

37.81 ⋅ 43.78
  =  

594.96

1655,32
  =  0.3594 

We may test the null-hypothesis ρ = 0 with the aid of: 

t16  =  
0.3594

�1-0.35942
 √16  =  

0.3594 ⋅ 4
√0.8708

  =  
1.438

0.9332
  =  1.54  >  t0.92 

We thus see that we are reasonably sure that the zi’s and yi’s are in 

fact correlated. 

Now of course if things were correct we should certainly not be able to 

see the land uplift corrections mirrored in the closing errors after they had 

bee officially removed. 

The positive sign of the correlation coefficient tells us obviously that 

the land uplift has been overcompensated by the land uplift corrections cited 

in [2] Table VI and above in Table 1. 

We shall want to remove this overcompensation by a small adjustment where 

our observation equations simply express the fact that the closing errors yi 

with the refraction effect removed simply reflect the land uplift corrections 

zi, i.e. 

E�yi�  =  γ zi (1) 

which of course by the Method of Least Squares leads to minimizing 

(cf. our λ-adjustment in [3] and [4]). 

18                                         

�
1

F
 �yi-γ zi�2  =  min                                                                                                                       (2) 
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resulting in the following normal equation for our parameter γ: 

γ�  =  

18           
∑
yizi
Fi

18     

∑zi
2

Fi

                                                                                                                             (3) 

Let us find this estimate γ� of γ; we get from Table 1: 

18                                  
�

yizi
Fi

  =  1.0814 

18                                                              

�
zi
2

Fi
  =  2.7210                    i.e. 

γ�  =  0.3974 

For the variance factor σ2, we find an estimate s2: 

s2  =  
1

17
�

1

Fi
 �yi-γzi�2  =  

3.67168

17
  =  0.2160 

For the estimate s2{γ�} of the variance σ2{γ�} we have: 

s2{γ�}  =  
s2

∑zi
2

Fi

  =  
0.2160

2.7210
  =  0.07938 

This we may use to test the null-hypothesis: 

H0 :    γ  =  0 

against the alternative hypothesis: 

H1 :    γ  >  0 
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This test is given by its region of rejection 

t17  =  
γ�

s{γ�}   =  
0.3944

√0.07938
  =  

0.3944

0.2817
  = 

             1.40  ~  t0.91 

which we again shall take as being a statement identical with saying that 

we are reasonably sure that γ is different from zero; i.e. we are reasonably 

sure that the land uplift corrections for Finland (from [2]) are overcompensated 

and that by a factor which is: 

1

1 - 0.3974
  =  1.66 

or to put in another way: On the land uplift corrections displayed in [2] 

Table VI or above in Table 1 we have to make a uniform reduction of 40%. 

If we make a similar λ and γ-analysis on the closing errors of the old 

network ([2] Table VI bottom), we find λ� = 2.8 and γ� = 0.7. 

We therefore conclude that λ and γ in the two levellings are identical. 

We admit that we have made first a λ–adjustment and then a γ-adjustment 

on the Finnish material. 

It should of course have been a unified adjustment where we determine 

λ and γ at the same time. This we are going to make now including the old 

network in the common adjustment. 

Our new observation will then be 

E�yi�  =  -λxi+ γzi (4) 

where yi is the closing error from [3] column 8, i.e. yi is the closing error 

without refraction correction, xi is the Kukkamäki refraction correction and 

zi is the land uplift correction. Since the land uplift corrections in which 

we are interested is computed only on the basis of that part of the two 

levelling networks which is common we can only use the 13 first polygons 

of the second levelling together with all the 11 polygons from the first 

levelling i.e. we have 24 observation equations of type (4). The coefficients 

of these 24 observation equations are displayed below: 
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xi zi yi 

   

  0.39   0.51   6.79 

- 0.68 - 1.22   0.62 

- 2.13   2.36  11.07 

- 0.17 - 0.16   3.38 

  0.76   0.31 -16.49 

  8.34 - 5.95 -28.40 

- 4.40 -11.00 - 3.82 

- 0.92  14.73   6.97 

- 3.72  23.60  15.35 

  4.35 - 6.60   1.18 

- 7.42  12.74  32.63 

  2.48 - 8.75 -25.33 

  2.07  14.05 - 2.66 

  0.75   9.49 -18.41 

  5.61   1.56 -16.81 

- 1.36   6.01   6.98 

  1.33 - 4.04 -15.11 

- 2.31   2.25  22.92 

  0.51 - 8.45 -26.11 

  2.86 - 5.55 - 6.63 

  9.39 - 4.82 -29.05 

  0.16 - 1.76 - 6.09 

- 2.94 -12.89 - 0.54 

- 9.56  27.27   1.49 

-2.57 -14.18 -54.42 

-12.16 - 5.13  61.74 

- 4.26  30.41  43.31 

- 5.60 - 1.47   7.06 

- 8.12   7.75  58.12 
   

 

Table 2 
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Furthermore we remark that in our analysis until now (and also in the 

analysis in [3] and [4]) we have ignored the correlation between the different 

closing errors which is due to the simple fact that neighbouring polygons use 

the same measurements but with opposite signs. This incorrectness of method 

we are going to remedy by using the full non-diagonal weight-matrices. 

First we write down, except for a constant, the full variance-covariance 

matrix for the 13 first polygons of the new network. It is: 
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The factor 6.5 with which the weights in the old network are divided (or 

the variances multiplied) comes from the two possible separate adjustments of 

old and new network and their corresponding estimates of the variance factor. 

The observation equation coefficients of Table 2 together with our two 

full weight matrices above give then the following normal equations: 

�
0.54330 0.71457

0.71457 4.60552
�  �

λ�

γ�
�   =  �

1.83166

3.71507
�                                                             (5) 

which gives 

λ� = 2.90277 = 2.90

γ� = 0.35628 = 0.36
 

For the variance factor σ2 we find an estimate s2 from the adjustment: 

s2  =  
V*VP

n-2
  =  

4.2688

22
  =  0.19404  =  0.19 

In order to compute the variances for λ� and γ� we have to compute �N-1�
11
 

and �N-1�
22
. We find: 

(N-1)11  =  2.31251 

(N-1)22  =  0.27280 

giving the following variances: 

s2{λ�}  =  2.31251 ⋅ 0.19404  =  0.44872 

s2{γ�}  =  0.27280 ⋅ 0.19404  =  0.05293 

We may then pay our previous tests a short visit; they were tests of 

the hypothesis λ = 1 and γ = 0 respectively. We find: 
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t22  =  
2.90277 - 1

√0.44872
  =  

1.90277

0.66987
  =  2.84  >  t0.995 

and 

t22  =  
0.35628

√0.05293
  =  

0.35628

0.23007
  =  1.549  >  t0.925 

We are now thus very sure that the Kukkamäki correction is under correcting 

the refraction and reasonably sure that the land uplift in Finland has been 

overcompensated by a factor of 

1

1-γ
  =  

1

1 - 0.36
  =  1.56 

For the refraction correction we knew already from [3] and [4] that the 

original Kukkamäki correction should be multiplied with a constant, which 

we have now determined to be 

λ  =  2.9 

i.e. it is undercompensated by this same amount. 

We end finally by remarking that if you determine the kilometer-variance 

σ2 of the second Finnish levelling from the discrepancy between forward and 

backward levelling (the so-called local variance) you find the following esti- 

mate 

slocal
2   =  0.20mm2 km⁄   =  0.19(10

-3gpu)
2
/km 

while as we have seen we get from our adjustment above the so-called global 

variance estimate: 

sglobal
2   =   0.19�10-3gpu�2 km�  

i.e. we have for the first time in geodetic literature a levelling adjustment 

where the adjustment variance (= the global variance) and the variance from the 

forward-backward discrepancies (= the local variance) is one and the same! 
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Furthermore this unique situation has been created by removing only two 

systematic errors: the refraction error and the land uplift error. 

The equality of our two variance estimates, the local one and the global 

one, means that by removing the land uplift overcompensation and the Kukkamäki 

refraction correction under compensation we have taken out all 

systematic errors in the Finnish network or to put it another way: 

If you make proper corrections for land uplift and refraction in the 

Finnish levelling of high precision, you have no other systematic errors left! 

At the same time your global km-variance will be as low as 

σ2 = 0.19�10-3gpu�2/km

σ = 0.4410
-3gpu √km�

                              or 

which is far below any hitherto known variances, and equivalent to a true 

technological break-through! 

In [4] has already been explained how the erroneous size of the refraction 

correction is born out of Kukkamäki’s procedure. 

We shall now in the next section accordingly concentrate on explaining 

in details how the erroneous overcompensating size of the land uplift cor- 

rection is born. 

To this purpose we shall use only already published Finnish material 

namely [1] and [2]. 
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3. The Origin of the Overestimation in the Geodetic Data of the Land Uplift 

   Values. 

The explanation of the afore-mentioned error in the estimation of the land 

uplift rate in Finland may be very simply explained. The cause lies in er- 

roneous treatment of correct data. 

We shall prove this assertion by first describing the correct way in which 

to treat the levelling data from the two Finnish levellings; then we shall de- 

scribe how the computations of the data were actually carried out according 

to [1]. Finally then we shall prove that this discrepancy between the compu- 

tations in [1] and the correct computations completely explain the overcom- 

pensation of the land uplift in the Finnish computation procedure. 

We shall start assuming that we have for all levelling sections 2 height- 

differences w1i and w2i from the first and second levelling respectively. 

E �� � w2i+ 
w2i- w1i
T2i- T1i

 �T20- T2i���   =  0                                                                             (6) 

E �� � w1i+ 
w2i- w1i
T2i- T1i

 �T10- T1i���   =  0                                                                             (7) 

Here (6) belongs to the new and (7) to the old network, E means mathe- 

matical expectation (i.e. loosely said it means that if we used error-free 

observations in (6) and (7) then these would be exactly satisfied), T1i and T2i 

are the points of time of the actual observations w1i and w2i respec- 
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tively, while T10 and T20 are the common epochs of the first and second levelling 

respectively. 

We underline that (6) and (7) are strictly true and completely hypothesis- 

free. They are also linear in w1i and w2i which we may underline by slightly 

rewriting them into. 

E �� ��1+
T20- T2i
T2i- T1i

�  w2i- 
T20- T2i
T2i- T1i

 w1i��   =  0                                                                   (8) 

E �� � 
Ti0- T1i
T2i- T1i

 w2i  + �1-
T10- T1i
T2i- T1i

�  w1i��   =  0                                                                 (9) 

For each polygon in a twice levelled network we shall thus get 2 con- 

dition equations (6) and (7) (or (8) and (9)). This will then lead to the 

well known adjustment by correlates which will then finally furnish us with 

correct adjusted values of w�2i and w�1i for all levelling sections (correct in 

the Least Squares sense). 

In [1] however this corrects adjustment procedure has not been followed. 

Instead an attempt has been made to break down the adjustment in phases, 

the first phase being an isolated adjustment of the land uplift values (see 

[1] p. 45-46). 

Again we can with the aid of (6) and (7) write down the correct condition 

equations for this isolated adjustment. We find by subtracting (7) from (6) 

E �� ��w2i- w1i�  �1+
T20- T2i
T2i- T1i

 - 
T10- T1i
T2i- T1i

� � �   =  0 

or 

E �� ��w2i- w1i�  
T2i- T1i+ T20- T2i- T10- T1i

T2i- T1i
 � �   =  0                             i.e. 
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E �� � 
w2i- w1i
T2i- T1i

 �T20- T10� � �   =  0 

and dividing with �T20- T10� we finally find as the condition equation for 

an isolated determination of the land uplift values: 

E ��  
w2i- w1i
T2i- T1i

 �   =  0                                                                                                                    (10) 

As can be seen from [1] page 46 it is exactly (10) which is being solved! 

In other words [1] starts with finding the correct land uplift values! 

Unfortunately these correct values of land uplift are again destroyed in 

the next phase of the broken-down adjustment! 

How and why does this happen? The answer is that by making the correct 

adjustment of land uplift values through (10) one thing is missing: the adjusted 

high values w�2i and w�1i of epochs  T10 and  T20, we only have their differences 
w�2i - w�1i. 

As explained above we can only get these correct adjusted values through 

the adjustment connected to (6) and (7). 

However, probably in an effort to solve as few equations as possible at 

the same time, [1] tries to solve two separate adjustments instead of the 

correct total adjustment connected to (6) and (7). 

These two separate adjustments are connected to the two following erro- 

neous condition equations, which get by computing the land uplift change 

part in (6) and (7) through the use of the values of w�2i - w�1i from the adjust- 

ment above connected to (10), i.e. to the following erroneous equations. 

E �� � w2i+ 
w�2i- w�1i
T2i- T1i

 �T20- T2i� � �   =  0*                                            (11) 

E �� � w1i+ 
w�2i- w�1i
T2i- T1i

 �T10- T1i� � �   =  0*                                            (12) 
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(The asterisks above indicate that the equations are wrong; it should be 

the unadjusted values w2i and w1i which should appear in (11) and (12) every- 

where as it is in (6) and (7)). 

It is, however, quite easy to see how the error is committed namely by 

writing 

w�2i- w�1i
T2i- T1i

  =  corr 

i.e. by treating the last part of (11) and (12) as something not connected 

to w2i and w1i, i.e. by writing (11) and (12) as 

E � �  � w2i+ corr �T20- T2i� � �   =  0                                            (11*) 

E � �  � w1i+ corr �T10- T1i� � �   =  0                                            (12*) 

hereby masking the fundamental fact that w1i appear also in (11*) and w2i 

appear also in (12*); one even succeeds in getting incorrect coefficients for 

w2i in (11*) and w1i in (12*). 

The most serious error is of course that one completely ignores by using 

(11*) and (12*) separately the covariance which exists between (11*) and (12*). 

This procedure of course gives wrong results which is amply illustrated 

by the figures in [1] itself. 

When making the erroneous adjustment connected to (11*9 or (12*) new 

wrong values w�2i
*  and w�1i

*  are produced through this adjustment. 

In [1] one might of course have been so lucky that the errors in w�2i
*  and 

w�1i
*  were negligible due to numerical reasons or due to the cancelling out of 

different kinds of errors. This is, however, not so because if one by ac- 

cident (even through using wrong equations and wrong covariances) had stumbled 

close to the correct values w�2i and w�1i then of course: 

w2i
* - w1i

*   =  w�2i- w�1i   
* 
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But as can be seen from [1] page 47 this is not the case. I.e. the esti- 

mates w�2i
*  and w�1i

*  are in fact wrong since their differences does not agree 

with the correct ones w�2i- w�1i computed on the basis of (10). 

The correct conclusion is then that w�2i
*  and w�1i

*  are wrong and therefore 

cannot be used for anything. However, in [1] the exact opposite conclusion is 

drawn! Namely that since w�2i
* - w�1i

*  ≠  w�2i- w�1i the latter (correct value) has 

to be discarded! 

The next phase is then to use these new erroneous values to compute the 

correction in (11*) and (12*) i.e. 

corr  =  
w�2i
* - w�1i

*

T2i- T1i
 

This quantity, corr, is then used in two new separate adjustments based 

on (11*) and (12*) which produces two new values w�2i
** and w�1i

** being even more 

in disagreement with w�2i- w�1i than was w�2i
*  and w�1i

* . 

This iteration procedure is then in principle continued until the last 

“adjusted” values do not differ from the last but one. 

As we have pointed out above this procedure is erroneous. That this is so 

can be clearly seen even from the material published in [1]. According to 

[1] page 49 and page 51 this iterative erroneous adjustment produces a larger 

and larger variance factor (“mean square error of the unit weight”) for each 

iteration. This means of course that the observations satisfy less and less 

the condition equations for each new iteration, i.e. become more and more 

erroneous. This growth in variance factor goes in the new levelling from 

0.20 mm2/km  to  0.244 mm2/km 

([1] page 51 and page 53) 

and in the old levelling from 

1.74 mm2/km  to  2.45 mm2/km 

([1] page 48 and page 50) 

We have thus in the very material published in [1] a clear indication of 

growing errors when moving through the iterations described above. 
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This is then the whole explanation of the overcompensation of the land 

uplift values found in section 2. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A short review is presented about the current state of research in the 
optimization of geodetic networks. Special emphasis is given to the analy- 
tical methods in the second order design (weight problem) with criterion 
matrices as ideal variance-covariance matrices of the adjustment parameters. 

 

1. Introduction 

If in geodesy a new network is planned, the requirements of the users of 

the network must be considered in such a way, that the design of the net 

is able to fulfil these requirements. The adoption of the network design 

to the user’s requirements is in general an optimization problem; we speak 

about the "optimization of geodetic networks" or the "optimal design of 

geodetic networks". A geodetic control network has three characteristics: 

the location of the points, the observations which are connecting them, 

and the datum to which the coordinates are referred. It is usual and widely 

accepted to classify the general optimization problem into different stages 

(see for example Grafarend (1974)): 
 
The datum problem as the zero order design problem is concerned with the 

choice of an optimal reference system for the coordinates of the points and 

their variance-covariance matrix. 
 
The configuration problem as the first order design problem, where the opti- 

mal positioning of the points is chosen under consideration of the possible 

measurements. 
 
The weight problem as the second order design problem is dealing with the 

optimal accuracies of the observations in a fixed configuration. 
 
The densification problem as the third order design problem, which has to 

give the answer to the question, how to improve an existing network by 

additional points and observations. Of course a lot of problems, which are 

coming up in geodetic applications, are including subproblems of different 

orders. 
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2. Objectives and general strategies 

 

In earlier studies the quality of a network has been judged by its preci- 

sion and its costs. The objectives of the design have been at first a maxi- 

mal precision of the elements of the network (points and derived quanti- 

ties) and secondly minimal costs for the marking of the points and for the 

performance and the measurements. Nowadays a third criterion for the quality 

of a network has turned out to be of high importance, that is its reliabil- 

ity. The reliability includes the following three topics: maximal power to 

detect outliers in the measurements, minimal influence of undetected errors 

on the results and high sensitivity to detect movements in deformation net- 

works. It is well known that the three requirements – precision, reliability 

and economy – have a contrary influence on the optimal design of a network. 

Generally one can say that the realization of reliability is mainly the 

task for the first order design, whereas the second order design is partic- 

ularly concerned with the precision. The minimization of the costs can be 

integrated in both first and second order design. In opposition to that, 

one can see the cost problem as a secondary transformation problem after a 

first and/or second order design. 

 

The solution strategies of the optimization problems in the different 

orders of the design are dependent both on the mathematical form, to which 

the problem has been brought, and the shape of the objective function, which 

is representing the aim of the design. Purely analytical solution ways are 

mainly known in the second order design, where the standard problems can be 

expressed in terms of linear equations or linear inequalities – we come 

later back to this topic. Standard algorithms of linear of nonlinear pro- 

gramming are in use, such as the well known simplex method. In the last 

time, also more or less direct solutions have had success, which are using 

generalized inverses. 

 

A method which is most popular and suited for first, second and third order 

design problems is the network simulation. An arbitrary number of design 

variants can be generated by variation of the free parameters of the pro- 

blem, and compared to the objectives of the design. The variation of the 

parameters can be arranged by selection or by random processes. Most 

effective is the implementation of the simulation within an interactive 

computer system with graphic terminals, where the designs can be criticized 

and directly improved in a dialog mode. One great advantage of the simula- 
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tion method is, that arbitrary decision criteria can be used and compared 

together, in order to find an optimal design; there is no forcing need to 

bring these criteria into a strong mathematical form what, is indispensable, 

if one uses purely analytical solutions with discrete risk functions. 

 

3. Scalar objective functions 

 

The most optimization strategies require the formulation of a risk function. 

Generally, the objectives of maximal accuracy and minimal costs can be 

combined to a closed objective function, such as proposed by Wolf (1970): 

 

Z  =  RT⋅T + RS⋅S. 
 

T is standing for the precision requirements, S for the costs, RT and RS 

are standardisation factors, by which the influence of both parts can be 

weighted adequately. There are a lot of approaches to bring the costs into 

a mathematical form S. The most approaches try to split the costs for the 

measurements into constant terms for driving to the stations, setting up 

of the instruments and signalizing the points. The remaining free param- 

eters are then the repetition numbers of the observations. Different 

instrumentations can be considered in this concept by the introduction of 

special efficiency numbers for these instruments or error formulas for a 

single measurement. 

 

The precision term T of the above general risk function Z is based upon 

the variance-covariance matrix of the point coordinates or, in special 

geodetic problems, upon the variance-covariance matrix of derived quanti- 

ties, which are to be understood as functions of the coordinates. T is ex- 

pressed in terms of the eigenvalues λi of the respective v.c.-matrix. In 
the second case mainly the trace of the v.c.-matrix is used, that means 

the sum of the variances of the derived quantities. If the accuracy of the 

position of a point is considered, one has to look at the 2x2-v.c.-matrix 

QP of its coordinates. The point precision can be expressed by three 

measures. At first, the trace QP, which is to be understood as the mean 

variance (sum of the eigenvalues λ1 + λ2), leads to the mean point error 
defined by Helmert. Secondly, the determinant det QP as generalized variance 

(product of the eigenvalues λ1 ⋅ λ2) gives the point error corresponding to 
Werkmeister’s definition, which is to be interpreted as the area of the 

mean error ellipse. Thirdly, the quality of the point situation can be 
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expressed by the relation between the main axes of its error ellipse or by 

the quotient of the eigenvalues λ1 / λ2. In statistics, the minimal trace of 

QP is known as A-optimality, the minimal determinant of QP is called D- 

optimality, whereas λ1/λ2 → 1 is characterizing E-optimality or isotropy, 
which means that the error ellipse is degenerating to a circle. In a net- 

work a global precision function can be formulated by combining the local 

accuracy measures of all 2x2 diagonal submatrices QPi of the global v.c.- 

matrix QX of the complete network, with the particularity that 
 

�tr QPi   =  tr QX .
i

 

 
Grafarend and Harland (1973) show also how to combine different optimali- 

ties (A-, D- and E-optimality) to general precision functions. They are using 

them in the first order design of geodetic standard problems such as bi- 

section and resection of one or more points. 

 

Reliability aspects have found only hesitating acceptance until now in the 

objective functions of optimization processes, whereas a certain number of 

reliability measures are available. In the concept of "inner reliability" 

the boundary values ∇0li (Baarda’s notation) are suited to indicate how 
well the observations can be checked. On the other hand, the "external 

reliability" of a network can be described by the following three param- 

eters: the level of significance α0 and the power β0 of the applied sta- 
tistical test and δ�0 as the maximal weighted norm of the values (∇0x)i, 
which are to be understood as the effects of the boundary values ∇0li of the 
observations on the coordinates (van Mierlo, 1981). 

 

4. Criterion matrices 

 

Together with the great progress which has been made in the research about 

second order design solutions in the last decade, criterion matrices have 

had great success as alternatives to scalar risk functions. Criterion 

matrices have been introduced in geodesy by Baarda (1971) as artificial 

v.c.-matrices, which can be used for example as quality measures for net- 

works and in the densification of networks. In the second order design prob- 

lem they are to be understood as ideal v.c.-matrices, ideal means that 

they represent the optimal accuracy situation in the network to be designed. 

 

The basic equation of the second order design with criterion matrices is 
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the well known relation 
 

�ATPA�
-1

 =  QX , 
 

in which A is the configuration or design matrix of the network, and QX 

is the given criterion matrix. With the restriction to uncorrelated obser- 

vations (diagonal design), the unknown weights of the observations in P 

have to be estimated in such a way, that the criterion matrix is approxi- 

mated as good as possible by the optimal design. In a second step, the in- 

version of P leads to the optimal variances and therewith to the necessary 

accuracy, with which the observations have to be carried out. The approxi- 

mation of QX or, referring to the inverse equation 
 

ATPA  =  PX  ≔  QX
-1 , 

 

the approximation of PX, can be realized by several mathematical strategies. 

Because the consideration of these different strategies is not the crucial 

point of this review, we only refer to the following publications: 

Grafarend (1975), Schaffrin et al. (1977), Schaffrin et al. (1981), Schmitt 

(1979) and Wimmer (1981). 

 

In general, a geodetic network is said to be optimal if it has a homoge- 

neous accuracy in all its parts. In two and three dimensions a second ideal 

property is added: isotropy. If both properties are happening in a two- 

dimensional network, all point error ellipses are degenerating into circles 

with equal radius. Moreover, we call the error situation completely iso- 

tropic if in addition to that all relative error ellipses are circles, too. 

Such an ideal error situation is coming up for example if the v.c.-matrix 

of a network degenerates to the identity matrix. But the identity matrix 

is unsuited to be introduced as criterion matrix in the second order design, 

because the postulation of zero-covariances between all coordinates is un- 

realizable. Therefore it is necessary to look for a general stochastic con- 

cept, in which an overall ideal covariance situation can be formulated. This 

concept is found in the interpretation of a geodetic point field as a 

stochastic process with the expectation values equal to zero and the co- 

variance function with Taylor-Karman structure of the absolute coordinates, 

which is a homogeneous and isotropic structure. Covariance submatrices be- 

tween two points can be computed from longitudinal and transversal correla- 

tion functions with the argument r, which is the planar distance between 

the points. The advantage of such criterion matrices is 
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that the observation plan of the network does not enter. The drawback is 

that in the underlying first order Markow model the characteristic distances 

of the correlation functions are free. By the way, a completely isotropic 

situation can be generated with identical longitudinal and transversal 

correlation functions. The complete theory is described in Grafarend and 

Schaffrin (1979), including the computation of derived v.c.-matrices of 

coordinate differences, azimuths, angles and distances. 

 

The extensive discussions about the property of estimability in geodetic 

adjustments have caused a trend away from the point field concept to the 

construction of criterion matrices for estimable quantities. These criterion 

matrices have the advantage, that they can be computed without dealing with 

the problem of fixing the datum of a network. Schaffrin and Grafarend (1982) 

show how to formulate ideal v.c.-matrices for azimuths, angles and distances 

under the postulated of homogeneity and isotropy. This means for instance 

in distance networks, that the variances of distances and the covariances 

between distances of equal length are equal in all parts of the network, 

independent from their directions. Nevertheless, all the second order design 

procedures which are based upon the adjustment approach by variation of 

coordinates use as input a criterion matrix of absolute coordinates. There- 

fore, it must be done the step from the criterion matrix of the estimable 

quantities to the allocated criterion matrix of the coordinates (Schaffrin 

and Grafarend, 1982). 

 

A second crucial point in the use of a criterion matrix QX is, that, if 

severe model errors shall be avoided, it must have the same rank as the 

configuration matrix A. Correlation functions of Taylor-Karman type are 

positive definite and lead to regular criterion matrices which are unsuited 

for free networks. The step from a regular criterion matrix to such a one 

with a defect corresponding to the adjustment model can be done by an arbi- 

trary S-transformation. Schaffrin et al. (1981) propose to use as criterion 

matrix the v.c.-matrix of the projection A-Ax which is estimable in contrary 

to x itself. 

 

The derived matrix is then 

 
QA-Ax  =  A-A Qx (A-A)T , 
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which has to be inverted to 
 

Px  =  (QA-AX)r- 
 

-( )r
- is standing for a symmetric reflexive g-inverse (for example the 

pseudo-inverse ( )+) – in order to preserve the rank and the inverse eigen- 
value properties for these optimization procedures, which are approximizing 

Px. In both ways, the correctness of the model is reached by loosing the 

properties of homogeneity and isotropy of the point errors. 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

In order to save room for the text, the references are kept to an absolute 

minimum, which should give the reader an idea where to look for more infor- 

mation. A detailed list of references may be found in the first textbook 

about network optimization, written by Grafarend et al. (1979), further on 

within a review about that topic by Schmitt (1982). 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In a strict adjustment of directions at a triangle station 
no direction is arbitrarily chosen as "zero direction". 
Due to the unknown orientation of the set of directions 
the system of normal equations becomes singular, which im- 
plies that there is no unique least squares solution. 
 
Furthermore, the directions are non-estimable in the sense 
of Rao. However, it is shown that all least squares esti- 
mates of directions provide identical unbiased angle esti- 
mates. The estimates and their covariance matrices are de- 
rived in the cases of directions observed in full rounds 
and incomplete rounds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The adjustment of a triangulation network is usually prepared 

by a least squares adjustment of observed directions at each 

station. As the orientation quantities of the directions are 

unknown, there is no unique least squares solution to the 

problem. Thus Bjerhammar (1973) and Ethrog (1981) suggested 

a generalized inverse approach. Bjerhammar (ibid.) and Holsen (1981) 

paid special attention to the covariance matrix of the adjusted 

directions and emphasized that for certain least squares esti- 

mates the covariance matrix is diagonal. 

It is reasonable to restrict the acceptable solution space of 

directions to those providing unbiased angle estimates. Thus we 

start with deriving the set of least squares solutions and then we 

study the condition on unbiased angle estimation. 

 

2. A CONDITION FOR UNBIASED ANGLE ESTIMATION 

 

The general equation in the observation of a direction (Xi) is 
of the form 

 

Xi – Z  =  ℓi - εi (2.1) 

 

where Z is an unknown orientation quantity, ℓi is the observed 

direction relative to Z and εi is the random observation error. 

Each round (set) of observations adds one unknown orientation 

quantity to the system of equations. The system of observation 

equations may be written with obvious matrix notations: 

 
A

(n,m)
X  + B

(n,k)
Z  = L

(n,l)
- ε
(n,l)

                                                                                               (2.2) 

 

or 

 
C

(n,ℓ)
γ   =   L - ε                                                                                                                              (2.3) 
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where 

 

C   =  [ A , B ] 

γT =  � XT,ZT� 
 

and ℓ   =  m + k 
 

Here n is the total number of observations, m is the number of 

directions and k is the number of rounds. The normal equations 

corresponding to formula (2.3) are 

 

CTC γ  =  CTL (2.4) 

 

with the general least squares solution 

 

γ�  =  �C
T C
~

�
-1

CT L (2.5) 

 

minimizing εT ε. The explicit expression of the generalized in- 
verse in (2.5) is (Bjerhammar 1973, p. 113, and the Appendix) 

 

�C
T C
~

�
-1

  =  �CT C�
0

-1
+ �I- �CT C�

0

-1
CT C�  M (2.6) 

 

where 

 

�CT C�
0

-1
  =  particular inverse 

 
     M = arbitrary inverse of dimension (ℓ,ℓ). 

 

It follows from (2.3) that 

 
E{L}  =  C γ (2.7) 

 

However, as can be seen from formula (2.5) the estimation of Y 

is neither unique nor estimable, i.e. 

 
E�Y��  ≠  Y, 
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because we have no information on the absolute orientation of Y, 

but only on the interorientation among the directions and orienta- 

tion quantities. Thus if one Z or X could be fixed the rank defect 

would vanish. However, a sufficient condition for practical purposes 

is that the least squares estimate of Y yields unbiased angle esti- 

mates. The vector of angle estimates (μ�) are related to the direc- 
tions Y� by 
 

μ�  =  G Y� (2.8a) 

 

where 

 
G

(m*,ℓ)
= [F �

�m*,m�
�0]

�m*,k�
                                                                                                                    (2.8b) 

 

F  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
 

-1 1 0
0 -1 1
0
⋮
0

0 -1

⋯

    

0 ⋯ ⋯
0 ⋯
1 0

0 -1

    

0
⋮

1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
                                                                         (2.8c) 

 
m*   =   m-1 

 

In the case of unbiased estimation of μ we thus obtain 

 
E{μ�}  =  μ  =  G γ (2.9) 

 

Furthermore, from (2.8a), (2.5) and (2.7) we get 

 

E{μ�}  =  G �C
T C
~

�
-1

CT E{L}  =  G �C
T C
~

�
-1

CT C Y                                                              (2.10) 

 

Finally, formulas (2.9) and (2.10) yield the following condition 

(c.f. Rao and Mitra 1971, p. 139): 

 

G �C
T C
~

�
-1

CT C  =  G                                                                                                                (2.11a) 

 

or 

 

G  C~
-1
C  =  G                                                                                                                                (2.11b) 
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Any inverse of CT C in (2.5) being consistent with (2.9) has to 
satisfy formula (2.11). This will be a fundamental condition for 

the estimation of directions in this paper. 

 

 

 

3. APPLICATION OF THE CONDITION 

 

 

3.1 The pseudo inverse solution 

 

We now recall formulas (2.1) and (2.3). From these equations it 

follows that 

 
C DT  =  0 (3.1a) 

if 
D

(1,ℓ)
=  [ 1, 1, ... , 1]                                                                                                           (3.1b) 

 

As the rank defect of the general system (2.3) equals the rank of 

D (=1) one solution is given by the method of orthogonal bordering 

with D (Bjerhammar 1973, p. 103) 

 

γ�  =  CII
-1 L (3.2a) 

 

where 

 

CII
-1  =  �CTC + DTD�

-1
CT (3.2b) 

 

This is the so-called pseudo inverse of C minimizing εT ε and 
γT γ. 
 

Let us now check whether CII
-1 yields unbiased angle estimates. 

From (3.2b) and the left member of (2.11b) we get 

 

G CII
-1 C  =  G �CTC + DTD�

-1
CT C  = 

 (3.3) 

                =  G �I-DTD �CTC + DTD�
-1

�   =  G 
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because, in view of (2.8b-c) and (3.1b) 

 
G DT  =  0 (3.4) 

 

Hence CII
-1 satisfies (2.11b), which implies that the pseudo 

inverse solution of directions yields unbiased angle estimates. 

 

 

3.2 The general least squares solution 

 

The general least squares solution for Y was given in formulas 

(2.5) and (2.6). Selecting the pseudo inverse of CTC as the 

particular inverse we get the general least squares inverse 

 

C-1  
~      

=  CII
-1 + �I-CII

-1 C�  M CT (3.5) 

 

Now we ask whether γ� yields unbiased angle estimates. If the 
answer is affirmative the inverse (3.5) must satisfy the 

condition (2.11b) for any choice of M. In view of (3.3) we 

obtain from (3.5) 

 

G C-1
~    

 C  =  G CII
-1 C + G �I-CII

-1 C�  M CT C  =  G (3.6) 

 

and we have proved that (2.11b) is satisfied, i.e. the general 

least squares solution of a station adjustment provides unbiased 

angle estimates. As a matter of fact we can even prove the 

following proposition. 

 

Proposition:  Each least squares estimate of direction yields 

      identical angle estimates. 

 

Proof:  μ�  =  G X�  =  G �CII
-1 + �I-CII

-1 C�M CT�L  =  G CII
-1L 

      The proof follows from (3.3). 
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Finally, if the observations are related to a weight matrix 

P ≠ I the pseudo inverse should be replaced by 
 

CIP
-1  =  �CTP C + DTD�

-1
CT P (3.7) 

 

minimizing εTP ε. 
 

 

 

4. ALTERNATIVE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION 

 

We now tackle the singular system of equations (2.2) in two 

different ways to obtain more explicit solutions for X and Z. 

The system of normal equations (2.4) can be written 

 
ATA X + ATB Z  =  ATL (4.1a) 

BTA X + BTB Z  =  BTL (4.1b) 

 

As ATA has full rank (4.1a) yields 

 

X  =  A0
-1L - A0

-1B Z (4.2) 

 

where 

 

A0
-1  =  �ATA�

-1
AT 

 

Inserting this formula into (4.1b) we get 

 
KTK Z  =  KTL (4.3) 

 

where 

 

K  =  �I-A0�B          ;          A0  =  A A0
-1 

 

Formula (4.3) is a singular normal equation with the general 

solution 
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Z�  =  KII
-1 L + �I-KII

-1 K�  M KT L (4.4) 

 

where 

 

KII
-1  =  �BT �I-A0�B + D1

T D1�
-1
BT �I-A0� (4.5) 

 
K D1

T  =  0 (4.6) 

 

In view of (3.1) it can easily be shown that 

 
D1  =  [ 1, 1, ... , 1 ] 

 

satisfies (4.6). Inserting (4.4) into (4.2) we finally arrive at 

 

X�  =  A0
-1L - A0

-1 B KII
-1 L - A0

-1 B �I-K0�  M KT L (4.7) 

 

where 

 
K0  =  KII

-1 K 
 

In a completely analogous manner we could also start from (4.1b) 

to solve for Z: 

 

Z  =  B0
-1L - B0

-1A X     ;     B0
-1  =  �BTB�

-1
BT (4.8) 

 

Inserting this formula into (4.1a) we get the general solutions 

 

X�  =  �AT�I-B0� A�
-1
AT�I-B0� L (4.9a) 

 

Z�  =  B0
-1L - B0

-1A �AT �I-B
0

~
�A �

-1
AT�I-B0� L (4.9b) 

 

Finally we note that in the case of a weight matrix P among the 

observations we should replace the previous definitions of A0
-1 

and B0
-1 by 

 

A0
-1  =  �ATP A�

-1
ATP 

 

B0
-1  =   �BTP A�

-1
 BTP 
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5. VARIANCE-COVARIANCE ESTIMATION 

 

The random errors of the least squares estimates γ� are given 
by formula (2.5): 

 

ε�γ  =  �C
T C
~

�
-1
CT ε (5.1) 

 

where we assume that ε obeys the relation for random uncorrelated 

errors: 

 
E�ε εT�  =  σ2 I , 

 

σ2 being the variance of unit weight. Formula (5.1) yields the 

covariance matrix for γ�: 
 

Qγγ  =  E �ε�γ ε�γ
T�   =  σ2 �CT C

~
�
-1
CT C �CT C

~
�
-1
 (5.2) 

 

where σ2 may be unbiasedly estimated by (Bjerhammar 1973, p. 128): 

 

s2  =  
LT (L - C γ�)
n - rank(C)

  =  
LT �L – A X� – B Z��
n – m – k + 1

                                                                           (5.3) 

 

In particular, for the pseudo inverse solution we get 

 

Qγγ  =  σ2 �CT C�
II

-1
 (5.4) 

 

In the same way we obtain the following covariance matrix for X� 
of formula (4.9a) 

 

QXX  =  σ2 R~
-1
R R~

-1
 (5.5) 

 

where 

 

R  =  AT�I-B0� A 
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6. PRACTICAL CHOICE OF SOLUTION 

 

As we have shown all least squares solutions yield unbiased 

angle estimates. Thus the choice of solution becomes a question 

of convenience. The pseudo inverse solution (3.2) is an all- 

round solution both for direction and orientation quantity 

estimation. We distinguish between two cases of observation 

designs: full and incomplete rounds of observations. 

 

 

6.1 Full rounds 
 

An example of complete rounds of observations is given in 

section 9. In this case it can easily be shown that 

 

BT �I-A0�  B + D1
T D1  =  BT B  =  m I 

 

where m is the number of directions. Hence, 

 

KII
-1  =  

1
m

 BT �I-A0�                                                                                                                      (6.1) 

 

Moreover, 

 

A0
-1 B KII

-1  =  A0
-1 B0 �I-A0�   =  0 (6.2) 

 

Inserting (6.1) and (6.2) into (4.4) and (4.7) with M = 0 

(pseudo inverse solution) we arrive at the following solutions (see 

also the Appendix): 

 

Z�  =  B0
-1 �I-A0�L  =  

1
m

 BT �I-A0�L                                                                                   (6.3a) 

 

and 

 

X�  =  A0
-1L  =  

1
k

 ATL                                                                                                                    (6.3b) 

 

The covariance matrix X� becomes 
 

QXX  =  σ2 �AT A�
-1

  =  σ2 k-1I (6.4) 
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with the following estimate of the variance of unit weight 

 

s2  =  
LT �I-A0�  �I-B0� L

n – m – k + 1
                                                                                                       (6.5) 

 

Similarly, by evaluating the pseudo inverse solution from formulas 

(4.9a-b) we obtain 

 

X�  =  
1
m

 AT�I-B0� L                                                                                                                    (6.6a) 

 

and 

 

Z�  =  B0
-1 � I-

1
m

 A AT�I-B0� �  L                                                                                            (6.6b) 

 

We conclude that the simple formulas (6.3) and (6.4) should be 

preferred in the case of full rounds. 

 

 

6.2 Incomplete rounds 

 

In this case one or more rounds (or sets) of series of observations 

have not been completed. An example is given in section 9. This 

means that the simple formulas deduced in section 6.1 do not hold, 

and we have to apply one of the general formulas derived. Usually 

formulas (3.2a-b) are more practical than the special formulas 

(4.4)-(4.7) and (4.9a-b). However, if we merely care for an X- 

estimate (with no concern about error estimation) the pseudo 

inverse solution of (4.9a) might be advantageous, i.e. 

 

X�  =  �AT �I-B0� A + DT D �
-1
AT�I-B0� L 

 

where, again 

 
D  =  c [ 1, 1, ... , 1 ] 

 

c being an arbitrary constant. 

Also formulas (4.4) and (4.7) with M = 0 should be of interest. 
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7. DISCUSSION 

 

Ethrog (1981) recommends the use of the following least squares 

solution of directions and orientation quantities {cf. (4.9)}: 

 

X�  =  AI�I-B0�
-1  L                                                                                                                              (7.1a) 

 

and 

 

Z�  =  �BT B�
-1

 BT �I-A0�L                                                                                                        (7.1b) 

 

where 

 

A0  =  A AI�I-B0�
-1  

 

AI�I-B0�
-1   =  K (K K)-1 K (K K)-1 K 

 
K  =  ATA - ATB0A 

 

As all least squares solutions satisfy (2.11) this holds as well for 

(7.1a). Thus it provides unbiased angle estimates. However, the 

computation of X� by (7.1) is tedious and can hardly be justified 
from practical point of view. As an alternative we recommend the 

simple formulas (6.3a-b) in the case of complete rounds and formulas 

(3.2a-b) in the case of incomplete rounds. It should be noted that 

all these solutions are invariant with respect to origin and orien- 

tation of the coordinate system and no direction is arbitrarily 

chosen as a "zero direction". 

 

Bjerhammar (1973, p. 218) shows that the simple formulas (6.3a-b) 

follow if the following condition can be satisfied: 

 
ATB Z�  =  0 

 

Obviously, this is the case only for completely observed rounds. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

 

By using generalized matrix inverses we have solved for the 

complete set of least squares solutions of directions in the 

case of station adjustment of directions. It has been shown 

that all least squares solutions provide identical unbiased angle 

estimates. Practical solutions have been derived both in 

the case of complete and incomplete rounds of observations. 

 

 

9. EXAMPLE 

 

Consider three sets of complete observations of three targets. 

The system of observation equations becomes 

 
A X + B Z  =  L-ε     with  E�ε εT�  =  σ2 I 

 

A  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 B  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡-1
-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 L  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
 

ℓ1
ℓ2
⋮

ℓ9

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

 

The normal equations become the singular system 

 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 3

3
3

-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1

3
3

3 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  � 
X

Z
 �   =  � 

AT L

BT L
 � 

 

Formulas (6.3a-b) yield 

 

X�  =  �ATA�
-1
AT L  =  

1
3

 � 
ℓ1 + ℓ4 + ℓ7
ℓ2 + ℓ5 + ℓ8
ℓ3 + ℓ6 + ℓ9

 � 
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and 

 

Z�  =  �BT B�
-1

 BT �I-A0�  L  = 
 

     =  
1
9

 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡-2 (ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3) + ℓ4 + ℓ5 + ℓ6 + ℓ7 + ℓ8 + ℓ9

ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3 – 2 (ℓ4 + ℓ5 + ℓ6) + ℓ7 + ℓ8 + ℓ9

ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3 + ℓ4 + ℓ5 + ℓ6 – 2 (ℓ7 + ℓ8 + ℓ9) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

 

The covariance matrix of X� becomes 
 

QXX  =  
σ2

3
 � 
1

1
1

 � 

 

We now consider the same example, but with the last observation 

missing (incomplete rounds). Then we get the following system of 

normal equations 

 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 3

3
2

-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 0

-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 0

3
3

2 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  � 
X

Z
 �   =  � 

AT L

BT L
 �       L  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
 

ℓ1
ℓ2
⋮

ℓ8

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

 

In this case we apply formulas (4.4)-(4.7) with M = 0. From the 

intermediate results 

 

BT �I-A0�  B  =  
1
6

 � 
11 7 -4

-7 11 -4

-4 -4 8

 � 

 

and 

 
D1  =  [ 2 2 2 ] 
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we get 

 

R  =  � BT �I-A0�  B + D1
T D1�

-1
 =  2 � 

5 -1 0

-1 5 0

0 0 4

 �

-1

 

 

     =  
1
12

 � 
5 1 0

1 5 0

0 0 6

 � 

 

 

KII
-1  =  R BT �I-A0�   =  

1
12

 � 
-3 -3 -2 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 2 -3 -3 -2 2 2

2 2 0 2 2 0 -4 -4

 � 

 

and 

 

T  =  A0
-1 B KII

-1  =  
1
12

 �  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 0 -2 -2

 � 

 

Hence, 

 

X�  =  A0
-1L-T L  =  

1
12

 � 
4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0

0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4

-1 -1 6 -1 -1 6 2 2

  �  L  = 

 

     = � 

(ℓ1+ℓ4+ℓ7) 3⁄                                                               
(ℓ2+ℓ5+ℓ8) 3⁄                                                               
(ℓ3+ℓ6) 2 + (ℓ7+ℓ8) 6 - (ℓ1+ℓ2+ℓ4+ℓ5) 12⁄⁄⁄

 � 

 

 
Z�  =  KII

-1 L 
 

and 

 

QXX  =  
σ2

36
 � 
12 0 0

0 12 0

0 0 21

 � 

 

Thus the direction estimates are uncorrelated also in this case. 
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The angles are estimated by 

 

μ�  =  � 
μ�1
μ�2

 �   =F X�  =  � 
-1 1 0

0 -1 1
 �  X�  = 

 

=  � 
(ℓ2-ℓ1+ℓ5+ℓ4+ℓ8-ℓ7) 3⁄                                      
(ℓ3+ℓ6-ℓ8) 2 - (ℓ1+5ℓ2+ℓ4+5ℓ5-2ℓ7) 12⁄⁄

 � 

 

This result shows that the angle estimates are unbiased. 

 

Finally we obtain the covariance matrix of angles 

 

Qμμ  =  F QXX FT  =  
σ2

36
 � 

24 -12

-12 43
 � 
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APPENDIX 

 

For proof and further details we refer to Bjerhammar (1973). 

 

Definition 1:  A generalized inverse A-1 of a matrix A is 

defined by the condition 

 

A A-1A  =  A (A.1) 

 

The general solution to this equation is 

 

A
~
-1

  =  A0
-1+ N �I-AA0

-1�  + �I-A0
-1A�  M (A.2) 

 

where 

 

A0
-1 = any particular inverse 

N, M = arbitrary inverses of compatible dimensions 

I = unit matrix 

 

 

Definition 2:  The pseudo inverse (Moore-Penrose inverse) of 

A, AII
-1, satisfies the following equations 

 

A AII
-1A       =  A (A.3a) 

AII
-1 A AII

-1  =  AII
-1 (A.3b) 

A AII
-1          =  �A AII

-1�
T
 (A.3c) 

AII
-1 A          =  �AII

-1 A�
T
 (A.3d) 

 

The pseudo inverse can be determined by 

 

AII
-1  =  AT �A AT�

-1
A �ATA�

-1
AT (A.4) 

or 

AII
-1  =  �ATA + DTD�

-1
AT  = 

         =  AT �A AT + C CT�
-1
 (A.5) 
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where 

 
A DT  =  0     and     ATC  =  0 (A.6a) 

 

and 

 

rank (D)  =  rank (C)  =  rank (I-A A-1) (A.6b) 
 

 

Theorem 1:  The general solution for X of the consistent matrix 

equation 

 
A X = L (A.7) 

 

is given by 

 

X�  =  A0
-1 L  + �I-A0

-1A�  M (A.8) 

 

where A0
-1 is a particular inverse and M is an arbitrary vector 

of compatible dimension. 
 

 

Theorem 2:  The general least squares solution of the system 

 
A X = L - ε (A.9) 

 

minimizing εT P ε, is given by 
 

X�  =  �ATPA
~

�
-1
AT P L (A.10) 

 

 

Corollary 1:  There is a unique solution to (A.9) minimizing 

εT P ε and X�
T

 X�. The solution is 
 

X�  =  �AT P A�
II

-1
AT P L (A.11) 

 

 

Corollary 2:  If D satisfies (A.6) then 

 
D X�  =  0 (A.12) 
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Proof:  (A.11), (A.4) and (A.6a) yield 

 

D X�  =  D �ATP A�
II

-1
ATP L  =  D KT�K KT�

-1 
K�KT K�

-1
KT AT P L  =  0 

 

where 

 
K  =  AT P A 

 

 

Corollary 3:  For full rounds the solution to formula (4.2) 

 

X  =  A0
-1 L - A0

-1 B Z 
 

with 

 

Z  =  �BT �I-A0�B + DT D�
II

-1
 BT �I-A0�  L 

 

equals 

 

X�  =  Ao
-1 L 

 

Proof:  For full rounds 

 

A0
-1 B  =  

1
k 

� 
D
D
⋮
D

 �           ;          D  =  [1,1,...]

(m x k)                                 

 

 

Thus it follows from (A.12) that 

 

A0
-1 B Z  =  0 
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NETWORK DENSIFICATION - 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

 

W. M. WELSCH 

Munich, Federal Republic of Germany 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
Problems of network densification circle around some aspects which crystal- 
lize clearly from the bibliography. These aspects are subject of the paper. 
 
In contrasts to very large or free networks, with densification networks the 
boundary value problem of the given reference frame exists. Therefore, the 
theorist may interpret network densification as a general task of interpola- 
tion. From this point of view accuracy and reliability, partly also efficiency 
and practicability are criteria of the network structure or aims of optimi- 
zation efforts. 
 
However, in practice inhomogeneity and inaccuracy as well as unknown stochas- 
tic properties of the reference points cause difficult and delicate problems. 
On this account a great deal of the theoretical and practical treatises deal 
intensively with investigations how to get the densification points fitted 
into the given reference frame as smoothly as possible according to the re- 
spective purpose. This endeavor leads frequently to far-reaching consequen- 
ces for the quality of the densification network, but results only exception- 
ally in an improvement or in a dynamic renovation of the existing frame net- 
work – a goal being essential from the theoretical point of view. 
 
Thus, planning, performing, and evaluating network densification means con- 
sidering the pros and cons of both theory and practice. 

 

 

1.   Definition and introduction 

Network densification leads to densification networks. But this apparently 

trivial statement stands in contrast to some official instructions, accord- 

ing to which only at a certain order densification networks are regarded as 

such. In the following this definition will not be of any meaning. 

As a definition, point intercalation, either single points or even whole 

networks, are considered densification networks, if and when their reference 

frame is externally fixed but not arbitrarily chosen. 

This external reference system represents in some way the boundary value 

problem of densification networks. The most important point distinguishing 

between densification and free or absolute networks is to have to take into 
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consideration the external reference concerning its quantity as well as its 

quality. It influences the design and the observation but especially the 

evaluation of the intercalation measurements. 

Some points should be emphasized. 

The influence of redundant datum points is of great importance for the dis- 

tortion of the configuration of the densification network, while the accura- 

cy is strongly effected by the reference system being a stochastic but not 

a deterministic quantity. Most of the authors of treatises on network densi- 

fication discuss especially questions resulting from these problems. 

The practical realization of the theoretical results is impeded by many ob- 

stacles. A rigorous treatment of technical networks for special purposes can 

be achieved. However, the difficulties with the networks for general purposes 

established by the official surveying administrations cause the discussion 

of numerous technical, organizational and administrative problems. 

First of all the crucial point is scientific. Nevertheless, the practical 

application of the suggested solutions may admittedly cause even more serious 

complications with far-reaching consequences. Therefore, planning, perform- 

ing and evaluating network densification means considering the pros and cons 

of both theory and practice. 

 

2.   The stochastic reference frame 

 

2.1  Rigorous solutions and dynamic networks 

The theoretically easiest solution to the rigorous treatment of the obser- 

vations which are added to the existing control network due to the network 

densification, doubtlessly is the combined new adjustment of all control and 

densification network observations in one step. This procedure is theoreti- 

cally ingenious, too, because the densification observations which were added 

to the already adjusted control network, influence due to their additional 

information also the existing coordinates. They can be utilized to the im- 

provement of the control points effecting their values as well as their 

accuracies. 

A rigorous solution can be achieved also in two steps. BÄHR (1973) treats 

one solution which combines the results of the adjusted control networks as 

correlated observations with the observations carried out for the network 
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densification in one system of condition equations regarding the densifica- 

tion points as unknowns. This technique can also be applied if resulting from 

numerous configuration defects, the densification network (including the 

reference points) cannot be adjusted separately. 

This pre-condition has to be fulfilled with a solution by PELZER (1978). He 

fits the separately adjusted densification network into the existing control 

network eliminating the discrepancies of the junction points by condition 

equations demanding the equality of the double coordinates. The covariance 

matrices are rigorously taken into account. 

BÄHR (1982) aims at the same solution of connecting points without discre- 

pancies by a generalized HELMERT-transformation. This transformation changes 

the coordinates of the junction points of both networks as well as all the 

other point coordinates so as to preserve rigorously the confirmity of the 

joint networks. 

KUBÁČEK (1972) regards two networks as realizations of a stochastic process 

and informs of formulas (KUBÁČEK, 1977) for connecting stepwise any number 

of networks rigorously. 

The strict concept of a dynamic control network (PELZER, 1980) cannot be easily 

put into practice since, in general, the calculation effort is enormous, the 

continuous change of the point coordinates is evoking many severe consequen- 

ces, unsteadiness is created for instance in the cadastre system, and the 

problem of having permanently available the full variance-covariance matrix 

of the network is insurmountable. 

The problem concerning the calculation effort is not invincible. The range 

of influence of the network densification on the existing control network 

can be analyzed (BÄHR, 1973) and be limited by statistical tests. Moreover, 

the stepwise solutions avoid the re-adjustment of the existing network which 

is required by the strict one-step solution. Until now the organizational, 

cadastral and legal problems of a dynamic control network and a dynamic ca- 

dastre have not yet been investigated. But the impact could possibly be 

limited by tolerances. 

However, as far as the storage problem is concerned attempts were made to 

replace the actual rigorous covariance matrix of the control network by 

substitute matrices. PELZER (1978) concerning this matter, suggests storing 

only the diagonal elements as coordinate variances, while the covariances 
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are to be deduced from a model allocating higher correlations to adjacent 

points, lower to remote ones. Based on stochastic processes BUITEN (1975, 

1978) provides even more generalized models of substitute matrices. Support- 

ed by those artificial covariance matrices it becomes possible to solve the 

task of network densification approximately rigorous with a justifiable 

effort. 

Summarizing it can be stated that the time has not yet come for dynamic con- 

trol networks. 

 

2.2  "Best" network fittings 

Those solutions which attempt to fit the densification net into the control 

network by some kind of transformation, withdraw a step further from the 

rigorous solution. Different aspects can be relevant. 

Following the line of strict solutions, the first possibility sets those 

elements of the variance-covariance matrix to zero which are related to the 

points not being directly involved in the network densification. In conse- 

quence these points remain unchanged and do not need to be taken into account 

any longer. The junction points achieve definite coordinates, discrepancies 

do not appear. 

This idea provides the basis for solutions by COOPER and LEHAY (1977, 1978) 

who point out that a weak reference system will be improved, while a good 

one will not be influenced negatively. 

However, the risk is taken to disturb the neighbouring accuracy between the 

points of the reference system, since the change of coordinates is effective 

only to the junction points. 

The usual approximate net-connections by redundant similarity-(HELMERT-)trans- 

formations transfer the area of disturbed neighbouring accuracy or, so to 

speak, the inconsistency of neighbouring accuracy to the connecting points 

themselves, because they obtain double coordinates after the fitting-in of 

the densification network. This dissatisfying fact cannot be abolished, not 

even by utilizing all available stochastic information, i.e. the covariance 

matrices of the network to be connected as weight matrices (CONZETT, 1975; 

SCHMID, 1980; SCHERRER, 1980). The removal of those discrepancies is, there- 

fore, treated with special attention. 
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The easiest method would be to do nothing leaving the ambiguity as it is. 

But as a matter of fact, this solution cannot be accepted although exactly 

that is the usual practice. 

A rigorous possibility for a weighted mean could be achieved by block adjust- 

ments (WOLF, 1978) reducing the normal equations of the two networks down to 

the junction points. But naturally, this procedure is far too complicated 

and would, nevertheless, only mean an approximate solution, provided the re- 

calculation from the connecting points to the blocks would be neglected 

(KLINGENBERG et al., 1977). A mean with weights taken from the variances of 

the coordinates of the connecting points is possible but represents an 

approximate solution, too. In both cases the problems of disturbed neigh- 

bouring accuracy remain existing. 

At this point the very important phenomenon of the datum-dependence of the 

covariance matrices which are used for all those calculations, has to be 

mentioned. The joint processing of covariance matrices related to different 

networks makes it indispensable to refer to a – possibly arbitrary – but 

yet common geodetic datum. Since BAARDA (1973) datum- or S-transformations 

are well-known. 

The rigorous solutions were officially rejected in practice because they can 

hardly be realized for large networks, at least not at the present. In search 

of the "best" approximative solution, the fitting of networks by collocation 

provides a recommendable possibility as seen not only from the practical but 

also from the theoretical point of view. Already WOLF (1979) pointed at the 

interrelations between adjustment and collocation. He defined in this sense 

the point-intercalation as a problem of prediction. Consequently the collo- 

cations has been used in some variety to overcome the problem of discrepan- 

cies in a manner suitable to practice. 

HALMOS et al. (1974) describes the problem as a local filter-problem. KLIN- 

GENBERG (1977) distributes the coordinate discrepancies in the sense of an 

interpolation – collocation to the vicinity of the junction points. Based 

on the work of KRAUS (1970), CAROSIO (1980) deals with the fitting of old 

triangulation networks of 4. order into newer and better networks of higher 

order. In a transition zone overlapping the old and new triangulations, the 

point coordinates are changed in such way that the fitting is as smooth as 

possible. The range of this transition zone can be varied and adapted to 

the actual problem by setting up suitable covariance functions. 
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BUITEN (1978) describes the procedure of network-fitting by collocation 

methods in detail. Preferably a similarity transformation is taken as trend- 

function. On it a signal is superposed which removes systematic parts from 

the discrepancies as regional effects. The remaining discrepancies are due 

to the noise. Its contribution is small but still troublesome. To get rid 

of it, the covariance matrix of the noise parameters is set zero. Therefore 

this procedure represents the special collocation case of noisefree predic- 

tion. The final values of the coordinates of the densification network points 

which are not nodal points are calculated from the trend and signal by inter- 

polation. The covariance matrices of the signal are substitute matrices 

following the conditions of stochastic processes. 

Referring to this method an approximation solution is obtained by removing 

the discrepancies with the help of weights depending on point intervals 

(RUOPP, 1972; BLACHNITZKY, 1974; OVERHOFF, 1981). Pointwise, several trans- 

formations are carried out. The weights for the mean of the results are 

taken from the mutual distances between the respective points. The procedure 

is not rigorous, of course, but practicable and conserving neighbouring 

accuracies. 

Summarizing, the above mentioned methods attempt to approach a rigorous solu- 

tion by taking the following measures: evaluating the network densification 

also the reference points are effected, at least the junction points; fit- 

ting-in the densification network as smoothly as possible is aimed at; the 

neighbouring accuracies, particularly at the network margins, are attempted 

to be conserved. This endeavour is supported by utilizing the covariance 

matrices of both the densification and the control network. 

 

2.3  Hierarchical structure of networks 

A further step of simplifying the mathematical model of network-fitting is 

achieved by regarding the coordinates of the junction points of the refer- 

ence frame as unchangeable, and that from the very beginning of the set-up. 

If, additionally, the covariance matrix of the reference frame is assumed 

to vanish, the classical concept of hierarchical network structures is put 

into existence (PELZER, 1980). The strictness of this structure is a bit 

released tolerating, that variances and covariances related to the junction 

points effect only the densification network but not the reference points. 

Unchangeable control point coordinates are of great advantage. However, the 

constraints to the intercalation network are sometimes hardly bearable, 
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especially if a weak and badly distorted control network has to serve a 

precise densification network as reference frame. 

Already GOTTHARDT (1957) points at the misjudgement of the accuracies of 

the intercalated points if the covariance matrix of the reference points is 

neglected. Subsequently the effect of the stochastic properties of the ref- 

erence frame has frequently been investigated; see (GLEINSVIK (1963), ACKERL 

(1965), LENZMANN (1981), MIERLO (1982) et al. The conclusion is always the 

same: the use of reference points as deterministic quantities leads to over- 

estimating the accuracies of the densification points. Considering the 

stochastic properties of the reference points, a strict solution for the 

covariance matrix, i.e. for the accuracy of the densification net, is 

achievable (WELSCH and KELM, 1980). If an actual covariance matrix of the 

reference system is not available, a substitute matrix can be simulated and 

utilized. BUITEN and RICHARDUS (1982) go into the details of network densi- 

fication by adjustment, a method widely applied to official network densi- 

fication in the Netherlands. 

As seen from those investigations, a strictly hierarchical network struc- 

ture is the more risky, the more stages the hierarchy has. Therefore, ana- 

lyses were made (HILGER, 1966) whether certain orders of densification can 

be skipped without loss of accuracy. Others examined if the traditional 

principle "from major to minor" should be given up or even be reversed 

(GERKE and PELZER, 1970). Theoretical considerations support this idea. 

However, it has not succeeded in practice. 

 

3.  Planning of network densifications 

Some aspects of the establishment and structure of reference- and densifica- 

tion networks have already been given. AUGATH (1976) has carried out ex- 

tensive reflections on that topic. He starts from the various requirements 

of different users coming from cartography, cadastre and natural science. On 

grounds of the changed and precise measurement techniques (PELZER, 1981) a 

set-up of networks in two stages may be sufficient on principle leading to 

a distortionless frame- and densification multipurpose network satisfying 

most of the requirements. 

The arrangement of the observations, namely that one of the densification 

network, results from criteria of minimizing costs and maximizing accuracy 

and reliability (AUGATH, 1977 and 1980); FÖRSTNER, 1981). The results can 
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definitely be not in coincidence with each other, since uniformly distri- 

buted and weighted observations are essential for the optimization or re- 

liability, while depending on local effects varying weights can be achieved 

as an optimum result for accuracies. 

An overview on planning aspects of densification networks according to 

criteria of network qualities is given by AUGATH (1982) and HEUS (1982). 

For the general mathematical treatment of optimization tasks it is referred 

here to the special bibliography. 

 

4.  Observation and calculation procedures, criteria for qualification 

The changes of the geodetic measurement and evaluation techniques are treated 

by PELZER (1981) in detail. With terrestrial network densification in spite 

of the high accuracy achieved by electronic range finders, the method of 

triangulation has not been pushed away. Thus, for the intercalation of net- 

work-units combined observation procedures have become characteristic. In 

some cases densification by traverse networks is preferred, too. For extended 

surveys of details by electronic tacheometers free-stationing has asserted. 

This has been in coincidence with the development of the tacheometer systems 

themselves including their good storage facilities, and with the generation 

of comfortable computer program systems. Those development trends have been 

pursued by the OBERKOCHEN (1970 – 1981) courses on electronic tacheometer 

techniques. 

Along with the terrestrial methods of network densification also photogramme- 

tric techniques have been developed. Photogrammetry has reached a level (GRÜN, 

1979) which enables analytical methods to compete with terrestrial ones 

according to the same criteria of accuracy, reliability and economy. Even 

if this is in general not unrestrictedly the case (HVIDEGAARD, 1979; ADLER 

and GREENFELD, 1981) the discussion (LEUPIN and MONVOISIN, 1981; NEISECKE, 

1981) proves that for many purposes photogrammetric methods can support and 

complete terrestrial techniques as a partner of equal quality. 

As far as the data processing by computer programs is concerned (WELSCH, 

1981a), some common features can be stated. While the common characteristic 

of some earlier program systems was the endeavour to establish rigorous 

functional models, the most modern programs reflect the following trends: 

automatical calculation of approximate coordinates, continuous testing of 

the reliability of the observations and data-snooping, partly a posteriori 
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variance estimation, working up network points in large numbers, stating of 

the accuracies of all adjustment results etc. The attempt has been become 

obvious to integrate the network adjustment into the general geodetic data 

flow, to process also large networks in medium-sized computers by subtle 

storage techniques, to combine simple handling with mathematical and statis- 

tical strictness. Some program systems intending to those characteristics may 

be mentioned: MEISSL and STUBENVOLL (1977), KATRIN (BENNING, 1979), TRINA 

(FÖRSTNER, 1979), TANA (GRÜNDIG, 1980). 

The theory and the techniques applied are, however, of general validity. They 

are not restricted to densification networks. Therefore, it seems to be ad- 

visible not to discuss here date processing and qualification criteria. A 

review on all those procedures is given by ALBERDA (1980). 

However, the only proposal made here is to quantify and to qualify by strain 

analysis techniques (WELSCH, 1981b) the distortions which a densification 

network undergoes if it is fitted into a reference frame by constraints. 

 

5.  Official densification networks 

The explanations of the last chapters have been related to theoretical pro- 

blems which are essential to densification networks according to their de- 

finition. The set-up of some solutions may be difficult as seen from the 

mathematical point of view but it can be mastered. Strict solutions can be 

applied to local and possibly regional networks. There are no difficulties 

on principle. 

However, this is different with the extended official networks established 

by state or national surveying administrations. Those networks show great 

inhomogeneities due to great differences of their development, structure, 

quality and status of updating caused by various technical, administrative 

and political reasons. Further difficulties are added due to their extension 

and continuous and interlocking changes. Of course, the circumstances vary 

from one country to another. The paper of BLACHNITZKY (1982) might give a 

vital impression of the today’s situation within the Federal Republic of 

Germany. 

The existing national control networks are not sufficient for all require- 

ments. Therefore, a systematic renewal should be aimed at (PELZER, 1981). 

The today achieved standard of observation and evaluation techniques is so 

good as to accomplish anational control network free of tensions. The ad- 
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vantages of such a network with accuracies better than the uncertainty of 

the physical point definition are obvious. Many suggestions have been made 

for a systematic renewal. Although many individuals (KNOOP, 1972; KRIEFALL, 

1975; PÖTZSCHNER, 1977; PELZER, 1981; and others) as well as the official 

surveying administrations have been anxious, the final success can be ques- 

tioned for political, organizational and economical reasons. 

By all means, the official control networks are essential for many technical 

and scientific problem solutions. However, their purpose above all is to be 

the basis for the realization of official tasks. Consequently, their treat- 

ment has to conform possibly also to the latest state of knowledge but large- 

ly to other specific criteria. 

 

6.  Conclusions 

The purely theoretical and technical problems connected with network densi- 

fication are solved to a great deal. The problem of the stochastic reference 

frame can be treated rigorously or with efficient approximate solutions meet- 

ing practical requirements. The recent developments of instrumentation tech- 

niques have lead to observation methods which guarantee point accuracies with- 

in the range of the point definition. The observations can be optimized 

according to criteria such as economy, accuracy and reliability. They can be 

processed by computer programs even in large numbers. Due to the progress of 

photogrammetry analytical methods compete with terrestrial ones. 

However, The existing official control networks do not satisfy the today’s 

requirements of engineering and natural science. Consequently, technical 

networks for special purposes have become necessary. They can meet the de- 

mands since the full theoretical and technical knowledge can be applied. 

For these cases the official networks serve only as a general reference. 

Systematic network renewals which could nationwide provide tensionfree and 

precise geodetic fundamentals, cannot be expected in the near future. Con- 

sequently, official networks are restrained to tasks of sovereignty. 
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THE INCREMENT METHOD 

 

G. ZLATANOV 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

The increment method was proposed by the author of this paper in 1969, and 

was later improved. The essence of the increment method consists in the mo- 

dification of the method of I. Pranis-Praniewich [1], but can be applied 

also within the frame of non-linear version of the least squares method, 

allowing together with the evaluation of the unknowns, also the preparation 

of the information necessary for the computation of the mean errors both of 

all unknowns and also of the functions of groups of unknowns. It is develop- 

ed with a view to using a computer with an internal storage which is insuf- 

ficient to include the entire system of normal equations. 

 

2.  Linear Model 

First we consider the increment method in its linear version and then we 

carry out an additional specialization for non-linear case. 

We assume that the whole system of correction equations is divided into t 

groups, whereby the i-group of equations is presented in the matrix form 

Vi  =  Ai,i-1 Xi-1,i + Aii Xii + Ai,i+1 Xi,i+1 - Li (1) 

�i  =  l,t� 

where: Vi,Li are the vectors of the corrections, respectively the free 

  terms of the i-system of equations, 

 Xii is the vector of the partially independent unknowns in the 

  i-group, 

 Xi,i+1 is the vector of the unknowns, connecting the i-group 

  with the (i+1)-group, 

 Ai,j are the design matrices. 
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For the sake of simplicity we assume that equations for normed corrections 

(reduced to unit weight) are presented in (1). Hence the requirement of the 

least squares method, applied to equation (1) appears in the form 

�  (Vi,Vi)  =  min .                                                                                                              (2)
t

i=1

 

The essence of the increment method consists in solving the i-group of 

equations with a view to the condition 

�Vi-1,i,Vi-1,i�  + (Vi,Vi)  =  min, (3) 

where Vi-1,i is a vector of equivalent corrections of the (i-1)-system of 

equations. 

The computation process in the increment method is conducted for direct and 

revers courses. In the case of direct course the final solution including 

the variance-covariance matrix for the unknowns, is obtained only for the 

last group. For all the remaining groups provisional values of the unknowns 

are obtained. In the revers course corrections to the unknowns are calcu- 

lated, as well as the variance-covariance matrix for the unknowns, belong- 

ing to the separate groups of equations. 

 

2.1.  Direct Computation Course 

For the sake of simplicity we assume that t=2. Hence, taking (1) into ac- 

count, the correction equations are to be presented in the form 

V1  =  A11 X11 + A12 X12                    - L1 
 (4) 
V2  =                      A21 X21 + A22 X22 - L2 . 

To begin with, the first group is solved, proceeding from the consideration 

V1
'  =  A11 X11

'  + A12 X12
'  - L1 (5) 

�V1
',V1

'�  =  min . (5a) 

The solution of (5), carrying (5a) in mind, leads to a system of normal 

equations with the following extended matrix 
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N'  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

A11
t A11 A11

t A12 -A
11

t
L1

A12
t A11 A12

t A12 -A
12

t
L1

-L
1

t
A11 -L

1

t
A12 -L

1

t
L1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 . (6) 

After extracting a matrix root of N’ we obtain the triangular matrix 

R'  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R11
' R12

' S1
'

r12 s12

W'

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 (7) 

where R'11
t  R'11  =  A11

t  A11, R'12  =  R'11
t-1  �A11

t  A12�, S'1=-R'11
t-1�A11

t L1� 

   (7a) 

 r12
t  r12  =  A12

t  A12 - R'12
t  R'12, s12  =  -r12

t-1  �A12
t  L1 + R'12

t  S'1� 

 W'            =  �L1
t L1 - S'1

t S'1 - s12
t  s12  =  �V'1

t V'1 . 

 

The matrix to the right of (7) corresponds to the following elimination 

system 

R'11 X'11 + R'12 X'12 + S'1  =  0 
   (8) 

                             r12 X'12 + s12  =  0 . 

 

The joint solution of the two groups of correction equations from (4), which 

satisfies the condition 

(V1,V1) + (V2,V2)  =  min (9) 

leads to the following system of normal equations 

N11 X11 + N12 X12 + N13 X22 + F1  =  0 

N12
t  X11 + N22 X12 + N23 X22 + F2  =  0 (10) 

N13
t  X11 + N23

t  X12 + N33 X22 + F3  =  0 
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where 

N11  =  A11
t  A11 ,  N12  =  A11

t  A12 ,  N13  =  0 ,  F1  =  -A11
t  L1 

N22  =  A12
t  A12 + A21

t  A21 ,  N23  =  A21
t  A22 ,  F2  =  -A12

t  L1 + A21
t  L2 (10a) 

N33  =  A22
t  A22 ,  F3  =  -A22

t  L2 . 

 

Excluding X11 from (10), we obtain 

N22.1 X12 + N23.1 X22 + F2.1  =  0 
 (11) 
N23.1
t  X12 + N33.1 X22 + F3.1  =  0 

where 

Nik.1  =  Nik - N1i
t  N11

-1 N1k 
 (11a) 

Fi.1    =  Fi - N1i
t  N11

-1 F1 . 

 

The more detailed presentation of the matrix Nik.1 and Fi.1 from (11) leads 

to 

N22.1  =  A12
t  A12 + A21

t  A21 - A12
t  A11 �A11

t  A11�
-1

 A11
t  A12 

N23.1  =  A21
t  A22 

F2.1    =  -A12
t  L1 - A21

t  L2 + A12
t  A11 �A11

t  A11�
-1

 A11
t  L1 (12) 

N33.1  =  A22
t  A22 

F3.1    =  A22
t  L2 . 

 

Statement I  The system (11) can be obtained also proceeding from the 

equations 

V12  =  r12 X12                    + s12 
 (13) 
V2    =  A21 X12 + A22 X22 - L2 

by solving them under the condition 
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(V12,V12)+(V2,V2)=min . (13a) 

And indeed the problem (13), (13a) leads to the following normal equations 

system 

M11 X12 + M12 X22 + G1  =  0 
 (14) 
M12
t  X12 + M22 X22 + G2  =  0 

where with a view to (7a) and (12) we have 

M11  =  r12
t  r12 + A21

t  A21  =  N22.1 

M12  =  A21
t  A22  =  N23.1 

G1    =  r12
t  s12 - A21

t  L2  =  -A12
t  L1 - A21

t  L2 -R'12
t  S'1  = 

         =  -A12
t  L1 - A21

t  L2 + A12
t  A11 �A11

t  A11�
-1

 A11
t  L1  = (15) 

         =  F2.1 

M22  =  A22
t  A22  =  N33.1 

G2    =  -A22
t  L2  =  F3.1 . 

Formulae (15) prove statement I. 

Statement I expresses the method of connecting the two groups correction 

equations and is the base of direct computation course after the increment 

method. 

For the extended matrix of the system of normal equations (14), we have, 

taking into account (15) 

N"  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

  

M11 M12 G1

M12
t M22 G2

G1
t G2

t s12
t s12+L2

tL2

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 . (16) 

After extracting a matrix root from N" we obtain 
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R"  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R"11 R"12 S"1

R"22 S"2

W"

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 (17) 

where 

R"11
t  R"11  =  M11  =  r12

t  r12 + A21
t  A21 

R"12            =  �R"11
-1�

t
 M12  =  �R"11

-1�
t
A21
t  A22 

S"1              =  �R"11
-1�

t
 G1    =  �R"11

-1�
t

 �r12
t  s12 - A21

t  L2� 

R"22
t  R"22  =  M22 - R"12

t  R"12  = 

                      =  A22
t  A22 - �A21

t  A22�
t

 �r12
t  r12 + A21

t  A21�
-1
⋅ (17a) 

                          ⋅ �A21
t  A22� 

S"2              =  �R"22
-1�

t
 �G2 - R"12

t  S"1�  =  -�R"22
-1�

t
 �A22

t  L2 +� 

                          +� R"12
t  S"1� 

W"                =  � L2
t L2 + s12

t  s12 - S"1
t S"1 - S"2

t S"2  = 

                     =  � V12
t  V12 + V2

t V2 . 

 

By making use of statement I we can draw the entire elimination scheme 

(common for the two groups). We have 

R'11 X11 + R'12 X12                       + S'1  =  0 
------------------------------- 
                      R"11 X12 + R"12 X22 + S"1  =  0 (18) 

                                            R"22 X22 + S"2  =  0 . 

 

Under these circumstances the quantity W2  =  V1
t V1 + V2

t V2 can be written 

W2  =  V1
t V1 + V2

t V2  = (19) 

       =  L1
t L1 + L2

t L2 - S'1
2 - S"1

2 - S"2
2 . 
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From the last equation of (7a) and the last equation of (17a) we obtain 

the relation 

W'2 + W"2  =  V'1
t V'1 + V12

1  V12 + V2
t V2  = 

                      =  L1
t L1 - S'1

t S'1 - s12
t  s12 + L2

t L2 + s12
t  s12 – (20) 

                           - S"1
t S"1 - S"2

t S"2  =  W2 . 

 

Formula (20) is a check of the correct connection of the two groups of 

equations. 

The computations for the direct course and, as we shall see below, for the 

reverse course as well, can be simplified if in the computation of the se- 

cond group, X12 is assumed as a vector of the provisional (constant) val- 

ues. 

Thus be setting 

X12  =  X'12 + dX12 (21) 

equations (13) appear in the form 

V12  =  r12  dX12 

V2    =  A21  dX12 + A22 X22 - L'2 (22) 

where 

L'2  =  L2 - A21 X'12 (22a) 

and we have taken into account the validity of the second equation in (8). 

Under these circumstances by introducing in (18) the relations (21) and 

X11  =  X'11 + dX11 (23) 

and taking into account the first equation in (8) we have 
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R'11  dX11 + R'12  dX12                                    =  0 
---------------------------------- 
                          R"11  dX12 + R"12 X22 + S"1  =  0 (24) 

                                                    R"22 X22 + S"2  =  0 

where 

S"1  =  S"1 + R"11 X'12 . (24a) 

Therefore, for the direct computation course, provisional values of the un- 

knowns are obtained from each elimination system (with the exception of the 

elimination system for the last group of equation). The computations can 

also be checked for each group, applying the formula 

Vi-1,1
t  V + V'i

t V'  =  Wi
2 (25) 

whereby the computation of the corrections (the left part of (25)) is car- 

ried out with the provisional values of the unknowns �Xi-1,i,Xii,Xi,i+1�. 

 

 

2.2  Reverse Computation Course 

As already mentioned the corrections of the provisional values of the un- 

knowns and the values required for the evaluation of the accuracy are de- 

termined in the reverse course. For this purpose, from the setended matrix 

of the elimination system for the last group (in this case R") in accord- 

ance with the algorithm of Banachiewicz [2] we go over to the matrix 

R"�       =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R"11 R"12 S"1

R"22 S"s

1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 . (26) 

The inverse of (26) is 

R"�
-1

  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R"11 R"12 dX12

R"22 dX22

1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 (27) 
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where R"11 and R"22 are triangular matrices. The matrix R"�
-1
 contains both 

the values of the unknowns and the information necessary for the variance- 

covariance matrix for these unknowns. For the latter we have 

Q"  =  � 
R"11 R"12

. R"22
 �  . � 

R"11 R"12

. R"22
 �

t

 . (28) 

The knowledge of Q", respectively of R"�
-1
 answers the question of the ac- 

curacy of arbitrary functions of unknowns belonging to the second group. 

As can be seen nothing of unknown nature was met at the computation of the 

last (second) group. However the case with the other group is different. 

There the matrix of the coefficients in front of the unknowns in the eli- 

mination system, namely 

R'  =  � 
R'11 R'12

. r'12
 � (29) 

is not suitable for obtaining the variance-covariance matrix Q' in the same 

easy way, as with the second group. It is obvious, that in R' the matrix 

R'22, of the same type, is to be put in the place of r12, but so as 

R22
t-1  . R22

-1  =  Q'12,R'22  =  R22
t  (30) 

where   Q'12 is the variance-covariance matrix for dX12, which can be obtained 

of the computation of the second group, applying the formula 

Q'12  =  R"11 . R"11
t
 + R"12 . R"12

t
 . (31) 

Since R'22 is to be of the type of r12, then obviously its inverse is to be 

of the same type. By applying equation (30) we see immediately that the 

evaluation of R22
-1 is reduced to finding the lower triangular matrix root. 

Statement II  If Q is a symmetrical and positively determined matrix, then 

it possesses a lower triangular matrix root K, so that 

Kt . K  =  Q (32) 
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designating 

K  =  √Q . (32a) 

The existence of lower triangular matrix root is proved just as this is 

done for the existence of the elementary matrix root. 

The computation itself of the lower triangular root is conducted after the 

formulas 

kii  =  � qii - � khi
2

n

h=i+1

  ,  i  =  n, n-1, ..., 1 

kij  =  �qij - � khi khj

n

h=j+1

�  : kii                                                                                       (33) 

    i  =  n, n-1, ..., 1     ,     j  =  i-1, i-2, ..., 1 

kij  =  0 by i < j 

where n is the order of Q. 

Therefore, the transformed R' appears as 

R'  =  � 
R'11 R'12

. R'22
 � . (34) 

Formula (34) shows that after we obtain R22
-1 as lower triangular root of Q'12 

we have to find its transposed inverse as well. In practice this is how- 

ever not necessary. Instead of R' we can draw up the matrix 

R'0  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R'11 R'12

----------

. R'22

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 (35) 

where the designation R'22  =  R22
-1

t

 is introduced. 
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In R'0 we seem to have begun the inversion, obtaining the last cell of the 

inverse matrix. It remains to "complete" the inversion, so that 

R'-1  =  � 
R'11 R'12

. R'22
 � (36) 

in order to obtain the unknowns of the first group, it is suitable to 

carry out the transformation on the matrix R' from (7) by setting 

R'0    =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
 

R'11 R'12 S'1

. R'22 dX12

. . 1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 . (37) 

"Completing" the inversion of R'0 we obtain 

R'-1  =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

R'11 R'12 dX11

. R'22 dX12

. . 1

 

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 . (38) 

This "completing" of the inversion R'0 is conducted after the formulae 

rii  =   1 rii           �i  =  1,m��  

 (39) 

rij  =  -rii � rih rhj
j

h=i+1

 

i      =  m, m-1, ..., 1     by  j  =  m+1,m+n 

i      =  j-1, j-2, ..., 1   by  j  =  1,m 

j      =  m+n, m+n-1, ..., m, m-1, ..., 1 

m      =  order  (R'11),     n  =  order  (R'22) + 1 . 

By introducing this computation process in a computer, it is entirely pos- 
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sible to use one hand the same data file for the matrices N' (without the 

elements under the main diagonal), R' and R'-1, which lead to maximum sav- 

ing of memory. 

 

3.  Non-Linear Model 

The correction equations, for example for the first group of observations, 

can be presented also in the following non-linear model 

vi  =  Fi �x1, x2, ..., xm  ;  y1, y2, ..., yn� - li 

 (40) 

           �i = 1,q  ;  q ≥ m+n� 

where xj  �j = 1,m� are the partially independent unknowns, and yk  �k = 1,n� 

the connecting unknowns. 

By introducing the vectors 

v  =  � v1, v2, ..., vq � 

l  =  � l1, l2, ..., lq � 

 (41) 
x  =  | x1, x2, ..., xm | 

y  =  � y1, y2, ..., yn � 

and the vector-function 

F  =  � F1, F2, ..., Fq � (42) 

equations (40) can be replaced by the functional 

v  =  F (x;y) - l . (43) 

Let us assume that the approximate s-solution xs,ys is found for (43), 

which satisfies the condition 

�vs,vs�  =  min . (43a) 
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For the s+1 solution we can write 

xs+1  =  xs + dxs+1 
 (44) 

ys+1  =  ys + dys+1 . 

Assuming that the functions Fi  �i = 1,q� are continuously differentiable in 

some convex field, containing xs, xs+1, ys and ys+1 desintegrate the functio- 

nal F (x;y) in the powers of the small norm of the vectors dx and dy, limit- 

ing ourselves to the linear members 

F �xs+1;ys+1�   =  F �xs;ys� + F'x �xs;ys� dxs+1 + F'y �xs;ys� dys+1 . (45) 

In formula (45) F'x and F'y are matrices in a sense similar to the matrices 

of Jacobi. By introducing (45) in (43) we obtain 

vs+1  =  F'x �xs;ys� dxs+1 + F'y �xs;ys� dys+1 + F�xs;ys� - l . (46) 

Equation (46) is solved under the condition 

�vs+1,vs+1�   =  min . (47) 

The process of consecutive approximations, reminding of the method of 

Newton, is to continue until the norm of the two vectors dx and dy becomes 

acceptably small (so as not to influence the values of the elements of the 

matrices F'x and F'y). So ends the direct course of computation of the first 

group of correction equations, represented by the equations (40) and (43) 

respectively. 

No corrections are introduced in the computation of the second group of 

vectors yw although such corrections are to be calculated in the consecu- 

tive approximations at the computations of the second group of equations. In 

the last computation of the second group, the corrections of yw are to be 

taken into account and they give the final values of these unknowns calcu- 

lated in the direct course. 

The aforesaid shows that the non-linear model of the increment method does 

not lead to basic differences from the linear model; therefore everything 

that was said for the connection of the groups and the computation of the 

variance-covariance matrices of the unknowns in the linear model remains 

valid also in the non-linear model. 
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